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If your tuner is giving you far
too much snap and crackle with
your pop, have alisten to the
Pioneer F-137.
Its Digital Direct Decoder
system instantly converts radio
frequency signal into digital
information. Which means it will
reduce the hiss on any broadcast.
Virtually eliminating background
noise.
But if you'd like more background, cast an eye over its other
features:
• Honeycomb chassis - anti resonance construction
• 24 random presets for FM/
MW stations
• Improved linear front end
• Narrow/ wide bandwidth
switch.
Call Teledata on 01-200 0200
for further information.

Wand you hear Pioneer
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Y PENGUIN GUIDES w ill
Brahms's Symphonies (as he has for Chanhave to huddle up to t
ak
e i
n th
e
dos) Ithink we had best listen for what he
latest, blancmange- pink volume.
brings to the music, not looking upon the
King-size it may be, but the LP is
results, just because they are ' set down' on
oui: now (see Books, p87). Only CDs and
CD, as reflecting anything other than feelings
cassettes are included. The same week, a he had at one given time. Pianist Barry
copy of the Good CD Guide also hit my desk.
Douglas made asimilar observation about his
In the compact disc era ' classical music'
Beethoven ' Hammerklavier' recording
receives unprecedented written, and spoken,
(HFNIRR interview July). In other words,
coverage — even if, of late, our two posh (?)
perhaps we should look upon classical CDs as
Sundays have whittled down their space for
no less transitory in intent than live concert
records to negligible proportions. But
performances.
perhaps one longstanding attitude to the
The Penguin Guide prompted two quite
medium should change.
separate pieces in the Sunday Times, 30 Oct',
There's a curious feature of record criticon 'the demise of the classical LP'. Were
ism that scarcely pertains when films, theatre,
valued recordings to be lost forever? But
or books are discussed. And that is the notion
deletions lists have always been the dread of
that one version of a piece stands above all
collectors, and the disgorging of CDs hardly
the rest, as the most desirable to acquire.
affects the situation. Sales figures are the
Over the years, we have become inured to
determining factor.
the idea of the definitive interpretation and
Karajan
recording. ( Music criticism is subject to the
swings of fashion, too. For instance, when
Within four minutes of the box office opening
Klemperer began conducting Beethoven in
on the first day of booking for the RFFI
London, in the late '50s, he was hailed as
October concert by the Berlin Philharmonic
revealing the true Beethoven, rugged, deterOrchestra under Karajan, it was announced
mined — Klemperer's own traits, of course.
that the only seats available were at £60 each.
He was then appealing antidote to the ruthNeedless to say there was resentment at the
lessly fast Toscanini.)
explanation that priority had been given to
The ' Building a library' feature, in Radio
mailing list subscribers. The management
3's Record Review, valuable though it may he
might consider a more equitable way of
in principle, perpetuates this notion: when,
dealing with such high demand events —
like some bizarre game of musical skittles,
especially as. for the last Karajan visit,
one interpretion after another is relegated to
unlucky postal applicants weren't notified
leave the single, glowing exemplary performthat their cheques were to be returned until
ance everyone should own. There is nothing
two weeks after personal booking started.
worse than hearing the more pompous
The October concert itself brought further
reviewer dismissing agreat artist just because
minor drama, when the programme was
he departs from strict adherence to the letter
delayed by an hour because French industrial
of the score: it's arrogant, and an easy route,
action had held up the Orchestra's instruwhich at worst blocks the innocent listener
ments: Kent and Metropolitan police escorts
from acquainting himself with the work of the
had been provided from Dover! The unusual
more creative of today's practising musicians.
buzz of animation in the Festival Hall circulaBut, in a time when every company must
tion areas reflecte the true sense of occasion —
have its competing cycle of standard repersome papers speculated on a ' last appeartory works, and when ( relative to the price of
ance', in prompt reviews of the concert. To
a concert ticket) the CD is inexpensive, we
watch Karajan as he makes his slow, detershould think of collecting music on records
mined path to the rostrum ( rank and file
not so much in terms of the definitive
players extend an arm for him to grip) makes
purchase, more in the manner of what Lorin
you conscious of the piteousness of old age.
Maazel described as the 'dipping into tallow':
He wears track shoes, comfortable clothes.
the accumulation of many layers of experiKarajan listens to, anticipates and adjusts the
ence of awork which formulate our personal
sound. His gestures are limited: more like
ideas of music. As one example: Neeme Jiirvi
reminders of how he used to direct these
has built up an extraordinary list of recordplayers. There was something one would not
ings since leaving the Soviet Union. Much of
have anticipated about the concert — apart
the material is practically new to the catafrom the marvellous sound of the Berlin
logue: Tubin, Gade. But when he tackles
Orchestra, strings unmatched anywhere in
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EADING the equipment test lineup for January is one new product
that really has been awaited with
keen anticipation — the strikingly
different and superbly-engineered Roksan
Artemiz tonearm. We'll be offering the first
ever review of this milestone British product.
Another first will be the in-depth technical
review of the Rowland Model Three preamplifier and monoblock power amplifiers;
but budget amplification is not forgotten, as
there will be coverage of the intriguing little
ITL integrated amp. Following the December
cassette deck test, Chris Bryant will be
moving up the price range to look at some
three-head models from Denon, Pioneer and
Nakamichi; while Martin Colloms will offer a
full technical review of all three Acoustic
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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CHRISTOPHER

Audion
We regret that the wrong picture appeared,
in our Nov' Show report, for the export-only
Audion preamp. Apologies all round.

MON

Next month: Acoustic Energy loudspeaker A El &
Nakamichi CRIE

BREUNIG

their ability to range from appp softer than
that of astring quartet, yet staggering at full
power. Above all, one felt he was still
perfecting the readings: as if in a workshop.
Playing not for the present, but in preparation for some other, future time.
All that has been said of Karajan's vanity,
his power consciousness, seems irrelevant. At
80, he shows no concern with his audience
(except their flash cameras, at the end), only
the music- making.
The point of all this is simply that firstly, to
experience orchestral playing of such calibre
(and, apart. from the strings, the first oboe
was wonderful, the corporate musicianship
applied to subsidiary detail in Brahms's First
Symphony was literally revelatory) was to set
a new reference, both for live and recorded
orchestral performances. Then, one could say
that, far more than armchair critics would
have you believe, the Deutsche Grammophon sound does capture the unique
colour of the Orchestra's timbres.

H

Energy loudspeakers — the incredibly successful AEI and the larger AE2 and AE4 models,
the latter only just released. To complete this
issue's speaker coverage there will be reviews
of the Musical Fidelity Reference 2, ATC
monitor, and Wharfedale's new 505. CD
player coverage will include the promising
Toshiba budget player, which looks to be a
true giant- killer.
Features next month will include the full
story of the BBC designed LS3/5A loudspeaker, more on live sound from Ben Duncan, and the results of the Sony/Hi-Fi News
Dealer of the Year poll. And there'll be more
music than ever, with apacked review section
headed by an interview with James Galway.
The January issue goes on sale on December
16 — don't miss your copy.
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KOETSU
What the real listeners feel about
Koetsu analogue moving coil cartridges

-The

truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
. . Koetsu style."

Aston Audio ( De fek Aston- Darker) (
0625) 582704
"Koetsu Red Signature — is there abetter way to listen to the Bay City Rollers."
Audio Excellence (
Tony Revelle) (
0222) 28565
"Koetsu is Japanese for '
Bloody Superb' ( and if it isn't it should be).W & A Brady ( Doug Brady) ( 01) 379 4010
"Meaty, Beaty. Big & Bouncy"
The Cornflake Shop (
Steve Moore) (
01) 631 0472

-e
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K. J. Leisure Sound (
John Reed) (
01)486 8262
"We' re Britain's No, 2Koetsu dealer — so we try harder!"
The Music Room (
Jack Lawson) (
061) 835 1366, ( 041) 248 7221
"Providing that your system is capable. this cartridge becomes an instrument for music"
Midland Hi Fi Studio (
Mike Norton) (
0902) 771 774
"Like the finest wine every Koetsu has its own unforgettable magic"
The Pinewood Music Company (
Brian Rivas) ( 0264) 57536
"If you're suffering from them old analogue blues. your system needs ared. By Koetsu . . of course."
Radlett Audio (
David Wren) (
09276) 6497
"Is there anything better?"
The Sound Organisation (
Roger Macer) (
01) 463 2255
"To hear the Koetsu is to open your eyes for the first time"
Steve Boxshall Audio (
Steve Boxshall) (
0223) 68305
"Give your bank manager the needle — go into the red with asignature!"
Unilet Hi Fi (
Tim O'Malley) (
01) 942 9567
"A gold star to you Ricardo!"
West Midlands Audio (
Mr Thistleton-Dyer ( 0905) 58046

'I have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

Absolute Sounds

Absolute Sounds 318 Wurple Road Wimbledon London SW20 8QU
Tel: 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.

True imitations
From: Martin JLinnell, Croydon, Surrey
Dear Sir, twas fascinated to read (
HFNIRR
September) Mr Beswick's rejection of the
idea that ' with hi-fi we are trying to imitate
live music . . . '. With the example he gives.
he is right, of course; most, if not all, rock
and pop music is created primarily for the
record buying public and disco consumer. It
follows that live rock and pop concerts are
attempts ( musically at least) to approach the
perfection of the recorded sound. Whether
the music is actually performed live or the
artist mimes to the record, the live
performance is often atheatrical event as
much as amusical one.
This is not the case with most other kinds
of music. The basic point, surely, is that all
art-forms deserve to been seen/heard/judged
in the originally conceived form. For
example, 'alot of films make little impact on
television, either because of scale or the lack
of audience reaction. The Singing Detective,
written for the intimate audience of
television, may or may not work on the big
screen, but if it doesn't that is not areflection
on Dennis Potter. You should not judge the
impact of an oil painting from apostcard
reproduction. Ithink it also follows that
doing aperiod instrument and period scale
performance of the Choral Symphony in the
Albert Hall is arather silly idea.
Since most 'classical music' is written
essentially for live performance, it seems to
me that recording should, indeed, be an
attempt to enable the listener to experience
at home as near as possible what he would
experience in the concert hall or private living
room performance or cathedral or whatever,
with the proviso that, to compensate for the
lack of visual experience and audience
reaction, arguably some subtle highlighting is
appropriate. Isay 'arguably' because Ihave
often found that during the most moving
moments in the concert hall Ihave had my
eyes closed!
Certainly, the concept of creating an
exciting, involving musical experience at
home is avalid one, and many classical discs
do just that. However, if in doing so the
resulting effect bears no relationship to alive
performance, for instance by making the
soloist so loud in aconcerto that the listener
can hardly hear the orchestra, that's fine — a
lot of people like it that way; but such a
recording should not be used as the basis of a
judgement on the quality of the composer's
work.
Yours faithfully

Non-universal formats
From: Ian Leslie, London
Dear Sir, The sudden launch — after all the
waiting and rumours — of acomprehensive
range of audio/video discs in three sizes with
wide variety of content is amighty
achievement on the part of all concerned. But
is it auseful one? Basic CD is only just taking
off in quantity; pre-recorded DAT is also
launched this very month; high-definition TV
is promised for 1989; Super VHS should be
with us even before that.
So CDV-LP (incidentally, how is it
'compact' disc video is, at 30cm, the very size
of the old pre-compact discs?) looks likely to
fall into avery short span indeed of
usefulness.
Would it not have been better to wait until
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

digital analysis/compression of picture
information will permit auniversal disc
playable as either PAL. SECAM or NTSC —
or to any new standard? And extra
information to call up optionally — such as
sub-titles on opera recordings?
Analogue groove recording throughout its
full century of life was an amazing hotchpotch of compromises and sheer bodges hut it
was capable of constant development without
'compatibility' hangups and at every stage of
development it gave perceived results
magically in excess of what theory suggested
it ought to achieve. If we must have the
expense of new hardware to start afresh our
collections of software, can we not have more
open-ended possibilities than the present
development seems to offer?
But if the new combi-player is to remain
the ultimate for some time, then may Imake
an earnest plea for the 20cm disc to be used,
where appropriate, for all audio simply to
avoid splitting the longer musical works
across several discs? Icalculate that a20cm
audio disc could run for up to 220 minutes per
side and Isaid from the outset that it was a
throwaway to sacrifice the potential long
playing time of this high information-density
medium for aquite unnecessarily small
standard size.
Yours faithfully

Not too loud
From: H Rowson, Kent
Dear Sir, twould like to express my
enjoyment of the recent HFNIRR Penta
Show. Being of mature years and along
standing hi-fi addict from Williamson days
who is trying to return to the fold from a
B&O wilderness, Iquite expected to be
continuously engulfed by music which Ididn't
like and which was too loud and little else.
On the whole Ithink Iwas right but my
over-riding memory is of the magnificent
sounds which can emerge from small speakers
attached to good systems; in particular
Musical Fidelity. In my opinion the star of the
Show your own hi- wiring, hi-amping
demonstration.
Perhaps Iwas influenced by the calm and
relatively quiet environment in which your
demonstration was held but Ithought it was
terrific with even my old ears being able to
appreciate the advantages of bi-amping. An
interesting aspect of the demonstrations
which showed that you have got your feet on
the ground was the choice of teak veneered
speakers with grilles rather than one of the
many open black boxes which, however good
musically, can never harmonise with the
average room environment.
Finally, may Isay that as arather
conservative classical music lover Iwas
unexpectedly captivated by your
demonstration programme and would dearly
like to purchase these CDs and explore
further. Ihave no idea what they were other
than the 2nd and 3rd excerpts were tracks 8
and 3respectively. Could you please help me
on this and, just to play safe, remind me of
the items which constituted that marvellous
system?
Yours faithfully
[The classical excerpt used by Martin
Colloms was from Variations on aTheme by
Frank Bridge, which appears on the Nimbus
CD Britten: Works for String Orchestra (
NIM
5025). The other excerpts were from Eddie

VIEWS

Loiuss's Sang Mele ( see Rock/Pop/Jazz) and
Jacques Loussier's recently re-recorded Play
Bach CD. The system included Marantz
CD65SE CD player, Musical Fidelity MVT/
MASO amplification and Rogers LS7ts — Ed]

Tolerance of clicks and plops
From: Michael Wilcox, Northumberland
Dear Sir, My tolerance to plops and clicks
and LP surface noise has diminished greatly
since tstarted collecting CDs. I've tried
various methods of cleaning LPs including
the ' Permaclean' spray and Hunt's ' P2
Miracle Record Cleaner'. ( I've ruined a
couple of LPs with the latter). Isaw a
prototype of the VPI machine that the
HFNIRR Accessories Club is offering for a
staggering £ 75.00 ( fluid extra) and thought it
looked as though it had been thrown together
in the back of agarage. Ihad ademo of a
`Nitty-Gritty' machine but thought it was
overpriced and didn't buy. Iwas keen on a
jelly that you spread all over the disc and then
peeled off like askin when it dried, but you
can't get this any more.
I'd welcome adetailed series of HFNIRR
reports on 1) Cleaning machines — what they
do and how they work. 2) Cleaning fluids
(Last, P2 etc) — What do they consist of and
how do they react chemically with LPs? In the
long term, do LPs need those oils that cleaning
/each out of the vinyl.
As LP manufacture decreases, our
collections become increasingly important as
asource of performances not otherwise
available, and, in time, increasingly valuable.
So hang on to those LPs! And let's start to
re-think exactly how best to preserve them.
Yours faithfully

Learning to love the Linn?
From: SD Baty, Lancashire
Dear Sir, It grieves me to relate an
experience at one of the North's ( better)
dealers, concerning ademonstration and
subsequent purchase of aturntable.
Iwas seated in the demo studio with the
turntables behind me, one was of aScottish
origin and the other for the demo was an
Alphason Sonata, both turntables were fitted
with their own tone arms and the same
cartridges. After an hour of blind A/B
comparison, Ichose the music of the
Alphason. When asked why by the dealer, t
talked about tempo, presence, space, topend, middle and low clarity, all having the
right amount of weight and subtleties.
Being aclassically trained musician and
lover of music of all types, rock, jazz,
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Can any other hi-fi store shape up to Unilet?
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If you want to cut out the time and
fuss of searching for the right hi-fi
4'19>
at the right price just cut the
coupon. We'll send you the
t
e
,
.
'"Y Unilet HiFi, 35 HighStreet, New Malden, \e'}-ei,
multi- page price list
.
Surrey KT3 4BY. \e''''„
packed with top brands.
Please send me your price list \
Or call in and see for
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classical etc. and also aregular visitor to
concerts and live music venues, Iknow what
reproduced music and hi-fi is trying to
achieve, and to my ears, the Alphason comes
top. The dealer, on the other hand, smiled at
me and said. ' Imade that mistake when Ifirst
heard them in ablind test, until Ilearned the
sound of the Linn.'
It appears to me that the young man had
read and been told too much about how the
Linn sounded and was apparently confused
and blinded to the fact that the Alphason
outperformed the Linn in every relevant
aspect of recorded music replay, be it power
or subtlety. In classical or rock music it
revealed all that was in the vinyl without
adding to the performance.
After living with my choice for over six
months, Ican only reiterate my appraisals,
and thank all at Alphason for the pleasure the
Sonata has given me.
Yours faithfully

Kangaroos and KEFs
From: B FWilson, Australia
Dear Sir, Without writing to entirely quell his
missionary zeal, Mr Douglas Byrne's rather
quaint letter (July ' 88) needs aresponse; if
only to add asmidgeon of perspective.
Firstly, Mr Byrne would, of course, find
shops full of ' run-of-the-mill stereo gear from
the Far East' if he only visited shops that sold
'run of the mill stereo gear from the Far East'
—whatever that is. My perception, as anative
of the hi-fi scene 'down under' is that there is
no shortage of outlets for loudspeakers from
the Old Country. (The ' Old Country'?
Really, Mr Byrne!) In fact Ican think of at
least adozen speciality hi-fi shops here in
Sydney that will gladly demonstrate B&Ws,
KEFs, Tannoys, Monitor Audios, Arcams,
Linns etc. What ashame, that with awhole
month in Sydney, he was unable to find these
places. We have, down here, atelephone
book called the ' Yellow Pages' — an excellent
idea, Ithink we switched it from the ' Old
Country'.
It should also be brought to Mr Byrne's
attention that between the odd kangaroo
shoot and beer chundering party, we have
found time to appreciate speakers from other
old countries like the USA, Germany, Italy,
Scandinavia and New Zealand. We even (are
you sitting down Mr Byrne?) manufacture
and export our own high quality speakers.
File away these names: Krix, Richter,
Duntech, Orpheus and Prodigm — to mention
afew. Finally, just in case you are ready to
brand me as some sort of hi-fi anglophobe,
I've owned for some time apair of
Wharfedale 708s which do me very nicely —
but there was this pair of Aussie speakers I
heard last week . . . .
Love yer mag. Fair suck of the savaloy, it's
alittle bottler.
Yours faithfully

Parking at the Penta
From: D K Yeomans, Ashford, Middlesex
Dear Sir, 1have just returned from The Hi Fi
Show at the Penta Hotel — the show itself was
OK, but what afiasco was the parking and
transport!
Firstly — all road signs led everyone into the
Hotel — the car park was full ( at 09.45) and
the attendant was handing everyone amap to
reach the other car parks — and then they all
had to U-turn or reverse to go back. The
jam-up was astounding. On trying to follow
the map, one soon discovered that the Long
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Term car park ( East) was closed, and the
believe avery specific reason can be
main Car Park was designated for Airport
identified. In the newer-generation models,
Staff only. The West Car Park was almost
Sony have loaded up improvements in the
full, but Imanaged to find aspace.
areas of mechanical construction, power
There was no indication as to where to wait
supplies, isolation, etc, but interestingly
for the 'bus, other than alot of people all
enough are still continuing to use
asking if this was the right place to wait for
inappropriate IC's in the analogue stages.
the 'bus! Just as well it was not raining, it was
Two years ago, David Berning and I
totally exposed. We eventually got to the
determined to see if the sound of aSony CDP
Show — very good.
303ES ( in the US, CDP520ESII) could be set
Then there came the comedy of the return
right. This player used LF353's and NE5532's
trip.
as its op amps. For comparison, we had at
All 'buses arriving at the Hotel were
hand Berning's custom ( Philips plus valves)
un labelled, so people were boarding them,
CD player. The unmodified Sony rated about
and upon hearing others enquire, frequently
70% on ascale where the Berning player was
discovered that they were on the ' bus to
100%. By replacing the op amps with
Hatton Cross when they wanted Northside,
Analogue Devices AD712's, the sound was
or vice-versa. They then had to struggle to get
improved to about 90%. The bulk of the
off; others were each asking the driver if it
improvement came from the first, 'dewas the right 'bus, thus adding to the delay.
glitcher' stage substitution. A further 2%-3%
Some of the 'buses were also too small, had to
improvement was gained by replacing the
leave people to wait for the next one, and go
output coupling cap with aservo- loop circuit.
through the 'asking' process again. A
While the player was still discernibly different
cardboard label on each 'bus would have
from the Berning unit, the difference was
solved this problem.
now less than we obtained by swapping
Then, on returning to the East car park
cables. Two years later, Sony have still not
(now open) people were now trying to board
learned to fit proper op amps to their players.
an unexpectedly partly full ' bus still on its
What is especially perplexing is that the
way to the West car park, and all asking if it
background for the above fixes was rather
went to The Hi Fi Show; more delay. Having
well-known ( Walt Jung's series of articles).
regained the car park, Iknew from previous
Dc Sony not read appropriate audio
occasions that Ihad to pay — but judging by
journals?
the arguments at the exit booth it seems that
Yours faithfully
this was unexpected to many people, and
they objected to the £2.50 parking fee.
Your Show Guide was excellent, but Ifeel
No music to be heard?
that next year it should include all this
From: SH Fry, Porthcawl
information — and please label the ' buses and
Dear Sir, Iwas tempted this year to make
stops, and put up some decent road signs.
what would almost certainly be my final visit
Yours faithfully
to the Audio Fair (sic), after alapse of 15
years, just to see ( and hear) how great an
improvement in musical sounds have been
made since my retirement following the Fair
in 1973.
Rumbling on
To be frank, Iand amusician friend were
From: Colin Shelbourn, Windermere,
horrified. To our ears, very little music was to
Cumbria
be heard. Almost the whole show seemed to
Dear Sir, Like Alan Watkins, Iread the
be dominated by, what for abetter term, I
article by Doug Self with some sense of relief,
call ' Engineers' Noise'. As one wandered
but Ifail to see what all the fuss is about.
along the various corridors, from every
Mr Self published an elegant preamplifier
doorway where demonstrations were in
design in the October 1983 issue of Wireless
progress came the thump, thump, thump, of
World, one which would appear to satisfy all
explosive bass more akin to cannon fire than
the objective, technical criteria. Iwould have
anything one would expect to hear in the
thought it relatively straightforward to
concert hall (to which the noise bore little or
arrange to have it compared — on asubjective
no relation), but no doubt adelight to the
basis — with one of the more exotic, poorlyengineer and fan of the 'pop' noise of today.
specified, commercial models which have
However, we were able to listen in the
appeared in HFNIRR. The pre-amps should
comfort of three exhibitioning companies'
be listened to by amember from both the
demonstration rooms, when we had the
subjective and objective camps — ideally, at
pleasure of hearing some fine reproduction of
their leisure — and the results written up in the
music of our choice. So what have 15 years of
form of the usual review.
progress accomplished?
Of course, the debate could simply be
No doubt improved treble units giving a
allowed to rumble on untested; it probably
sharper and cleaner definition to the upper
sells more copies of the magazine.
strings and woodwind and also, Iwould
Yours faithfully
expect, the upper percussion (cymbals and
triangle). At the lower register the
introduction of the cube bass unit has
Sony Surgery
probably extended the range by athird or
From: Vytenis Babrauskas, Maryland, USA
fourth. The use of the cube for the lower bass
Dear Sir, In recent evaluations, it is clear that
is not new; John Compton was using cube
Sony's CD players turn out to be the best of
pedal bass units in his organs 60 years ago!
the mass- market manufactured ones. It is also
On the whole then there did not seem to be
evident from HFNIRR reviews that even the
any revolutionary ideas that would advance
latest models do not sound as good as might
the provision of the sound which musicians
be expected from the general quality of the
have been longing for since Edison first
design and construction. The general reason
discovered he could record the sound of the
is, of course, that the manufacturer does not
human voice. In fact, to my friend and myself
carefully listen to the product he has
the trend to us seemed to be in reverse.
designed. In the case of Sony's CD players, I
'Engineers' Noise', and the joy of the 500
9

Iwould give ey'rything
town- just to
have you back again

TerNnia-«

Technics
The new 360 series.
For Music Lovers.
X990D system above has 31 key remote control
and is based around a100 watts per channel amplifier
with digital optical link for interference- free
digital signal transfer. One of arange of 8Technics systems.
TECHNICS. 300-318 BATH ROAD. SLOUGH. BERKS. SU 638. TEL SLOUGH 34522

Everything IChvn: Written by David Gates C1972 Screen Gems- EMI Music Ltd. Reproduced by pe

on of EMI M.

Publishing Ltd., London WC2H OLD.

ANEW RANGE OF SONY TAPES.
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET.

When you make arecording you want it to

new range apart, they also look special.

sound as close as possible to the original.

But, it's alook with apurpose. The Metal- ES,

Astatement of the obvious?

UX Pro, UX-ES and UX-S all benefit from the

You might not think so when you listen to

new Infinity Shaped shell, which, apart from

some tapes.
That's why Sony have launched a new

looking rather nice, makes them much

rande of 8audio cassettes. Every single one,

over the heads and reduces modulation

whether it's top of the range Metal- ES or

noise to aminimum.

the world favourite HF has been carefully

And not to be left out, the UX, HF ES and

designed and engineered to give you the

the HF S all have a new wide window so

ultimate in performance in it's category,

you can see exactly where you are on the

including higher levels of retentivity and

tape and the HF has the widest window

coercivity so not only do your recordings

of the lot, because the whole cassette is

capture the original but having captured it,

clear - just like the sound.

they keep it.

Just another way of saying ' what you see

And it's not just the sound that sets Sony's

is what you get:

SONY

tougher, gives the tapes asteady even flow
I

.1

UX- ES

so

'

90

Je

UX-Promt
ht0

Oro.

90

SONY"

watt brigade have ousted the needs of the
music lover, certainly by volume if by no
other factor.
We find HFNIRR now full of engineers'
articles, diagrams and graphs which have very
little meaning to the musician. The musician
does not want to know so and so's frequency
response extends from 16 Hz to 30kHz; all he
wants to know is, can you hear the bass drum
and the triangle in Beethoven's 9th
Symphony? Can you distinguish the
difference between aSteinway and a
136sendorfer, abassoon and abass clarinet,
or aclarinet and aflute in the upper register?
We neither expect nor wish to hear the bow
of astring player dragging on the gut or wire,
or the wind player taking his breath, or the
flute player puffing across the sound hole of
his instrument.
The final goal of precise reproduction of
the original sound may never be achieved,
certainly not in my lifetime, but Ido not feel
promulgation of so much ' Engineers' Noise'
is likely to hasten the perfection musicians
have always hoped for.
All praise is, however, due to all those hard
working people who had put in so many hours
of diligent labour to make the Fair the success
it deserves. Every year, Iam sure some things
are the same as they were during my working
years — compliments very few, brickbats thick
and fast!
Yours faithfully

Looking for location
From: Yip Mang Meng, Singapore
Dear Sir, Iread with interest Mr Breakwell's
article on ' Stage Coaching' in the July issue of
HFNIRR. The advice he gave may be
applicable in small rooms hut Ican't help
feeling that it does not work well in large
rooms where the width may measure 24 feet
across and the length 30ft or more. With
speakers placed 20 feet apart. The
reproduced images surely cannot be highly
focused and dimensional, which is an
important criterion for audiophiles.
The answer as Isee it lies in the discovery
of amethod whereby though the speakers are
spaced only feet apart, they are able to
recreate alateral soundstage of more than 20
feet where, for example, solo voice and
instrument can be localized as focused and
dimensional sonic images six to eight feet
from the outer edges of the speakers. Iam
interested to hear from anyone who has
discovered asystem able to fulfil the above
condition. Iam quite certain any
manufacturer who invents such asystem will
become an instant millionaire.
Yours faithfully

Rock and classical
From: Chris Hartgroves, Surrey
Dear Sir, Iwould like to offer some
comments on your journal, and register my
hearty approval for your interest in advancing
the state of the art as regards test and review
equipment and procedures. Firstly, Ienjoy
HFNIRR and find the balance of contents
very satisfactory. Keep Mr Kessler, Ican
handle his jazz prose.
On ' rock yclassical': surely afundamental

VIEWS •

point about most rock music is that the
'original sound' we are trying to ' closely
approach' does not involve an auditorium
with its concomitant time delay, reflections
and interferences of sounds, but instruments
anechoically recorded, the mix and
reverberation being artifices of the
production, the reference sound then being
what the producer hears when he decides he
has an acceptable stereo master. To
reproduce what he heard, you need aroom
with similar acoustic properties to the mixing
suite and the same loudspeakers. Hence, a
pair of big JBLs or the undoubtably ' low fi'
but ' lots of welly' speakers Iuse in bands may
well prove most satisfactory with rock, but
less so for classical.
Closing the subjectivist/objectivist gap:
your April piece about Montcrieff's use of
transient recording stirred athought. Why
not aStraight Wire Differential Test
performed in the digital domain? Present
your Equipment Under Test ( EUT) with
digitally sourced input, using an impeccable
digital- to- analogue converter. Digitally
record the output of the EUT using a
similarly ipeccable analogue-to-digital
converter. Both the sourcing and output
recording machines have digital outputs that
are interfaced to acomputer ( IBM-PC clone
plus suitable plug-in digital signal acquisition
card?). Software is then used to time align,
scale and compare the input and output
recordings. The output can be taken at any
point in the reproduction chain, even from a
microphone set-up in the listening room!
A DAT machine would make apotentially
superbly controllable and repeatable source.
The software task does not seem inordinately
complex. As with any other testing system
the results will only be as good as the test
equipment, in this case the DAC in the
source machine and the ADC in the recorder
being critical components. The Test System
could be developed to areal-time system
where atrace or histogram on the computer
display shows the discrepancies between
source and output as the source material is
heard playing, thus allowing you a
deterministic way of selecting especially
'nasty' test passages.
Yours faithfully
CD quality: I'm generally horrified.
Concerning the maximum playing lime
though, has anyone noticed that aCD has
two sides, like those funny old groovy things'?

[We are still waiting for adecoder to review!
—Ed]

Ambisonics and small rooms

Why no cables?

From: Paul JSelby, London SW18
Dear Sir, Since living rooms are now being
built to smaller dimensions and sound
insulation between dwellings is not as good as
it should be, it seems especially desirable that
Ambisonic sound systems should be readily
available as the first choice in these situations
in preference to stereo.
To explain why Isay this Ishould point out
that stereo is acompromise which can only
offer an effect of listening through an
imaginary window onto aconcert hall. It is
unable to provide any side or rear ambient
information so that any reflected sounds from
the side and rear can only be those of the
listening room. If the room is small, this will

From: Mactyne Airey, Scotland
Dear Sir, As it has now been over 12 months
since HFNIRR reviewed loudspeaker cables —
isn't it time to catch up with recent releases?
Previously we had agap of almost two years.
Would it not be feasible to review cables as
they appear — and treat them as separate
equipment ( especially considering prices).
This surely would be easier than reviewing a
batch of 20 or so cables in one go and would
be useful to readers about to purchase anew
cable.
Yours faithfully

sound even less satisfactory than alarger
room. The listener will feel as though outside
of the musical experience and no amount of
increase to the volume level will overcome
this, though the listener may be tempted to
turn up the volume in search of involvement.
An Ambisonics system will allow the
listener to feel as though he or she is in the
concert hall because the ambience of the hall
is reproduced by the system, encircling the
listener. At quieter volume settings the effect
will be that the listener is at the back of the
hall but still in the hall and not just hearing
through awindow.
Ambisonics systems are able to provide a
vivid impression of being in aconcert hall
from stereo sources, producing asound stage
stretching out way beyond the walls of the
listening room and giving amost pleasing
sense of space around the listener, but the
most convincing sources are UHJ recordings.
Anyone who has brought up children who
enjoyed watching ' Dr Who' will understand
me when Idescribe Ambisonics as the audio
'Tardis'.
The virtues of Ambisonics are well known
to many involved with audio, but because
there has been so little publicity for
Ambisonics and because domestic
Ambisonics systems are not yet available
from retailers, all but afew music enthusiasts
are still stuck with stereo.
It really is high time for audio companies to
take the step forward and embrace
Ambisonics with enthusiasm. For urban
listening, dynamic range in music can be a
problem. It is highly desirable that recordings
and broadcasts should have good dynamic
integrity but all audio should incorporate a
switchable option for variable dynamic
compression. This would enable people to
listen fairly quietly without the quiet
moments in the music being buried in urban
ambient noise, etc and the peaks would be
tamed to suit the conditions. Mid dynamic
compression at low volume levels is not at all
obvious though since the overtones will die
away more gradually, an increased
spaciousness may be enjoyed.
Unfortunately these suggestions would add
extra expense, but the size of the market may
influence the cost advantageously.
Yours faithfully

[More cable reviews are promised soon,
covering the latest developments — Ed]

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HEN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HEN/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. BBI 21.fi 1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price f4.50 each (post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones

STAX
THE BEST HEADPHONES IN THE WORLD
Path

Group PLC, Desboreugh Industrial Park, High Wycombe Backs HPI2 :r8G. Tel 0494 459981 Telex

a7134

PATH G TAX 0494 461209

PATH
GROUP PLC

NEWS>
NEW BBC RADIO NETWORK
With the announcement that present used by Radio 2 — 693 and
there will be an independent 909kHz. The service will come on
national radio channel as well as air during 1990. Its controller is to
the creation of anumber of small be the present head of Radio
community stations, the BBC has Sport at the BBC, Patricia Ewing,
now said that it is to increase its who masterminded the Olympic
networks and create a Radio 5. coverage from Seoul.
The main output will be educaIt is not yet clear whether this is
tional, embracing the present the start of fresh thinking by BBC
Open University, Continuing bosses on the structure of radio,
Education and Schools pro- but it seems to go against the
grammes as well as including BBC current drive to encourage listenRadio Sport's output. This is the ing on VHF where the new RDS
first new national network since facility is available. This is not
the temporary culmination of possible on MF transmissions and
Radio 10 in 1979 when the exist- will not therefore be incorporated
ing networks, 1to 4, were joined with Radio 5. However, the new
together during industrial action. station should mean the end of
Radio 5is to be transmitted on split transmissions and all the
the medium wave frequencies at associated inconvenience.
TB

AIWA ADDS NEW CD PLAYERS
Joining the already available XC001 are new CD players from
Aiwa including the flagship XC007 featuring optical digital output and 18- bit, 4-times oversampling. The XC-007 is equipped
with remote control, internal
optical signalling, independent
left/right D/A converters, twin
power supplies, anti resonant
chassis, digital record calibration
for fine tuning of cassette decks

plus 20-selection programming;
price is £499.95. The DX- M78 is
compatible with the company's
X-78 system and features 20-selection random programming, 16-bit,
and 2-times oversampling; the
DXM-45 has also been introduced
to match the X-33 and X-55 systems. Aiwa ( UK) Ltd, Unit 5,
Heathrow Summit Centre, Skyport Drive, West Drayton, Middlesex. Tel: 01-897 7000.

MB QUART ' BREATHING SPHERE'
German speaker manufacturer
MB Quart has shown aprototype
of a spherically- radiating loudspeaker, the technology dubbed
'Breathing Sphere'. Invented by
Parisian scientist Prof Dr Siefried
Klein, the Quart prototype features asphere made of magnetostrictive material, an alloy of nickel
and cobalt, with contraction influenced by the magnetic field of two
copper windings. MB Quart has
further refined the concept with
the sphere consisting of two half
shells which nearly touch. A spiral
winding directly on the shell
enables the production of acompletely homgeneous magnetic
field, also generating a perfect
coupling of the magnetic field in
the magnotostrictive material.
Inside the sphere a permanent
magnet, surrounded by a spherical shell of soft iron, makes its
field more spherical. Magnetic
bias is applied to ensure the direction of the superimposed alternating magnetic field; without it,
contraction would occur on both
positive and negative halves of a
sine-wave signal. This early prototype, with 10cm sphere, is set up
to reproduce 5-50kHz with distortion of around 1percent. Further
research involving sphere sizes

NEW PLAYERS FROM PHILIPS
Four new CD players have been
added to the Philips line-up. The
CD380 replaces the CD371; this
midi-sized player features shuffle
play, 20- track programming, track
replay and track skip at aprice of
£149. The CD782, replacing the
CD373 for £299 and the CD582 at
£199 are both full- width players
and were reviews in HFNIRR last

TRIC WANTS DIGITS ON THE AIR
The Television Radio Industries
Club called on those promoting
digital transmissions to ' hurry up'.
Speaking at the Goodmans luncheon at London's Grosvenor
House Hotel, the TRIC Chairman said the technology was

Fil F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

available to make digital audio on
radio and TV a reality. His call
received a rousing welcome from
the equipment manufacturers and
dealers present, although the
response from the broadcasters
was more subdued.
TB

MARTIN-LOGAN BACK IN THE UK
and materials will follow, the
company anticipating developments like single-speaker stereo
and non- hot-seat listening.

RADIO DATA SYSTEM LAUNCHED
Using its Radio Show at London's
Earls Court (Oct 1-9), the BBC at
last launched its Radio Data System ( RDS) concept. Seen already
at many trade exhibitions RDS
has now 'gone public'.
A range of RDS car radios was
shown from Volvo, Ford, Pioneer
and Grundig, all capable of the
travel priority codes as well as
automatically retuning as the
reception from an alternative
transmitter becomes stronger.
Although future plans for RDS
may include such things as radiopaging and the ability to interface
with the promised bar-codes in
the Radio Times, to tune in to the
right programme at the correct
times, some manufacturers are
sitting back and watching the mar-

month. The CD880 is Philips new
flagship with decoding and error
correction handled by a single
chip system. This machine features optical and electronic digital
outputs, ETS, shuffle play, separate UR 16-bit converters and full
remote for £499. Philips Electronics, City House, London Road,
Croydon CR9 3QR.

ket, while others, like Kenwood,
are still in aproduction stage and
hope to be launching early in
1989. Meanwhile those like Grundig see afuture in the hi-fi market.
Operating as asub carrier on all
the BBC's FM transmitters in
England, with the service spreading to Scotland and Wales, only
about half the Independent Local
Radio companies are currently
transmitting the RDS. There is, at
present, no tie between the BBC
data and that from an IBA radio
transmitter — thus if you are listening to an independent station and
any of the BBC networks broadcasts a travel flash, the receiver
will not be told to re- tune, as
would happen between different
BBC programmes.
TB
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Martin- Logan electrostatic loudspeakers are again available in the
UK. Distribution rights are now
with Absolute Sounds. The lineup features the new Sequel hydrid, a slim column housing an
electrostatic panel covering 125-

24kHz and a 10in woofer.
Finishes include black piano
gloss, light or dark oak, and walnut. Also available are the
improved CLS full- range electrostatic at £3000 per pair and the
flagship system, the Statement.

HEYBROOK RELEASE HB200
As unveiled at the Hi Fi Show in
September. Heybrook have launched the HB200 loudspeaker.
Driver complement includes a
25mm metal dome tweeter precision formed from aluminium and
incorporating a ventilated, high
temperature voice coil and asubstantial magnet rigidly mounted
on a4mm thick machined aluminium front plate. The design also
features a small horn to enhance
midband performance. The magnet is vented to arear chamber to
ensure wide bandwidth of 2kHz to
22kHz. The lower registers are
covered by a 180mm woofer
mounted on a cast aluminium
chassis and featuring a Cobex
'phase plug' in the centre of the
cone; bi-wiring is available via the

terminal block. Dimensions are
460x230x260mm (hwd) and available finishes include crown walnut
or black ash wood veneers. The
HB200 will retail for £369 per
pair. Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd,
Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth. Tel: ( 0752) 780311.
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AT LAST — A TOP QUALITY D.A.T.
PLAYER/RECORDER FOR THE
DOMESTIC USER AT AN AFFORDABLE
PRICE. AVAILABLE NOW!
MIT

O

THE SONY DTCM100 D.A.T PLAYER/RECORDER
£799.00 + P & P
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE is the most exciting development in
the HiFi industry since the introduction of the Compact Disc.
D.A.T not only gives you the stunning effect of digital
reproduction, it gives you greater portability than other
formats. D.A.T. has already proved asuccess with the
professional users — now, at last, we have adomestic player
available at an affordable price.
The very latest, ' Second Generation' Sony model DTCM100
D.A.T. Deck is available in limited numbers NOW for
immediate despatch — direct from G.P.P. Ltd. To avoid
disappointment we recommend that you contact us
immediately for ordering details and to reserve your machine.
For your free information

UK Distributors:

pack explaining more

Great Products &

about D.A.T. itself,

Publications Ltd
Howard Works, Norwich Rd.,

software availability etc

Halesworth, Suffolk 1P19 8QH.

—call or write to us now.

Tel: 09867-2728
Fax: 09867 5260

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB I to B 33 7dB L74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS
Day -

Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve

Luton 29560 atter 730 pm

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

•
IC. Ill 0

IL_AA. 1E3

8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
... LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE sysTEms
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8I.N, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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Seen for the first time at the HiFi
Show was acomprehensive range
of new products from TEAC.
Best known for their tape decks,
the company launched a new
flagship cassette deck, the V-970X
(£499) featuring three- motor IC
logic transport; closed-loop dual
capstan drive; 3-head featuring
LC-OFC wiring,) dbx, Dolby B
and C noise reduction and HX
Pro; tape calibration system; intro
check and remote-control operation. A similar deck with fewer
facilities, the V-870, is also available at £399. Other new cassette
decks include the V-670 (£249), a
3-head deck with Dolby B, C and
FIX Pro; the V-570 (£ 199), a
w- head version of the V-670; the
V-270C (£ 109) 2-head machine
with Dolby B and C; the V-250
(£89) with Dolby B. The V-Series

decks are also available as twindeck equivalents with the W-350
at £ 119 and the W-370C at £ 139.
New CD players from TEAC
include the PD-470 (£249), a 16bit, 4-times oversampling player
with remote control and 20-track
random memory, the PD-425
(£179) also with remote control
and the PD- I55 (£ 149). TEAC's
existing amplifiers have been
given aesthetics in line with the
new range,including black
brushed satin fascia and gold logo,
lettering and feet; models include
the A- X75 (£ 199), A-X55 (£ 165)
and A- X35 (£ 120). TEAC have
also introduced abudget AM/FM
Stereo tuner, the T-X100 (£ 109).
TEAC UK Ltd, 5 Marlin House,
The Croxley Centre, Watford,
Hertfordshire WD1 8YA. ( 0923)
225235.

Goldmund SA of Switzerland has
purchased tape recorder manufacturer Stellavox, now reorganized
as a new company called Digital
Audio Technologies SA based in
Neuchatel. New products
announced include anew generation of synchronizing devices for
the film and TV industry, a new
version of the T9 tape recorder
with improved audio circuitry
(available as upgrades to current
T9 owners) and simplification of
the company's range of portable

open- reel recorders under the
generic name of SP9. Most
remarkable of the newly
announced projects is an upgrade
to convert T9s to digital, able to
return back to analogue by plugable elements ( headblock, tensiometers and electronics). The
digital add-ons will be made available for different standards. All
existing T9s can be upgraded. For
details contact Absolute Sounds,
318 Worple Road, London SW20
8QU. Tel: 01-947 5047.

llRIEFING
AI WA's latest personal hi-fi is the
HS- P14 (£ 24.95). Facilities
include auto-reverse, locking fast
forward, anti- roll mechanism and
metal tape select.
ALLSOP have repackaged the
classic Allsop 3 cassette cleaner
along with the Allsop 3 CD
cleaner, the two- in-one kit selling
for £ 12.95. Also introduced is the
In-Car Cassette Cleaner, available in red or black for £7.95
including a special in-car storage
unit.
AUDIOKITS have introduced a
new high-performance mains
cable, the Audiocable. Manufactured to standard brown, blue and
yellow/green configuration it features cores made from silverplated copper conductors with
1000V PTFE insulation. Price is
£112 per metre. Audiokits, 6Mill
Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7
3GU. (0332) 674929.
BINATONE have launched two
new midi systems which include
CD at retail prices below £200.
The Laser 1200 (£ 179) and Laser
1400 (£ 199) also feature FM, twin
cassette, speakers and equalisers.
The BSI's Press Office has moved
to Linford Wood, Milton Keynes
MK14 6LE. Tel: (0908) 220022.
The BSI also inform us that BS
6840: Part 2Sound System Equipment - Glossary of general terms
and calculation methods is now
available for £28.50 (£ 14.25 for
I-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

BSI subscribing members).
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS
have introduced a new CD
upgrade. PRO Il (£ 135) adds
polypropylene DC blocking capacitors, 14 polypropylene types
around the DAC for decoupling,
JRC 5532 op-amps and new ' Duorex' electrolytics replace the
Cerafine types. RDA1541 A'
DAC and ' B' Filter can be fitted
at extra cost.
ELAC, aleading manufacturer of
OEM loudspeaker drivers, has
been awarded the Ford Motor
Company's European Quality
Award.
HITACHI have launched two
Denonmade 100 minute cassettes. HD-M 100 is a metal type
retailing for £3.49, while HD8-100
is a high bias formulation selling
in packs of two for £4.49.
ISIS AUDIO BOOKS have launched the Audio Books Tape Library, allowing users to borrow
tapes of books read by famous
actors. Example costs are £4.50
for the two-week rental of afourhour production. Titles include
Spike Milligan reading his own
Adolf Hitler: My Part In His
Downfall and Stephen Fry reading Tom Sharpe's Vintage Stuff.
ISIS Audio Books Tape Library,
55 St Thomas' Street, Oxford
OXI 1JG. (0865) 250333.
MEMOREX have introduced the
Super Charger exclusively for
AA-size Nicad rechargeable batteries; recharge to full capacity
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Ortoton has introduced the PPA
600 power amplifier; their first
foray into hi-fi electronics. Rated
at 225W/channel into 8ohms, the
PPA 600 can be bridged for mono
output of 650 rms. The amplifier is
capable of producing 40A peak
current and can drive 2ohm loads
in stereo mode. The design features eight MOSFETs per channel, heavy duty toroidal power
transformer, input inrush current
limiting circuit and relay protected connections, independent
rectifiers and filter capacitors for
each channel, full protection
against electrical and thermal

overload, modular construction,
low- noise thermally-controlled
cooling fan, heavy-duty output
terminals and front panel indicators for power on, signal, overload and mono. Also available for
professional use, the PPA 600 can
be ordered with XLR connectors.
Price is to be announced. In honour of their 70th anniversary,
Ortofon has also released a
limited edition cartridge called
the MC70; see review in this issue.
Details from: Ortofon UK Ltd,
Denmark House, Tavistock
Industrial Estate, Ruscombe,
Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ.

rRÚAI CLITCH
The BBC attempted its first alldigital transmission from microphone to transmitter from one of
this year's concert nights at the
Proms. Previously, digital signals,
encoded at the Outside Broadcast, had to be decoded when
arriving at Broadcasting House to
be compatible with the analogue
mixing desks used in the continuity. The desk output was then
digitally encoded again before
being sent as NICAM to the
BBC's transmitter chain. Radio
Three are now using desks with a
bolt-on BBC digital mixer.
Although there has been a
Digital Control Vehicle as part of
the OB at The Albert Hall in the
occurs within 5-7 hours. Price is
£14.99. The company has also
introduced a new ' designer' cassette carrying case which will be
available with ten dBS1 C90 cassettes for £9.99.
NAD have announced substantial
price reductions for the Monitor
Series components. The prices
now read as follows: 1300 Preamplifier, £ 189.95 (£239.95); 2600
Power Amplifier, £ 449.95
(£549.95); 3300 Integrated
Amplifier, £329.95 (£429.95);
4300 Tuner, £349.95 (£429.95);
5300 CD Player, £ 549.95
(£649.95); 6300 Cassette Deck,
£549.95 (£649.95).
NIMBUS have announced advances in the design of a highdensity CD. Compared with current CD-ROM discs capable of
storing 250,000 pages of information, the new disc will be able to
store one million pages. In computer terms, it will equal 6000
floppy discs, or 1.2 Gieabytes.
The company's next goal is single
disc capacity of 2.4 Gigabytes.
PHILIPS have introduced a personal CD player, the D6800.
Designed to play both Sin and the
new 3in CDs, it features music
search, 20- track programming,
music intro scan and two headphone sockets. Price is £ 129.99
including headphones, strap and
pouch.
PINEWOOD STUDIOS have
been equipped with Dolby SR for
film soundtrack mixing. The first

past, September 12th was a night
in broadcasting history. Those
who listened to the bit stream on
Radio 3may have noticed some of
the teething problems.
A prominent LF ' echoing'
thump was audible, and attempts
to switch to the analogue mix,
being made on the third floor at
the concert hall, failed. It seems
as though the digital mix was
being sent along all circuits from
the venue. During the interval,
re-plugging took place to rectify
the problem.
An investigation was carried
out to trace the problem, and the
DCV, in particular the digital
reverb unit, is suspected.
TB
film to be mixed at Pinewood
using SR is Terry Gilliam's The
Advantures of Baron Mun cha usen.
ROSS have introduced a new
series of headphones known as
the Calibur range. The three models include the 'RE-2630 (£29.99),
RE-2650 (£39.99) and RE-2660
(£49.99), al of which feature
supra-aural foam earpads, clickstop adjustment headbands, L/R
indication in Braille, 2m leads and
plugs for home and personal hi-fi
use, and Samarium cobalt magnets.
TECHSTYLE PRODUCTS
LIMITED have introduced a
range of integrated home storage
units for CDs, tapes and video
cassettes called ' Access'. CD
Access holds 30 CDs including
two doubles, Tape Access stores
20 cassettes while Video Access
hold eight VHS tapes. The units
are stackable and interlocking and
feature a unique push access system. Prices range from £9.99 to
£12.99. ZENONLEC has moved
to 10A The Broadway, Newbury,
Berkshire RG13 IBA. ( 0635)
528636.

PEOPLE
PETER ANDRY, President of
EMI's International Classical
Division, EMI Music Worldwide,
will be retiring in March 1989, His
successor will be Richard C Lyttelton, appointed PresidentDesignate for the interim period.
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THE NEW MAXELL UDII-S
ALL THE SOUNDS WITHOUT THE NOISE
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'Listen to the Music' the song says.
Not a mention of listen to the hiss,

Then we took it a step further By
constructing a rigid shell and by intro-

hum or rumble.
Bearing this in mind,

size Epitaxial magnetic particles.

we have

developed the new Maxell UDII-S. A
chrome tape that will set new

which in turn reduces more noise.
The noise of you yelling in frust-

ducing a silent cassette mechanism

ration if you've put the tape in the

we've helped reduce travel noise.

wrong way round.

To that end we've also had the

standards in this field for the repro-

cassette housing redesigned. Something

duction of sharper sound quality.

we've also done to the packaging.

The secret? Finer, more uniformed

has a label-free, arrow-shaped window

For good reason, too. The tape body

maxell
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.

NEWS •
IFPI, BIEM CHANGE CD ROYALTIES

KINNEIR DUFORT FUTURE RADIO

The International Federation of
Phonogram and Videogram Producers ( IFPI) and the International Bureau of Societies Administering Recording Rights and
Mechanical Reproduction
(BIEM) have reached an agreement amending the standard contract which determines royalty
rates. The most significant change
is the basis on which CD royalties
are calculated. Previously, they
amounted to 11 percent of the
Published Price To Dealers of the

Bristol Industrial design specialists Kinneir Dufort have unveiled
'Context', a futurist radio
employing the Radio Data System
(RDS) and commissioned by the
BBC. The most notable departure
from traditional radios is a large
display screen replacing the tuning dial; this shows the stations
and programmes available, along
with graphic information such as
weather maps, traffic reports, cartoons, teaching notes and other
display material. It will also con-

DENON DOUBLE-UP
Denon have launched their first
twin-cassette deck. The DRW 750
(£229.95) features four motors,
hyperbolic SF heads, Dolby B/C,
Dolby HX Pro, one- touch highspeed dubbing, variable bias ± 20
percent ( including metal) and system remote operation. The deck
also dubs in real-time, features
automatic relay tape play for
decks A and B, music search on
both decks, fluorescent display,
and automatic tape select for
Types I, II and IV. Also new from
Denon are two budget CD players. The DCD 610 features 16- bit,
4- times oversampling, LC-OFC
analogue filters, anti- resonant
chassis, Auto- Edit and Space
functions, visco elastic floating

00

corresponding LP, without any
packaging deduction or adjustment for discounts. The new
royalty is 12 percent of the CD
itself, less adjustments for
bonuses and discounts, a packaging deduction of 10 percent and
an additional transitory deduction
of 20 percent. Along with other
detail changes, the result is that
the net royalty rate for CDs will
be 7.6032 percent for the first half
of 1988 in most countries and
7.392 percent for the second half.

transport, facility for 3in CDs,
headphone socket, ' Ergonomic
Remote', sample and hold phase
correction, and aprice tag of only
£199.95. The DCD 810 adds
direct track access, remote
volume control, two random play
modes, headphone socket with
volume control and index search;
price is £249.95. Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG
(0753) 888447. Denon have also
announced that Veda Products
will handle the distribution of
Denon moving- coil cartridges,
including the DL 300 (£74.95),
DL 110 (£ 69.95), DL 160
(£89.95), DL 103 (£99.95). Veda
Products can be reached on ( 0279)
812645.

I
-

RICHARD KIMPTON has been
put in charge of Monitor Production at ATC; ALAN SPEAKE has
been appointed Production Manager. Engineering Director RAY
ELLABY has been concentrating
on the development of new products including the SCM200 studio monitor. The company
informs us that SMC200s with the
newly introduced EC23 crossover
has now been installed in the
BBC's Transcription Recording
Unit studio areas and Boogie
Sound Studio in Hamburg. while
smaller monitors have already
been supplied to musicians Mike
Rutherford ( Genesis) and James
Guthrie ( Pink Floyd, Chicago).
KENJIRO TAKAYANAGI, Supreme Advisor of JVC, has been
conferred with Honorary Membership of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE), the organisation's
highest accolade, in recognition of
his pioneering work with television dating back to 1924; Mr
Takayanagi succeeded in developing all-electronic television by
1935. He is the first Japanese to
receive this honour.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SHOP TALK
AUDIO EXCELLENCE have
extended and refurbished their
shop at 134/136 Crwys Road, Cardiff.
CHEW & OSBORNE have
opened a new shop at 70 South
Street, Bishops Stortford, Herts.
Tel: (0279) 56401/2.
THE MUSIC ROOM in Covent
Garden has been featured in
Interior Design magazine because
of its striking and novel ' non- tech'
approach to CD sales and display.
GRIFFIN AUDIO have officially
opened their new demonstration
facility at 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham. They will hold a musical
evening on 1December, demonstrating the Linn Ekos arm and
LK 280 power amp. For tickets
phone 021-692 1359.
VINTAGE WIRELESS have
opened a showroom ( for Saturdays only, 10.00am-1.30pm and
2.00pm-4.00pm) at Tudor House,
Cossham Street, Mangotsfield,
Bristol BSI7 3EN. On display will
be around 100 vintage radios and
TVs, myriad vintage components,
a new and used book selection,
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trol audio output and act as a
menu for other facilities.. It can
also seek programmes according
to content, eg popular music or
speech. An integral light pen will
enable to the user to tune with bar
codes appearing in the Radio
Times, while abuilt-in printer will
produce hard copies. Also possible with this concept is the ability
to transfer information via computer. Kinneir Dufort Design Ltd,
7Cumberland Grove, Bristol BS6
5LD.

ASV LAUNCH PRE-RECORDED DAT
ASV, renowned for their classical
and archive releases, have issued
six pre-recorded DATs. The
titles, selling for around £ 14.99,
include Saint-Saens Symphony
No 3 ( London Philharmonic
Orchestra); Schubert String Quintet ( Lindsay String Quartet);
Clarinetist Emma Johnson performing works from Crusell,
Weber. Baermann and Rossini,
with the English Chamber

Orchestra; Mozart Symphonies
(London Mozart Players); Beethoven Choral Symphony ( Sinfonia
Chorus and London Symphony
Chorus); Mozart and R Strauss
Oboe Concertos ( Douglas Boyd,
oboe and Chamber Orchestra of
Europe). For a list of suppliers,
contact Academy Sound and
Vision, 179-181 North End Road,
London W14 9NL. Tel: 01-381
8747.

vintage valves and valve testing
facility. Tel: ( 0272) 565472.

Norman Bolewski, Malvenstrasse
12, D- I000 Berlin 45, W. Germany. Tel: + 30/8 31 28 10.
18-21 APRIL 1989 Fiarex 89 International Trade Fair, Rai Centre,
Amsterdam, Holland. For details,
contact RAI Gebouw By, Europaplein, 1078 GZ Amsterdam,
Holland. Tel: 02C-549 12 12, Fax:
020-46 10 06.
5 JULY 1989 18th Annual International Trombone Workshop,
Eton College, Windsor.
AUGUST 1989 East Coast Electronics Expo, Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York City,
USA. Contact Larkin-PluzinickLarkin, 100 Wells Ave, PO Box
9103, Newton, MA 02159-9103
USA.
8-17 SEPTEMBER 1989 Montreal
International Music Festival,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
18-21 SEPTEMBER 1989
MediaVisie, audio-visual media
trade fair. RAI International
Exhibition Centre, Amsterdam,
Holland. For information, phone
YJ Joustra on ( 0) 20-549 12 12.
3 — 8 OCTOBER 1989 ITU 1st
World Electronic Media Symposium & Exhibition Geneva.

EVENTS
21 NOVEMBER 1988 Rogers
Musical Evening, sponsored by
Aston Audio. Stanneylands
Hotel, Wilmslow. Tel: ( 0625)
282704 for free tickets.
21-22 NOVEMBER 1988 Linn
Turntable Clinic, Tonbridge Hi Fi
Consultants, 31 High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: ( 0892)
24677.
29-30 NOVEMBER 1988 Naim
Audio open days at RPM, 2Burland Road, London SW11 6SA.
Tel: 01-585 0274.
7-10 JANUARY 1989 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA.
21-22 FEBRUARY 1989 Sound
Eighty- Nine, Heathrow Penta
Hotel. Applications for exhibition
space should be made to Sound
And Communications Industries
Federation, 4-b High Street, Burnham, Slough SLI 7JH. Tel:
(06286) 67633.
7-10 MARCH 1989 86th AES
Convention, Hamburg, West
Germany. For details contact
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HARMAN KARDON WRITE TO:HARMAN (
UK), MILL STREET, SLOUGH, BERKS SL2 5DD

TECHNOLOGY.

II

N THE FEBRUARY 1988 issue, I its publicity-seeking demonstrations and disrelated two curious stories. One was
closures. Patents must name the people
about Lyricdata whose IXI solid-state
responsible for the invention. But although
recording system was puffed as areplaceFinial has previously said that the turntable
ment for tape and disc, and as far as Iknow
was designed by Robert Reis and Robert
the system has never been offered for sale.
Stoddard, the patent makes no mention of
The second story was about Finial the
Reis. Instead a mysterious Robert Stark
legendary, perhaps mythical, turntable which
enters the picture as co-designer.
is claimed to play gramophone records with a
The technical part of the patent kicks off by
laser instead of a stylus. To cut a very long
explaining the obvious advantages of reading
story short, it was first announced in January
adisc with alight beam instead of astylus —
1985 and has been promised on and off since
and the difficulties of doing this. The groove
then, while investors continued to plough
of avinyl LP is typically around 70 gITI wide,
over $5 million into the project.
although it continually changes as the left and
For a while it looked as if the phantom
right walls are modulated independently with
Finial would be demonstrated at this year's
left and right channel information. UndulaPenta Show by Finial shareholder Denis
tions down to around 0.2 gm must be sensed
Wratten in the Acoustic Gold room. But no.
to recover a full range of sound.
We hope to have one over in amonth or so',
The Finial player uses a separate light
Wratten told me. Ho- hum.
source and detector for each wall of the
Why do Ibother to report this non event?
groove. The key feature is that the sensor is
Because Ihave been holding over another,
reading the position of the beam. As the disc
now much more interesting, report on Finial
spins, undulations on the grooved wall
developments in the foolish and naive belief
behave like a continually changing curved
that the turntable would finally materialize
mirror, similar to a distorting mirror in a
from thin air at Heathrow. So, while the
fairground. So the beam bouncing off the wall
turntable remains what it always has been to
sweeps backwards and forwards.
European hi-fi buffs — asecond-hand report —
Finial says it used a 'conventional' position
here is some hard news.
sensing device to read the beam's motion.
Finial ( of Sunnyvale, California) was
This sensor is a light sensitive strip which
bought out by Carillon Technology. This is a produces an electrical output that depends on
private company headed by Jacques Robinthe position along the strip hit by the light.
son. He was head of the GE consumer
The sensor is super-sensitive, because the
electronics division in America for six years —
change of reflection angle is twice the change
until GE bought RCA and the resultant
of groove wall angle. The output signal
GE/RCA division was in turn bought by
modulation is independent of light spot
Thomson.
intensity, and strictly a function of the posiGot it? Good. Well, having bought Finial,
tion of the reflective spot on the sensor. One
Carillon found itself the proud owner of a beam and sensor produce a reading for the
firm which could still only promise aproduct.
left channel and the other beam and sensor
So Carillon recently bought DBX and ADC
produce a reading for the right channel.
from BSR. The cost was $ 16.3 million, plus
The size of the spots must be small comresponsibility for £20 million of debts.
pared to the wavelength of the signal being
As Iexplained in the previous article on
detected. But if the spot is too small, the
Finial, the company had painted itself into a reflected spot is difficult to sense. Finial says
legal corner. Although the company claimed
the best compromise between good frequency
to have patents on its turntable, Icould find
response and reliable sensing, is an oblong
no record of any. And spokesman Alan
spot 6 microns wide and 22 gm deep.
Evelyn would not identify any. But the
Finial also discusses the various error
company had started talking about the turnconditions which can affect performance of
table, and how it read discs with alaser beam,
the system, for instance as the groove wall
in January 1985. A working demonstration
moves towards and away from the beam. This
was given in Chicago in June 1986. More
error, claims Finial, is ' insignificant'. Also
demonstrations, and more talk followed over
rumble, caused by low frequency vibration of
the next couple of years.
the disc, is — we are assured — not detected.
It is abasic principle of patent law around
It all sounds too good to be true, especially
the world ( except in America) that patents
to people who have never been given the
are valid only if they are filed before the idea
chance to hear the system working with any
has been demonstrated, written about or
discs, let alone less-than- perfect discs. Partitalked about — unless discussions are in strict
cularly provocative is the Finial claim in the
confidence. The kind of demonstrations given
patent that pits and scratches do not affect
by Finial, to the press and trade, most
performance. This, say the inventors, is
definitely count as public demonstrations.
because pits and scratches are the result of
Legally, it is decidedly risky practice to talk
wear caused by the use of amechanical stylus,
about and demonstrate something publicly
or residue left in the bottom of a groove
and then argue that how it worked remained
during the pressing process. The light spot
secret. And the trade, press and investors are
hits an upper area of the groove wall, so the
unlikely to take kindly to the discovery that a system is ' immune from any adverse effects
supposedly working prototype shown to them
which pits and scratches would cause when
was in fact adummy mock-up, perhaps with a the mechanical stylus is employed'.
stylus instead of a laser beam.
The laser head is said to be kept on course
Significantly, despite what Iwrote in HFNI
over the groove by measuring the angle at
RR, and despite all the questions put to Finial
which the two beams reflect off the grooved
by myself and Ken Kessler, Finial never
wall, and the extent to which one or the other
notified us when their European patent
beam is blocked by the opposite side of the
application number 247 810 was published
groove as it reflects onto the sensor. A
earlier this year. Having read the patent Ican
microprocessor controls the tracking servo.
guess why the company kept quiet.
At the same time the optical assembly is
The patent papers show that Finial's first
moved up and down over the disc, to cope
patent application was filed in America, in
with warp and keep the optics at aconstant
late May 1986— 18 months after Finial started
height of around 2mm over the disc. The
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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height is sensed by projecting aspot of light
obliquely onto the record surface near the
groove being read, and sensing its angle of
reflection on another sensing strip. This
controls a servo loop acting on an electromagnetic focusing system, based on loudspeaker voice coils. Finial claims that height
can be maintained at an accuracy better than
3 p.m.
Although Finial is on record as pledging
that the system does not use mechanical
tracking, there is mention in the patent of
replacing the optical tracking control with a
mechanical stylus which tracks the groove.
This stylus then provides physical control of
the laser head height. Obviously this negates
the whole point of the Finial system, which is
to play a disc without mechanical contact.
The patent ends with an optimistic claim;
that the system ' has no inertia' and thus ' a
practically perfect wave reproduction can be
realized'. Brave words, which only independent reviewers can judge.
So far, demonstrations of the Finial turntable have been given under conditions tightly
controlled by the demonstrators. What most
people will want to know is how the system
will cope with discs which are not perfectly
flat, perfectly clean and scratch free. But it is
easy to see how investors would be impressed
by the wording of the patent application. It is
a long and convoluted technical document
which few people would even start to read.
Only those with a knowledge of patent law
will spot that the legal claims at the end,
which define the scope of monopoly which
Finial hopes to protect its idea against competitors, are very broad and very optimistic.
What Finial claims as new is the broad
concept of agramophone with a light beam
and alight sensor to detect the position of a
spot reflected off the groove wall. Frankly, it
seems highly unlikely that this broad claim is
justified, especially in the light of Finial's own
publicity prior to filing the patient.
Iam incidentally indebted to a reader for
drawing my attention to a 15-year old book,
'Semi-conductors from A-Z' ( ISBN 0-7042
0025 2) which describes agramophone turntable that worked with light and was patented
over 20 years ago (British patent 1133 480).
This tells how American inventor Philip
Dhalen shone light into the groove of a
gramophone record with optic fibre rods and
sensed the reflection to read the shape of the
groove walls in a mono or stereo record.
To the best of my knowledge Dhalen's
turntable was never sold. But so far, neither
has Finial's. •
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AT OVER MOO THIS COULD
LEAVE YOU FEELING ABIT LIGHTHEADED.
How do we convince you and your wallet to part

unique technology used to achieve the very low mass of

company with more than ahundred pounds

the diaphragm and moving coil assembly (only 20% of

for aset of headphones?

that found on a typical competitor's headphone),
results in an exceptionally transient response and a

Well, not any old headphones, you understand.
These are abit special (at this price they have to be!)
Do we tell you that the Beyer DT 990 and DT 770

reduction in the non-linear distortion, qualities normally
found only in the best electrostatic headphone.
DT 770

DT 990

are compatible with compact disc players? Yes, but who
doesn't?
Or, do we mention that you can listen to anyone
from Mozart to McCartney, while someone else in the
room is playing the organ? (an unlikely event, we admit,
but you never know what turns people on).
Perhaps we could persuade you that it will go
nicely with other status symbols, like your Porsche.
Wait aminute, though, we haven't mentioned the
most important thing, yet. The sound.
If we can blind you with science for amoment,
here are just a few outstanding features that should
help to convince you.
The DT 990 is an open headphone with an
unbelievable frequency response of 5-35,000 Hz. The

The DT 770 closed headphone combines the latest
transducer technology with aunique bass reflex system.
This achieves asuperb bass response with well defined
sound image, plus excellent pulse characteristics.
As you would expect they are both light, very
light, and extremely comfortable.
You must hear them to appreciate their real value.
You just can't compare
them to anything else,

beyerdynamic))))

simply because there's
nothing else quite like

EXCELLENCE IN SOUND

them. So get down to your HiFi specialist and listen to
the new Beyer DT 990 or DT 770.
Expensive? Yes.

Worth it? Yes.

Every penny.

Need you hear more.

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CONTACT BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LEWES, SUSSEX BN8 6lL TELEPHONE: (0273) 479411.

HEADROOM.
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HE STORY so far: KK identifies an
unusual increase in the number of
affordable valve pre-amps. He creates the foundation for his research
with, naturally enough, pre-amps from
Foundation . . .
The Foundation pre- amps, as atrio, offer
what can only be described as excellent sound
at reasonable prices. They were not embarrassed serving as the control centres in a
system with speaker cables costing more than
all three Foundations combined. They did
everything modern valve pre-amps should do
(je they were quiet), offered enough in the
way of perceived value to dispel any cries of
cottage industry shenanigans and made music
in amost Croft-like manner. In other words,
they married the best of the classic valve
sound with the sonic streamlining of the late
20th century. To sum up, the Foundation
offerings have only one serious weakness,
and that's the too-distinctive styling.
Is the world ready for the wooden fascia, or
will the least expensive Foundation — which
happens to. have the most conventional
appearance — outsell the rest because of looks
alone? We shall see.
Less likely to upset British sensibilities are
the externally similar Oakley and
Rose pre- amplifiers, the former
Yugoslav
but
named to suggest
the West ( I mean
the Old West, for
those of you familiar with an Annie
of the same name)
while the Rose
hails from Oxfordshire.
Allow me to dig - Rose RV23 valve pre amp
ress for amoment, but Imust make mention
of an inconvenient practice adopted by some
companies because they're either (a) underfinanced, (b) slightly paranoid or (c) simply
naive. It's atendency to assume that it's OK
to hand over a pre- production sample to a
reviewer, pick his or her brain, cure the faults
and then launch it after the reviewer has
provided gratis afew grand's worth of advice.
This is fine with some reviewers, those who
are flattered that amanufacture would ask for
advice. I'm not one of those, but Ido tend to
chatter like a tickertape machine, so who
knows what pearls of wisdom I've given away
for free? (Not counting at least a dozen
names for products christened with some of
my better puns.)
What this practice can cause are the
appearances of reviews of products which
aren't quite what you'll get in the shops. You
can only sit on a review product for so long
before you want to write it up just to be done
with it. And it sure is irritating to find that all
of those listening sessions were in vain
because you have to look at arevised version,
the previous sample suddely becoming obsolete. The reason I mention this is because
every single one of these valve pre-amps in
the New Revolution — bar the Foundations —
is likely to change (however slightly) over the
coming months.
Without wishing to stick it to any of the
'Men Who Would Be Croft', Ihave to admit
that most of the time Ifelt like Iwas aguinea
pig. The Oakley Image pre-amplifier came
with hints about refinements to be added as
production continues, while I've now had two
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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or three Rose RV-23s, each of which sounded
better than the predecessor. The Verna valve
pre-amp is going through a re-style after I
complained that the fascia made my stomach
churn. But Ifigured that — as with computers
—you just have to sit back and decide that you
can't wait for progress to stop. End of
discourse.
You're excused for thinking that the same
designer styled these units, both employing
pleasant, uncluttered fascias with contrasting
borders. The Oakley is white on black, the
Rose amore fetching red on black, and from
adistance it looks like grounds for aplagiarism suit. But the Rose wins hands down for
construction which makes the Yugoslav product aprime example of why Eastern European goods ( bar vodka) are regarded as infra
dig, here in the Free World. See Lada, Zenit,
et al if you need further proof that West Is
Best. [ Note: Just because Iwas born during
the height of McCarthyism doesn't mean that
I'm worried about Commies under my mattress. This is strictly non-political, and you're
welcome to examine aMoskvitch followed by
even the most base of Fords. Irest my case.]
The Rose is a three-line plus m- m phono
pre- amp offering only source selector,

KEN

KESSLER

that it drives an amplifier no harder than
would a passive pre-amp, but it is buffered
and will drive more than a metre or so of
cable. What this implies is that you must
audition it with the amplifier to which it will
be partnered. It's not asonically debilitating
condition, merely a matching consideration.
That aside, the Rose is something of a real
treasure.
Imentioned before that it's been evolving
since I first tried it. The improvements
include the use of matched pairs of valves
instead of trimming the circuit to ensure
similar ageing, the phono overload margin
has been increased and attention has been
paid to rejecting earth-borne interference
and hum loops. What Rose have done is
suffered a bit from naivete, because they're
doing just what every other manufacturer in
the business does: reserving the right to
improve or change specification without
volume control, on/off, indicator and — joy of
further notice. The difference is that Rose is
joys! — a mute switch on its front panel. Aft
concerned enough to notify you of the
are the necessary sockets and an earthing
changes (which Igather are retrofitable). But
post. The RV- 23 feels rock-solid when you
the Rose is the best of all the Croftlets, agem
pick it up, the controls have a luxurious,
of away to enter the valve arena at asensible
positive feel that belie its £370 price tag.
price. And no matter who twiddles the
Sure, there are those who would argue that
knobs, they'll never realize that this superb
other companies make sexier faceplates on
device — which actually favours CD as a
similarly priced goods, but at least the Rose
source — costs less than £400.
doesn't look cheap nor is it unattractive. It's
I wish I could say the same about the
simply straight, honest and functional, which
Oakley, partly because I like the guys at
beats the hell out of obviously styled' proAudiofreaks. On the surface, it's aringer for
ducts which look worse than an off-the-peg
the Rose in terms of functions as well as
box from RS Components.
styling, but it does add tape monitoring while
The Rose features nice touches like a dispensing with the mute facility. The glass lid
60/sec switch-on mute working on both main
is an odd conceit, but it's optional if you find
and tape outputs; after the auto-mute cuts
it all too camp. Inside, it employs less
out, the main outputs can be muted via the
regulation than the Rose (just the heaters)
aforementioned front panel toggle. After I and active RIAA equalization, and ahost of
told them how Igot better results when I options including hard-wired van den Hul
damped the valves with Tube Dampers, Rose
cable to the main outputs, gold-plated phono
introduced their own type made from somesockets and an m-cstage are available. But at
thing called Santoprene' and selling for £6.50
£425 in basic form, just over £5more than the
for aset of five. ( See, 1do give away tips for
Rose, it needs a lot more refining before it
free .. .) Circuit details include star' eargives the Rose achallenge. It actually sounds
thing, no overall negative feedback, fully
slightly more precise on phono, despite being
regulated power supply with mains filtering,
slightly noisier, while the line performance is
two-valve phono stage with passive RIAA
warmer and richer. But it felt like the hi-fi
correction, custom-made volume control, 1%
equivalent of a Lada, something which is
metal-film resistors, 1% extended foil polysgoing to be rectified when Alps pots are
tyrene capacitors in the RIAA filter and an
added to the recipe.
essentially switch-free short signal path. As
These two units are definitely ones to
you can see, Rose Industries have crammed
watch, while the Foundations are fully up and
in alot of luxury tech for the price. But there
ready. Next month, I'll look at the dearer —
is a catch, and I don't mean the movingbut still reasonable — two-box valve pre-amp
magnet phono input.
from Concordant, and the Vacuum State
The Rose is aunity gain pre-amp, meaning
from Down Under. •
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About The Only Way
To Get Something
That's Clearer Than
The New Celef
Loudspeakers

Nimbus, Cirrus and Stratus
Clearly Superior Loudspeakers
from

CELEF
Marcel Audio
Marwain House•Clarke Road. Mount Farm • Bletchley • Milton Keynes. MK1 1LG
Telephone • 0908 271818

WIN £ 1,000
OF

EQUIPMENT

Pick your own prize when you win this unique competition: £ 1000 worth of
equipment from your nearest HiFi Experience store. Ten runners-up will receive
HFNIRR Test CDs worth £ 11.95

T

HIS UNIQUE COMPETITION
gives the winner achance to choose
his or her own prize— up to £ 1000
worth of hi-fi equipment. The First
Prize winner will be invited to audition his or
her choice of equipment at astore in the
HiFi Experience Group, and will be able to
choose acomplete system (or any
combination of items) valued at up to £ 1000
in total from the vast range of brands stocked
by the HiFi Experience specialist hi-fi stores.
With the opening of the new Glasgow store
(at 145 Bath Street), the group's first foray
north of the border, HiFi Experience can
now claim nationwide coverage. The total of
seven stores now includes three in London ( at
2-4 Camden High Street, seen in the pictures,
one at Lion House, Tottenham Court Road
W1 and at Alfred Place WC!), one in
Birmingham (Superfi, Smallbrook,
Queensway), one in Bradford ( Erricks,
Rawson Square), and one in Leamington Spa
(Park Street). So it won't be too far to the
nearest HiFi Experience store, when the
winner travels there on an expenses-paid visit
to hear the best of specialist hi-fi at one of
Britain's best retail outlets. When the winner
has listened to and chosen the prize
equipment, it will be delivered, and if
appropriate installed, free of charge by the
store's qualified staff.
HiFi Experience maintains the full BADA
standard of service at all seven stores —
'The ultimate in
sound advice'

THE QUESTIONS
1) What cabinet loading principle is employed in 6) State in not more than 15 words what aspect
the new Heybrook HB200 loudspeaker?
of customer service you value most when visiting
ahi-fi dealer.
a) sealed box
b) reflex port
c) transmission line
d) exponentional horn
2) Which British manufacturer was the first to
launch an add-on digital-to-analogue converter
for use with its own (and other) CD players?
a) Cambridge Audio
b) Arcam (A&R Cambridge)
c) Musical Fidelity
d) Meridian
3) What is the oversampling rate of Sony's
CDP337ESD Compact Disc player?
a) 4-times
b) 16-times
c) 8-times
d) 16-bit
4) What precious metal distinguishes the
tweeters used in arecently-launched Monitor
Audio loudspeaker range?
a) titanium
b) beryllium
c) gold

Please send your entry form to: Experience
Competition, HiFi News & Record Review Editorial,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9
2TA. AU answers are to be found in this issue.
The Rules
1) All entries must be on the entry form provided:
photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per
reader will be considered
2) There will be no cash or other alternative to any of
the prizes offered.
3) The competition is open only to UK readers of
HFNIRR. Employees of Link House Magazines or
associated companies, or of HiFi Experience plc or its
agents, or overseas readers, will not be eligible.
4) All entries must be received by first post on 22
December, 1988, when judging will be carried out. The
Editor's decision will be final and binding; no
correspondence of any kind will be entered into
regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post and the
results will be published in the March 1989 edition of
HFNIRR.
6) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate
acceptance of the rules.

5) Which of the following is not anoise
reduction system, although it is used in cassette
decks to produce better recordings?

Address

a) DBX
13) Dolby B
c) Dolby HX
d) Dolby C

Daytime tel no

Name
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HEAR THE DIFFERENCE. Weak designs earn their just desserts. Wibbledy-wobbledy sound.
strong, silent type. They stop resonance from swamping performance, so the only sound you
He will be pleased to let you hear Linn equipment and compare the sound with other systems.

MOST LOUDSPEAKERS

But Linn's loudspeakers are designed on solid grounds. Our cabinets are the
hear is the sound of music. Over the page you'll find your nearest Linn dealer.
You'll find our unshakeably good loudspeakers give you more rock, less roll.

LINN

HIGH FIDELITY
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD IT
SO GOOD.

LINN LOUDSPEAKERS

HERE THE DIFFERENCE The dealers listed on this page are, in our opinion, the most experienced and knowledgeable in the U.K. They all offer excellent demonstration facilities and carry awide range of systems at awide range of prices.
Linn dealers will give you sound advice and time to listen, so don't be afraid of ahard sell or alot of gobbledegook.
S

COTLAND

ABERDEEN
HOLBURN HI- Fl LTD*
445 HOLBORN STREET 0224-585713
EDINBURGH
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI'
34 NORTHUMBERLAND ST, 031-557 1672

YORK
SOUND ORGANISATION,* 16 GILLYGATE
0904-627108

GLASGOW
STEREO STEREO
278 ST VINCENT STREET 041-248 4079

CE
E
N

MONTROSE
ROBERT RITCHIE,* 102 MURRAY STREET
0674-73765

BIRMINGHAM
SOUND ADVICE,* 162 ALCESTER ROAD
MOSELEY 021-449 3328

N.

ENGLA

ND

ALTRINCHAM
CLEARTONE HI- FL' 15 ASHLEY ROAD
061-928 1610
BOLTON
CLEARTONE HI- FL' 235 BLACKBURN ROAD
0204-31423
BRADFORD
HI-FI EXPERIENCE AT ERRICKS7 FOTOSONIC
HOUSE, RAWSON SQUARE 0274-309266
CARLISLE
PETER TYSON. 6ABBEY ST, 0228-46756
CHESTER
PETERS HI-FI, 4ST MICHAEL SQUARE
GROSVENOR PRECINCT 0244-21568
CHESTERFIELD
AUDIO CENTRE, 135 SHEFFIELD ROAD
0246- 34923
DERBY
DERBYSHIRE HI FIDELITY LTD
3THE OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD
SADLER GATE 0332 44638
GATESHEAD
LINTONE AUDIO,* 7-11 PARK LANE
091-4774167
HULL
MURRAY HI-FI, 103A BEVERLEY ROAD
0482-227867

N
G

A

A
N

OLDHAM LANCS.
AUDIO COUNSEL, 12 SHAW RD, 061-633 2602
PRESTON
NORMAN AUDIO.* 5BUTLER ST. FISHERGATE
0772-53057
ROCHDALE
CLEARTONE HI- F17 52 DRAKE STREET
0706-524652

BATH
PAUL GREEN HI-FI:' c/o HARPER
FURNISHINGS, KENSINGTON SHOWROOMS,
LONDON ROAD 0225-316197

ENFIELD MIDDX.
AT LABS,* 159A CHASE SIDE 01-367 3132
FARNBOROUGH HANTS
FARNBOROUGH HI- Fl. 7QUEENSMEAD
0252-520146
HARPENDEN
STUDIO 997 82 HIGH STREET 05827-64246
HARROW
HARROW AUDIO, 27 SPRINGFIELD ROAD
01-863 0938
HIGH WYCOMBE
SOUND GALLERY, 65 CASTLE STREET
0494-31682

GREAT YARMOUTH
MARTINS HI- FL' 2BROAD ROW
0493-855044

ILFORD ESSEX
ATLABS,* 442/444 CRANBROOK ROAD
GANTS HILL 01-518 0915

KING'S LYNN
MARTINS HI-FI7 5HIGH ST, 0553-761683

LONDON Ni
GRAHAMS HI-FI*
86-88 PENTONVILLE ROAD 01-837 4412

LOUGHBOROUGH
SOUND ADVICE' THE SOUND FACTORY
DUKE STREET 0509-218254
MILTON KEYNES
AUDIO INSIGHT,* 53 WOLVERTON ROAD
STONEY S'FORD 0908-561551
NEWCASTLE-UNDER-LYME
THE SOUND SHOP. UNIT 5
QUEENS PARADE 0782-636313
NORTHAMPTON
LISTEN INN, 32A GOLD STREET 0604-37871
NORWICH
BASICALLY SOUND, OLD SCHOOL
BRACON ASH 0508-70829
MARTINS HI-FI!' 85-91 BER STREET
0603-627010
NOTTINGHAM
NICK DAKIN, 45 RADFORD RD, 0602-783862

ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA
HI- Fl EXPERIENCE! 49 PARK STREET
0926-881500

MIDDLESBROUGH
GILSON AUDIO, 172 BOROUGH ROAD
0642-248793

CROYDON
SPALDINGS7 352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE
ROAD 01-654 1231

COVENTRY
FRANK HARVEY, 163 SPON ST, 0203-525200

IMAGE HI-FI,* 8 ST ANNES ROAD
HEADINGLEY 0532-789374

MANCHESTER
CLEAR fONE HI - FI7 54 BRIDGE STREET
061-835 1156

L
D

CAMBRIDGE
CAM AUDIO, 110 MILL RD. 0223-60442

LEEDS
AUDIO PROJECTS*
45 HEADINGLEY LANE 0532-304565

WM A BRADY & SONS' 401 SMITHDOWN RD
051-733 6859

S.W.ENGLAND

EASTBOURNE
JEFFRIES HI - FI7 4ALBERT PARADE
GREEN STREET 0323-31336

GRIFFIN AUDIO,* 94 BRISTOL STREET
021-692 1359

PETERBOROUGH
STILTON AUDIO, 489 LINCOLN ROAD
0733-558838

LIVERPOOL
BETTER HI-FI, 16 COOK ST, 051-227 5007

COLCHESTER
PRO MUSICA, 6VINEYARD ST, 0206-577519

STAFFORD
MUSICAL APPROACH, 137A NEWPORT ROAD
0785 55154
SHREWSBURY
CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 DOGPOLE, 0743-241924
STOKE-ON-TRENT
PURKISS HI-FI, 51-53 PICCADILLY, HANLEY
0782-265010

LONDON NW1
HI-FI EXPERIENCE*
2/4 CAMDEN HIGH STREET 01-388 1300
LONDON NW6
STUDIO 997 81 FAIRFAX ROAD
SWISS COTTAGE 01-624 8855
AUD1017 190 WEST END LANE
WEST HAMPSTEAD 01-794 7848
LONDON SE1
SOUND ORGANISATION' 1CATHEDRAL ST.
LONDON BRIDGE 01-403 2255

RADFORD, HI-FI:' 52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
0272-428247
CHELTENHAM
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO*
40/42 ALBION STREET 0242-583960
EXETER
GULLIFORD HI - Fl.* 28 COWICK STREET
ST THOMAS 0392-218895
GLOUCESTER
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 BRISTOL ROAD
0452-300046
PLYMOUTH
PETER RUSSELLS, 58 NEW GEORGE STREET
0752-669511
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO, 8 HURSLEY ROAD
CHANDLERS FORD 0703-252827
SOUND WAVES, 1HOLBURY DROVE
PRECINCT, HOLBORY 0703 899 131
SWINDON
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO*
60 FLEET STREET 0793-38222
TRURO CORNWALL
TRURO HI- Fl AT ETS, 25 KING ST 0872-79809

LONDON SE19
AUDIO VENUE. 24 CHURCH ROAD
CRYSTAL PALACE 01-771 7787

W

LONDON SW11
RPM, 2BURLAND ROAD OFF WEBBS ROAD
01-5850274
LONDON SW19
O'BRIEN HI-FI, 95 HIGH STREET
WIMBLEDON VILLAGE 01-946 1528
LONDON W1
DOUG BRADY HI- Fl. 18 MONMOUTH STREET
COVENT GARDEN 01-379 4010

A

L

E

LLANDUDNO
PETERS HI-FI, VICTORIA BUILDING
MOSTYN AVE, CRAIG YDON 0492-76788
SWANSEA
AUDIO EXCELLENCE! 9 HIGH STREET
0792-474608

N.

KJLEISURESOUND7 26 NEW CAVENDISH
STREET 01-486 8263

BELFAST
LYRIC HI-FI.' 163 STRANMILLIS ROAD
0232-381296

NEW MALDEN
UNILET PRODUCTS, 35 HIGH STREET
01-942 9567
OXFORD
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO,* 19 OLD HIGH
STREET, HEADINGTON 0865-65961
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO,* 256 BANBURY
ROAD. SUMMERTOWN 0865-53072

SHEFFIELD
AUDIO CENTRE. 284 GLOSSOP ROAD
0742-737893

ASHFORD, KENT
PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI:' 40 HIGH STREET
0233-624441/2

SOUTHPORT
HI- Fl SYSTEMS, 140 POULTON ROAD
0704-25079

BASINGSTOKE
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO, 4 FEATHERS
LANE, 0256-24311

STOCKPORT
MURRAYS HI-FI, 19 MIDDLE HILLGATE
061-429 7666

BISHOPS STORTFORD
THE AUDIO FILE:' 40 HOCKERILL STREET
0279-506576

WARRINGTON
CHRIS BROOKS,* 29 GASKELL STREET
STOCKTON HEATH 0925-61212

BRIGHTON
BRIGHTON CASSETTE & HI- Fl. 1YORK PLACE
LONDON ROAD 0273-695776

DOUG BRADY HI-Fl7 KINGSWAY STUDIOS
KINGSWAY NTH. 0925-828009

JEFFRIES HI.F17 69 LONDON ROAD
0273-609431

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
TONBRIDGE HI-FI,' 16 HIGH STREET
0892-24677

INHITLEY BAY
LINTONE AUDIO (WHITLEY BAY) LTD*
242 PARK VIEW 091-252 4665

CHELMSFORD
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl. 216 MOULSHAM STREET
0245-265245

UXBRIDGE
UXBRIDGE AUDIO!' 278 HIGH STREET
0895-30404

WIRRAL
PETERS HI-FI, 8 HIGH STREET
BROMBOROUGH 051-334 1874

CHICHESTER
CHICHESTER HI- Fl! 40 LITTLE LONDON
0243-776402

WINDSOR
RADFORD HI-FI:' 43 KING EDWARD COURT
0753-856931

WESTWOOD & MASON, 46 GEORGE STREET
0865-247783

S

CARDIFF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE,* 134 CRWYS ROAD
0222-228565

HI- Fl EXPERIENCE,* LION HOUSE, 227
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD 01-580 3535

CLEARTONE HI-FI, 39 VICTORIA STREET
0902 772901

ENGLAND

BRISTOL
ABSOLUTE SOUND & VIDEO
65 PARK STREET. CLIFTON 0272-264975

YEOVIL SOMERSET
MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 110 MIDDLE STREET
0935-79361

LONDON WC1
HI-FI EXPERIENCE! 33/34 ALFRED PLACE.
STORE STREET 01-631 4917

S.

BOURNEMOUTH
SUTTONS,18 WESTOVER ROAD
0202-25512

LONDON SE13
BILLY VEE7 248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM
01-318 5755

WOLVERHAMPTON
WARSTONES HI- FL 54A WARSTONES ROAD
PENN 0902-345114

WORCESTER
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO
158 OMBERSLEY ROAD 0905-58046

RADFORD HI-FI:' 12 JAMES STREET WEST
0225-446245

IRELAND

ISLE

OF

MAN

MANX AUDIO:' GLEN VINE 0624-851437

E

I

R

E

DUBLIN
CLONEY AUDIO, 55 MAIN STREET
BLACKROCK 889-449
*Denotes Member or Associate Member of BADA
(British Audio Dealers Association).

RADLETT
RADLETT AUDIO, 141 WATLING STREET
09276-6497
RAYLEIGH ESSEX
RAYLEIGH HI-FI, 44A HIGH ST, 0268-779762
READING
READING HI - FI7 5/6 HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR STREET 0734-585463

LINN

HI
GH FIDELITY
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD IT
SO GOOD.

For complete details on Linn equipment and the Linn difference, please telephone 041-644 5111 or write to Linn Products Ltd., Floors Road,
Eaglesham, Glasgow G76 OEP and we'll send you acomprehensive information pack by return.

TOKYO AU DI OFAIR
T

Martin Colloms reports from this year's somewhat more specialized show

ills YEAR'S Tokyo Audi o Fai
r was
in particular that from the USA, the home
distinguished by a split f
rom
th
e
market producers in Japan are now going for
larger Consumer Electronics Fair
a slice of the action. Some amazing designs
held later in the week. Serious audio
have been released with price tags of several
components ( and many Walkmans) were
million ven, these apparently holdi ng no f
ears
moved to aseries of floors at Sunshine City
for eithe-rthe manufacturers or their customexhibition site while the majority of imported
ers. Above a certain point, discerning
equipment was located some 5km away at the
Japanese appear to find higher prices more
Grand Palace Hotel. Most of the big
acceptable, especially if the finkh and perJapanese names were fielding new product
formance are commensurate. Unexpected
ranges while there were some notable absennames showed some remarkable design exertees, afew of whom had elected to stay with
cises, a few clearly in prototype form, but
the Electronics Show due to their product
many comprising off the shelf items. The
profile. Absentees included Hitachi, Epson,
accent was strongly digital, with an increasing
Casio, Nakamichi, Nikko, Sanyo, Toshiba,
proliferation of digital interfaces.
Sharp, NEC, Rotel, Philips, Marantz, Fisher
Mitsubishi launched a pair of high-end
and NAD. Certain major British firms who
Diatone separates — a pre- and power- amp
were likewise absent from the Audio Fair
with digital interfaces, remote control and a
proper included Monitor Audio, Wharfedale,
Goodmans, B&W ( presumably with Nakamichi) and Castle. Celestion got the lion's
share of public attention, playing to packed
houses, while Tannoy, Mordaunt Short,
Musical Fidelity, Naim, KEF, Rogers, Spendor, Harbeth, Linn, Arcam, Heybrook and
Roksan were also making their presence felt
at the imported show venue.
The main comment from informed visitors
concerned the lack of any new and radical
technology of the kind which makes headlines. The new product that was shown
seemed to represent a consolidation of
existing technology while a number of key
trends were apparent. Perhaps in recognition
of the good reviews and high standards
demonstrated by imported audiophile gear,
Studer professional ( 1) player
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no- expenses- spared finish. Synchronized
volume controls were present on both units
while asophisticated remote control has also
been produced, with a flip-down lid rather
like the remote commander accompanying
the B&O 5000. This Diatone controller was
most elegantly styled with a large LCD
display, illuminated in a tasteful blue. A
special feature was the use of digital signal
processing in the pre- amp and awide range of
possible equalizations may also he programmed via the controller. A graphic display of
the equalized response is presented on the
LCD display with data entry via a rotary
encoder. This amplifier system costs some
I.5m; ( V0.22m = £ 1000, Yl.0m = £4546
approx).
JVC presented a very substantial pair of
monoblock power amplifiers also fed via a
digital pre-amp/control with command generated by a remote unit styled like a small
desktop computer. The available equalisation
achieved in the digital domain includes correction for both amplitude and phase.
However, the prize for the most intriguing
demonstration must go to Aiwa, who demonstrated a complete digital recording and
monitoring system consisting of digital active
speakers, a control-switching unit, a pair of
headphones and a stereo microphone. All
these were fitted with the appropriate digial
riterfaces, and all were interconnected using
optical links only, look Ma, no copper cable
to be seen anywhere! The mie is an achievement in itself, with its oversize but not
outrageously large casing containing astereo
29

reviewing the reviews....
The uncoloured bass extension is probably the first feature that one notices. Organ, piano, full orchestra
or electronic bass are immediately characterized by anew depth and fullness, with the whole room
apparently coupled in as an extension to the speakers themselves. Iwould rate it as one of the most
impressive loudspeakers now being made in the UK.
John Borwick, Gramophone

Briefly the TDL Reference Standard is abass reproducer which in frequency range can compare to the
most advanced and most expensive subwoofer constructions, and in respect of the quality of the bass
reproduction these loudspeakers are equal to any commerical design we know of, or have tested. The
bass reproduction in other words is complete, precise and accurate.
Steen Michaelsen and Michael Madsen, High Fidelity (Denmark)

To summarise, it is adistinctive but altogether fascinating speaker, amust for lovers of the type of bass
that strikes you to the marrow; very absorbing and very accurate. There is no doubt that this is aspeaker
for lovers of full-flavoured best quality Barolo, rather than delicate Sauvignon.
Bebo Moroni, Audio Review (Italy)

Gainsaying its large size, the Monitor sounded agile throughout the frequency range, the main treble
register being rated as exceptional. The midrange ran the treble aclose second. The bass remained clean
at full power, and well differentiated from the mid and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at
impressive levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by contrast, its reggae
performance was not to be sneezed at. In particular, if extended bass is important to you, then you owe it
to yourself to hear this speaker.
Martin Colloms, HiFi News

The extreme bass of course has aunique feel with large transmission-line enclosures like this. The bass
end is unusually extended, as Isoon confirmed by picking out deep organ pedal notes, timpani, etc. The
bass had atightness which added definition all the way up the scale, and this loudspeaker seems to have
less ' hangover' than most.
John Borwick, Gramophone

You don't have to possess Midas'd ears to know instantly that the big TDLs are Something Special. They
stretch down through the bottom octaves with such authority that those who think British designers
can't deal with bass will be eating their words, sans salt and pepper. Deep? You are going to feel the
music, not simply hear it. Not only is the bass deep and exceptionally well-controlled, it has scale. The
quantity and ' size' of the bass is perfectly proportional to the upper registers, rarely swamping it and yet
possessing adimensional presence which can only be described as majestic.
Ken Kessler, HiFi News
copies of these reviews, together with product literature are available on request.

TDL
ELECTRON ICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut

Tel: (0494) 441191

CT 06906 USA

Telex: 838050TDL-G

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax: (0494) 461803

Fax: (203) 324 7027

TOKYO AUDIO FAIR
that organisation's current lack of agreement
concerning the future of R-DAT.Other
Japanese producers could hardly care less,
and the show organizers put together a
special line-up of no less than 21 different
R-DAT machines for visitors to try out; this
proved to be a popular exercise. R-DAT is
taking off in Japan, albeit slowly, and reducing machine prices is proving helpful here.
Sony's lower priced DTC100 sells for the
equivalent of around £550 although they do
not anticipate high volume sales vet.
Still in the digital arena, the spe
-cification
race is definitely on. Yamaha showed a22 bit
prototype while all their new range are 18-bit,
8-times o/s. Denon has moved to 20bit
linear, 8-times o/s for their top line models
while Sony were indicating 45 bit for their
decks! Closer inspection suggested that this
high bit number related to the digital word
length used in the digital filter ( with noise
shaping) and not to the D/A convertors. A
Yamaha's Active Servo Technology Speaker
new high-end, two- unit CD player called the
AID convertor and interface using the
RI was shown by Sony and is also on sale in
MASH 64times oversampling chip set first in
the shops at Y0.6m apair. Of many interestthe Technics SVMD IR-DAT portable; these
ing technical features, the first that came to
integrated circuits were developed jointly by
mind was the use of atwin optical fibre link,
Matsushita and NTT.
the first for data, the second promising a
No less exciting were the matching Aiwa
centrally controlled, quartzlocked reference
headphones, which were wholly self confrequency sent back to the player section to
tained yet looked like normal. Labelled
achieve master synchronization of the whole
'Excelia' their interior was crammed with
chain. Accuphase showed ' L' versions of
times o/s, 16-bit plus digital
dual channel 4their two unit CD combination the DC8 I
L,
filtering electronics. A separate line supplied
which now has a discrete 20-bit dual DAC,
a low DC current to energize the phones as
hand calibrated, and with the reference curthere was clearly insufficient space to
rent showing increased stability via a higher
incorporate enough batteries to suffice for a voltage feed stage. The oversampling rate has
prolonged demonstration. An Excelia Ralso been increased from 2- to 8times.
DAT completed the chain. This Aiwa system
Accuphase were looking confident, their
might well be considered as aone-off virtuoso
lineup now including a whopping 1000W
arrangement but it did show just what could
mono- block power amp predictably called the
be done using acombination of digital techM1000 and priced at Y1.3m a pair, these
nology and Walkman build skills. Certainly
equipped with a numeric display of peak
the alloptical-link system is a fashionable
output power.
one at present in Japan, and Ifor one would
On the speaker side. Yamaha gave effecwelcome its adoption with its potential for
tive demonstrations of their ASTI system,
overcoming the losses which occur in the
'active servo technology' with the first of a
cables linking conventional analogue circuitry
range of high power compact speakers driven
and components.
by a common stereo power amplifier with
High end R-DAT and CD decks were
exchangeable programme cartridges. These
common — for example, Teac have an
set a negative output impedance at low
impressive home market machine called the
frequencies which is equivalent to the speakEsoteric RI — elegantly simple at first sight
er's own positive value in combination generand with aY0.5m price tag, it is fitted with a ating high bass damping and allowing strong
motorized cover which moves down to reveal
bass equalization for this first reflex-loaded
a comprehensive control panel styled suspi6-litre design. Pioneer showed awhole line of
ciously like a Revox. Denon also showed
slim floor-standing models, distinguished by
many working samples of their ' DTR-X'
good driver engineering as well as great
R-DAT with 2times o/s dual 16bit encode
attention to cabinet and driver bracing. Techand 20-bit, 8times o/s decode, but apolonics showed a development of the RX50
gized for its commercial non-availability due
coaxial called the RX70 and using a neodyto their membership of the RIAA; respecting
mium tweeter magnet, while much attention

was directed to their trumpet shaped speaker
finished in vibrant metallic colours and called
the SST-I. These cost a serious Yl70,000 a
pair, and by using adouble path at the throat
it is claimed that the major resonances have
been eliminated from this sensitive 92dB.W
design.
Yamaha attracted much attention with
their DSP100, an improved if slightly simplified DSP1 costing 30% less. Despite its
high price, the DSP1 has already sold an
amazing 50,000 units worldwide.
Analogue turntables were thin on the
ground; Micro Seiki was rumoured to be
suffering from CD competition.
Cables looked healthy and this year's buzz
phrase was ' six nines' meaning 99.9999%
purity. Hitachi cable. Audio Technica and

Multi million yen Audio's Devices system

others are all claiming 6-9s, while Nippon
Mining seemed to have topped the pack with
their C6-9, which is specially annealed and
offers still lower levels of other significant
chemical inpurities. Pioneer are making custom designs with C6-9 copper.
Other high end introductions included the
latest version of the Japan made SME 'SPA
IHL', `SPL IIHE' valve preamp pair at
Y1.38m. Audio Technica have their '6-9'
POCC wound cartridge, the ART 1
(Y68,000) — this their new reference model
with a van den Hul tip. Cello released their
new pre-amplifier the Encore at Y140,000 a
non plug-in version of the Audio Suite.
Pride of place in the Japanese arena must
go to the Audio Devices range, built by
makers of specialised audio components for
studios. These units were finished in cream
and gold in an 'Odeon' style, and use the
company's own low- noise semiconductors.
They clearly aspire to state-of-the-art at
state-of-the-art prices — atypical four unit line
up would set you back a breathtaking seven
million yen! •

BOOKS
JAZZ ON RECORD
by Brian Priestley. 225pp.
hard covers. Ibrp of black
and white photographs.
Selective discography. Index.
Price £ 14.95. Published by
Elm Tree Books/Hamish'
Hamilton. 27 Wrights Lane.
London W8 5TZ.

Not to be confused with an earlier work of the
same title, comprising record reviews from
the formidable team of Albert McCarthy,
Alun Morgan, Paul Oliver and Max Harrison
(Hanover Press, 1968), this new book is
subtitled ' A History'. Yet Brian Priestley has
avoided using the 'great' recordings as
familiar cornerstones for the usual kind of
HIT' NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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smooth faced critical edifice; instead, he has
taken a' behind the scenes' approach and
attempted to cover the most significant
record dates in the context of the way things
really happen in the music business. This
means covering the influence of the record
companies, song publishers, broadcasters,
gangsters, copyright protection agencies and
unions, as well as the efforts of the artist.
Starting at the beginning, the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band's records of 1917 can he
seen against the background of Columbia's
battle with Victor for phonograph sales,
while the records of the early 1920s reflect the
growth of the small companies which broke
this duopoly. In the following decades we see
the development of records aimed specifically

•

at black buyers, and the incestuous
operations of talent-scouts and
entrepreneurial publishers. A chapter
covering the demise of the big bands and the
birth of bop deals with the two major disputes
between the record companies and the
musicians' union, which profoundly affected
the kind of records that were made in the
1940s. The most interesting section of the
book is that which deals with the big- and
small-company politics of the 1950s, though
even here there tends to be breezy speculation
rather than historical analysis; at least
Priestley brings first-hand experience to bear
in coverage of more recent years. This is an
occasionally stimulating book, but less useful
than might have been hoped.
Steve Harris
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SMART COMPANY
P55 70W Integrated Amplifier £289.95

P40 40W Integrated Amplifier £199.95

CD2 Compact Disc Player £649.00

O

UR Ill FI COMPONENTS MAKE THE MOST SENSE RECAUSE DESIGNER STAN CURTIS AND CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ARE SMART.
SMART ENOUGH TO MAKE BETTER IDEAS INTO REITER COMPONENTS. BUT RATHER THAN TAKING OUR WORD FOR IT, WHY
NOT LET THE CAMBRIDGE AUDIO RANGE OF COMPACT DISC PLAYERS AND AMPLIFIERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES - YOU'LL
BE AMAZED HOW CLOSE YOUR SMARTEST DEALER WNS ALL ALONG.

bb, AVON
Paul Green Hi Fi
Bath 0 0225 316197.
Radford Hi Fi
Bristol 0 0272 428248
Radford Hi Fi
Bath 0 0225 446245
▪ BERKS
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Reading (
e' 0734 585463
▪ BUCKS
Aylesbury Hi Fi Consultants
Aylesbury t 0296 28790
▪ CAMBS
Steve Boxshall Audio
Cambridge I' 0223 68305
CHESHIRE
Cleartone Hi Fi
Altrincham e061 928 1610
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Warrington 0 0925 828009
Il> CUMBRIA
Misons TV and Radio
Carlisle e 0228 22620/31481
I> DEVON
Gullifords
Exeter 0 0392 218895
I> ESSEX
A.T. Labs
Gants Hill (
el 01 518 0915
Brentwood Music Centre
Brentwood e 0277 221210
Chew & Osborne Ltd
Saffron Walden e 0799 23728
Chew & Osborne Ltd
Epping e0387 74242

Rayleigh Hi Fi
Rayleigh t 0268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Chelmsford 0 0245 265245
GLOUCS
Critical Audience
Cheltenham ! 0242 578757
HERTS
The Audiofile
Bishop's Stortford ! 0279 506576
HUMBERSIDE
G.E. Manders
Grimsby e" 0472 351391

II>

ISLE OF WIGHT
Island Hi Fi
Ryde e 0983 63993

le> LEICS
Sound Advice
Loughborough e 0509 218254
I> LONDON
Audio T
London NW6 1S0 0 01 794 7848
Doug Brady Hi Fi
London WC2H 9HB 0 01 379 4010
K.J. Leisuresound
London W1M 7LH
01 486 8262
Sevenoaks Hi Fi and Video
Woolwich SE18 t• 01 855 8016
Studio 99
London NW6 4DY e 01 328 6666
MIDDX

I> SURREY
Data Sound
Dorking e 0306 882897
Sevenoaks Hi Fi and Video
Guildford e 0483 36666
SUSSEX
Laser Sound and Vision
Eastbourne (
e 0323 640911
Sevenoaks Hi Fi and Video
Brighton (
e 0273 733338
TYNE & WEAR
Lintone Audio
Gateshead e091 477 4167

A.T. Labs
Enfield t 01 367 3132
Musical Images
Hounslow e 01 570 7512

I> WARWICKSHIRE
Sounds Expensive
Rugby
0788 540772

I> NORFOLK
Martins Hi Fi
Norwich e 0603 627010

Alternative Audio
Solihull e 021 742 0254
Cleartone Hi Fi
Wolverhampton e 0902 772901

Il> WEST MIDLANDS
II> KENT
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Sevenoaks t 0732 459555
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Chatham e 0634 46859
Sevenoaks Hi Fl
Tunbridge Wells
0892 31543
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Beckenham
01 658 3450
V.J. Hi Fi
Folkestone 0 0303 56860
LANCS
Audio Counsel
Oldham e 061 633 2602
Cleartone Hi Fi
Bolton (el 0204 31423
Cleartone Hi Fi
Manchester e 061 835 1156
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Liverpool e 051 733 6859
Norman Audio
Preston e 0772 53057

NORTHANTS
Listen Inn
Northampton

e0604 37871

le> SCOTLAND
In Hi Fi
Edinburgh
031 225 8854
Music Room
Glasgow e 041 248 7221
Stereo Showcase
Glasgow 0 041 332 5012
I> SHROPSHIRE
Shropshire Hi Fi
Shrewsbury t 0743 232317
Ir> STAFFORDSHIRE
Grange Hi Fi
Burton OnTrentO 0283 33655

ail-U -1(Kr
Cambridge Audio Systems International Ltd
Bun-el Road, St. Ives Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Cambridgeshire PE17 4LE.
0 0480 496496. Telex 329184 CAMAUD G. Fax 0480 495704.

Il. YORKS
De Cobains
Doncaster e 0302 26026
De Cobains
Selby e 0757 703061
Moorgate Acoustics Ltd
Rotherham e 0709 370666
Il> N. IRELAND
Zeus Audio
Dungannon e 08687 67935
Zeus Audio
Belfast e 0232 332522

11> S. IRELAND
Cloney Audio
Blackrock e 01 889449

'SUBJECTIVIST'
WRI
r-••?ç

A matter of timing: ' Subjectivism' defended by Richard Black

I

N HIS INTERESTING and thought—
provoking article in August's HFNIRR
Douglas Self makes one statement which
entirely validates the subjectivist viewpoint: ' If Iperceive that I'm hungry, then I'm
hungry'.
Convenient as it may be to believe otherwise, the study of hi- 1i sound reproduction is
effectively the study of human perception of
sound. Perception is generally in terms of
reference to aknown quantity, and in sound
reproduction the reference is the sound that
was present at the recording session. The
target of a good recording and replay chain
must be to reproduce this sound to accuracy
better than that of human perception. This
achieved, perfection can be said to have been
reached. Thus perfection is intrinsically
related to perception limits and astudy of the
limits will allow adefinition of perfection. It
is the limits that are inherently subjective —
the engineering is utterly objective.
It is worth recalling that some people
prefer in-built inaccuracy in replay systems
on the grounds that source material is inaccurate, the hope being for some degree of
complementary inaccuracy cancellation ( the
'nice' school of hi-fi) or the creation of an
idealized sound which never existed at the
recording session ( the ' rose tinted' school). I
reject the former view on two grounds: first,
that the inaccuracies will be complementary
only for some recordings, and second, that it
can only degrade genuinely accurate recordings, which seems undesirable. The latter aim
is not fidelity. Mr Self, Isuspect, shares my
opinion, as doubtless do many other listeners.
Optional inaccuracy ( tone controls etc) is
another matter.
Ultimately, of course, everything is subjective since it is referred back to the individual
brain, and it is quite possible to assert that
subjective judgement in audio is therefore
uniquely justified. As an objectivist, I find
this view very hard to refute. If measurements have no reference to the human ear
and brain, of what use can they be? One
might as well quote its terminal velocity in
treacle as an important characteristic of an
amplifier.
But as a subjectivist also. I nevertheless
find the distrust of science in some areas
highly distressing. So, in search of a logical
and consistent defence of objectivism, Ihave
found Iagree in principle with that of Mr
Self: by controlled ( but still subjective)
measurement, determine the ear's sensitivity
to distortion, in general, and attempt to
correlate this with measured reproduction
distortion. Where I, and others, disagree with
Mr Self is in the correct measurements to
carry out and their specific relevance; crucially, what is distortion?
One significant hang-up in audio measurement is the adherence to sinewaves as a test
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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signal. The fundamental problem with this is
that there is no such thing as a sinewave.
Only asignal of infinite duration can possibly
be sinusoidal; terminating it introduces an
infinite series of sidebands. Now in terms of a
test using asinewave lasting several seconds
this is a bit academic, but in the case of
pseudo-random signals such as music it means
that the precise bandwidth required of a
signal for ' fidelity' is not well defined. The
other big problem is that the ear does not
necessarily function as a Fourier analyser in
discriminating frequencies. In order to do
this, it would need a series of high-O handpass filters, and there is no evidence from the
internal structure of the ear that such exists. I
have heard it suggested, on the basis of
physiological research, that the ear discriminates frequency by means of time interval
measurement between zero-crossings of the
pressure wave at the ear-drum.
Consider this: the ear can differentiate
frequencies separated by less than 0.1%

Harmonic distortion causes no shift in zerocrossing times yet is still detectable ( though
not at levels much below 0.1%, compared
with some forms of distortion detectable at
0.01%). But the phenomenon of pitch discrimination, Isuggest, is vital to understanding
the criteria set by the ear for 'accuracy'.
From the electronic angle, it can be said
that only if sound quality effects can be
demonstrated that cannot be measured even
with sensitive techniques, then the wrong
techniques altogether are being applied. I
have no doubt that THD tests will show up all
cables as equal. I also have no doubt that
cables sound different. I have measured
dozens of cables at frequencies up to
200MHz, and there is an excellent correlation
between pulse rise-time in a cable and its
sound quality. The required rise-time is well
below 1p..s. This, one might think, should be
detectable in the audio band by differential
(Hailer-style) testing, but even that has problems arising from the finite propagation delay
in a cable or amplifier (see Fig. 1). If
IN
'distortion' artefacts shown up by such tests
OUT
DELAY
do not rise with frequency, to ( typically in a
solid state amplifier) — 36dBish at the upper
end of the audio band, then there is some
FEEDBACK OR
phase correction in the amplifier or other
COMPARISON
mechanism masking the out-of-phase compoLOOP(NO DELAY
nent due to the delay. This partially invalidates the test.
hg. I. In any feedback or differential setup, the
Further problems exist. Assuming time
existence of a !fine delay within the loop can cause all
delay has been compensated for, as can be
sorts of problems if not compensated for.
done reasonably accurately in theory by use
of a perfect ( ha!) cable in the reference
(closer than Mr Self suggests — I have
channel, the amplifier gain for null must be
measured it on myself), up to 10kHz at least.
set with a voltmeter on sinewaves and left
And those with ' perfect pitch' can tune a there. If it's adjusted for null with music
concert A in isolation to within 0.25% ( Ihave
signal, it will bias the results according to the
done it). The implications are fascinating.
famous Fletcher- Munson curves, and could
Either there is some acoustic filter in the ear
give spurious cancellation of distortion
that has the accuracy required for such a against harmonics and intermodulation promeasurement, and as Ihave said this seems
ducts present in the original signal. Finally,
not to be the case, or some timing mechanism
although Mr Self asserts that distortions thus
can distinguish between frequencies 0.1%
stripped of fundamental signal will be more
apart by the difference in their cycle times
audible because less masked, this is not
(less than lizs), or can count agiven number
necessarily the case. Without evidence, there
of cycles in a certain time, again to an
is no reason to believe that the ear is always
accuracy of 0.1%. All of these sound
more sensitive to naked distortion than to
unlikely, but the physical reality of frequency
distortion riding on asignal — especially when
discrimination requires some such mechanthe distortion is very close to the edge of the
ism. Mr Self is doubtless familiar with electroaudio band. Beware intuition! It can be as
nic frequency and time measuring devices,
misleading on one side of the argument as on
and he will know that they all contain an
the other.
accurate and stable oscillator. The brain must
Iam not trying to prove anything. The boot
contain one too.
is on the other foot; Mr Self wishes to prove
If one assumes that aural discrimination
that subjective audio judgment is suspect, I
between 10kHz and 10.01kHz is done by
merely wish to disprove his arguments to this
zero-crossing timing, the conclusion must be
end: ' Nothing is true. Everything is permitthat the resolution of the ear is less than
ted'. There is no absolute proof in science,
100ns. This in itself can explain many phebut plenty of disproof. The final arbiter of
nomena dismissed by traditional objectivists
sound, in the context of the brain, will always
as ' irrational and impossible'. Obviously this
be the ear, and vice versa; and understanding
could not be the only mechanism in the ear.
the brain is the ultimate task of man. *
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WINDFALLS
or catholicism made easy
Turntables

(£695) £ 575
£846) £ 700
(£695) £ 500

Alphason Sonata, black
Alphason / SME, walnut
Michell Gyrodec II, p.su.
Tonearnts

(£412) £ 339
(s/h) £ 299
(£850) £ 690

Alphason HR100S.MCS
Odyssey RP-1XG
Souther Triquadz

implitiers
Krell KSA-50
( s/h) £ 1250
Musical Fidelity A370
(£ 2299) £ 1898
Loudspeakers

(£1899) £ 1595
(£539) £ 399
(s/h) £ 169

ProAc E.B.S.
ProAc Studio One
Linn Kan

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erping,hani Road, Pal ney,
London %% 15 18G.
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.- Fri. 10am- 1
pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sat. 10am-/pm.
Demonstrations by appointment.
Free delivery UK mainland.
FULL EXPORT XCI II'll IS AVAIIABLE

Oxford Audio Consultants

A New Standard in High- End
Audio Retailers
Our shop facilities are like no other. Our equipment
is without peer.

OUR APPROACH IS UNIQUE
Formal opening hours 10am — 6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday: closed Monday

Individual consultations bookable.
Home demonstrations apleasure.
Agencies include:
Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee,
Air Tangent, Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell,
Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber
We now present:
Beard Audio, Cambridge Audio, Wharfedale,
Stax, Audio Technica, Goldring, Discwasher,
Target, Foundation, Sennheiser, That's QED,
Allsop, Hunt EDA, etc

diar

We offer the same superb standards of
demonstration, home installation and service
back-up for these more affordable products.

=

Digital Audio Tape
DAT PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH
NEW MIDI sized DAT Recorder from Sony The DTC
M1000 is now available at an astonishingly tempting
price of £ 899 inc VAT.
DAT RECORDERS - Top

5sellers
ISony DTC 1000 ES
2Sony DTC Midi
3Casio DA 1
4 Aiwo XD001
5Sony TCD DI 0

DAT TAPE

-

DAT 46 mins - £5.15
DAT 60 mins- £5.50
DAT 90 mins - £6.80
DAT 120 mins - £7.95

DAT PRE-RECORDED

Featured system this month on continuous
demonstration:
CRYSTELLE/REGA/OC7
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9/ D125
SONUS FABER ELECTAS
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2
Call in any time to audition this superb system or
book your own demonstration.
WIDE RANGE OF LP's & CD's including DMP,
CHESKY, PROPRIUS, REFERENCE, DENON, ETC

Phone for current list of releases.
01 631 0939.

PRO DAT - Enquiries for current Professional DAT Products [ Sony
PCM 2000 + 2500]. Please contact Nils Hansen or Neal
Mcormack

At Playback we

sell Audio Professionally,

not just Professional Audio.

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London W1 P 9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392
FAX: 01-636 5011

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
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GOLDRING
Goldring produce British made nand-crafted phonographic cartridges
that offer the finest souna quality and performance at prices that range from £ 15 to £ 500. /
Your dealer has the details. Sn.p the coupon and send it to us.
We'll send you a brochure and the address of your nearest dealer.
/
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THE LATEST ADVANCE ON THE TRANSISTOR.

THE LATEST ADVANCE ON THE VALVE.
The age of the valve has departed, like the steam
engine, preserved only by ahandful of nostalgic enthusiasts.
If you believe that, it's abit like saying that analogue
has been killed off by digital, and we all know what ahot

The P35 MkII is the very latest example of how a
valve amplifier can evoke these emotions. It is one of our

potato that argument has become.
For valves still have several inherent advantages, even

range of control and power amplifiers which come both in
stereo and monoblock configurations.
If you are looking for truly high quality
amplification equipment, all we ask is that you include Beard

before you consider the soulless way some solid-state
circuitry is put together these days.
Valve technology is moving ahead faster than ever

on your shortlist.
And when you audition them, the only thing you'll
find it has in common with the others is that it runs on

before. Which means new circuit y, endless research and
painstaking development to maximise the potential which

electricity.
Not, as some people may have thought, on steam.

this beautiful little device is demonstrably capable of giving.
The beauty is the warmth you feel when, instead of
just sitting in front of the music, it envelopes and uncannily

Beard Audio Limited. Home Farm, Diddington,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 9XU.

involves you.

Tel: 0480 811811

•
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THE CUTTING EDGE
T

HREE YEARS AGO in this magazine Iprofiled the work of John Dent
the young engineer who ran Island
Records' record-cutting suite, the
'Sound Clinic', in Hammersmith. The Sound
Clinic had gained a reputation for highquality cutting in acommerical environment,
and two factors were chiefly responsible: the
questioning attitude ( and quiet hut confident
professionalism) of John Dent, and the work
that EAR designer Tim de Paravicini had
done in customising John's system.
Adopting an almost
'audiophile' approach, John
evaluated the sonic contribution of everything in the
chain. Those things he didn't
want, he eliminated, while
those he judged could be
improved, he farmed out to
Tim for redesign. In the system Isaw, the modified Westrex head of the Scully lathe
was driven by high-powered
EAR valve amplification,
with outboard signal-processing units kept to a sensible
minimum.
The result was that the
Sound Clinic could cut loud
and ' fast', while retaining
subtlety and fine detail — and
this was achieved using
relatively antiquated gear.
The Scully and the Westrex
were hardly the latest technological marvels!
John Dent obviously
wanted to take his particular
philosophy further down the
road, and this he has done,
both literally and figuratively: he now runs his own operation, 'The
Exchange', in relatively airy premises on the
first-floor of a modern building in Camden.
Judging by his full diary and by some of the
clients in at the time of my visit — chart group
Big Audio Dynamite were cutting their latest
record and CD, 'Tighten Up, Vol.88' — his
decision to ' go it alone' has been vindicated.
He and engineer Graeme Durham parted
company with Island Records at the end of
1986, to set up The Exchange, of which they
are co-directors. John Dent takes up the
story.
'We gave Island Records two months'
notice an they were quite happy to let it
happen. We needed to advance technically
and at that time the only way was to do it
ourselves. On 31 December 1986 we dismantled some of the equipment which Island sold
to us, and on the 5January, 1987 we started
cutting records here. Our first record — an
Erasure single — went to about number four
in the charts.
'The studio was put together theoretically,
with alot of groundwork', John explained. So
how much of the present equipment was
transferred from the Sound Clinic? 'The fact
that we were starting again gave us the
chance to look at things we would like to have
done before but couldn't. Iwas in position to
commission various things from Tim de ParaHI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Sound Clinic has
progressed to The Exchange.
John Seabury takes the floor

vicini and from Graham Holliman [ aspeaker
designer and former hi-fi writer whose name
will be familiar to some readers]. The brief
was similar to before, but we wanted to
change the " look" of certain key pieces of
equipment. .
'Although the Scully lathe could work very

well technically, it didn't instill a lot of
confidence in most engineers; recording
engineers like to see something they can
relate to. The Scully lathe was completly
alien to what most people expected to see in a
cutting- room.
'We had to decide whether to stick with the
belt-drive Scully or change to a Neumann,
which is direct-drive. There are definite
advantages to belt-drive but we thought we'd
check the Neumann out. As it has turned out,
we haven't really got any complaints against
Neumann's implementation of direct-drive on
the turntable. So any change we've made has
been a positive change.'
The Exchange now has two Neumann
VMS70 machines, though John Dent has set
to work on them. ' We've modified the
turntable itself, deadening it acoustically by
packing it with various fillers — rather like
Max Townshend's idea of damping things
with plaster. We've done other little things
like that.'
Were Tim de Paravicini's electronics carried across? ' At the Sound Clinic, Tim put an
amplifier system on the heads and the lathe
we already had. Given a fresh start, we
looked at what the best cutting heads were,
and concluded we should be using Ortofon
heads. These require far less frequency — and
phase — compensation than the Westrex.

Their secondary resonance is above 20KHz
and they are very linear devices; the bandwidth is from 4to 5Hz to 22kHz, without any
equalisation — on a par with all digital
systems, in fact. The response also tails off
naturally after resonance — it doesn't cut off
like a brick.
'So we bought the heads and gave them to
Tim, who — without having cut arecord in his
life — built an amplifier for us. We installed it
here, and three days later started cutting
records with it. There have been afew minor
tweaks here and there, but
nothing serious.'
Was the VMS7 0 an
obvious choice of model
from the Neumann range?
'We ignored record business
hype and just said "we want a
good machine that works and
doesn't destroy what we feed
in there". We found such a
machine and it happened to
he a VMS70. It wasn't new,
hut a good condition,
second-hand model. We
weren't in a position at that
point to invest in a new
VMS80. The Varigroove
packing system of the
VMS80 is very sophisticated
but Graeme and Irarely use
Varigroove — it changes the
sound of what you're recording. So for us, the VMS70
was perfect.'
1then asked John Dent the
$64,000 question: Is there 'an
Exchange sound'? ' The
reverse is true; The
Exchange has gone to alot of
trouble to avoid having a
coloration! You could say that here's a
Townhouse sound, aTape One sound, and so
on, because of the equipment they have. But
we've gone for an " uncanny neutrality". It's
something we're actually quite proud of.
At the Exchange, there are two mastering
rooms, each equipped with Neumann lathe,
Studer A80 tape machines ( 1
/in and 'Mn),
2
gear for handling various digital tape formats
(PCM1630, F-1, R-DAT), a custom-built
(analogue) control desk plus carefully
selected signal-processing units (equalisers,
limiters), and a monitoring system. CD prepreparation work is carried out here, which is
one reason the rooms are ' mastering rooms'
and not 'cutting rooms'. Iwas also interested
to see Max Townshend's Rock turntable
being used to replay test acetates.
All stages of CD preparation (other than
PQ coding) are carried out for clients, and in
the digital editing room there's aSony DAE
digital editor, with a robust monitoring system. Adjacent to this room is the copying and
transfer room, carrying a variety of machinery from U-matics and Studers to a bank of
Yamaha cassette decks, for short runs of
real-time cassette copies!
All the monitoring speakers at The
Exchange are of Graham Holliman's design.
They are multi-way designs, and the large
models in the mastering rooms feature multi37

SPEAK OUT LOUD
Pinewood has never been in astronger position to satisfy the demands of the
serious music lover for excellence in loudspeakers. In fact we have something
for every high end taste — and we have the world's finest amplifiers to bring
out the best in them.
Take alook at our fabulous range of loudspeakers, and then telephone Brian
Rivas for adiscussion and demonstration, either in your listening room or at
Pinewood.
APOGEE: Scale and majesty from the Diva, scaled down majesty
from the Caliper — and now the extraordinary transparency and
dynamics from the Duetta MkIlSignature
DUNTECH: Excitement and slam from Down Under. Some music
lovers wouldn't give a XXXX for anything else, so listen to the
openness, power and control of the PCL-500 Marquis
MAGNEPLANAR: Some people find it hard to believe these are
really loudspeakers and not decorative and elegant screens. In
fact they perform both functions to perfection
MARTIN-LOGAN: A genuine see-through and hear-through
design. Beautifully finished with amazing transparency and
pinpoint imaging. The CLS and Sequel are always on
demonstration
SONUS FABER: What can we say? The most gorgeous little
cabinets ever built, combining asuperb and natural sound with
the most exquisite and sensual Italian craftsmanship
Pinewood always has something that'll take you to heaven — plus, of course, afantastic and personal
service to keep you there
The AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 15 preamplifier: Bad news for those who thought they
could beat the SP- 11 — this is the new target. Hear it at Pinewood
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THE CUTTING EDGE
driver arrays. Unfortunately, there wasn't
time to go into the details of these unusual
loudspeakers, but all the staff spoke highly of
them. EAR valve amplification is much in
evidence, with one pair of Holliman monitors
being bi-amped. For anumber of years now,
Graham Holliman's researches have concentrated on reproducing ' infra-bass', or frequencies below 20Hz, in the quest for more
realistic reproduction of the sound as a
whole.
John and Graeme now have a third
engineer;
Ray Staff, who worked at
Trident for many years and - ironically trained John Dent when John was a novice!
Mike Marsh does the CD editing and there
are two assistant engineers. Paul Solomons
and ' Science', plus two trainees and two

like, we can sit down with the customer and
look at how to use the dynamics constructively. If we're given a recording which is
predominantly at a low level but goes 1520dB higher for just two minutes, we'll point
out that the difference will seem very large to
many domestic users.
'Such a product might be fine for the
-sensitive few" with large amplifiers and
wide-band speaker systems, but it may well
be better to ride the faders on the loud
passages and just have agenerally louder CD
- though if the customer wants it left alone,
we'll leave it.
'On certain recordings. wide dynamic
range is not actually necessary; it's the
perception of wide dynamic range which
matters. With good engineering, you can
have technically less dynamic range but audibly a wide dynamic range'.
So is the same true of the frequency
window, given that some great records have
had a limited frequency reponse? ' What you
hear doesn't really bear a lot of relation to
what you can read off the spectrum analyser.
You can have a faulty piece of equipment
that still shows awide frequency range on the
analyser. That's one of the things about Tim's
work: he does alot of listening, which is very

Digital editing room with Sony system - all The
Exchange's digital equipment is heavily customised

administrators. Around 35% of The
Exchange's work is big name/chart material,
20-25% is for independent labels, and the rest
is back-catalogue restoration/reissue work the policy here being to work from original
masters wherever humanly possible. Musically, most of the material is in the rock and
pop area, but they do handle some folk music
and the back-catalogue work covers quite a
spectrum. Almost all their customers are in a
hurry - most can't wait aweek, and for some
the limit is a couple of days!
I asked about the distinction between a
cutting room and a mastering room 'The
whole idea of our mastering rooms is to deal
with clients' musical product. The lathe just
happens to be one end-destination. We do a
lot of CD work here; we also do a lot of
editing and compiling, and master tapes can
come to us in five or six different formats.
'Our desks are built as low-signal-path.
flat-transfer desks; everything you choose to
use is on " insert" in and out, so you hear not
only the effect of the equalisation but the
effect of the equaliser as well. That puts quite
high demand on what we use. Tim's professional-series units are better than most: when
you switch one of his equalisers in, you don't
get any degradation of the basic " flat" sound,
and enhancement becomes purely enhancement. But our reliance on Tim is not absolute
- and if he makes something that we don't
like, we'll tell him!'
Ithen turned to broader issues. Firstly. did
John feel able to utilise the full dynamic
potential of CD? Or did his customers pressure him into compressing the signal and
pushing everything up to peak level? ' It
depends on the sort of work you're doing.
With classical and most acoustic music, the
recording team will be interested in maintaining the dynamics of the original recording.
Under those circumstances, adigital system is
like amilk bottle - you can only fill it so far.
'Armed with alog of tile peak levels, and a
knowledge of what the thing actually sounds
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John Dent in mastering room No 2- still looking ahead
to new developments

important.'
John accepts that the extended playingtime and lack of clicks and pops from CD
make it an attractive medium for many music
lovers - especially those interested in collectable or historic material. But he has definite
ideas on the comparison with vinyl. 'There
are a lot of misconceptions about disc and
CD. Disc has had the same frequency
response as CD since it was invented.
Records have been able to put down 20kHz at
quite respectable levels for years - though
people's retrieval systems may not have been
able to reproduce them. That's where the
biggest difference lies. When someone goes
out and buys a CD player. they're buying a
flat- response, wide-bandwidth reproducer;
with record-players, the hardware manufacturers don't necessarily put that kind of
capability into their systems.'
How similar are the two media as music
carriers, then? ' I'd say there's a certain
excitement that can be had from analogue
disc, a "vitality" in the sound, which is a
creation by the medium. It's something to do
with a lump of rock rattling in a plastic
groove, and it's an excitement that you don't
get with digital systems. You can cut a
twelve-inch single which will make adisco full
of people get up and dance, yet aCD copy of
the same track may not have that effect at all.
There's an unknown quantity in records
which no-one can put their finger on.'

•

Does this help to explain why the predicted
'death of vinyl' hasn't happened? ' Yes. I
think so. Ialso think that studio people who
were originally influenced by all the hype
about CD and digital are now making up
their own minds about what to use. Most
good studios are mastering to 1
/in. 30 ips as
2
standard. You can't really fault that format.'
So for how long is vinyl work going to
boom? 'That decision is a political one.
Polygram recently shut their factory down
and Sony have bought out CBS. Those are
two parties with a strong interest in digital.
DAT and CD - but they don't control the
small companies, and there are a lot of
good-quality pressing plants out there, busier
than ever. Generally. factories have
improved the quality of their pressings due to
the competition from CD, so they are fighting
back.'
What will be the effect of the next generation of digital studio recorders? Will 18- bit
resolution coupled with a 96kHz sampling
rate mean better masters and therefore better
CD's? ' It will make analogue records and
cassettes sound better, but CDs will sound
just the same. Your record will sound better
because the resolution of the record is far
higher than CD. The limit of the CD is the
sampling rate. For a lot of music 44. I
kHz
may be fine; but for a lot of music, it isn't.'
So will an improvement for domestic consumers of digital sound only come about
when different standards are adopted? ' Yes and it doesn't matter how much Sony or
Philips praise the present system . . . Take
the tape which Ray Staff just handed me;
there we have a I5ips analogue tape that
sounds far better than a digital copy of it
recorded on a stock Sony system.
'We've changed all the analogue electronics in our digital equipment. because we
didn't like the way it sounded. But even with
digital- to-digital copying, you can hear a
difference between the copy and the original.
We quite often reject copies that people bring
in - they're supposedly " digital clones" of the
original master, but they're not. There's
something about the tone that tells you it's a
copy. Another interesting thing is that you
can hear a difference in a digital copy
depending on which brand of tape you copy
onto . . .•
Is there anything ' bubbling under' that
John sees as being particularly significant?
'It's really up to the inventors. If someone
could invent a l(X)kHz-sampling credit card
capable of storing aCD's worth of music, that
would be fantastic. I'm sure they're working
on it somewhere!'
Finally. Iasked John if it had been satisfying being his own boss. ' Oh yes. Everything
has happened very fast, but we are still
supervising every piece of wire and every
switch that comes into the building. And we
still question the conclusions we came to at
previous decision-making points. What we've
got going is of definite benefit to our customers and is satisfying to us as engineers: we're
being very careful to make sure that it
continues.'
The ongoing relationship between The
Exchange and designers like Tim de Paravicini and Graham Holliman is obviously a
fruitful one, and the fact that John Dent is in
touch with the ideas of people like Max
Townshend proves that hi-fi reproduction
and commercial disc cutting needn't be
utterly disparate ( or conflicting) areas of
endeavour - even if some of John's ideas are
rather controversial. •
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OR 40 YEARS, Sidney Harman has
been involved in audio: in the early
days, he was one of the prime movers
in creating an industry where only a
hobby had existed before; now, he is Chairman and Chief Executive of Harman International, which includes Harman/Kardon,
Infinity, JBL, Audax and Soundcraft, with
sales that topped $325 million in 1987.
His first job out of college ( with a BSc in
electrical engineering) was with Bogen,
which built public address systems. He was
quickly moved out of engineering and into
management- level administration, though he
became friends with the Chtef Engineer,
Bernard Kardon, and designed turntables
and giant speakers for his own use. He and
Kardon were instrumental in prodding David
Bogen to develop the first amp. He left
Bogen along with Kardon in 1953 to start
Harman/Kardon; left H/K too adecade later
to turn around afailing automotive accessories company but then bought H/K again in
1969, when he also acquired JBL and started
building an audio empire which came to be
called Harman International.
Then Harman was appointed UnderSecretary of Commerce to the Carter administration in 1977, and Harman International
was sold to Beatrice Foods. Just afew years
later, having left the government, he repurchased most of the original business. In
'85, he was able to buy hack Harman/Kardon
from the Japanese electronics company Shin
Shirasuna, making Harman/Kardon one of
the few survivors of the American ' Golden
Age' of audio to be still in the hands of its
founder. The H/K line has been manufactured in Japan for the past 20 years, but by
next year most of it will again he made in
America.
Harman International's future is built on
two strategies: selling in a world-wide market; and doing its own manufacturing in
highly integrated, advanced facilities, using a
motivated, skilled workforce. Some 80% of
Harman's manufacturing sales come from
US- made loudspeakers, including some built
for the Japanese companies Sharp and Mitsubishi — atwist on the more common Westerndesigned/Far East- made scenario. This is no
assembly operation: the plant makes its own
veneer speaker enclosures, mills its own wire,
winds its own voice coils, and makes its own
precision components. To compete worldwide, equipment is designed for its own
specific market in terms of both acoustic
'voice' and visual appearance.

Manufacturing
Weaken the linkage between design, manufacturing, and marketing, Harman believes,
and you weaken the product. Design and
manufacturing are stamen and pistil. They
must be integrated from start to finish, or the
product will soon lose its character and
become like everyone else's.
'The emphasis is on making your own
because in making your own you can control
the product, you can generate product differentiation and thus distinction from others
— genuine legitimate distinction, not distinction just to be different.
'The further away from hands-on that
making the product goes, the more diluted,
almost by definition, is the control. If your
own people are not daily at the business of
making the product, certain compromises are
inescapable.
'Time and again, as we build our own
cabinets, the people working the now highly
40
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HARMAN
Laura Dearborn profiles atrue
magnate of the audio industry
sophisticated machines learn what those
machines can do, that even the designers of
the machines don't know — what they can do
working material for our kind of product. If
they are working in an environment that
encourages them to think that their ideas are
going to be welcomed, then they feed that
kind of information back. That can't happen
in an environment that regards the people
doing the work as the equivalent of machines.
It can't happen as readily when the work is
being done 3000 miles away.
'You see, the tradition in craft industries,
and others, has always been that the design
and the manufacturing are conceived
together. Henry Ford knew that instinctively.
Isay it's always been there, it just hasn't been
documented, it hasn't been analysed and
articulated the way I'm doing it now but
failure after failure in products, in terms of
the effectiveness of the product, in terms of
the management of the cost of the product —
products costing infinitely more than the
designers expected, the marketing people
wanted, the customer is ready to pay — failure
after failure arises from the separation of the
design and the manufacture.
'Often the designers sit down and they
design the product in terms of the circuitry or
its electronics; or the acoustics if it's a
loudspeaker. And then, with the product
designed from their point of view, they pass it
through atransom to the manufacturers and
say then to the manufacturing people " Put
this into production". Not unusually, the
manufacturing people say " It's not possible,
we don't have the machines for doing that, we
don't have the tooling capacity to do that, and
if we went outside to get the tooling capacity,
you're asking for things so difficult to tool as
to be inordinately costly and you don't need
those. You don't need the particular tooling

specs that are implicit in this design". And of
course the designers say " Mind your own
business, take what we've designed." The
awkward, unconstructive and frequently
unsuccessful process is that arms-length relationship between the designer and the manufacturer.
'In real manufacturing, there's almost no
separation between the production of the
product and the design. You have to design it
to be made and you have to have asense of
what the facilities are that you've got. Now if
you want a facility for this design that you
don't already have, you have to justify getting
It.
'But company after company has abandoned the manufacturing on the basis that in
the first place it's trenchwork, it's hard,
difficult, costly, tough work. Anybody can do
that, has been the argument, anybody can
stuff the boards, load the boxes. There has
been a certain fashion for the notion ( not
Harman, but others) that " What we'll do
here is separate the two poles of the continuum. We'll do the design and the marketing, we'll farm out the manufacturing to the
lowest cost nation or manufacturer in that
nation and we will be opportunists and
expedient, we will be quick to see when those
things change, and if they change, we'll move
it from Japan to Korea, and from Korea to
Singapore, and from Singapore to Taiwan
and from Taiwan to India and so on". Sounds
good, sometimes works.
'In the long term, the odds are against firms
that abandon their manufacturing, that yield
the stamen/pistil relationship. Once that decision has been made you clearly have to make
compromises with other cultures, and other
facilities, and you're not there to make the
decisions on capital facilities. You don't live
with it day in and day out, you don't have
your own people on the production lines,
talking with you about "we could do this
better if we made this change, we're there all
the time, we do it".'

Designing for world markets
'We know from experience, for example, that
the voicing of loudspeakers, the intrinsic
behaviour of the loudspeaker acoustically, is
regarded in different terms in Europe, the
United States and Japan. So we specifically
generate acoustic designs that are responsive
to those different appetites. In addition to
that, we do intend to generate products which
in their appearance, within an organic view of
design, are also responsive to the market.
Clearly, you can use aloudspeaker designed
for any country in any other country. You
don't even have questions of power supply.
But if you want to design loudspeakers which
are functionally responsive to the way in
which people live, which musically respond to
the particular attitudes that are almost
generic in that society, you're going to come
up with something that is somewhat different
in Japan from the United States.'

Into the living room
Before co-founding Harman/Kardon in 1953,
Harman was executive vice-president and
Bernard Kardon chief engineer with Bogen,
which manufactured public address systems.
Largely at their proddings, Bogen marketed
the first high fidelity amp in 1948, distributing
this through radio parts jobbers. At that
time, David Bogen did not recognize it is a
harbinger of home audio.
Harman and Kardon were among the very
first to recognize that audio was changing
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small percentage of the people wandering
those halls had experienced listening to
Zarathustra very often in reproduced form —
or in any other form. A very high percentage
of them probably listened to Sinatra on the
three-tube radios at home and in their automobiles and so they had a particular Sinatra
reference, and no Strauss reference. Thus
when they walked into our room, they heard
Sinatra played over this, by comparison,
remarkably sophisticated system. If you
hadn't listened to Zarathustra, how did you
know there was any difference?'

An early If ik stereo resen er

from a strictly hobbyist interest and was
coming out of the basement and moving into
the living-room. This new market demanded
a new approach.
'The original audio products, the Bogen
products and the others of that vintage, really
grew out of industrial product attitudes.
Bogen was making public address amplifiers
and so when we decided we'd make an
amplifier uniquely for the purpose of reproducing music at home, no-one paid much
attention to what it looked like. It came out
looking like a public address amplifier, with
somewhat different electrical circuitry.
'The first high fidelity shows were typically
in hotels — a couple of floors of suites and
rooms became exhibit areas. It won't surprise
you that the products were mounted on
industrial boards, looking for all the world

. . . and an elegant power amplifer

like industrial products in an industrial display. H/K took the view that the purpose of
the product was to reproduce music at home
and, since it was, it was no more difficult or
costly to make the product look attractive.
'So the first H/K products used chassis just
as others used chassis, but we copper-plated
them — you have to plate the chassis somehow
or other. And against the copper plate we
used simple, stark black knobs and we paid
attention to form. Fundamentally, the product was the same product others had, except
that thinking about it in these terms produced
products that at the time looked remarkably
attractive and different, and didn't cost any
more to do.
'And then what we did was to recognize
that everyone was trying to sell the same
experience in these high fidelity display
rooms. As you walked down the corridor,
everyone was playing the same record provided to them by the record companies. I
remember that at one of those shows I
walked down the corridor and everybody was
blasting away with Richard Strauss's Also
Sprach Zarathustra. Why? Because it had
relatively high levels of energy, and because
the demonstrations seemed comparatively
vivid; every room did the same thing.
'However, the HK room was aliving room,
and in that living room, on a nice table, sat
this very graceful looking product, and the
music you listened to was Frank Sinatra, not
Richard Strauss. We knew that a relatively
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Integrateds y separates
This debate has been around since high
fidelity's beginnings. The fashion seems to be
changing once again — whereas a few years
ago, no high-end company that wanted to be
taken seriously would include an integrated
in its line, now more and more are doing just
that, particularly in England. Harman/Kardon, however, has recognized its benefits
since it introduced its first receiver in 1955.
'The initial products arose from people
who were engineers interested in music and
who had not surprisingly concluded that the
conventional way of listening over very modest equipment produced very modest audio
results. So the conventional wisdom for these
first products was clearly separated components, which is why we speak of component
high fidelity.
'Take aradio, which typically had incorporated on a small chassis a tuning unit, an
amplifier, and a loudspeaker, all in a little
box, 6in square. The original address to this
was " Let's break out these components, let's
get atuner that is all tuner, and do everything
we can, within the confines of the available
technology, to make it the best tuner possible. Let's do the same thing with the preamplifier and the power supply and the power
amplifier and the loudspeaker". Thus components, each the optimum expression that the
people doing the design were capable of. And
that led, not surprisingly, to a series of
beliefs, prejudices, which said if they're not
individual components, they can't be high
fidelity. Thus nobody in the industry dared to
do anything that was different from that.
'Harman/Kardon produced the first
receiver. We put an elaborated tuner, an
elaborated pre- amplifier, an elaborated
power amplifier, and an elaborated power
supply on the one chassis. When we first took
it around, salesmen in the dealer shops said,
"That's ridiculous, nobody will ever buy such
a product". Somebody ridiculed it. laughed
uproariously, and said " Hang a loudspeaker
on that chassis, and my friend, you've got a
radio" And H/K at the time said, " You're
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wrong. In fact, if you'll just take alook at this
beautiful brushed copper chassis, you'll see
markings on the top that delineate the tuner,
the preamplifier, the power supply, and the
power amplifier. What we've done is to
integrate them, and in the very process of
integrating, eliminated some of the problems
that components generated." What were the
problems? If you separated each of these
units, then you had to interconnect them with
wiring and cable and the like and the opportunity to introduce distortion that way was
increased. H/K moved against the conventional wisdom and of course, the history of
this industry makes it very clear that the
receiver has been the single most successful
high fidelity product of all.'

Hobby to industry
'Audio is now amulti-billion dollar industry,
where, 40 years ago, it barely existed. Over
80% of American households have stereo
systems of some kind. Iwould say that aquite
wonderful thing has happened over anumber
of decades. Iremember very well the early
years when the major companies in the
country — RCA, CBS, General Electric —
were engaged in manufacturing products for
reproduction of music at home. And they
scorned this industry.
'I remember a full-page advertisement by
CBS Columbia. Occupying about the top
third of the page was a photograph of a
maniacal-looking fellow with over a 100
electrical components in front of him on a
table — transformers and capacitors and tubes
and wire and solder — and in his hands a
soldering iron and a pair of pliers, and he
looked quite mad. Dirty, sweaty. And the
caption above the photograph read " High
Fidelity for the . 025%". Then below it was a
picture of a very staid couple, dressed in
evening attire, listening in rapture to a
phonograph box called, as Iremember, the
Columbia 360, because, presumably, it distributed sound in approximately a360° arc. And
the caption above the photo was " High
Fidelity for the 99.975%". So, it said, this
fledging activity is for idiots and maniacs.
They scorned the business.
'Today, those firms are essentially out of
this business and ahigh order of respect and
regard is experienced by all the legitimate
manufacturers in the business on a fairly
broad scale. It is an established industry that
did not exist 35 years ago. This is no longer a
business for the privileged few. The name
H/K and the names JBL and Infinity exceed
in their reputation by along margin the real
weight and size of the companies. More than
anything else, Iwould say that this is what is
happening to this industry over the years.'
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As technology produces aconstant
change in the size and quality of our musical
sources it's reassuring to know that
one speaker manufacturer has

MUSIC

predicted the trend well in
advance.
Introduced in 1983, the

MAY

Wharfedale Diamond has
broken down the barriers of

CHANGE

small speaker design to yield a
performance that's perfectly attuned
to todays high quality digital and analogue
signals in modern space efficient living
environments. The latest Diamond Ill takes
full advantage of our very own technical
advances such as aspecial soft dome
tweeter and patented Ring Build
Technology. Put more simply it continues
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to be Britains best selling, most flexible
and room friendly small loudspeaker.
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Audition the glittering range
soon at your nearest Wharfedale

DIAMOND
IS
FOREVER

Wharfedale
BRINbING
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LIFE

Sandleas Way, Crossgates, LEEDS 1315 8AL.
Tel: (0532) 601222.

Dealer or contact us directly for full
colour brochure.

BETWEEN DECKS?
Four moderately-priced cassette decks tested by Chris Bryant: Denon
DR-M1OHX, Pioneer CT-443, Sansui D-X301iR and Teac V-570

C

OMPACT CASSETTE only started being taken seriously
for music when Dolby noise- reduction systems were
introduced in the early 1970s. The Dolby- B process was
specifically devised for cassette, and improves signal-tonoise ratios by around 10dB. The later Dolby-C offers afurther 10dB
improvement over ' B', and finally there is Dolby HX-pro, which
controls bias current during recording and optimizes its level with
respect to the HF content of music signals. FIX- pro thereby allows
higher levels of HF signal to he recorded before compression or
'squashing' arises, while keeping mid and LF distortion acceptably
low. It works independently of Dolby- B or C. and then only on
record, so that compatibility is maintained with non-HX decks on
play-back.
After many and varied listening sessions, involving machines
ranging up to the most expensive available, my preference when using
anoise- reduction system is for Dolby- B. However, in many cases,
using metal tape. Ifind that Iprefer no noise- reduction system at all. I
know you get tape hiss, which does intrude on quiet passages, but I
find this preferable to the effect that noise- reduction systems can have
on sound quality. Dolby- B isn't too bad, but it has atendency to
compress soundstage dimensions and reduce transparency. Dolby- C
seems in my experience to make recordings sound contrived and
processed, but the constraints imposed by Dolby- B are compensated
by the 10dB reduction in hiss, and Ithink the trade-offs here are fairly
well balanced — you just choose to use it or not, with the programme
you are recording. Tape is an interactive medium, to get the best out
of it you have to he prepared to spend some time finding out what
particular combination of setting, tape types and makes gives the best
results with the machine in use.
The role of the recordist doesn't just stop at getting the modulation
level right between the limits imposed by distortion at one extreme
and tape- hiss at the other. Different tapes require different levels of
bias to achieve aflat response, and although gross bias adjustments
are selected automatically or sw;tched in by the user as required,
many machines leave provision for afine adjustment. When the bias is
increased. HF levels decrease and distortion is reduced: conversely,
when bias is reduced, distortion increases and HF performance is
improved. Some machines are programmed to adjust to optimum bias
automatically, but with others you have to set the bias, record apiece
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of music and replay it to see if you like the setting with that particular
tape. If you don't, it becomes an iterative process to find the optimum
adjustment, the latter made agood deal easier by 3- head machines,
where recordings can be monitored while they are being made. But of
course these cost more money.
Putting the cassette medium into perspective, if one compares a
£200 cassette deck with acompetent and like- priced CD player, there
is adefinite gap in performance. The cassette machine suffers from a
smaller dynamic range, less detail, pitch instability, HF compression,
and apoorer noise performance. For the serious hi-fi enthusiast who
demands the ultimate at all times, cassette is anon-starter. Even its
convenience and ease of use have been overtaken by CD, but its
ability to record makes it aviable medium for non-critical use. You
can have alot of fun with cassette tape, avast range of pre-recorded
material is available, there is the opportunity to make your own
compilations, and recordings are transferable to inexpensive ' in-car'
and ' personal' stereos. However, while one can sometimes achieve
very impressive results, in the main the sound quality of user- recorded
(and certainly of prerecorded) tapes is ultimately inferior to the
equivalent vinyl disc or CD.
But cassette is still avery useful add-on to any hi-fi system, and its
performance is good enough to persuade many to continue with it.
Let's face it, it's acheap and versatile medium, so this month we look
at four similarly priced (£200) two- head decks. They are all from
Japanese manufacturers, and all have Dolby- B, C, HX-pro and fine
bias adjustment features.

DENON DR-M101-1X
Denon have developed areputation for producing cassette decks with
agood performance in their respective price categories, and with this
model have seen fit to spend the money on inside design rather than
outside appearance. The front panel is rather plain, but all the
controls are easily found and simple to use — ergonomically superior.
All the basic functions are present, and are accessed via push-button:
play, record, rewind, pause, stop, fast-forward, counter reset, and
memory stop.
Dolby- B and C are available, and HX-pro is on all the time. The
headphone output has afixed level, and there are no microphone
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facilities or timer functions. Recording level is controiled by alarge
knob on the right, supplemented by asmall balance control which
resides next to the line bias adjuster towards the hase of the panel.
Tape types are automatically selected and an LED indicator flags the
type in use. The dual meters have a26dB range in sensible steps and
do their job effectively, as does the tape-counter which has amemory
stop facility.
The case is formed from alidless plastic box over which an
undamped steel cover is fitted, and the front panel comprises an
aluminium extrusion over plastic. The buttons and control knobs are
also of plastic, but the finish is good and the styling functional. The
interior is typically Denon, with all the main circuits housed on one
large PCB which is populated with both discrete transistor and IC
stages, and there is one transformer feeding dual power-supply
sections. The design is well e?cecuted and neat in appearance. The
tape-transport is Denon's own 3-motor unit, containing many
interesting features and the same as that used in the more expensive
DR-M12HX.
The tape- head is ahigh-performance ' large SF hyperbolic' type,
matched for HX-pro and designed to prevent ' contour effects' which
affect bass performance. In search of better sound quality, this head is
direct-coupled to the recording amplifiers, which of course eliminates
capacitors, and Denon also claim the use of some audiophile
components in important places. Overall, the emphasis is on
performance.

Replay noise was slightly worse than average on ferric tape ( Type I)
and slightly above average on metal ( Type IV), with 10dB
'mprovement brought about by Dolby- B and afurther 10dB
advantage with Dolby-C. Wow-and- flutter ( Graph 1) were kept within
acceptable levels, and speed error was negligible. Azimuth alignment
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Graph 2. Denon DR-M1OHX: Record/replay frequency responses for three tape trpes.
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Sound quality
The Denon probably had the best image separation and
differentiation of the four machines under test. The mid was detailed
and fairly neutral, the top end open, and the bass lively and articulate
—if its slight softness was ignored. On material with an extended low
bass content it lacked weight and authority, and generally the
dynamics were slightly compressed. Transparency and depth were
present in reasonable measure with the noise- reduction circuits
switched out, but with Dolby- B in operation the soundstage was a
little more confused. It lost some transparency, and the bass could
sound alittle deatched, but this was offset by the lower tape-hiss.
Dolby-C sounded coloured, and there was aperceptible noisepumping effect on some material. The bass was even more detached
from the main body of the music, the dynamics seemed further
compressed, and the sound was generally more confused.
Performance was quite convincing on prerecorded tapes — open and
lively, with good stage width and image focus and asurprisingly solid
upper- bass. The top sounded alittle bright but not too grainy — really
quite pleasant.

Conclusion

Lab report

A: HAG

was alittle out at 60 0( the 8kHz phase angle, not the head angle!), but
not enough to be of much consequence. The line output was ahealthy
0.75V for OdB, with amaximum of 3.6V available before clipping.
Channel separation was an unexceptional 42dB in the midband,
falling to 24dB at 10kHz. Input sensitivity was close to average and the
overload margins were above reproach. Intermodulation distortion
figures were on the high side, especially at — I8dB on Type II tape, but
the total harmonic distortion results were much as might be expected.
With decks having amanual bias calibration the record/replay
frequency response may be tailored to various tape formulations, and
the Denon curves could be made very flat with some judicious
tweaking of the bias control. On centre bias setting, the response was
in any case pretty flat with the TDK tapes employed, and
demonstrated good HF extension at astandard — 20dB level. Bass
contour effects were small and justified the claims made for the head;
but note that the curves given in Graph 2represent the ' worst case'
situation of OdB modulation and are therefore subject to compressive
losses at the highest frequencies.

This deck worked exceptionally well, measured commendably, and
sounded pretty good.on all the material Ithrew at it. It may lack afew
facilities, but at £ 180 its sonic performance represents good value.

PIONEER CT-443
Pioneer have created agood-looking well-featured product for the
same £ 180 price tag. As with the rest of the machines tested this
month, the CT-443's front panel layout has retained the standard
format, with the cassette-loading drawer on the left and the display
and controls at centre and right. All the familiar controls are
available: timer, record/play, fast-forward, rewind, play, pause,
record, and record muting. The latter creates ablank portion of
approximately 4s on the tape and then enters the recording standby
mode when pressed. If the button is held down, the length of blank
space is extended until the button is released, when the unit once
again enters recording standby mode.
Tape type is set manually from achoice of ferric, chrome or metal,
the MPX filter is switchable ( when recording from FM radio with a
stereo signal an unsuppressed 19kHz pilot- tone may upset the Dolby
circuits, so an extra filter is included to suppress this), and the
Dolby- B and C noise- reduction systems are switched via pushbuttons. Dolby HX-pro is operational at all times, and the record level
is set by alarge knob on the right — with L/R balance situated beneath.
The headphone socket is positioned under the on/off switch on the left
of the unit, but its associated level setting is placed next to the fine bias
control at the extreme right.
The other functions included are index-scan and blank-search. The
former detects unrecorded blanks between sections and starts playing
back from the beginning of the next section, and after playing this for
12s the tape is fast- forwarded to the next blank section, where the
process is repeated. In this index-scan mode, the direction of scan is
chosen by the fast-forward and rewind buttons, and the blank-search
facility finds unrecorded portions on the tape.
A large fluorescent display includes flags for tape-transport
functions, record/mute. Dolby-B/C, index-scan, blank- search, tape
type, and MPX filter. The tape counter portrays current tape position
with afour-digit number, but during music-search it indicates the
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near normal, but the maximum output available was alittle on the low
side at under 2V; however, this should cause no problems in normal
domestic use. Channel separation was avery good 55dB at I
kHz and
held up well at higher frequencies. Intermodulation spuriae were well
suppressed on all types of tape, and the total harmonic distortion
figures are similarly acceptable.
On metal tapes ( Type IV) the frequency response was well
extended, but demonstrated a2dB or so HF shelf with the TDK
cassette used ( with fine bias set to its median position). Dolby tracking
was well aligned, while at a — 20dB recording level the — 3dB response
point extended to 17kHz on Type Itapes, to I
.
9kHz and on Type II. to
beyond 20k Hz on Type IV. The more modest OdB responses are
shown on Graph 4.

Sound quality

number of selections skipped. The stereo level- meter scale is sensibly
graded from — 20dB to + 8dB and is easy to use.
Externally, the unit has afine finish in black with gold lettering. The
front panel is an aluminium extrusion over plastic, and all the buttons
and controls are also in plastic. The unit is built into the familiar
Pioneer rigid pressed-steel honeycomb chassis with adamped steel
cover. It sits on four large round rigid plastic feet. with asoft interface
between them and the surface on which it is stood.
There are ten separate PCBs inside, hut all the main functions are
performed on one large board. These are connected by ribbon cables
bound together with plastic ties, and although not the neatest or most
elegant of electronic constructions, it's workmanlike and functional.
Components are of standard commercial grade, with most funcitons
performed by ICs. but discrete transistors are used where necessary.
The tape- transport is made from pressed-steel and plastic moulded
parts. and uses two DC motors ( one for the capstan and one for reels)
and two heads — one ' hard permalloy' for record/playback, and a
'ferrite' erase head. Line inputs and outputs are provided via
phonosockets on the back panel, but there is no provision for
microphone inputs.

This player was immediately noticed for its lively, open sound, which
is probably explained to some extent by the treble shelf. It displayed a
surprising amount of detail, but in comparison with the source there
was alack of control in the bass, which sounded less tactile and lacking
in agility. The treble was obviously grainier, some ambience and focus
were lost, and dynamics were alittle compressed. However, depth
was reasonably maintained and there was enough life left in
recordings to retain the listener's interest. With Dolby- B activated the
soundstage was more posterish, but not ahad facsimile of what went
before. Dolby- C, however, was too one-dimensional, with a ' twisted'
HF range which made the sound rather more electronic. The sense of
aperformance was broken.
Prerecorded tapes sounded very similar to self- recorded ' Dolby- B'
types. No anomalies or problems were found, and while the sound was
not state-of-the-art, there was enough information, including some
depth and transparency. to make for interesting listening.

Conclusion
I
liked this deck.

It's solidly put together, well finished, has sufficient
facilites ( but you have to do your own tape- type switching), and a
good lab performance for the price. The sound of the player is
especially competent on metal, and fine on Types I. II and
prerecorded tapes. It's well worth alook.

Lab report
The signal-to-noise ratios on all tape types were respectable, and were
improved by the desired amount with both Dolby- I3 and C. The
average peak- weighted wow-and- flutter figure of 0.08r/ ( represented
on Graph 3) is good, and the 0.7% fast speed-error is small by cassette
standards. The azimuth was well aligned, so that prerecorded tapes
should reproduce well at HE. Line input and output sensitivities were
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SANSUI D-X301iR
This model differs from the other decks here by virtue of extra
facilities and ahigh level of automation. Styling is alittle different too,
so this player naturally stands out from the others even if its main
finish is the ubiquitous black.
All the normal facilities are present — fast- forward, rewind, stop,
record, play and pause — but there is also an auto- bias function which
optimizes each tape for record at the touch of abutton. Microphone
inputs and anon-adjustable headphone output are provided, and the
record- level meter is of the dual- concentric type. Full time functions
are available, and the counter has amemory facility, but the Sansui's
trump card in the present company is its auto- reverse facility, which
has three different modes — normal, auto- reverse, and continuous
play. Direction of play is indicated by LEDs.
The function keys also have arange of other purposes under the
computerized dual- function control facility. 'Tape lead in' is instigated
by pressing the pause key followed by the fast-forward key when in
stop mode. This sets the recording start position by fast- forwarding
over atape length corresponding to the normal leader. Automatic
music programme selection is activated by pressing the fast- forward or
rewind key during play. The number of tracks by which you wish to
move forward or back is selected by the number of keypushes, and up
to 20 items can be accessed in this way. Record-cancel is activated by
pressing the rewind during record. This returns the recording position
to the start of the current programme and inserts ablank section of 4s.
Music-scan plays the first lOs of every programme, and this is
activated by pressing the play and fast-forward or rewind keys
simultaneously. Another feature allows you to set automatic repeat of
one or all programmes as desired.
Round the back there are phonosockets for line- in and line-out,
and also system-control sockets. The normal Dolby- B, C and HX-pro
are of course present, along with the timer and reverse mode
slider- type switches. The record- level indicator has arange from
—20dB to + 10B in nine steps for each channel, and there are flags
indicating noise- reduction status and tape type. Finally, there is a
synchro-record key which, when the player is connected to aSansui
CD player via the system- control connections, synchronizes the
recording of aCD. •
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Take aclose look

Unique one-piece pressure die-cast tone- arm utilising the
advantages of magnesium, replaces conventional fabricated
construction.

A close look at the unique
Series V precision pick-up arm
will reveal awealth of design
and engineering features of
which only twenty are illustrated
on this page. Some of these are
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outstanding sonic qualities
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level the measured responses are still commendable at the HF end
(Graph 6). if not as smooth as might be wished below 100Hz.

Sound quality

The case is made up from steel panels and sits on top of tour large
plastic feet with gold trim and soft under- pads. Internally most of the
circuits are housed on alarge single board which interfaces with the
control panel and cassette transport mostly via ribbon cable. The
circuits are amixture of discrete transistors and ICs, and passive
components are of standard commercial quality. The cassette
transport is a2- motor affair, constructed primarily from pressed- steel
plates and moulded plastic parts. The auto- reverse facility generates
extra complexity in the form of two pinch-rollers/capstans and a
revolving head. Build quality is fine and external finish good.

Lab report
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Conclusion
The Sansui disappoints sonically. but goes some way to make up for it
by its provision of extra facilities. On balance it's still an interesting
package if you require automatic facilities and ease of use.

TEAC V-570

A speed error of 0.4r4 fast was measured, along with an average
peak- weighted wow- and- flutter result of 0.1% in both directions.
While neither figure is especially good. they're not had either.
A:MAG

With all those facilities available you might expect aprice to be
payable somewhere, but although this deck trailed the others in the
listening tests, it still put in afairly competent performance. There was
some loss of dynamic integrity, and the bass sounded alittle soft and
slowed, lacking slam and LF resolution. Sound was alittle sibilant
while appearing slightly dulled at the top end, although the main body
of the midrange was pleasant enough — if shedding ultimate detail.
The soundstage seemed alittle narrowed and depth wasn't really a
strong point. Images were not as well formed as with the best, and
tended to wander slightly within the stage. With Dolby- B stage depth
all but disappeared, and with Dolby- C activated the image was really
only one-dimensional ( L/R). On prerecorded material it's much the
same story: images not too well formed, and lacking precision in
placement. with some confusion of difficult material and alack of
stage depth. The treble register sounded somewhat disjointed and the
bass showed alack of control.

r

Teac have been producing open- reel tape recorders for along time, so
they are not lacking experience when it comes to making cassette
decks. The front panel is of black plastic, but with two finishes —
mostly made to look like an aluminium extrusion, with astrip along
the bottom of adifferent texture. All lettering is in gold with the
exception of the record decal which, along with the respective button,
is in red.
Facilities are typical at this price level. There are the normal timer
play/record, fast- forward, rewind, stop, play, pause and record. At
the right-hand end of the front panel there is alarge master
record- level control knob which sits above two smaller preset level
controls. Also available here is the fine bias setting. Tape type
selection is automatic, and the Dolby- B and C functions are selected
via push-button which automatically also engages an MPX filter. The
tape-counter display has two modes, aconventional one or a
tape- run-time indicator, and pressing the clear button resets the
counter to zero in both modes. Dolby HX-pro is in circuit at all times.
Pressing rec-mute during recording inserts ablank space of 4s and
pauses. Keeping the button pressed extends the length of the blank,
and if the pause button is pressed before the 4s period is up, the blank
time is reduced.
The fluorescent display has record- level meters for left and right
channels, calibrated from — 20dB to + 12dB with reasonable
resolution. There are flags for the noise- reduction system in use, play,
pause, and record. The latter flashes when record- mute is pressed.
The plastic chassis has internal bracing moulded in to add strength
and stiffness and the interior is particularly neat and looks well sorted.
The front- mounted display is screened while the majority of active
circuits are located on asingle, large board. This is populated with
commercial quality components, and most of the functions are
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Graph O. Sansui D-X402iR: Recoritreplay frequency responses for three tape types. al
0(113 without Dolby

Azimuth was measured in each direction, and while perfect in one
direction, asmall and entirely acceptable 40° phase error ( at 8kHz)
was found in the other. This bodes well for Sansui quality control and
tolerance of build.
Signal-to-noise ratios were acceptable if alittle below average, and
the intermodulation products were somewhat high ( only I2dB down
on Type 11 tape). But total harmonic figures were close to those
expected. Line output level was anear standard 0.6V, but with good
headroom. The line and microphone input sensitivities were fine.
while the record- level meter over- read by aforgivable 2dB. Channel
separation was good, and uniform in both tape directions. Measured
at the — 20dB level, frequency responses with all three tape types
(after running the fine bias set programme) were within ± 2dB from
20Hz to 15kHz. Dolby tracking was well set, and at asearching OdB
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performed by ICs. Attention to detail in the pursuit of sound quality
takes the form of separate power feeds to noise, playback, and record
systems, separate rails for amps and mechanisms, an optimized 'short'
signal path, and direct-coupled amplifier design. The tape transport
is typical in its use of moulded plastic and pressed-steel components,
but Teac tell me that parts of it are solid die-castings. It uses two
motors ( one for the capstan and one for the other functions) and two
heads. No microphone input is provided, and the line facilities are
available on the rear panel.

Lab report
The replay signal-to-noise ratios were fairly normal for all types of
tape, and improved as expected when Dolby- B or C were switched in.
Wowandflutter were unexceptional, with the DIN average weighted
figure recorded at 0.14% ( Graph 7), but the speed error of 0.7% fast
was acceptable for amachine in this price range. Azimuth was slightly
in error, but the line input and output sensitivities and capabilities
were all close to the expected norms. The stiff EIF intermodulation
test showed adiscrepancy between the two channels, which indicates
some tolerance variations in production. The better IM results were
quie good, especially on metal tape, but those for the poor channel
were unexceptional. However, total harmonic distortion performance
was L/R consistent, and the figures very reasonable.
Frequency responses were quite accurate at — 20dB, within ± 2dB

from 50Hz to 15kHz on all tapes tested, with metal extending the
upper frequencies to 18kHz. The fine bias control worked well, Dolby
tracking was accurate, and those LF anomalies seen in Graph 8are
caused by the design contour of the head which 1believe is unique to
this machine. At OdB recording level the HF response falls off alittle
earlier than expected.

Sound quality
In comparison with the source the Teac produced alittle more
sibilance and sounded alittle coloured with some loss of ambience,
but this wasn't too serious. The treble register demonstrated less grain
than the Pioneer, for instance, and though it didn't sound as open or
lively it was better integrated with the other frequency bands. The
bass was quite strong and extended, and although dynamics were
slightly compressed it retained agood measure of articulation and
preserved much of the original character.
Dolby-B works well, with much of the original performance
preserved — perfectly acceptable. But to be critical, the bass was less
well 'timed' and treble focus less precise, with aresultant loss of
transparency. Dolby-C seemed far too electronic in texture, the sound
somehow lighter but underpinned by awallowy bass. The treble
further lost ambience and air, sounding rather shut in.
On prerecorded cassettes the reproduction was above average at
this price level, and although the measured wow-and-flutter figures
weren't of the best, the subjective performance in this department
wasn't areal problem.

Conclusion
Although it has aplastic chassis, the design is complete and the box
rigid. Technical performance is fair, and quite what might be expected
for the price, although on this sample the two channels could have
been better matched. Sound quality on the more expensive tapes is
very good in parts, so the unit represents value for money.

GROUP CONCLUSION

Graph 7. Teac V-570: Flutter spectrogram at 3150Hz
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TEST RESULTS
Replay Noise ( CCIR/ARM weighted, ref OdB)
Tape Type I ( NR off/Dolhy-B/Dolby-C)
Tape Type II
Tape Type IV
Wow-and-Flutter ( av pk-weighted DIN)
Speed Error
Azimuth Error ( phase-shift at 8kHz)
Line Output ( OdB/max)
VU Indication ( at IEC OdB)
Channel Separation ( 1kHz/10kHz)
Line Input Sensitivity (OVU/overload)
Microphone Input (OVU/overload)
IM Distortion from 11/12kHz OdB tones
Tape Type I
Tape Type II
Tape Type IV
Total Harmonic Distortion ref 315Hz at OdB
Tape Type I
Tape Type II
Tape Type IV
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All four machines are competently engineered and offer adecent level
of technical accomplishment. Sonically, the Denon delivered the best
performance of the four by asmall margin, but this was very closely
followed by the Pioneer which always sounded alittle brighter and less
balanced. The Teac was not, however, out of its depth in this
company, and although the lab test showed up some slight anomalies
it delivered asonically balanced performance, if marginally lacking in
dynamic urge.
It's actually difficult to split these three, and Imust refer you to the
individual scripts for detailed comments. Although the various
constituents of the sound may differ, the overall merit is similar. The
Sansui trailed slightly when judged for sound quality, but it did offer
ease of use and more facilities. Auto- reverse and automatic tape bias
certainly make life easy.
On the matter of Dolby and signal-to-noise ratios, it has to be said
that none of these models is really satisfactory on Type 1 ( ferric) tapes
without noise reduction; but the few decibels gained on Type IV
(metal) could well permit non- Dolby use, depending on programme
material and one's tolerance of tapehiss. •

DENON DR-M1OHX

PIONEER CT-443

SANSUI D-X301iR

TEAC V-570

—50/60/70dB
—55/65/75dB
—57/67/77dB
0.1%
0.02% fast
60°
0.75/3.6V
OdB
42/24dB
105mW7V

—52/61:71dB
—52/62.7IdB
—54/64;73dB
0.08%
0.7ei fast
10'
0.49/1.9V
+3dB
55/33dB
95mV/>7V

—50/60/69dB
—52/62/72dB
—54/63/72dB
0.1%
0.4% fast
00/40°
0.6/4.0V
+2dB
52/32dB
117mV/>7V
0.35/13.6mV

—52/62/71dB
—55/64/73dB
—55/65/74dB
0.14%
0.7% fast
40°
0.57/2.84V
+2dB
46/26dB
116mV/>7V

—25dB
—18dB
—25dB

—48dB
—47dB
—46dB

—22dB
—12dB
—21dB

—26/35dB
—24/33dB
—30/53dB

—37dB
—35dB
—35dB
43.5/11.2/30

—43dB
—37dB
—37dB
42/13/32.7

—44dB
—35dB
—30dB
43/12.5/29

—50dB
—40dB
—38dB
44/12/28
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FOR THOSE IN THE KNOW
AND THOSE WHO WANT TO KNOW
SIGNET
SMALL LOUDSPEAKER
GLORIOUS SOUND
Designed for those who demand musical
satisfaction without budgetary
constraints. This little loudspeaker
produces aquality of sound that has a
clarity and punch rarely associated with
such asmall loudspeaker.

SAPPHIRE
A GEM OF A LOUDSPEAKER
Featuring a6" metal cone bass unit this
Studio Power loudspeaker reproduces the
wide dynamic range found on modern
recordings with breathtaking clarity
and accuracy.

SYMPHONY
HARMONY & CLARITY
BEYOND COMPARE
The top of the Audiophile range, the
SYMPHONY offers wider band width,
higher output and greater sensitivity,
whilst improving even further on the very
fast open sound of the Sapphire. Using an
8" metal cone bass unit and 1" domed
tweeter the SYMPHONY produces a
sound quality unrivalled for its price.

For your nearest dealer please contact:-

Stu.clio Power
THE AUDIOPHILE
RANGE

Studio Power Studio House
65 Victoria Road Guiseley
Leeds West Yorkshire LS20 8DQ
Tel: (0943) 870057 Fax: (0943) 870040
Recommended retail prices per pair.
Signet £ 79.90 Sapphire £ 129.90 Symphony £ 169.90

STAX QUATTRO H
Martin Colloms tests the current version of one of the world's very
finest CD players, now available in the UK — the Stax Quattro II

W

ITH THE SECOND generation Quattro II, Stax has
upgraded its CD player technology to 8- times
oversampled, 18- bit configuration. Similar to the first
version in construction, the Quattro II is unusual in that
the Stax processor section is effectively slung under an existing CD
player.
Accordingly, the main CD portion is conventional enough, remote
controlled via acomprehensive handset. This sports anumeric
key-pad for rapid track- number entry as well as the following
functions: autospace, which puts gaps between tracks to aid dubbing,
even when track spaces are not present on the CD; A- B repeat —
programmable start and finish points for the repeat cycle; search
modes based on selecting aprogramme time; random or ' shuffle' play;
and intro-scan, playing the first few moments of each track as a
preview feature. The display may operate in the usual time mode,
with track, total and elapsed time plus indexing all available. Finally,
play, pause, drawer open/close, repeat, track-skip and track-search
are all present as well — quite alineup for ahandset.
On the player itself, the Stax processor section adds independent
output level controls for left- and right-hand channels. A phase- invert
switch is also provided, but no digital output is present, the rear
terminals comprising just the fixed and variable audio outputs. There
is aheadphone terminal, but this appears to use much of the original
player electronics and serves only for monitoring purposes. The
display is of the modern variety and includes acalendar-type
presentation of programme tracks up to atotal of 20. The drawer
moves quickly and silently, but needs an adaptor to take 3in ' single'
discs.

Technical details
Impressive on the outside, the Stax has some internal parts which are
decidedly less auspicious. When the outer casing is stripped away, one
finds that the upper deck comprises aplastic-chassis, midi CD player
sourced from outside Stax. The board is designated CDP 5()00 and
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possibly originates from Sanyo. It is true that amoderately up-market
linear- motor laser- head has been fitted, with some damping
modifications, but the CD transport is rather basic considering the
overall price of the Quattro. A complete CD player dwells within the
upper deck, its converter sections unused except for the headphone
drive.
Fitted with ahigh- order coefficient, 8-times re-sampled digital filter,
the circuitry feeds double synchronized data signals to apair of Burr
Brown PCM65 I8- bit linear DA convertors. These are fitted with four
preset potentiometers, each for precision adjustment of low-level
linearity. Four switches are also associated with the DACs. The
output filtering is described as passive, and very little of it is required
for an 8- times oversampled design, while several Burr Brown OPA
27GJ op- amps are used for DC housekeeping, and the output buffer is
aunity-gain op-amp featuring adiscrete Class- A complementary
configuration. Stax note that special care has been taken with the
current- to- voltage conversion, with aselected tantalum current
feedback resistor plus high-performance copper- foil polystyrene
integration capacitors. The processor section can claim to be of
non-magnetic construction since its upper casing is formed by the
plastic chassis of the concealed player, while the lower deck is built on
athick wood-composite board.
While the CD player retains its own power-supply and attached
mains cable, the Stax section confusingly has its own IEC detachable
cord which feeds two separated power-supplies. Four high-quality
Class- A complementary regulators are used for the decoder, well
heatsinked, and Stax have taken no chances here. Likewise, a
considerable number of Ero polypropylene film capacitors are used
for the final power-supply decoupling, and agenerously large
transformer has been fitted.

Sound quality
Following my normal process of assessment, the Quattro II was
considered in the same way as the line-stage of agood pre-amplifier
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...when it comes to music, nobody plays it better than Yamaha

Sit back, relax and enjoy the dynamic, natural sound of aYamaha

cassette deck. Engineered to the highest standards, the Yamaha

range of hi-fi cassette decks offers something for everyone —

professional 3- head systems, auto- reverse decks, twin- tape

machines plus advanced features like Play 11-im and Dolby FIX Pro'

Dynamic Bias Servo — and much more Plus they're all RS remote

control compatible — in harmony with the rest of your Yamaha

system. So whether you're buying your first cassette deck or

reaching for new heights of excellence, choose a

Yamaha — they're music, naturally

For further information and the name

of your nearest Yamaha dealer, contact us at the address below.
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YAMAHA 1887-1987

YAMAHA HIFI

Yamaha Electronics ¡ UK) Limited. Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road.
Watford, Hens WD1 71S. Tel Watford 109231 33166
•Dolby HX Pro is atrademark r) Dolby Laboratory Licensing Corporation

STAX QUATTRO II
and fed adiet of revealing CDs. It happily disposed of the
long-established CD1, and showed signs of moving towards the
Accuphase DC80/DP81 territory. If the Accuphase is satisfactorily
surpassed by another model from the same manufacturer or amachine
from arival company, then our present scale maximum will have to be
revised. For the time being, however, the old Cambridge CD1 lies at
78%, with the Accuphase component player at 100% — the current
reference — while the new Stax Quattro II achieves 92%.
Stax have made agenuine advance with this player, which offers the
best sound so far at its admittedly high price of £3000. Achieving this
standard required some care in placement and support, and related
tests showed that Sicomen panels and/or genuine turntable supports
can offer small improvements. Experiments with the polarity and
grounding of the fully isolated two-core mains cable which runs the
CD transport can also benefit the sound. Consult your dealer for such
information.
Concerning sound quality. Iwas reminded of the Sony CDP557es.
The Stax largely delivered what Iexpected of that player but
ultimately failed to get. With a23% advantage over the Sony flagship,
the Quattro Il delivered very good dynamics, and though still shaded
in absolute terms it was clearly better than the Sony. Only amild trace
of softness' remained. Stereo images were portrayed with very good
width, while focus rated close to excellent, with particular approval of
the way in which high treble harmonics remained locked onto the
mid- range images. Soundstage presentation was not unduly forward,
and showed very good depth coupled with line perspectives.
In specific frequency ranges, the treble was judged to be virtually
grainless, sweet, and delicately drawn, with superbly controlled
sibilants and aseamless quality. Different HI: sounds were very well
differentiated, with the treble sounding open and airy, yet very
slightly subdued in energy and transient attack. A high degree of
neutrality was shown in the mid- range, which was pleasantly musical,
almost sweet ( for CD that is), yet it was highly detailed and sounded
consistently transparent. At low frequencies it showed good dynamic
qualities, with articulate and crisp definition. The bass sounded
powerful and extended, with asolid slam; it was hard not to be
impressed by this aspect of its performance. Stereo images were
presented with very good width, alevel of focus verging on the
excellent, and fine depth. In comparison with acalibrated Accuphase
80/81 reference, the Stax Quattro II only lacked asmall degree of life,
dynamics and power, plus instrumental separation and definition

Lab results
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In confirmation of the good tolerance noted from the variable output,
the impedance was alow 1110 ohms and was clearly buffered after the
volume controls. The passive direct' output had ahigher source
impedance of 500 ohms, but both outputs had the same maximum
level at IdB above standard, namely 2.2V. The impulse response
showed the output to be of linear- phase, polarity-correct, with the
ideal degree of minor pre- and post- ringing. Exceptionally flat, the
frequency response showed no roll-off even at 5Hz, tending to confirm
the DC response claim. With IkHz as reference, no positive deviation
was seen, while the response was only 0.02dB down at 20Hz and
0.1dB at 20kHz — totally negligible variations. Channel balance
measured perfectly, while channel separation was one of the hest ever
at around 140dB, with only aminor reduction to an exceptional I27dB
at 20kHz. As expected, the two channels were time- aligned. The HE:
intermodulation distortion results were excellent at — 92dB for full
level and — 112dB at — 10dB modulation. In Graph 1the full spectrum
is shown from 5(X)Hz to 100kHz, and is remarkably free from spurious
outputs both above and below the 20kHz point. However, at full
modulation the harmonic distortion results were not the best, though
one cannot really argue with figures in the — 90dB range (0.003% )
even at 20kHz. With falling modulation level there were signs ola
mild non- linearity, and it would seem that this machine was
misaligned with regard to low-level adjustment, anot uncommon
feature.
Low-level linearity measured with dithered tones gave departures
from correct resolution ranging from 1dB at — 70dB, via 3.5dB and
6.5dB at — 80dB and — 90dB, to amaximum of 7dB at — 100dB
modulation. These were all positive figures, which therefore represent
dynamic compression at low levels. The agreement between channels
was generally very good, so do these errors represent drift after
manufacture or alignment on test? The monotonicity waveform was
excellent in terms of its general character, but the first step had acleat
DC-offset and too great an amplitude, coresponding to the positive
low-level errors. By the book specification. a15- bit definition would
have to be applied to this model. For example, the — 70dB dithered
tone was reproduced with some distortion ( shown in wideband
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

analysis on Graph 2and at ahigher resolution on Graph 3). Note the
excellent rejection of ultrasonic spuriae again in evidence. The
spectrum ( Graph 3) shows odd-order harmonics starting at — 30dI3 or
3r/r ,this ligure bettered by many other players these days. However.
the Quattro did not pack up at the 15- bit level and continued to
resolve down to the lowest modulations. Thus at — 90(113 ( Graph 4) it
delivered agood sinewave, now working over asmall section of the
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KOSS The word
on everyone's ears
Koss Supersonic
Technology (SST)
Designed specifically for use with today's digital
technology, the SST's offer the best in sound and
comfort. Whether you prefer the heavy bass and
isolated sound of aclosed headphone or the
open, airy sound of ahear- through headphone,
there's an SST model for you.

Koss Prolite

Using Neodymium magnets, the Prolites provide
remarkable high magnetic flux density without
adding to their lightweight portability The high
powered motor drives the diaphragm at incredibly
high speeds while remaining low in distortion.
Special temporal pad design redirects the pressure
away from the ear to the temple.
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Koss Porta Lite

Koss Kordless

A range of four headphones designed to meet the
needs of the contemporary music lover whatever
their budget. These models offer great portable
sound with features like extra cushions, volume
balance controls, even 1
/ inch adapter plugs for
4
home use.

Koss Fun 'N' Fashion

Portable listening never looked or sounded as
great as the Fun ' N' Fashion headphones — the
ultimate accessory for today's fashion conscious
listener And because they're Koss, you get spare
cushions, volume balance controls, adapter plugs,
and of course, great sound.

Koss Kordless combine the finest in headphone
design with the latest in infrared technology Now.
listen to your favourite CD's, audio or video tapes,
even TV broadcasts with complete freedom. And
because it's Koss, you get full frequency response
and high-output capability

Koss Music Pals

For today's active listener on- the-go, Koss
presents the Music Pals. These ultra- lightweight
models fit directly in the ear for asecure,
comfortable fit that's perfect for bicyclists, joggers
and other music lovers on the move. Complete
with arange of accessories.

Koss Professionals

Studio and broadcast professionals, as well as other
discriminating audiophiles have long preferred the
full frequency, deep bass sound of Koss'
professional headphones. Foam-filled earcushions
totally isolate the listener from distracting outside
sounds and irritating feedback.

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
Please send me full details on the full range of Koss headphones, to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Name

Address

Post Code

THE WELLTEMPERED

TI ENTABLE

Available at last in the UK, the matching deck to the
Well Tempered Arm. Review by Christopher Breunig

H

AVING SOLVED THE PROBLEM ut how to suspend a
tonearm from athread ( the Well Tempered Arm: cover and
two reviews Nov '85), designer Bill Firebaugh then looked at
the problem of fitting around peg into asquare hole — the
essence of his platter bearing solution for the complementary WT
Turntable. Few imports have been as keenly anticipated. the appetite
whetted by show reports and reviews in the Anerican audiophile
magazines, in some instances suggesting ari' a even to the Goldmund
Reference. Translating dollars straight to pounds. the UK price for
the WTA/WTT package is £ 1690; the Arm is avai:able separately. but
the turntable — in any case intended purely for use with its tonearm —
will not be offered on its own.
Square holes? Pondering the business of spindle supports.
Firebaugh reasoned that acylinder rotating in asquare. with some
directional pull at the top, gave amodel for alow- friction bearing with
no real tolerancing problems: the spindle woubd rotate against the 90°
surfaces at the top of the well, le in tension from the belt drive.
stabilized by the facing 90° surfaces at the base. In the finished product
the well is cylindrical with two pairs of lubricated Teflon thrust pads.
and one offset under the spindle. Silicone fluid in the well provides
constant lubrication. ( Firebaugh tried aconcentric vertical thrust pad.
only to find the lubricant was pushed away from the bearing surfaces:
alittle eccentricity solved that one too!)
Addressing the problems of motor suspension, Firebaugh went
through many alternatives until he opted for mass-coupling a
completely detached motor unit. As the photograph shows, the motor
sits in acutout in the plinth; it is itself sandwiched between asteel
top-plate and heavy lead block, on compliant rubber feet. The motor
is lubricated with grease of aviscosity determined by tests. The object
was to ensure rotational stability at each revolution (something the
designer discovered motor manufacturers assumed was implemented
by inertia: to his way of thinking, it wasn't).
Spring suspensions for the turntable assembly were tried and
abandoned. The bearing housing is fixed in athree-layer medite
plinth, each layer sandwiched with 3M double-sided adhesive sheets,
which act as sound absorbents. It too sits on four rubber feet; the
weight of the assembly is 411b.
Another area throughly measured was belt performance. A 0.01in
polyurethane drive belt runs around the platter circumference, twists.
and engages atwo-step pulley wheel giving 33/45rpm options. Flutter
tests showed acondition recognized by manufacturers: that a
compliant belt crawls round apulley. travels slower than the pulley
wheel rotation. Choosing relative diameters empirically, when
Firebaugh had found that platter speed was always slower than shown
by theoretical calculations, he once accidentally located the drive belt
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with atwist, only to discover this gave better flutter performance.
The platter itself is in translucent acrylic, smaller in diameter than
the 12in LP; it is press fitted to the spindle. A top surface is concave
with alabel recess. The threaded clamp locks the LP, platter, and
spindle as one.
To recap on the Arm, since this comes as part of the package: the
WTA comprises asmall diameter, sand filled, stainless steel armtube
with slotted cartridge ' platform', suspended on anylon thread from a
gantry. The suspension permits bias adjustment and azimuth
correction. The two supplied counterweights are in stainless steel and
aluminium. The arm is stabilized by adelrin circular paddle, damped
by viscous silicone. The arm is compatible with mcand mm
cartridges of various masses ( an unconventional fixing method works
well, je using one lug of the cartridge, bolted through to the
finger- lift). The fine leadout wires are external, run to aplinth mounted junction box with phonos/ground terminal.
The performance of the WTA is improved when the counterweights
are as close to the pivot as practicable. My own WTA has a
customized counterweight, and Iam disappointed to see that Bill
Firebaugh still does not offer aheavier weight option — with the
Koetsu Rosewood the pivot/weight setting was, Ithought, excessive at
some 55mm. Ialso feel that an additional earth wire from the gantry
itself is mandatory.
Ihave to say that, if the review sample was typical, then the finish
on the WTA has deteriorated in three years. The arrises on the black
aluminium sections were filed off, the assembly lengths were
inaccurate, and the feel of the bias set was both rough and sloppy.
The only changes are areduced arm- rest length ( the WTA sounds
better without it altogether!) and avisible scale for VTA. Arm height
is locked by aset- screw. Absurdly, the scale markings on the
plinth-fixed pillar have no reference line on the WTA gantry cutout.
Nevertheless, the WTA remains in the high resolution category; a
bond of affection grows between purchaser and WTA, once the
setting-up is out of the way.
It could not be said that the WTT motor unit was finished to Braun
standards, or that the plinth suggested anything but abudget
turntable. It's amassive plinth, 19in xI5 1
/in ( wd), and, with
4
allowance to make for the rear junction box/cable exits, requires a
deep level shelf. The three medite slabs look rather grim, and the
motor leads ( twin core multistrand, not colour coded) have relevant
electronics sleeved to them like aChristmas stocking. If handled, the
acrylic platter is difficult to clean; the black plinth can be wiped with
kitchen paper damped ( not sopping) with detergent solution. Avoid
silicone polishes! There is no lid.
Suspicious of clamping. Idid find the WTT clamp could be friction
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FOR
THOSE WHO
CARE TO LISTEN,
THESE TAPES ARE A
REVELATION.
'THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC'
TEN ILLUSTRATED TALKS BY JEREMY SIEPMANN
If you really care about music, enhance your knowledge with this series of live tape›
by well known radio broadcaster Jeremy Siepmann.
Using an engaging blend of humour and expertise, Jeremy Siepmann will guide
you through the fascinating world of music. Each of the 30 minute episodes is
illustrated with carefully chosen musical extracts.
TERRIFIC VALUE - This magnificent new series is available for alimited period
only at aspecial introductory price of £ 19.95.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - Order with confidence - if you are not
completely satisfied just return the tapes within seven days for afull refund.
g ORDER BY PHONE NOW
Credit card holders - save time by calling 0480-830649 NOW. Just give your
name, address, card number and expiry date quoting reference HFI 21.
Remember, this series is only available by post and whatever your taste in music,
'The Elements of Music' will enhance your listening pleasure.
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FREE GIFT - Order within ten days to receive your choice of afree Cassette.
POST THE COUPON NOW - no stamp needed.
We know you will be delighted with 'The Elements of Music'. Take advantage of
the special discount offer and experience 'The Elements of Music' for yourself.
"I have been enthralled . . . I
am completely unmusical, but 'The Elements of Music'
has opened up new worlds for me." D. Rodgers - Malaga
"The most lucid and onnpellingexposition of music I
have ever heard."
S. MacNamara - Williamstown, Mass. USA
HOW TO ORDER
Complete the coupon below and
choose between cheque or
credit card payment of £21.45
(£19.95 + £ 1.50 p&p).
Or tel (0480 ,830649)

CLICK

POST TO: ,
Audio Promotions Limited
FREEPOST
Howen House, Hilton,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire
PEI8 9BR.

IT WON'T HAPPEN WITH
THE NEW DENON 100.
Nothing's worse than a favourite song
cut short because the tape isn't long enough.
Now the new Denon 100 gives you afull
100 minutes playing or recording time on

Please allow up to 28 days
for delivery.
ist to: Audio Promotions Limited FREEPOST
I
iowen House, Hilton, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE18
Please send me
sets of'The Elements of Music' at the special
introductory price of £ 19.95 each inclusive of VAT
My choice of FREE TAPE is: El " 100 Greatest Classics" D "Electric Eighties"
Name
Address

high quality chrome or metal tapes.
(Making them ideal for CDs and longer
albums).
Ask your local stockist for details of the
full Denon Range.

Postcode
[enclose acheque/postal order payable to Audio Promotions Limited tir. £ 21.45
(including £ 1.50 p&p) for each set ordered.

,:ard

OR .Iwish to pay by ACCESS 0 AMERICAN EXPRESS D
number

in am

111111111111111

Signed

Distributed by Hitachi
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WELL-TEMPERED TURNTABLE
locked to the label in two quick spins— although it is a 'slow' thread.
For cueing, and for its generous space to put the clamp down when
changing LPs, the WTT proved alot more convenient/reassuring than
suspended chassis decks. When the off switch is pressed, platter
rotation stops almost instantly. With the LP rim overhang, lifting off
LPs is far easier than, say, with the Linn LP12.

Sound quality
Although at first Iused as acost-comparable reference my own
RATA-LPI2/WTA/vdH MC ONE, on the latest RATA stand ( to be
reviewed), against the WTA/WTT with aKoetsu Red, Ilater found it
more profitable to listen to various recordings without A/B
comparisons. First impressions were of adramatic, large-scale picture,
fast, light, and tonally very accurate. Reverting to the Linn the
sound-stage was obviously smaller, the quality darker.
Clearly, some of the differences could be ascribed to cartridge
differences— the Koetsu is renowned for its presentation of an
engagingly focused big scale image, clean and precise. On the Chesky
Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique every note in the harp cascades at the
beginning of the Waltz was crystal clear, like splashes of spring water.
This passage provided useful material to tests with/without the clamp,
and with afelt mat interface with the WTT platter. These were
somewhat inconclusive. With the clamp lightly screwed down onto the
label the resolution was tighter than with clamp removed; with the felt
mat surface noise registered alittle more, but detail and dynamics
seemed unaffected. Idid feel that the timing was alittle better with a
thin felt mat interposed, but Iwould probably want to play LPs with
the clamp firmed, but not dishing the record to the maximum. Some
coarse brightness in the upper strings was muted by the felt mat.
The large open window onto the sound was always highly
appealing, and the listenability of the WTT was unquestionable. One
reviewer observed that the 'quiet between notes' was suddenly ' more
silent', and Iwould agree with him that individual sounds within a
recording can be followed uncannily. Yet the paradox was that,
reverting to the Linn, the LP12's ability to ' play tunes' gave it an edge
in terms of engagement with phrase- lines and rhythmic patterns. One
of the less discussed aspects of reproduction is the sense, not of
timbral accuracy, pitch resolution, or dynamic range, but of artistic

motivation: why did the player distort that phrase, underline that
motif? The WTT does not provide many answers in these areas. Take
the Ricky Lee Jones track ' The Last Chance Texaco'. The LP12
establishes each nuance in the thrumming guitar before (and during)
the singing: you hear the lurch of the rhythm. But on the WTT these
phrase shapes are less articulate, the impetus behind the voice ( not the
loudness) is flatter. Or take the beginning of the Frans Bruggen period
instruments recording of Beethoven's First Symphony: acritical
example, simply because what the players are doing in the
introduction is not clear in any case. On the WTT it was as if the
digital engineering was notching out parts of notes. Some string
phrases disappeared in the middle. You heard the start note, and the
crescendo to the end note. But what happened to the middle bits?
Isay, paradoxical, because the quality seems so open and correct in
instrument colours; the loud/soft contrasts are well defined; the sound
per se is exciting — it was consistently so with the WT/Koetsu ( you
wanted to turn up the levels). If there is an Achilles' heel, it is
certainly dosed up with palliatives. The WTT gives sound very like
compact disc, but that alone will make it an attractive partner for
enthusiasts wanting both software media to match.

Conclusion •
Self-evidently an enthusiast's item, with its stark appearance, and
engineering innovations, and partnered by an Arm with no lift/lower
facility and expertise required in setting-up, the Well Tempered
Turntable has ease of use in its favour, with susceptibility to finger
marking and lack of any protective its cover negative features. It
allows asuperb cartridge like the Koetsu Red to convey pinpoint
delineation of instruments, outstanding timbrai accuracy, space and
air around performers, and appreciable definition of ambient
surroundings. If you like big, colourful, dramatic music this may suit
well. If your tastes are more cerebral: slow movements in string
quartets, or other music where line is paramount, listen carefully
before commitment. •
Distributed by Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple Road, London SW20
8QU. Tel 01 -9475047. Note: the author acknowledges information sourced in
the Stereophile interview September87 between W Firebaugh and .1Gordon Holt.
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Graph 5. Dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at — 100dB. wavelOrm below and distortion
spectrum above

dynamic range, and it still produced afair result at — 100dB
modulation ( Graph 5). At — 90dB the distortion was still at — 30dB, so
the player had moved upwards into amore linear range but with the
recovered fundamental level displaced upwards by some 6.5dB.
These results mean that the Quattro II may ultimately be found to
enlarge low-level ambient detail by increasing its level relative to that
obtained from other players, an effect also seen with the Sony 337. It
raises the question: is the Quattro II really as good as it sounded?
Looking at other matters, mechanical noise was satisfactory, while
track access was fast at 2s on the standard test. Error-correction was
very good, reaching 1.2mm of gap, while the machine also
demonstrated good resistance to vibration and shock. De-emphasis
was quite accurate, though not as flat as the unemphasised response.
Signal-to-noise rations were very good, at 100dB worst-case and
typically — 105dB. If our usual — 70dB reference for dynamic range is
used, comparing peak modulation with distortion and noise at — 70dB,
we would arrive at afigure of 100dB, which is unexceptional for an
'18-bit' model. Conversely, the effective audio-bandwidth noise was
better than — 110dB, and the distortion at — 90dB was no worse than
at — 70dB, so producing an alternative figure of 110dB for dynamic
range. At some point we will have to lay down precise definitions for
these parameters.
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The lab performance was mostly fine — indeed, some aspects were
exceptional. Conversely, while the I8-bit specification promised good
low-level linearity, both channels were set with a 'bend' in the
transfer-characteristic between — 70 and — 80dB, resulting in a
technical resolution figure of I5- bits, despite evidence for good
low-level resolution right down to — 100dB. Ihope to investigate
another sample in the near future and see whether still better sound
can be wrung from this design.
To be fair to the Quattro II, aside from the mildest suspicion that its
low-level detail and ambient recovery were almost too good to be true,
the sound quality was very good in terms of bass, mid and treble
ranges, of focus and definition. It may be recommended as aCD
player offering high- end audio quality, and currently holds the
reference status for its price class.
TEST RESULTS

Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion. OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 70dB
Intermodulation 19kHz/20kHz. OdB
Intermodulation 19kliz/20kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response. right channel
Signal-to-noise. 20Hz-20kHz
unweightcd
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis error
Track access time ( 15)
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price

STAX QUA"1 -m() Il
20Hz
0.0dB
142dB
0°
—91dB

IkHz
0.0dB
140dB
0°
—88dB
—82dB
—29.5dB
92dB
—112dB
—0.02dB, — 0.10dB
—0.02dB. — 0.10dB

201,11,
0.0dB
I
27dI1
0°
—90dB

—108dB
—105dB
2.2V
500 ohms(fixed)
IkHz
5kHz
20kHz
—0.01 — 0.13 — 0.2
2secs
I.2mm (gm)
low
—116dB
—83.70dB/-83.8dB
yes, variable 700
440x 402 x 144mm
£2995
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than a luxury, then consider JVC's revolutionary new AX-Z911BK

JVC's 5UPEdDilalr
— line series of hi-fi separates —

integrated amplifier.

high performance combined with ease of operation. Many of

It's in aclass of its own; Digital Pure-A, to be precise. JVC
have solved

Volume
Control

the fundamental

problem of amplifier design —
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Time Bose
Processor
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how ro achieve Class Asound reproduction, considered to be the
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purest form of amplification, with the efficiency of Class B.
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The digital Pure-Acircuit predicts the power demand and
automatically increases or lowers the supply voltage as required,

the features are now computerised and can be handled from

allowing the amp to operate as Class A, but without the

our exclusive COMPU LINK remote control.

consistently high voltage demand. Which

For the majority, of course, JVC's digital

means the purity and power of atraditional

sound reproduction will probably remain out

pre-amp with the flexibility and convenience

of reach. But for the purist, hearing anything

of today's high technology.
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less is an unacceptable price to pay.

SPECIFICATION • 2x100 watts • 8ohms at 1Khz (DIN)/2 x120 watts • 4ohms at 1Khz (DIN) - Digital Pure-ACircuit for class-Aoperation Dynamic Super-Awith Gm driver ((or analogue
signal) • " D/A CONVERTER DIRECT - to amp connection • Builtir D/A converter with quadruple oversampling digital fitter • Three digital connections: optical, electrical (coaxial), in/output
for DAT • Low noise motor dhven volume control Gold-plated terminals.
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DIGILOG

Alvin Gold has first crack at the Musical Fidelity add-on
DAC — followed by Paul Miller with afull technical review

T

HE FIRST TRULY affordable stand-alone digital converter
to become available, the one that defined the market, was the
£250 A&R Arcam Delta Black Box. which was developed
specifically to assume the role for any CD player with adigital
datastream output. Some clever custom circuitry has enabled A&R to
do the job very cost-effectively, and the savings have been passed on
in the form of alow retail price. In some applications, however, the
AR lacks flexibility. I've yet to see the promised optical interface
board, for example, and no provision is made for DAT.
Although the Digilog does asimilar job to the Black Box, it's
considerably more flexible and inevitably sells at ahigher price. The
flexibility stems from the unit's most costly component: the Sony
CD23053 digital interface chip which enables the unit to lock onto the
full range of sampling frequencies used by DATand CD — 32, 44.1
and 48kHz included. Only the standard 44.IkHz signals from CD
were used for this test. No Black Box- style rear panel switch is
necessary to match the different electrical polarities available from
different players.
The converter stage is based around 90dB-linearity versions of the
Philips SAA7220 and TDA1541 16 bit, 4- times oversampling dual
channel chip set. Musical Fidelity put it all together with circuits
cannibalised from the MVX and P270 pre- and power amplifiers plus a
surprisingly hefty power supply.
The Digilog has one optical and one electrical input for 44.1 kHz
derived signals, and amultistandard electrical input for DAT, along
with three front panel source selectors and indicator LEDs to match.
A further LED confirms that the unit has locked onto the source. A
digital output is fitted for monitoring when using aDAT recorder. A
final switch, with LED telltale, selects the alternative output polarity
(absolute phase) which in effect causes the loudspeaker to suck when
it would otherwise blow and vice versa. In this case the inversion is
handled in the digital domain, without loss of euphony. Pre-emphasis
flagging on disc triggers aparsivc de- emphasis network and yet
another front panel LED telltale. Output voltage is fixed at alevel
similar to ( or slightly higher than) normal for CD or DAT hardware.
The practicalities of the Digilog are simple enough. The unit is well
built using good materials and components and eschews any heavy
attempt at styling in favour of aplaM. though heavy gauge, painted
steel box. It is fitted with ablack brused-alloy frontplate which
overhangs the box all round. Socketry is of ordinary commercial
111-1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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quality and well enough executed — except for the optical input which
parted company from it's rear panel cutout during the course of the
tests, causing the optical till( to fail and necessitating alast minute
replacement. Switching transients are largely but not completely
eliminated, though the internal replays can chatter in response to
mains or airborne spikes. Hum and noise are negligible, and warming
up times for optimum sound are relatively short.

Sound quality
The Digilog was used in avariety of systems over aperiod of alittle
under two weeks, including amemorable and revealing spell with a
pair of Stax Gamma headphones and SRM-71 valve energiser. It was
teamed with anumber of CD players, some briefly, others — notably a
Marantz CD- 85 and aTechnics SL- P990— in arather more leisurely
fashion. It proved to be aremarkably effective upgrade in each case.
The strength of the Digilog lies in its combination of neutrality,
clarity and alucid, expressive way of making music that contrasts with
the dry, unyielding quality of some up-market digital audio, and the
saccharin- tinged approach of some so-called audiophile digital
products. The two frequency extremes were particularly impressive.
The mid/treble and treble proper were sharply defined yet translucent
and without edge or imposed character, whilst bass reproduction was
powerful and rich almost to afault. At times the bass seemed to come
and go in waves, only just maintaining control and poise, aquality I
have noted with some Musical Fidelity power amplifiers.
Absolute phase is safely switchable whilst the music is playing. The
clearest sign of correct ( positive) phase is that one position allows
more precise focusing of central, mono images than the other. The
optical and electrical inputs sound subtly but very significantly
different. Whilst the latte - has asilky smooth, almost lush quality, the
optical input is alittle more sharply drawn, the stereo image is pulled a
little closer together and there is abetter sense of central focus. Ihave
no idea what might have caused the differences but 1have no doubt
that the optical input better served musical ends because, whilst it
sometimes sounded alittle less ' romantic', it also sounded more
distinctive and precise. It was easier to hear what was going on.
The comparison with the Marantz was particularly damning to the
converter stage of the CD-85. Ex-Digilog, tonal colours were much
more clearly enunciated and distinctive, leaving the Marantz sound a
little flat and grey, which is not aquality that is apparent from most
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comparisons involving that player. The bass was much fuller and the
top end better defined and sweeter, but midband performance was
almost indistinguishable from the Marantz. The Digilog-equipped
Marantz played some memorably expressive Honegger (
Concerto da
Camera — Chandos CHAN8632) and afearsome concentrated
Schoenberg Pelleas and Melisande (
also on Chandos: CHAN86I9) —
but there are many other examples. The Technics tended to sound
sharper and leaner, too, but alittle intrusive and with no gains in
information retrieval — again one up to the Digilog.

Conclusion
The Digilog is nothing less than remarkable for afirst digital product.
Martin Colloms, who was responsible for the basic design, hasn't been
widely associated with digital technology in the past, so the outcome is
all the more impressive, as well as reflecting the spread of digital
expertise in the hi-fi community. Musically, the Digilog dominated the
player-converter combinations Itried, making them sound very
similar to each other ( predictably) and providing amore than useful
improvement in each case.

TECHNICAL REVIEW by Paul Miller
Technical description

AMPLITUDE ( 0.5dB/Div)

The internal layout of Musical Fidelity's outboard DIA convertor unit
—the Digilog— is rather more complex than the Arcam Black Box if
only because its designers have decided to forego the use of a
proprietary ASIC and opt for anumber of discrete IC's in its stead. A
substantial Ferro-Mag toroidal mains transformer is mounted away
from the single, lacquered PCB which is both double-sided and plated
through- the- hole. In general terms it is clear that great care has been
taken over the internal grounding, particularly with respect to
isolating those return tracks associated with either digital or analogue
paths. Two principal supplies are based around encapsulated WO4M
bridge rectifiers with localised regulation employed at critical points in
the circuit; Motorola QEP824 ( QYU8I3) devices are used principally,
each decoupled with Tantalum beads. However, two pairs of 3A/100V
TIP32C/TIP3IC power transistors are used for regulation in the
analogue circuit with two TL071CP single-channel hi-FET op- amps
functioning as low- noise references in MF's established shuntregulator format.
Mechanical switches on the facia control avariety of CMOS TTL
IC's that distinguish between the CD. DAT and optical serial data
streams. All IC's are part of the PC74HC series, including aquad
two- input AND-gate and atriple 3- input OR-gate. Two PC74HC
UO4P hex invertors are employed as buffers, one at the input and
another prior to the 1: Itransformer used to isolate the digital monitor
output (
potentially useful if several Digilog's are to be run in a
daisy-chain). The formatted data is accessed by aSony CX23053
interface/demodulation LSI which uses an external timer ( Signetics
NE555N) to sample the signal ( 500Hz) and generate alow-active
pulse trigger that enables the external PLL ( FET-based) to lock onto
the incoming serial data. In 2-channel mode the device operates with
an incoming clock frequency that is 215P or II . 2896MHz. The
CX23053 is edge-triggered and incorporates abiphase demodulator;
the error, subcode, emphasis, copy inhibit and Parity Bit are isolated
by U/C-Bit and subcode detectors which feed the control register. •
Output via the eight data buses is also determined by the external
timer chip. The 16 audio samples are located in abuffered shift
register alongside an internal timing generator that provides the UR
word select, separation and shift- lock output to the oversampling
filter.
Unlike Arcam who control phase-inversion within the output
register of their proprietary ASIC, the Digilog employs an external
PC74HC 74P edge- triggered flip-flop to effectively invert the
demodulated data stream prior to the 4- times oversampling digital

filter. MF have opted for the P/B version of Philips' SAA7220 NMOS
FIR filter which uses slightly different ROM coefficients to the older
P/A version, improving passband performance by IdB and reducing
the accumulator offset to 0.05% ( 5% in P/A). Similarly, the improved
TDA 1541A/N2 I
6Bit DAC is used, offering awider operating
temperature, lower power dissipation and amaximum differential
linearity error of < 1LSB throughout bits 1-16.
Philips' oversampling filter already incorporates adegree of
passband emphasis which requires the use of 3rd-order ThomsonButterworth or Bessel post-DAC filtering, achieved here via avery
high quality network based around an LM3I8/DP749 high slew- rate
op- amp. Philips polyester film capacitors are used for general
decoupling while the analogue stage proper benefits from decent
polystyrene film and large polycarbonate caps— including the audio
output which is switched using acouple of STC relays.

Lab report
Compared to the nominal standard of 2V the output of this unit
proved some + 2.4dB higher, more than enough to compromise quick
A/B demonstrations. Channel balance was kept to within a0.1dB
tolerance, the minute ± 0.026dB passband ripple aproduct of the
SAA 7220P/B oversampling filter. This anomaly is also reflected in the
3D plot which examines the output of the player when reconstructing
afull 20Hz-20kHz sweep. Musical Fidelity have managed to reduce
the level of stop- band noise to — 40.6dB instead of the usual Philips'
figure of — 29dB to — 3IdB but the characteristic rippling of the
2nd-order sampling IMD routes remain. Both the F,±Enook and
2F,±F20_
2ok IMD routes proved fairly constant so any subsequent
higher-order IMD products generated in the attached amplifier should
be of alower subjective consequence. Note also the extremely low
noise (- 114.2dB, A-wtd, true rms 20Hz-20kHz) which is remarkably
consistent across the audio band and beyond. Subjectively this can be
of great importance, the evenly-distributed noise floor shown on the
3D plot being very rare amongst CD players in general. Transition
band filter- ringing is highlighted by the 3rd-order routes offset by
4.1kHz ( 44.IkHz — 2[20kHz] = 4.1 kHz) from the principal 2nd-order
IMD routes already discussed. A trace of 2nd and 3rd harmonic
distortion is evident but 0.001% at peak level is hardly worth worrying
about. Passband CCIR IMD was also excellent at — 93.3dB (- 10dB
ref) but the equally superb 113dB ( at IkHz) channel separation
degraded to 92dB at 20kHz, possibly due to the close proximity of
MF's output coupling capacitors. Linearity has never been the strong
suit of this Philips chipset yet MF have achieved aremarkable match
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Graph I. Musical Fidelity Digilog: Frequency response
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between channels despite the — 0.IdB to — 4dB error between — 65dB
and — 90dB; the reconstructed — 90dB ( at IkHz waveform has been
extensively time- averaged in this instance to reveal ringing ( an
uncertainty) associated with each quantisation level. De-emphasis was
mildly (+ 0.3dB) askew but component tolerances will influence this
figure to adegree.

Sound quality
I
would say that the vast majority of CD players do not offer atotally

quiet background, for very often there is an uncertainty behind
individual notes. This does not manifest as audible hiss or pitch
instability but as adisquiet — something elusive ' going-on' in the
background. Whether this is perceived as hash, noise or aural mist is
open to conjecture but, one way or another, the Digilog proved quite
free of such distractions. If there is one word that describes the
character of the backfround silence achieved by MF's Digilog then
that word is ' darkness'. In this respect the Digilog mirrored the
performance of Arcam's proprietary Black Box, though its purity
seemed somewhat more profound on this occasion. Images of
performers, of instruments and accompaniment sprang with an
uncommon clarity and solidity from out of adark, black acoustic.
This also enhanced the sensation of stereo depth and lateral
spaciousness, the sheer presence of Tom Harrell's trumpet from These
Rooms appeared startlingly realistic as aresult. Every nuance of his
breathing to the onset of mic distortion was revealed in amore
accurate, realistic and ultimately more convincing way than Ihad ever
heard before. The punctuation of bass from stage right was equally
effective, the natural resonance and tonal colour of the instrument
was once again shocking in its ambience and realism. The Digilog
proved both warm and rich without offering any obvious coloration,
my Deltec DPA-50S power amp ideally suited to control the deeply
extended and intimately resolved bass offered by this convertor.
Perhaps as afurther result of the solidity, precise focus and tactility
of stereo images the phase invert option provided some startling
contrasts. Witness the ever-popular Rickie Lee Jones, her voice
hanging spectre- like some feet in front of the speakers, her backing
instruments contained within abroad and deep soundstage.
Deploying the phase- invert switch immediately squashed this vocal
presence, pushing her back into the soundfield and destroying any
peripheral resolution. Ifound it equally alarming to hear individual
performers in amulti-mike/multi-trackzecording snap in and out of
focus depending on the orientation of the phase switch, the vocalist
either being in or out of phase with respect to the drums or guitars for
instance!
Anyway, the innate detail resolution demonstrated by this
particular black box was maintained throughout the most arduous and
complex passages, pulling out realistically- proportioned stereo images
from the sides and rear of the most densely populated soundstages.
My only criticism concerns ahint of grain or brittleness which was
detected with particularly strident, high level percussion — avery
minor RF problem perhaps? Nevertheless in the limited time Ihad
with this unit it still managed to build upon the basic performance of
all my resident CD players, including models from Denon, Technics,
Toshiba, Philips and Marantz (£200 — 000). Where possible the direct
optical link proved superior, though equally fine results were obtained
via the coaxial linkage of cheaper Philips and Marantz ( CD65DX and

CD65II) transports.

Conclusion
Bearing in mind that the serial digital output varies less in absolute
quality than the final analogue output from player to player, the
choice of host transport may not prove to be particularly critical.
Naturally, the finest host transports should furnish the encoded data
with the minimum of errors and therefore extract the full potential of
the Digilog's capabilities, but the law of diminishing returns must play
avital role here. For many users the choice of host player may not
seem so crucial, allowing the enthusiast to retain his or her present
machine and equip it instead with the Musical Fidelity Digilog: As a
result it must surely represent amore sensible and worthwhile
upgrade than shelling out £400 on another, complete player. All
Musical Fidelity have to do is fit decent gold-plated phono sockets and
my wholehearted recommendation is assured!
The manufacturers tell us that production versions will incorporate
gold-plated phonosockets. Ed.
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Graph 3. Musical Fidelity Digilog: linearity
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Graph 4. Musical Fidelity Digilog: waveform at -90d8 (digital, unfiltered)
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Radlett Audio
THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY

o

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

V0923-856497

°uR

We stock fine equipment from:LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
*AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTLeVOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON• + W•KEF•A + R•CAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
.MONITOR AUDIO.EAR•CONCORDANT

LINN LP 12

AUDIO RESEARCH D70

KOETSU RED

PRO AC
TABLETTE

TOP 50

DUAL, DENON, ROTEL, CREEK, QED, YAMAHA, KEF, WHARFEDALE, MONITOR
AUDIO, TARGET, MORDAUNT SHORT, S'YSTEMDEK, SENNHEISER, CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO, CELESTION, MANTRA, AUDIO TECHNICA, TANNOY, SUMO, GALE, QUAD,
ROGERS, NAKAMICHI, ROKSAN, MERIDIAN, HELIUS, MARANTZ, AUDIOLAB,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, RUARK, LYNX, BEARD, INCA TECH, ACOUSTIC ENERGY,
GYRODEK, ORELL, REVOX, SOURCE, VDH, OXFORD ACOUSTICS, STAX, SME, CLEAR
AUDIO, ORACLE, SONUS FABER, P.S. AUDIO, AIR TANGENT, KOETSU,
MAGNEPLANAR, KRELL, AUDIO RESEARCH.
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"In terms of sound quality..
the machine is unparaileled."
HI-FI REVIEW
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Build ahi-fi system
to last alifetime
with just these simple tools.
II ben you're buying

that lasts as long as ours it's best not to make ahasty

decision. That's why we're suggesting you settle down in yourfavourite armchair, take the
phone off the hook, and peruse ourfreefact-pack at our leisure.
kW tell you, in great detail, all about our acclaimed (but modestly named) range of
speakers

the Arcata One+, P.m+ and Three+. It'll give you athorough briefing on our

unanimously praised Delta System (including, of course, our inscrutable Black Box digital
to analogue converter). It'll show you precisely what it is that's made our Arcam Alpha
amplifier and tuner such wilyhorns world-beaters. And, to placate the more (ynical
audiophiles atrumgst you who might be suspicious of acompany repeatedly blowing its
own trumpet, we've even included aset of reprinted reviews and critical appraisals where
the

press hus done it for us.
Il hat's more, with Amain you don't have to go through this tricky selection process

wore than once, because reliability and long service are built into everything we make.
Quality design, allied to simplicity of construction, is the key. Mr example, excessive
airing can cause all sorts ofproblems, so our designers prefer asingle.fibreglass circuit
board with military specification soldering. And,just to make sure, every single product is
rigorously tested and repeatedly checked. By the fussiest ofcomputers and by the most.
finely
tuned pairs of ears.
Our "simple is best" philosophy extends to the controls, too. If you can cope with a
pen and scissors, an Arcam system will be apiece afcake. Try it and we'll sendyou afactpack to feast your eyes on.
Alas, to give your ears asimilar treat. you'll have to visit your nearest Arcam dealer
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T WAS NOT SO LONG AGO that Sony's CDP333ES proved to
be asubstantial upgrade on its £500 predecessor, and
consequently received enthusiastic reviews. Indeed, Irated the
333 above its more costly flagship brother, the '555, which had
preceded it by just afew months. Now, we have arepeat story,
inasmuch as the Sony 557 flagship ( reviewed in August) is under
threat from its near half-price sibling, the new CPD-337ESD. In the
September issue Chris Bryant found the 227 to be something of astar
in its £350 category, and the 337 seems set to become another in its
£550 group.
As befits acostly heavyweight, the 337 concedes little to the big 557,
and you might be forgiven for not knowing which was which unless
you had the pair together. As far as the technical story goes, the 557 is
distinguished by the use of true 18- bit linear DACs, while the 337 and
227 use I6-bit devices. However, the 337 has its own ace to play, as the
technical story will explain.
Superbly equipped, this player comes with amotorized remotecontrolled volume control, active for the headphone socket and the
second pair of audio outputs. The other pair operate at the standard
fixed level, and offer the promise of higher quality with asuitable
pre-amp or amplifier set-up. The player has every imaginable feature,
including disc memo, Sony's more elaborate equivalent of the Philips
FTS, whereby any disc code may be automatically stored in memory,
with the selection of preferred tracks and aclear display readout of the
disc title. Indeed, so similar are the features of the 337 and 557, that
the same remote volume control and operating manual suffices for
both players.
The remote commander, as well as the main control panel, have
20-key numeric pads for fast track-entry, while the facilities cover
several repeat modes including programmed A- B phrase, repeat,
index location, ' shuffle play', auto-space ( for unambiguous gaps
between tracks to aid dubbing to cassette), plus various display modes
that include all the relevant timings, and acalendar type readout for
track information. In operation, the player worked rapidly, smoothly
and quietly, while the ergonomics were superior to most. Track-access
was also amazingly fast. It was hard not to be impressed by the
high-quality feel and finish of this model.

Technical details
With the new 8- times oversampling digital filter ( the one with virtually
no passband ripple), final analogue filtering can be simple and of
linear-phase. Unusually, four 16-bit DACs are used, but not in the
differential balanced mode employed by Technics. Sony have chosen
to employ apair of Philips TDA 1541 dual DACs in anew
configuration. Two DACs are used per channel, with the outputs
connected in anormal current-summed mode. Interestingly, the
effective clock-rate of the raw summed current is equivalent to
16-times oversampling, and occurs because one of the DACs in each
channel is fed adigital data stream advanced by half aclock-period.
The effect is to double the sample rate and also to mask low-level
non-linearities in the DACs. Could Sony have claimed 16-times
oversampling with this model, as Cambridge Audio did with their own
unique DAC system in the CD2?
The audio circuits show that care has been taken with layout, choice
of components, and power supplies. Yes, 5534-equivalent chips are
used for analogue filter buffering, but the high error-sampling rate
allows for acorresponding reduction in output filter complexity.
Solidly built, this heavy machine uses ahigh-performance linearmotor laser chassis, well decoupled on isolating springs. The clamping
and drive are of superior quality, and the case is constructed to resist
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vibration. Acoustic seals largely prevent the ingress of sound energy
when the CD drawer is closed, the drawer itself having asmooth, fast
action. An Alps actuator controls the variable output level — adiscrete
volume control with aservo mechanism built on the back.

Sound quality
Immediately impressive, the 337 had no difficulty in achieving a
substantial 78%
.
overall score. After the initial honeymoon period,
extended auditioning found evidence of alarger-than-life effect.
Without obvious loss of depth, ambience or focus, images seemed
marginally larger and louder than expected, the player at first
sounding alittle better than it really was. It came remarkably close to
my long-term reference, the Cambridge Audio CD1 ( late '87 version),
amodel which has often been emulated but rarely beaten. Compared
directly with the Sony 557, the 337 delivered adegree of life, dynamic
involvement and immediacy which the 557 failed to match at twice the
price. It could be argued that, not withstanding its dynamic softness,
the 557 had amore faithful perspective and dynamic character, but the
337 demonstrably presented amore convincing musical experience.
The 337 delivered astrongly focused stereo image, with very good
stage width and fine depth. A high level of detail was recovered,
giving agood impression of transparency, while recorded acoustics
were well presented. In the bass it delivered agood performance —
extended and powerful, articulate and tuneful — though not as
dynamic or as impressive as the top references. The mid must be
judged as pretty neutral, low in audible coloration or distortion, and it
led smoothly into the fine treble, considered subtle, delicate and airy,
low in grain and sibilant exaggeration. Only aslight 'breathiness' was
noticed in the high treble. It dealt efficiently with complex, high-level
passages, almost equalling the CD1 in this respect. Such passages
were reproduced virtually free from muddle or subjective
compression. A little 'close up', it nevertheless made agood effort in
the analysis of orchestral perspectives on first-rate classical
programme. Rock material was presented with alarge measure of
authority and power, and often with aruthless analysis of production
technique.
Ihad the opportunity to try three samples and found very little
difference between them, agood sign for production consistency.
(The same cannot be said for anumber of budget players!) Tested via
the variable output, there was anoticeable but not disastrous loss in
quality — less than that imparted by amid-price pre-amplifier but more
than for atop-class model such as an ARC SPI 1II, PT Pip, or MF
MVX. Here the score fell to 68%, but still afine result for a
variable-volume output.

Lab report
Given the excellent linearity shown by the 557, it was interesting to
explore these areas of the 337, which did not meet quite the same
standard. For example, while at —70dB modulation the errors were
negligible, and only of the order of 1dB at — 80dB, by — 90dB a + 4dB
error was present, which had nearly doubled to + 6.5 by 100dB. These
figures are not by any means serious in context, and were in fact very
good considering the Philips DACs used. However, they do point to a
mild compression, which means that very low amplitude information
and ambience will be given alittle more prominence than is natural.
Perhaps this can explain the subtle larger-than- life quality that we
noticed on audition.
In the 337's favour was its ability to recover audio signals reasonably
at the — 100dB limit, and to offer afairly respectable sinewave at
—90dB ( Graph Ilower). The distortion harmonics present (Graph I
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Compact Disc
Players to
be won.

SHOW

We guarantee
the best deal
in the U.K.
on any CD
player from
stock.

UNBEATABLE
DEALS
On everything from avideo tape to
afull Hi -Fi System - including interest
free credit on many products.

Exhibitors include,

• AIWA • AKAI • BOSE • FISHER • JPW • KENWOOD • MARANTZ • MISSION • NAD • ONKVO • PHILIPS
• PIONEER • ROTEL • SANSUI • SANYO • SONY • TANNOY • TDK • TOSHIBA • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA
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WESTON-SUPER-MARE
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ORGANISED BY
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There's nowhere like it for 14i-Fi
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31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL ( 0272) 429370. 32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON ( 0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE ( 0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET, BRIDGWATER ( 0278) 421234.

SOLID SONY
upper) are at — 20dB on the IkHz fundamental, and given some noise
contribution their result indicates avery good working dynamic range
of 106dB ( peak modulation to mid-level distortion and noise-floor).
The same test was repeated at — 100dB modulation, and small changes
in incremental linearity resulted in arather better looking result than
at — 90dB. Only 2nd-harmonic at — 13dB was visible on the relevant
spectrogram, adecent result.
Noise levels were low, both in- band and ultrasonic, which permitted
very clear presentation of monotonicity over the lowest bits from 6
down to 16. The mild compression noted above was visible in a
moderately oversized first step, with some DC-offset indicated by an
imperfectly centred starting line. Otherwise the staircase was nicely
regular. Overall, aresolution to 15.6-bits was indicated, though our
results showed that the machine carried on working to — 100dB and
below, so this figure really only refers to the straight part of the
transfer-characteristics, not to an effective resolution below which the
machine's performance might be regarded as in astate of rapid
collapse.
Taken overall, the high-level distortion results were very good, and
were close to state-of-the-art from 20Hz to 20kHz. For example, the
IkHz/OdB result was — 97dB or 0.0014%. Measured without dither,
the tabulated distortion results at lower levels were entirely normal.
At full-level, the HF intermodulation was low at — 96dB, and Graphs
2and 3show the result, one on alog scale from 500Hz to 25.5kHz,

Graph I. Sony CDP-337: Dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at — 90dB, waveform below,
distortion spectrum above
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with expanded vertical resolution. The first dotted line in Graph 2
denotes the IkHz difference-tone, and atrace of 2nd-order
intermodulation can also be seen some 10dB below this. The matching
Graph 3shows the IM for — 10dB modulation (separately measured at
—90dB), with the spectrum extended to 100kHz. Here, the amazingly
clean noise- floor can be seen, with no spuriae or distortion products
evident right down to — 94dB.
The output is almost adecibel up on the 2V standard, but is
linear-phase, absolute-polarity correct.
The fixed output is at alow 200ohms, while the variable output hits
amaximum of 1.2k-ohms at — 6dB but is otherwise less than this.
Channel balance was excellent, while channel separation was avery
high 121dB mid-band, holding up well to 108dB at 20kHz. No phase
difference was present between channels, while the frequency
response was superbly flat, with the merest hint of loss — 0.22dB or so
by 20kHz. The de-emphasis was accurate and the player delivered
excellent results for signal-to-noise ratio and spurious suppression.
Error-correction was rated very good, resistance to shock and
vibration (and acoustic breakthrough) was excellent, and the 337 also
demonstrated very low levels of mechanical noise. The transport
reached chosen tracks very quickly, thanks to the fast-responding
linear-motor drive. All- in-all, it performed very well in the lab tests.

Conclusion
Such is the rate of CD player progress, that had this review been
prepared and published two months ago, as originally scheduled, the
337 would have received unequivocal approval. The design has
virtually met the original Cambridge Audio CD1 on its own terms at
one-third the price, and with higher build quality— though it has taken
nearly three years for such acompetitor to emerge. However,
Cambridge have new and revised models underway, which we hope to
evaluate as soon as they are comfortably in production. So, with the
CD1 still remaining areference in its price range, the Sony can be seen
to have performed very well, placing it among the top five models
currently available regardless of price. Embarrassingly, it beat Sony's
own flagship the 557 by anoticeable margin!
But one's enthusiasm is inevitably dampened by the recent release
of the SE version of the Marantz CD65, reviewed last month, since
our opinion ( based on an early sample) was that there was little to
choose between the two on grounds of absolute sonic merit, despite a
near two- to-one price difference. However, this is by no means the
end of the story, as the Sony does emerge with considerable credit
when other aspects are taken into account. The Marantz is an exciting
and talented development of alow-cost, plastic-chassis design from
the Philips stable, whereas Sony are masters of the upper sectors of
CD player build quality. The 337 incorporates the high-performance
fast track-access linear-motor from the flagship model, plus avery full
range of facilities. You do get what you pay for in terms of physical
solidity, durability, quality engineering and finish, not forgetting such
facilities as coaxial and optical digital outputs.
Despite some very recent erosion of its sonic value, the Sony
CDP-337ESD stands as the best player so far in its price range, and
equals or betters all the established references up to three times its
price. In context, it offers fine value for money and is strongly
recommended.
TEST RESULTS
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Craph 2. Sony CDP-337: Intermodulation spuriae over 500Hz-25.5 kHz from
/9/20kHz tones at OdB, first marker at ¡ kHz
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Graph 3. Sony CDP-337: Spuriae up to 100kHz from ¡ 9/20kHz tones at — 10dB
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SONY CDP-337ESD

Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total ha rnumic distortion, — 60dB
Total ha mimic distortion, — 80dB
Intermodulation. 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal/noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
Signal/noise. CC1R/ARM, 1k Hz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability ( hm) to:
Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price

20Hz
0.04dB
128dB

lkHz
0.04dB
121dB

20kHz
0.03dB
108dB

00

00

Q0

—99dB — 97dB — 87dB
—84c1B
—43.5dB
—23.5dB
—96dB
—90dB
—0.02dB
OdB — 0.23dB
—0.02dB
OdB — 0.22dB
113dB
110dB
2.185V
200ohms
5kHz
10kHz
0.34dB
4.45dB
9.28dB
1.5secs
Gap: > 1300 Dot: > 800
very low
—103dB
—86dB/-86dB
yes, variable output
430x365x125mm
f..550
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Affordable Analogue
NEW LOW PRICES

NOW ONLY £ 114.95

CS 503-1

NOW ONLY £ 114.95
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The Dual CS 503-1 is
the most important
turntable introduced in
the last year"
New Hi Fi Sound, March 1988

ln absolute terms it
is agood turntable for
the money, with few
rivals at the all- inprice. "

val
o

Iii l News. December 1987

NOW ONLY £ 139.95

CS 505-3

NOW ONLY £ 139.95
The improved 505-3
sounded impressive too
with a deeper fuller
bottom end and agreater
feeling of authority."

val

What

Fi, December 1987
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.
. . 505-3 sounded better
separated and slightly more
vivid."
ll'hat Iii Fi. December 1987
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FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
Write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited,
FREEPOST. Chalfont St. Peter. Bucks. SL9 9BS.

Aiming at the quality-minded purchaser, Orell offers its
first integrated amplifier, the SA-040. Paul Miller reports

F

IRST SEEN IN pre- production form at The Hi Fi Show last
year, Ore11's SA-040 was officially launched in its final form in
June this year. OreII has opted for arelativel> bland-looking
full-width alloy fascia for the SA-040, ensuring reasonable
visual continuity with any accompanying Far Eastern components.
Inputs include CD ( with aCD-direct option), tuner and two tapes,
while asingle pair of speakers is catered for by aset of chunky 4mm
binding posts. The huge rear- facing alloy heatsink will dictate the
placement of the box, as will the short mains lead.

Technical details
The SA-040 was designed by Graham Nalty ( of AudioKits)— An
entirely separate, non- inverting 20-times gain block is used for the m-c
input, this being subject to its own localized feedback structure before
running directly into the m- m stage. A high-quality polystyrene input
capacitor is employed, followed by three very low noise transistors
arranged as adifferential amp and emitter- follower, Ore11 choosing to
use 0.5% Holc° resistors in the feedback path. RIAA equalization is
accomplished with selected quality polystyrene and polypropylene
film capacitors, configured as the collector load of the primary gain
stage; this is not atrue passive eq network ( cf. MuHard).
A second emitter- follower stage is coupled to the line input via a
high speed LCR polypropylene. The line amp proper uses four
BC184/BD547 transistors as aDarlington differential input ( LEDs are
used for voltage referencing) which is cascode-coupled to the SOS
BS224c/BD243c driver stage, itself mounted on asmall internal
heatsink. A complex voltage and current monitoring circuit operates
about the driver stage, tolerating short-term bursts but preventing any
sustained overload. Selected Motorola MJ11015/MJ11016 TO-3style
transistors are used in astandard Darlington configuration at the
output, the wiring to the output terminals being achieved with Kimber
Kable — agood point, though the spade connections should have been
properly soldered.
Ore11 set great store by the power supply and provide independent
regulation for the disc, line, driver and output stages, the main supply
being based around a300VA toroid and two 10,000µF BHC
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computer-grade electrolytics.

Lab report
Achieving its rated output by the skin of its teeth, true power
bandwidth was restricted to 4kHz though, because distortion climbed
rapidly above this frequency ( from 0.017% at 20Hz to 0.46% at
20kHz), perhaps linked to the sluggish 14sec/151.4sec rise/fall time (at
10kHz). Note also the below- average — 79.5dB squarewave linearity.
The limitations of the shared supply were evident once two channels
were driven. The output impedance increased from 0.073ohm to
0.094ohm between 20Hz-20kHz but maintained adamping factor of
greater than 100 at low frequencies
OreII use silver-plated selector switches but the protracted signal
routing has degraded channel separation to just 37dB ( line) due to
capacitive coupling between adjacent tracks; fortunately the channel
balance was more acceptable. Disc equalization proved very even
above 500Hz or so but apeculiar — 0.45dB kink was observed in the
m- m stage around 150Hz. The steady LF roll-off below 20Hz has been
achieved without too serious aphase shift, the pole at high frequency
introducing amore substantial 99° displacement ( m-m). Noise was low
via m-cbut the — 67dB ( unweighted) residual noise was dominated by
hum components. Rectifier sampling artefacts were well suppressed
but the ramped supply modulation test revealed aproliferation of
odd-order mains harmonics: 150Hz (- 48dBV or — 73dB rel. to full
power at + 25dBV), 250Hz (- 49dBV) and 350Hz (- 59dBV).
Even-order harmonics tracked the output in anon-linear fashion
(note the levelling-off of products at 80Hz and 160Hz) while
odd-order harmonics followed the output le‘ei in alinear fashion. My
measurements indicated that the limited excess gain enjoyed by the
disc stage on both m- in and m-cinputs caused the onset of
slew- limiting on negative slopes above 6kHz. This is reflected on the
3D plot ( 2mV composite at lkHz) which highlights the extended
harmonic (2nd-8th) structure plus multiple-order IMD
(F0_5) _0±yF0_, (;y= l-5). The products of difference IMD can be seen
tracking through the audio range but rising in amplitude at lower
71

"It gets kind of boring to keep reviewing
Sennheiser Headphones and finding that they
demolish the competition one after another."
What

June '88.

For your free Sennheiser Colour Catalogue.
Write to .Hayden Laboratories Ltd., FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9BS or phone (0753) 888447.
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ORELL EXAM
soundstage without really retrieving deep and pondorous bass notes.
This said, via the line stage at least, the Orell proved tight and punchy,
so any leanness was quickly forgotten.
Quite the reverse was true of the disc input, which initially sounded
gut-wrenchingly powerful and impressive - especially via m-c. But I
felt confident in identifying this property as aresult of intermodulation
distortion, downband artefacts ruinforcing the perceived level of bass,
which was thumpingly energetic and rich but lacking in taut definition.
Upper bass and midband details were also overwhelmed by this bloom
on more than afew occasions. There were fleeting, tentative moments
when this aural fog would clear to reveal amost transparent and
sparkling vista, aluxurious sound - that rapidly closed-in on itself
once the more arduous sequences were reached. So the subtlest
timbrai details associated with extended low-level passages ( for
example, in Amon Ra's Flute Collection) were faithfully preserved,
the severe IMD only really corrupting the presentation of high level
orchestral or pop material. Naturally, the extent of this problem will
be largely determined by the peak output of the cartridge concerned,
the Koetsu series ( which have exceptionally high outputs)
experiencing particular drawbacks in this respect. [Oren states that in
their view no cartridges are faster than the amplifier and that the
overload margin should be adequate though admitting that there
could be problems with more exotic items- Ed]
Imust admit that the superficially fast, open and punchy sound of
the amp was very attractive at times despite the attendant loss of
treble detail and the introduction of some crude brashness at high
levels. In some respects the Orell mirrored some valve amps,
maintaining agood sense of space and ambience despite high levels of
distortion. It afforded acoloured but also colourful sound quality.
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Orell SA-040: supply modulation

Conclusion
I
would be the first to acknowledge that various distortion mechanisms

can be introduced to alter the character or euphony of aproduct but in
my view the Orell SA-040 - whether intentionally or not - takes this
concept alittle too far. Odd-order distortions increase markedly at
progressively higher frequencies on the line stage, while those
inherent in the disc stage, though even-order, are worsened by the
inadequate headroom. This failing should be addressed, for in my
view there is little to be gained by employing fancy components if the
basic groundwork remains shaky. Potentially, it may be avery fine
amplifier, but at present the SA-040 is simply too coloured via the disc
input for inclusion in arelatively neutral system. •
Orell SA-040: ultrasonic distortion (m-c)

Sound quality

AMPLITUDE ( 1d8/Div)

CD input offered astrangely dark background at the loss of some
treble ' air' and freedom. Delicate treble detail was conveyed in a
realistic manner; while the more forthright percussive effects suffered
from ahint of coldness, vocals were generally unaffected by this.
Potent and articulate performers such as Helen Watson benefited
from this amp's silky-smooth midband, the poise and solidity of the
vocal image seemingly in contrast with aprogressive loss of control at
higher frequencies. The SA-040 maintained agrand out-of-the- box

10

100
FREQUENCY

1k
(
HZ)

Orell SA-040: disc equalization (solid line mn-mn. dotted mn c)
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ORELL SA-040

TEST RESULTS

frequencies in accordance with the RIAA characteristics- in my view,
this accounts for much of the 'sound' of the amplifier. At IkHz the
+30.5dB/23.9dB overload margins are acceptable but + 13.1dB/
+4.9dB at 20kHz is clearly inadequate, especially on m-cwhere the
CC1R product resides at - 13.7dB!

50k

Maximum continuous power output
(one channel/both channels. W)
8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
Dynamic headroom ( I
HF)
Output impedance (ohms)
Stereo separation ( 201z)
(Ikliz)
(20k Hz)
Channel halancellkHz, OdBV)
(-20dBV)
(-N/dBV)
Total harmonic distortion (OdB.W)
(-"V3 power)
CCIRIMD (OdBW)
CC1R I
M distortion ( 2/
3power)
Rise time
Supply modulation linearity
Phase shift ( 20Hz t
(IkHz1
(20kHz1
Noise ( A-wtd, Od13.W)
(/3 power)
Residual noise ( unwtd)
Input sensitivity ( lOr
(for ull output)
CD/aux overload
Disc overload ( 500Hz)
(1kHz)
(20k1 1z)
Disc et{ accuracy ( 50-15kHz)
Tape output 'impedance
I
leadphone outpt t'impedance
Input loading
DC offset left/rig -a
Typical price inc VAT

20Hz

I
kHz

20kHz

47.3/43.7
80.5/72.4

47.3/42.9 46.9/43.0
77.4/70.1
77.0/69.4
63.0/53.8
+0.73dB (55.9W)
0.0727
0.0754
0.094
CD/Aux
m-m
m-c
67.1dB
67.3dB
86.8dB
71.4dB
47.7dB
60.3dB
37.0dB
46.8dB
26.1dB
0.02dB
0.04dB
0.01dB
0.34(1B
0.29dB
0.29dB
1.75dB
1.65dB
2.52dB
-75.2dB
-53.9dB
-48.8dB
-68.3dB
-49.7dB
-48.6dB
-25.7dB
-13.8dB
-69.5dB
-49.6dB
-13.7dB
-25.5dB
14µsecs
-88.9dB
16°12'
7°12'
5°12'
0°
49°41'
43°12'
28°48'
99°22'
93°36'
-78.5dB
-74.6dB
-70.2dB
-70.8dB
-92.5dB
-77.2dB
-67.0dB
-66.9dB
-66.8dB
45.37mV
487.5p.V
21.44µV
142.7µV
3I4.8mV 3.246mV
>10V
124.9mV 5.895mV
167.5mV 7.848mV
224.9mV 8.872mV
+0.1dB/ +0.IdB/
-0.45dB
-0.22dB
6.7I4V/2.275kohm
7.034V/680ohm
30kohm
49kohm/
100ohm/
125pF
4.7nF
-19.1mV/-81.8mV
£360
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"The consistency with which audio
ideals have been allowed to
predominate overgadgets and
facilities is what marks the
Denon range
HI Fi Choice, April 1988.

DR- M07 E124.95
"In practice the ' MO7 simply sounded marvellous
with good stereo, abundant detail and awelcome
lack of artificiality. Obviously Best Buy
mate rial."

Ft Chou e

DR- M121-1X/R £219.95
". . .the DR.-M12HX proved extremely easy to use
and provided fine sound quality both with
recordings and pre-recorded tapes... it offers
good results in every respect."

Noel Keywood, Hi Fi Review.

DR-M24HX £289.95
"This is a very clean, open and spacious
sounding recorder with an attractive range of
facilities. The sound is very positively presented, to the point of being larger than life
at times. A deck of breeding, and very well
bu ilt to boot."

Hi Fi Choice

DENQN
wt
P

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited. FREEPOST. Chalfont St. Peter. Bucks. SL9 9BS.

SEASONAL SPECIALS
Coming up for its fifth Christmas, HFN/RR's Accessories Club can now offer
readers awider than ever range of useful items. Here's acomprehensive guide
To order, use the form on page 83

W

HFN/RR 003 TEST CD

HEN HFN/RR LAUNCHED
the Accessories Club in 1984, the
aim was to offer items that either
couldn't be found in retail outlets
or were not commercially available at all —
but which could make aworthwhile contribution to the sound of adomestic system. We're
proud to say that all but a very few of the
items which have been introduced in the
monthly Accessories Club still feature. Here
we offer a complete catalogue of currentlyavailable items: all can be ordered using the
form on page 83.

Already alegend, the HFN/RR Test CD was
one of the first and remains one of the best.
We give you not just test tones and the
instructions on how to use them but a
half-hour's worth of quality music chosen for
both musical excellence and sonic superiority. And then there's the notorious Garage
Door', a recording of a universally familiar
sound transferred to CD with absolute
perfection. We caution our readers about this
one, because the dynamics could, uh, worry
your system. It's been described as the most
remarkable test track yet to appear, which
explains why copies disappear at such an
alarming rate.

HFN 001 FLUX DUMPER
The first of the accessories to bear our own
brand-name, the Flux Dumper is a brick
made of grain-oriented, laminated steel
wrapped in ablack ash case. Its purpose? To
damp out chassis resonances and control
stray eddy currents from power supplies.
Controversial when it was launched, it
remains the kind of accessory which you have
to hear to believe. No radical changes are
noticed when you place on your amp, preamp or CD player, but take one away and
you'll wonder where the. music went . . .

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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HFN/RR 004 BLACKHEAD

III i( AM. ID

Despite the proliferation of integrated amps
and pre-amps with moving-coil phono stages,
we identified aneed for an excellent, affordable outboard step-up unit. Tim de Paravicini's The Head m-c transformer has always
figured near the top of most audiophiles' lists,
so we commissioned Tim to produce a less
lavish, more cost-effective version. The result
is The Blackhead, a beautifully constructed,
75

PERFE CT SOUND
WHICH LASTS FOREVER .

. .

Compact Disc is an amazing technical and
commercial success, but the LP continues to serve
music and music-lovers for many years. Shouldn't it
be possible these days to develop fluids to clinically
clean, and reduce harmful friction at the recordstylus interface?
Scientists in America have applied surface tension
chemistry to do all of this without leaving any
deposits. The reduced friction, heat and clicks not
only enhances sound quality but arrests stylus and
record wear to below any practical concern to the
user who employs reasonable care. This dramatic
claim can be substantiated upon request.

LiveWire cables
realise your system's
true potential
"You don't need to own asupefi system to enjoy
the benefit of these cables. So long as there's a
decent signal comingfrom your turntable or CD

FROM YOUR LP RECORDS!
FACT: Last products have been carefully developed, are
highly pure and very concentrated to last and offer value for
money.
FACT: Last products are highly acclaimed by all domestic
and professional users who have put them to the test.
FACT: Last products dramatically extend the life of LP's and
tapes, styli and tape heads thus offering an economy you
simply cannot ignore.
FACT: Last does not leave deposits on LP's but cleans them
and strengthens their surfaces.
FACT: This results in CD clarity plus analogue purity from
all but damaged records.

player Livewire cables are likely to be an effective
upgrade" (What HiFi? March '88).

HOW OWNERS OF LP RECORDS CAN SAVE A
FORTUNE AND ENJOY AN EXPANDING COLLECTION
OF RECORDS WHICH LAST A LIFETIME:

We couldn't have put it better ourselves. Livewire

Formula One: POWER CLEANER. (Use once or twice
only). Explodes the myth of "factory-fresh" records. £ 111.130

interconnecting cables make sure none ofyour
music is lost in transit between deck and

Formula Two: LP RECORD PRESERVATIVE. Leaves no
deposit, but strengthens and smoothes molecular surface.
Guaranteed to last 10 years or 200 plays
£ 16.95

amp. New HiFi Sound described the effects as
"Tighter imagery, smoother vocals, harder-

Formula Three: RECORD CLEANER.
Use regularly

£7.95

hitting drums and abetter sense of space".

Formula Four: STYLUS CLEANER. Powerful solvent of
deposits but guaranteed safe for rubbers, glues etc
mums

It's the same stmyfor our speaker cables: " Vocals

Formula Five: STYLAI3T. Apply to stylus. Guaranteed to
lengthen its life up to ten times and make LP's sound more
musical less mechanical because of its lubricating
effect.
£ 19.98
(Starter/trial packs of 1+2+3 £ 18.98, 1+2 only £6.98;
2+3 only £9.913)

were smoother and more spacious, with layered
productions coming over with much greater
clarity" (Mutt HiFi?).
Livewire is just one of the sound enhancing
products made in the USA by Audioquest... the
range includes moving-coil cartridges, Sorbothane CD feet and valve dampers, too...all
guaranteed to make The Smiths crisper, to give

Please send folowing items. Cheque enclosed, or please
charge ACCESS/VISA
No
Name
Address

Bach more bite.., to show what your system's
really made of

Items Required:

In fact, without Livewire cables, your HiFi
sounds positively sheepish.

ARCAM
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
OF AUDIOQUEST PRODUCTS IN THE UK
For more information and details ofyour nearest Amain
dealer please telephone or write:
NM Cambridge Limited, Denny Industrial
Centre, Waterbearh, Cambridge CBS 9PB, England.
Telephone: (0223) 861550 (24 hours)
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Please add p&p £ 1to give total
Same Day Despatch for First Class Mail
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 ST. VINCENT STREET,

GLASGOW G2 SQY. TEL: 041-248 7221.
UK TRADE ENQUIRIES: MOTH MARKETING.
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THE ACCESSORIES CLUB
To order, use the form on page 83

A headphone amplifier which can convert
your system for headphone usage. Supplied
in ablack ash case to match our Flutterbuster, Blackhead and Flux Dumper, the Headcase rivals the sonics of any headphone stage
you're likely to find.

sonically remarkable bargain. Able to work
with the majority of low-output m-cs ( Audio
Note and Ortofon MC3000 excluded), the
Blackhead will challenge most on-board m-c
stages.

HFN/RR 005 SPIKES
Spikes under your speaker stands ( or on top,
depending on your attitude toward coupling)
are no longer regarded as hi-fi tweaker
madness. Any good dealer can demonstrate
their efficacy in extracting the best from
speakers. Only some stands corne fitted with
spikes, so HFN/RR commissioned a rugged,
easy-to-install set, available for both steel or
wooden speaker supports, complete with the
necessary fixing kit. For atenner, you too can
have pin- point imaging and rock-solid bass.

HFN/RR 010 NEWS STAND

FLUTY ERRUSTER

HFN/RR 006 FLUTTERBUSTER
Another area addressed by the audio community in the 1980s is mains purity and how it
can affect turntable performance. The
grunge, the spikes, the nasties generated by
the CEGB all make their way through the
turntable, affecting pitch, stability and overall musicality. While many turntables come
with on-board mains purifiers, many synchronous motor types make do without. Add the
Flutterbuster — the only skill you need is the
ability to wire a mains plug — and you'll
upgrade your sound into the next class. Oh,
and you'll get single-switch 33/45rpm operation, too!

HFN/RR 011 MUSHCRUSHER

CARRY DISC

HFN/RR 008 TOOLKIT
Murphy's Law applies as much to hi-fi as any
other pursuit, its primary manifestation being
the curious disappearance of tools at crucial
moments. Thinking of ' worst case' situations,
we have produced a handy toolkit in a
Filofax-sized zip- up case which should help
you through all of those minor fine-tuning
tasks, cartridge fitting procedures and the
rest. Cutters, pliers, aknife, tweezers, screw,
nut and hex drivers and an alignment protractor all in one compact holder. Now there are
no excuses.

HFN/RR 009 HEADCASE
Minimalism has brought with it a bunch of
sacrifices which most of us have accepted, but
the disappearance of headphone outlets has
meant hardship for those who must on
occasion enjoy their music in a private
fashion. Enter the Headcase, a40mW ClassNEWS X: RECORD REVIEW
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The success of our Flutterbuster led us on the
quest for an affordable mains filter for the
rest of the system. CD players, amplifiers,
pre-amps — anything which runs off the mains
will benefit from our Mushcrusher. Again, all
you need to know to install aMushcrusher is
how to fit a mains plug. The standard
Mushcrusher has a5A rating; please enquire
for details of higher rating variants.

HFN/RR 012 SOFTWARE
STORAGE SYSTEM

HFN/RR 007 CARRYDISC
The ever-increasing popularity of CD has
been accompanied by the use of CD on the
move, either in the car or via personal,
portable CD players. Despite the small size
of the discs, carrying them around in their
fragile jewel boxes virtually defeats the 'portability' argument. On our travels to the
USA, we discovered the marvellous Carrydisc, atough nylon wallet which holds 14 CDs
without their jewel boxes in velvet- lined
pockets with clear windows for identification.
Working like aconcertina, aCarrydisc filled
to capacity is only as thick as three jewel
boxes. It's a great way to transport your
personal ' test' CDs when you drop by ashop
for a demonstration.

All this 19in-wide stuff is just dandy, but
where do you stack it? And what about the
mix of products running from 315 to 430mm?
Most racks are too large or too small or too
inflexible; fixed shelves mean height restrictions. We set about designing a no- frills
audiophile equipment stand capable of storing any components likely to need shelf
space. The shelves are adjustable to
accommodate shallow units like tuners or tall
components like valve pre-amps ... and
with plenty of breathing space. The News
Stand is spikeable and comes supplied with
five Medite shelves and the necessary shelf
brackets.

TOOLK IT

There are more CD, LP, 45s and cassette
storage systems on the market than we'd care
to count. Unfortunately, they're either cheap
and nasty plastic systems which usually expire
under the weight, or they're so expensive,
ugly and/or fiddly that they're not worth
considering. We had a modular system
designed by afamous record collector whose
understanding of the requirements for software storage is unrivalled. The results are
Medite units which can stack to ceiling height
without fear of collapse, of uniform width so
that you can mix the various enclosures
without fear of aesthetic crisis. Construction
requires only ascrewdriver, the units assemble via locking screw-down connectors. (The
LP units can also be used for housing
components.)

HFN/RR 013 WALLNUT
As with the News Stand, we identified the
need for awall unit with aslight difference.
Because most basic systems consist of amp,
speakers and one source ( CD or LP), we
figured that those suffering from adearth of
lebensraum could do with a wall unit which
also held the amplifer, thus putting everything in one tidy package. The Wallnut is
rugged, and it can be expanded with additional Wallnuts ( above, below or side-byside) to accommodate more components as
one's system grows. For those with adequate
shelving but aneed to mount the turntable on
the wall for isolation purposes, the extra shelf
serves nicely as aspace for holding necessary
accessories or the empty sleeve while the
record is playing.
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MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

GOLD-PLATED MAINS PLUGS & SOCKETS

INCA TECH

Unit 8, Charfleet House, Charfleet Road,
Canvey Island, Essex SS8 OPQ
Telephone: (0268) 680550

The Perfect Pitch
ZMUI
11111IMMIll
,Mann.0
mum
mum» VIlmmum

rPlease send me 12 monthly issues of Hi-F
News & Record Review commencing with
the next available issue.
£18.00UK and BFPO
D £25.000verseas Surface, Europe and Eire
£45.000verseas Air Mail
Ienclose acheque/postal order/
International money order payable to Link
House Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card

D VISA

III ACCESS/
D DINERS [7] AMEX
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £ 18.00 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £25.00
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
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Expiry date

Signature
(Please print in block capitals)
Name*
Address'

To: Hi-A News & Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.
I
understand that Iam committed to one years subscription and
should I
wish to cancel no refund will be made.
Registered in England and Wales No. 1341560
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To order, use the form on page 83

GOLDRING STYLUS CLEANER
Cleanliness is next to godliness, and the
Goldring does a truly righteous job. This
little electronic device scrubs your stylus with
rapid- yet-delicate motion, doing the job in a
way you just can't manage with manual
movement. Place a drop of your favourite
cleaning fluid on the stylus, switch on the
Goldring, lower the stylus onto the vibrating
carbon fibre pad and 60 seconds later you
have a stylus as clean as the day it left the
factory.

dipmeimmip

Regular readers know that our controversial
techno-wiz, Martin Colloms, packs more into
his speaker reviews than any other scribe in
the business. A designer for more years than
he cares to remember, MC has produced a
major textbook (now in its third edition)
telling you everything you need to know
about speaker design theory. Readable,
informative — if you only want one book on
the subject, this is it. We recommend this to
all of our readers, both old hand and novice,
and we're not just saying this to keep Martin
happy. It's a stunner.

MISSION ISOPLAT
The virtues of isolating components from
each other have been well-covered in these
pages. All manner of airborne interference,
mechanical vibration, acoustic feedback and
other ills lurk in your room, just waiting to
muck up the sound. The Mission Isoplat, a
Medite slab with Sorbothane feet, is the
perfect platform for supporting each of your
electronic components, with pre-amps and
CD players harvesting the greatest rewards in
terms of sonic benefits. And the Isoplats look
smart, too.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOUDSPEAKERS

video•l"

Aude* .
coe
Terro ,n° 15

TWEEK

ALLSOP CLEANERS AND TAPE
CARE ACCESSORIES
Allsop produces a full range of cleverly
designed, easy to use cleaners and tape care
products which make hi-fi housekeeping a
painless task. From their catalogue, we've
chosen the excellent record cleaning brush,
CD cleaner and cassette head de- magnetizer;
each will help you to extract the best performance from that trio of sources.

TWEEK

AUTHENTICITY MINI-VAC

This magical fluid is the best contact enhancer
we've yet to discover. Simply place adrop on
the pins of each and every plug — phono
connectors, speaker plugs, mains plugs, cartridge pins — and insert and remove the plugs
a few times to spread the Tweek. What it
does is ensure better contact by treating the
mating surfaces. Do it every six months; a
single vial of Tweek will do most systems a
couple of times. And just to test the Tweak
effect, treat just one channel from start to
finish, then listen with amono signal swinging
the balance from left to right. You will hear
the difference.

Dust is hi-fi's mortal enemy, the wee particles
finding their way into every nook and cranny.
Authenticity produces adelightful hand-held
battery-driven vacuum cleaner ideal for
removing light dust from those hard-to-getat- places like the area around tonearms,
bases, push-buttons and knobs, CD trays,
open- reel transports and valve bases. The
Mini- Vac comes with a brush-type nozzle,
angled nozzle and easy- to-empty dust bag.

AUTHENT/C111".1/LV-I'AC'

MICHELL TENDERFEET
John Michell again, this time with beautifully
machined aluminium cones for isolating components. These cones help in the siting of
both speakers and electronics, and work a
treat if placed between your components and
the sleeves of the Wallnut or News Stand.
Sold in packs of three in large or small sizes.

MICHELL BANANA PLUGS
Most freebie banana plugs are nickel-plated
nasties that do nothing to ensure solid contact
between speaker lead and terminal. John
Michell, manufacturer of that machinist's
delight, the Michell Gyrodeck, has produced
some superb, gold-plated banana plugs which
will accept thick cables and add physical
security to the benefits of Tweek ( see above).
At £9.50 for four, they're among the biggest
bargains in hi-fi.

COBRA INDOOR FM ANTENNA

NAGAOKA LP INNER SLEEVES
With vinyl records soon to join the doubleedged razor and the high-button shoe as
casualties of technological progess, there's no
better time than now to start the creation of
the ultimate record storage system. We've
already told you about our Medite enclosures; Nagaoka offers something to go inside
the sleeves. The paper liners which come with
most LPs do no favours for your software.
Nagaoka liners slip inside the paper sleeves
and present a smooth, non-abrasive surface
against which the precious grooves rest. As a
bonus, these liners also help to reduce static,
in turn preventing your records from attracting dust. The Nagaoka sleeves come in packs
of 50, and the fact is that at the price, you
owe it to your record collection.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD 121.:VIEW
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Not all radio users live in asituation where a
roof aerial can be fitted. We've searched high
and low for adecent amplified indoor aerial,
and the Cobra has given us the best results
yet. This slick device is aslim, smartly-styled
free-standing unit which is mains powered
and equipped with balun, level control and
LED signal strength indicators. Because of
the diabolical nature of radio coverage in the
UK, its results cannot be predicted, but two
out of three of our selection committee think
it's terrific. Because this must be tried in situ,
we offer amoney-back guarantee if it doesn't
suit your location.

RECORD INTERFACE MAT
Selecting turntable mats is a tough process
because there are so many on offer and so
many conflicting attitudes. Felt? Acrylic?
Rubber? Bare metal? The mat we've selected
for the Accessories Club is avinyl type with
self-adhesive fixing to secure it to your
platter. We find that it tightens up the sound
and presents a non-abrasive surface to LPs.
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THE MICHELL CONNECTION
"The ultimate connectors for all quality speaker cables"

THE PERFECT CONTACT
VVITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

BANANA

PLUG

DIRECT SIGNAL TERMINALS 1

Speaker

I

I

Amplifier

THE
GOLD
PLATED
CONNECTION

WBT 0101 Plug

SPEAKER CLIP
ADAPTOR
WBT 0200 Chassis Socket

You ain't heard nothin' yet. folks! GET THE CONNECTIONI
WBT 0600 Banana Plug

For details please write:

JAVichell Engineenng Ltd

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

Dept HFN, 2Theobald Street, Borehamwood, HerffordshIre, England
Telephone 01-953 0771

* HOLDS 14 COMPACT DICS
* IMMEDIATE ACCESS
* INSTANT IDENTIFICATION
* POCKET SIZED
* £11.95 INC. P&P
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

As with all of our products, it comes with a
money- back guarantee should it prove not to
interface with your particular deck.

As you are aware, most so-called ' audiophile'
records aren't worth the vinyl on which
they're stamped. ' Nice sound, shame about
the music' is acry we hear all the time. But
we've separated the wheat from the chaff and
come up with alist of outstanding titles which
have agreater purpose than impressing your
friends. [See order form for list.]

SICOMIN CD DAMPER
The market is flooded with damping mats and
rings, but this is the best yet. Sicomin is a
space-age Kevlar weave with unique antiresonant properties. When sited on top of a
CD it improves coherence, reduces smearing
and gives the sound afavourable lift. Unlike
many CD mats which can slip and destroy the
rotational balance of your CDs, the Sicomin
CD Damper is located precisely onto each
disc via self-adhesive rings which you fit to
each CD while its in the CD jewel box's tray.
We also sell extra rings in packs of 20.

SUPERCUT RECORDS

AUDIOQUEST DAMPING
MATERIALS

Dissatified with standard pressings of commercially available material? So are we.
When we were offered a batch of limited
edition Supercut pressings of well known
LPs, we grabbed the lot. Costing only £ 1
more than astandard release, we have afew
copies left of works from artists such as
Jackson Browne, Paul McCartney, Santana
and others. [See order form for list.]

Audioquest have put that excellent damping
material, Sorbothane, to some novel uses.
The company's Vacuum Tube Dampers are
rings of Sorbothane which you place around
the valves in pre- amps, CD players,
headamps and the input stages of some tube
power amps for amajor reduction in ringing
and microphony. For DIY types, Audioquest
offers self-adhesive 6x6in sheets of Sorbothane for damping metal bodied cartridges, lightweight metal platters, CD trays
and any other areas in need of resonance
absorption.

Just as Tweek and Michell plus improve the
contacts within the hfi system, so will
lncatech gold-plated mains plugs and sockets
ensure that the connection to the 'juice' is of
the highest integrity. Even the fuse caps are
plated — as are all contact parts within the wall
socket.
We offer a set consisting of two 13 amp
plugs and an unswitched, twin, flushmount
wall socket; use it in conjunction with Tweek
for the best results.

GOOD SOUND

CASSETTE ALIGNMENT TAPE

Just what the doctor ordered: ano-nonsense
guide to the ins and outs of high-end audio.
Ms Dearborn avoids mystifying jargon, hype,
hard-sell and every other journalistic ill,
providing only what is necessary to help the
reader to understand what lifts serious hi-fi
above the mass- market standard. Read this
book and you'll understand why many insist
that all amplifiers do not sound the same,
why cables make adifference, how to get the
most out of your system, how to select the
right system for you and a thousand other
mysteries. Essential.

Everyone who's serious about cassette playback and recording or who's mystified about
servicing cassette decks needs this tape
checking system. A carefully recorded tape,
it comes with full instructions for performing
a number of crucial tests; it could pay for
itself just by helping you to isolate one fault.

SICOMINCD DAMPER

INCATECH MAINS PLUGS

LAST PRODUCTS

VPI HW16.5 RECORD CLEANING
MACHINE
The ultimate Christmas present for the vinyl
junkie. VPI has created amachine which will
restore your records to pristine form, adevice
which scrubs the disc and sucks up the debris,
all the while handling the LP in away which
no human being can. The price is high, but
what price your record collection? Our advice
is to purchase one with friends, sharing its
benefits. [Note: For retailers who wish to
purchase aVPI for in- shop use as acustomer
service, please contact the Accessories Club
on the phone number on the order form.]

ALPHASON ARM LIFT

HFN/RR SELF-BUILT
LOUDSPEAKERS
Although DIY seems like adying art in hi-fi,
there's still acore of music lovers who like to
build their own systems. HFNIRR has produced two kits — a mini monitor and a
sub-woofer system — available in avariety of
stages. For details of the DC1 speaker and
Bassett sub-woofer, please write to the
Accessories Club.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DCI LOUDSPEAKERS

Long favourites in the USA, LAST products
are state-of-the-art record and stylus cleaning
and treatment solutions. The company produces a general LP cleaner, a ' heavy duty'
version for heavily soiled records (great for
those second-hand collectors' items), astylus
cleaner (which works perfectly with the Goldring electronic scrubber) and an every-play
treatment for the stylus, said to lower the
friction. Because of differing attitudes .toward
fluids and general paranoia about the treatment of records, LAST has made available a
starter pack with small quantities of the
solution for customers to try out before
committing to larger quantities. Pick up a
starter pack and then pop down to your local
Oxfam, seeking out something grubby from
the 50p pile. Play it, then clean it and play
again. You'll be amazed.

DECEMBER 19M

At last, an automatic lifter that picks up the
arm at the end of arecord side — and, unlike
all those earlier Heath Robinson devices,
really works, without interfering with the
record. Alphason's secret is the cunning
arrangement of tiny rare-earth magnets,
which only pull the arm in the desired
direction, at just the right moment. End
those end-of-side blues and enjoy!
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This month, we welcome back the Elite
Alignment Gauge. Ken Kessler works it out

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

T

HERE is one valid area of paranoia and distrust in
audiophilia which affects just about everyone who uses a
pivoting tonearm: ` Is my cartridge correctly fitted?'
There's areason why this brand of doubt is important. It's
arguable that not just the sound is affected by amisaligned cartridge:
there are grounds for believing that it could be ruining your precious
LPs. Frankly, Idoubt the latter, judging by the glorious condition of
LPs Iplayed 20 years ago on systems set up by me in my
nascent-audiophile state. Whatever, cartridge installation gives most
people the willies, unless they happen to own turntables or arms which
come with foolproof, dedicated alignment gauges (
eg Dual).
Enter Max Townshend's legendary Elite Alignment Gauge. A few
years back, this set new standards in cartridge set-up accuracy,
because it works by helping you calculate the amounts of distortion
generated by amisaligned stylus. The Elite enjoyed success with the
truly dedicated rather than the novices who needed it, because its use
is as complicated as anything I've come across in hi-fi.
The new version differs mainly in the quality of the instructions,
which you should read cover-to-cover before attempting anything.
Also in the kit is the alignment gauge showing distortion percentages,
apad of graph sheets to help with your calculations and aplastic gauge
for use with arms of the detachable (SME 3009 type) headshell
variety.
There's areason why we're offering this in December: most of you
will have acouple of days off around the holiday period, and you'll
probably be looking for something to do after the Xmas/Boxing Day
debris is cleared away. Believe me, this will occupy your idle hours
with the facility of a10,000 piece jigsaw puzzle or amodel kit from
Pocher. It is fiddly. It is complicated. It is time-consuming.
It is also the most accurate set-up system I've ever used. Nearly
every time Ire-set acartridge with the Elite, I've witnessed minor
improvements on both subjective and objective levels, the latter
appearing as improved channel separation and flattening of frequency
response. What the ears tell you is that everything is more precisely
conveyed.
I've seen Max use his gauge without all of the excess paraphernalia,
something he's able to do because he's used the thing enough times to
know at aglance what's right or wrong. For those with less confidence,
the instructions lead you by the hand through every step. If you can
read English, you can set up your cartridges to absolute perfection
with this handy accessory.
But be warned: Isuggest that you take out your present cartridge
before using this gauge and start from scratch. If you were to measure
your current installation with the Elite 'just to see how well you've
done', you'll probably learn that the cartridge has been misaligned to
apoint where you've been enjoying distortion in double figures. And
there's nothing worse than paranoia after the fact.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DECEMBER 1988

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper; black-ash box £22.00
HFNIRR 003 Test CD: left, right, sweep, even music! £ 11.95
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber 0 steel D, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black ash case £79.95
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 El
HFNIRR 008 Toolkit: cutters/pliers/knife/tweezers/screw, nut and hex
drivers/alignment protractor, in ablack zip case £32.50 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mw Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 D
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 El
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £37.50
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £ 19.50 El singles unit (200) £29.50. D
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 D
Goldring Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £ 19.95 O
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 O
Michell Banana Plugs: gold plated 4mm connectors; set of 4 9.50
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 O
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book on the theory
of speaker design £ 18.00 CI
Allsop Carbonoptic record cleaning brush: £5.00 III
Allsop CD cleaner: hand-held cleaner; includes fluid £ 12.95 D
Tape head de-magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 D
Authenticity mini- vac: mini vacuum cleaner £8.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones for isolation, set of 3.Small
£5.45 CI Large £8.45 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £39.95 O
Record interface mat: vinyl, self adhesive fixing £28.50 O
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 0
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 0
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane sheet, 6in x6in self-adhesive
£11.95
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: the ultimate record cleaning
system £375.00 cleaning fluid for the VPI system, per 51 £ 12.50 D
HFNIRR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
kits, please indicate
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 D Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 D

Saint-Saëns £6.95 D Close-ups; Kabi Laretei, piano. £6.95 D Dáfos (45rpm) £ 12.95
D Chesky scherazadc £ 11.95 O Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.50 0 Appalachean Spring
£13.50 CI Beethovan Appassionata ( RDCE4) £7.50 D Vintage Tenor ( RDCE 11)
£7.50 El Romance d'Amore ( RDCE8) £7.50 0

Supercut Records: Randy Newman; Little Criminals £7.00 0 Paul McCartney/
Wings; Band on The Run £7.00 0 Earl Klugh; Living Inside Your love £7.00 0
Santana; Borboletta £7.00 CI Jackson Browne; Running On Empty £7.00 0

lncatech mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush mounting,
complete with two I3Amp plugs. £25.00 D
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? D£18.50
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 ElFormula 2 £ 16.50 I:Formula 3
£7.50 I:Starter pack £ 12.50
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 ID
Elite Alignment Protractor: Essential, universal, remarkably good!
£12.95 CI

NAME

(
caps please)

_

ADDRESS

LI Ienclose POIChequel MO*
CI / wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to // UV/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline IV 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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Arcam Alpha Amplifier
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'Nakamichi OMS -4E C.D. Player

NAIM NAC 32-5 Pre Amp

1,11 '1.111 'Inner
AA1M 1VAIT 101 FM Tuner
Sennheiser 11D450
Ileadphoneç

\11) Il' ( 71,01 playing) System

Audiolah 8000P Power Amp
Marantz SD35 Cassette Deck
:luillolub 8000C Pre /imp

Alphason Delta
7imearm

I) c::;II CMI Speakers

01)eck 'Turntable

Mission. Nakamichi. Naim. Quad. These are just

At Auditions we've got special demonstration

afew of the very bist Hi -Fi names that fill our show-

studios where you can do just that. Where you can

rooms at Auditions. But what's in aname unless you

give our equipment a proper hearing, in a relaxed

can compare and contrast it with other names first.

atmosphere, before you make your final choice.

WALTON-ON-THAMES, 44 High Street.Tel: 0932 232393.

OPENING SOON

ORPINGTON, 200 High Street.Tel: 068970625.

WITHAM, Unit I,The Grove Centre.Tel: 0376 501733.

CHELSEA,124B Kings Road,Tel: 01-225 1209.

BRIGHTON, 89 Western Road. Tel: TBA.

STOCKISTS oF AIWA

ALPILASoN

AR

ARCANI •

ARISToN

At DiocAll

BNB' ( -CLEF •

CYRUS •

DENO>.

DUAL •

EXPOSURE •

DALE •

HEYBROOK

INCA TECH

T HI-FI TO CHOOSE FROM,
LE ROOM TO HEAR rr.
For our recommendations on ready to run
systems, we believe the following all offer
excellent reproduction and value.
C:yrus One Amplifier
A &RAlpha Plus Amplifier (20 + 20)
Dual CS:503/1 Turntable
Mission 700 LE Speakers
Inc. 10m x 76 Strand Speaker Cable
£349.95

Agrreei,rrfteiw
Mission 700 Speakers

Cyrus PSX Power Supply

AR A04 Amplifier (40 + 40)
AR EB 101 Turntable
AR 6BX Speakers
Inc. 10m x79 Strand Speaker Cable
£399.95
Musical FideliD,Al Amplifier (20 + 20)
Manzntz CD65 DX CD Player
Cale CS 220 Speakers
Inc. Target T72 & HB81 Stands
Chord Co. Interconnects, 10m
Exposure Terminated Cable
£829.95
Naim Nais Amplifier (25 + 25)
Alphason Sonata Turntable/Opal/Eroica
A & RArwm 2Plus Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/HBSI Stands, 10m
Naim Cable
£1649.95
Exposure Amplifier 6/7/8 Super (40 + 40)
Alphason Sonata/HR 100S/007
Cale 301 Speakers
Inc. Target TT2, Heybrook HBS1
Stands, 10m Exposure Terminated Cable
£2749.95

A little room to hear it

Mission PCM
7000 C.D. Player

Nairn 32.5/Hi Cap/Naxo/135 (75 + 75)
Alphason Sonata Turntable/HRIOOMCS/OC9
Naim SBL Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/TT5 Stands
10m Naim Cable
£8499.95

We've also got expert staff standing by to give
you friendly impartial advice whenever you need it.

A

It's not often you get room service when you buy

udi t i o fir

your Hi -Fi. So sit back and enjoy it.

STAFF Staff are required at all levels for Auditions stores opening
in Chelsea, Brighton and Witham.Tel: 04024 72337 for details.

FREE MAIL ORDER. For Auditions carriage free mail order service,
contact our Walton-on-Thames store.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY. In afew instances not all stores carry
every listed brand. Please phone before making ajourney.

EXTENDED 2YEAR GUARANTEE. Auditions offer an extended
2Year Guarantee on all items of equipment except styli.

NEF

MARANTZ -

MICHELL

MISSION

MUSICAL FIDELITY •

NM) •

NAIM

NAKAMICIII

oNKYO •

PROA(

QUAD

REVOLVER •

ROKSAN

SONY • WHARFDALE

YAMAHA

PAUL GREEN
HI Fl LIMITED
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

Customers car park.

Closed Monday

LOGO THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP LOGO
Many Audiophiles that want high quality audio systems are often misled by well meaning but
misinformed
salesmen, magazines and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is superficial or
incomplete. As aresult many expensive mistakes are made.
With our complete service we will assist you in your choice, whether it be for acomplete system or for
spares and after sales service.
We offer demonstrations by appointment, and can arrange home demonstrations over avery wide
distance. We operate free delivery and installation on most systems and can arrange favourable credit
terms.
To secure confidence in your choice we offer atwo year guarantee on all products, and aseven day
exchange, to give you aslightly more relaxed buying period.
Old customer's and new ones welcomed to visit our newly renovated showrooms and testing rooms
and see the exclusive selection of all that's best in hi-fi today!
CHOOSE FROM:-

SOLE DEALER FOR BATH
BRISTOL & WEST COUNTRY

LINN, MUSICAL FIDELITY, KRELL, A & R CAMBRIDGE, B & W, NAKAMICHI, TANNOY,
KEF, AUDIO RESEARCH, APOGEE, ROTEL, DENON, YAMAHA, RUARK, ROGERS, AIWA,
SONY, QUAD, MORDAUNT SHORT, MAGNEPLANER, REVOX, CAMBRIDGE, TECHNICS,
TARGET, MONITOR AUDIO, HEYBROOK, GALE, WHARFEDALE, MARANTZ, DUAL,
SYSTEMDECK, S D ACOUSTICS, SPENDOR, HARBETH, MERIDIAN.

Full Range Of Tapes and Accessories To Complime, it.
TOP TA PE CENTRE.

The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even
today, many vintage examples
are in use- a glowing' tribute to
the Radford name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.
Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's
thinking on circuit layout and use
the latest high specification
components to bring performance
right up to date.
Please send full details of the Radford
IRenaissance valve amplifiers [i Please
tick
Loudspeakers

The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
(50 watt stereo) and M75 (75 watt
mono) amplifiers.
For full specifications and
colour leaflet, post the coupon or
contact your Radford dealer today.

SC 25 AND
STA 25 PRE
AND POWER
AMPLIFIERS

I
TRISTAR 190

Name:

I
Address:

"Perhaps the strongest point of the Radford
Renaissance is its bass - surprisingly good
for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.
"The SC25 provided very good sound
quality with an air of relaxed and confident
authority"
Hi Fi Choice, April 88.
"The T90's are about as easy to live with as
any speaker I've found."
Hi Fi News 8( Record Review, June 84

J
.

RADFORD

Manufactured and distributed under licence by

Woodside Electronics
Kimberley Rood, Clevedon, Avon 8521 60.J. 0272 877611.

Tel:

DISTRIBUTORS
FOR RADFORD
LOUDSPEAKERS

US.A & Canadian distribution

&reel Aubin Marketing
III- I- INI WS & ( (> RI) \ III V,

(
416) 731-9708

1)1 ( I % 1131,R 1555

BOOKS
THE NEW PENGUIN
GUIDE TO COMPACT
DISCS AND
CASSETTES

l

by Edward Greenfield.
Robert Layton. and Ivan
March. 1366pp. Softhack
£12.95. Published by Penguin
Books. 27 Wright's Lane,
London. W8 5TZ.

THE GOOD CD GUIDE 1989.
33 contributors. 429pp incl index. Paperback £6.95.
Published by General Gramophone Publications Ltd, 177-9
Kenton Road. Harrow. Middx. HA3 OHA.

Yet another update from the tireless trio of
Gramophone contributors; sadly, the LP is
excluded altogether from this volume. LP
collectors must be in aposition analagous to
that of the 78 diehard in the early ' 50s,
wondering which of the new issues can be had
in the old format!
If, in the past, Ihave felt critical of the
quality of some of the writing, here Ithink it
compares more than favourably with the
entries in the slimmer CD Guide, which
draws on the resources of virtually the whole
Gramophone panel, and others. As is
customary, much material is transposed from
earlier Penguin Guides, and 1did suspect that
there were fewer late entries than normal,
this time. ( Both these publications take us to
about July '88, eg between Bernstein's DG
Mahler 2and 4/5.) To cram in so much, the
publishers have opted for atype-setting one
point smaller than the '86 version. And there
are afurther 150 pages.
Somewhat disadvantaged by its repellent
cover artwork ( after Dali), the Good CD
Guide, published in association with Quad —

who look upon it as ' extremely effective
promotion' — purports to fulfil the same
function as the Penguin. That is, it provides
reviews of recommended classical CDs ( with
asmall section on Jazz, Stage & Screen).
Each 'best buy' entry is referenced to the
review date in Gramophone, although I
surmise the writers are not necessarily the
same — somewhat coyly, authorship is
withheld from us here. There are colour
reproductions of CD covers, thumbnail
composer biographies, and asummary
chapter on historic transfers.
Nothing like so comprehensive as the
Penguin, this book serves best as abedside
(or wc?) anthology; the aim is at the less
acquisitive or experienced collector. In any
such tight selective survey, there are
questionable entries/omissions: no
Turangalila Symphony under Messiaen, for
instance, and — more reprehensibly — whilst
there are the two cult CDs of Arvo Part, none
of the Steve Reich/ECM or Nonesuch
catalogue is included.
Ican't help thinking this is over-priced. As
to the Penguin: enthusiasts will enjoy
matching their preferences against these
detailed comparisons; professionals will
certainly want the new volume to hand. What
else is there to say? ' Well done!'
Christopher Breunig
THE GREAT CARUSO
by Michael Scott. Hardback, £ 16.95. Published by Hamish
Hamilton. 27 Wright's Lane, London W8 5TZ.

As each new book on Enrico Caruso appears,
the secret hope of every vocal buff must
surely be that in some magical way the author
will manage to conjure up from the printed

The Perfect Pitch
Manna
MINIM
IMIMM
ummi
ammo» VMum...
NIMM111

IMBRIUM MINIMM
A ONE YEAR SITBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £ 18.00 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £25.00
FOR El TROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £ 45.00 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

page just how the remarkable voice sounded.
Devotees would give aransom to hear
how just one note the great tenor actually
sounded in live performance during his peak
period. Certainly none of the modern
realisations of the tenor's voice — whether on
the Stockholm computerised versions or Syd
Gray's issues on the Rubini label — is the
fabled ' pastosa' velvet quality of voice really
apparent.
Any present-day appreciation of Caruso
has, therefore, too be based unfairly on his
acoustic recordings, which lack awhole
dimension of vocal quality; consequently the
voice has become largely amyth.
With that said, Michael Scott's book goes a
long way to revealing the substance behind
the myth. In particular, he quotes extensively
from contemporary critiques — perhaps the
only valid way of establishing the status of a
performer. Scott's text also takes account of
Caruso's early career, often omitted by
biographers. For seven years before Fred
Gaisberg of the Gramophone Company
brought him world fame in 1902, Caruso's
engagements had taken him not only to opera
houses in Italy, but to South America and
Russia.
Scott's 'Chronology of Caruso's
Appearances— from 1895 to 1920' is
particularly valuable. Of equal value is the
discography by Dr Richard Balig. Its material
is abridged from Balig's 'The Recordings of
Enrico Caruso, an impressive compilation,
since it includes the dating of the recordings
of 1902 and 1903 by Martin LSokol that
appeared originally in 'The Antique
Phonograph Monthly'. All in all, the best
book on Caruso so far.
Donald Aldous

rPlease send me 12 monthly issues of Hi Fi-1
News & Record Review commencing with
the next available issue.
El £ 18.00UK and BFPO
£25.000verseas Surface, Europe and Eire
£45.000verseas Air Mail
Ienclose acheque/postal order/
International money order payable to Link
House Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card

E VISA

E ACCESS/
E DINERS E AMEX
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

Expiry date

Signature
(Please print in block capitals)
Name•
Address: _

To: Hi RNews & Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.

11

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

understand that I
am committed to one years subscription and
should I
wish to cancel no refund will be made.
Registered in England and Wales No. 1341560

ALINK HOUSE MAGAZINE
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STANDENS FOR SOUND

A&R
AR
ALBAR AY
ALPHASON
ARISTON
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
B&W
CAMBRIDGE
CELEF
DENON
DUAL
HELIUS
HEYBROOK
INFINITY

...Lend me
your ears...

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist Hi -Fi Dealers who recoid
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers- Audio Innovations, Audion , Audionote, Beyer, BLO,
Decca, Denon, Foundations, Goldring, Helius, iecklin Float,

ITL
JPW
KEF
KELVIN
LINX
MYST
MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
ORELL
PINK TRIANGLE
PROAC

QUAD
REVOLVER
ROSE
RUARK ACOUSTICS
S.D. ACOUSTICS
SME
SNELL
SPICA
SUMO
THE ROCK
TDL
VOYD

IPW, IBL, Marantz, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle,
Pirates, QED, Revox, Rotel, The Rock, Sennheiser, Snell, Sony,
Sugden, Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte, Target, Valdi, Voyd, etc
Selected Second Hand Equipment available, ring for details
The VP! Record Cleaning Service now available.

eaflOg PaAh

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555
EMI
Open Monday to Saturday 10am — 6pm
Demonstrations by Appointment

92A High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1AP

VPSA

Tel: Tonbridge (0732) 353540

WANT TO BE SPOILT FOR CHOICE?
British Hi Fi
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STOP PRESS MUSICAL FIDELITY
Listen to the full range of Amps & Speakers and discuss your requirements with the MEN
from M.F. Prince Regent Hotel, Weymouth 7.30pm — Nov 22nd.
Red Lion Hotel, Salisbury 7.30pm Nov 24th Parkstone shop— all day Nov 23rd & Nov 24th

We can offer you:2year guarantee on hi fi separates
•Access, Visa, HP, Interest free credit ( subject to status)

SalisburyHifi
15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF
Tel: (0722) 22169

88

MovementAudio
Ashley Road
Parkstone, Poole
588

Tel: (0202) 730865

Wimborne Road
Moordown, Bournemouth
926

Tel: (0202) 529988

Weymouth HiFi
Formerly Dorset Electronic Centre
28/29 Walpole Street, Weymouth DT4 7hij
Telephone 0305 785729
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

DECEMBER 1988

When fine design has classic looks it
sounds like
Accuracy and satisfaction that
you expect from aHeybrook
monitor loudspeaker. Extended
bass response from the unique
annular multihole port system
and innovative cone design.
Impeccable performance from
the most advanced treble unit
available. A choice of natural
wood finish, designed to look as
good as it sounds.
Made for your music. In tune with
your surroundings

the
Heybrook HB200
HEYBROOK HI-FI LTD

ESTOVER CLOSE ESTOVER PLYMOUTH PL6 7PL

Participating stockists
GLOUCESTER - Audio Excellence

0452-300046

NORWICH - Basically Sound

BATH - Paul Green Hi Fi Ltd

0225-316197

GRIMSBY - Manders HiFi Ltd

0472-351391

NOTTINGHAM - Nick Dakin ( HiFi Ltd)

BATH - Radford Hi fi

0225-622645

GUILDFORD- Sevenoaks Hi Fi

0483-3666

OXFORD- Absolute Sound & Video

BISHOPS STORTFORD - The Audio File

0279-506576

HARPENDEN HERTS - Studio 99

05827-6426

OXFORD - Absolute Sound & Video

BRIGHTON - Jefferies Hi Fi

0273-609431

HARROW- Harrow Audio

01-863 0938

POOLE - Movement Audio

0202-730865

BRISTOL - Absolute Sound & Video

0272-264975

HULL - A. Fanthorpe Ltd

C482-223096

PORTSMOUTH - Hopkins Hi Fi

0705-822155

BRISTOL- Radford Hi Fi

0272-428247

ISLE OF MAN - Manx Audio

0642-8514373

SEVENOAKS- Sevenoaks Hi Fi

0732-459555

0532-304565

SALE- Sound Decision Ltd

061-969-1074
0743-232317

BASINGSTOKE - Absolute Sound & Video

BURTON- ON-TRENT- Grange Hi Fi

0256-24311

0283-33655

LEEDS- Audio Projects

0865-53072
0865-65961

0533-539753

SHREWSBURY- Shropshire Hi Fi

CAMBRIDGE - Cam Audio

0223-60442

LIVERPOOL - Beaver Radio ( L'pool) Ltd

051-709-9898

SOUTHPORT- Hi Fi Systems Ltd

CARDIFF- Audio Excellence

0222-29585

LIVERPOOL- Better Hi Fi

051/277 5007

STRATFORD ON AVON - Frank Harvey

0798-413345

CHATHAM - Sevenoaks Hi Fi

0634-46859

0792-474608

CAMBORNE- Camborne Audio Centre Ltd

0209-714286

LEICESTER - Leicester Hi Fi Co

0508-70829
0602-783862

25079

LONDON N1- Grahams Hi Fi

01-837 4412

SWANSEA - Audio Excellence

CHELTENHAM - Absolute Sound & Video .... 0242-583960

LONDON W9 - Robert Taussig

01-286 1728

SWINDON - Absolute Sound & Video

COLCHESTER - Pro Musica

0206-577519

LONDON NW5 ( Swiss Cottage) - Studio 99 . 01-624 8855

TF.Lffl- Truro Hi Fi ETS Ltd

COVENTRY- Frank Harvey

0789-414533

LUTON - Technosound

0582-30919

W.LMSLOW - Wilmslow Audio

0625-529599
01-855 8016

DUNSTABLE - Technosound

0582-63297

MIDDLESBROUGH - Gilson Audio

0642-248793

WOOLWICH - Sevenoaks Hi Fi

EASTBOURNE- Jefferies Hi Fi

0323-31336

MILTON KEYNES- Audio Insight

0908-561551

WORCESTER - West Midlands Audio

041 248 4079

MILTON KEYNES- Technosound

0908-604949

YORK - The Sound Organisation

GLASGOW - Stereo Stereo
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0793-38222
0872-79809

0905-58046
0904-627108
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Introducing new audio wizardry
unlike any other system you have
heard before. Make sure to fly
along soon and ask your hifi
dealer

for a demonstration.

For a free colour brochure rin
01-900 2866, 9am to 5pm, Mon-Fr

MUSICAL
FIDELITY

MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED, 15/16 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY HA9 OTF.

I

so much repertoire not involving violin:
N 1977, DMITRY SITKOVETSKY left
a secure and certain future in the Soviet
chamber orchestra, chamber music with
Union in order to pursue what was,
voice, piano. It expands my horizons
virtually, a new career in the West. A
tremendously. A lot of artists do it now and
brave move at the age of 22, but one that
it's no wonder. For me, if Ihad to just be on
reflects his independent, free spirit and his
the road, being a musical tourist, from one
determination not to lose sight of ideals, or to
place to the next, in and out all year, without
accept compromises.
this change for chamber music, Iwould be
Born in Baku, Azerbaijan, the only child
deeply bored. As exciting and challenging as
of talented and successful parents, he grew up
this whole life is, if Ionly had to play the
in the close-knit, somewhat claustrophobic
concerti and recitals it would never be
world of the Moscow musical elite. His
enough, it has to be much more.'
parents' marriage was a union of musical
Now an American citizen, he still spends a
brilliance. His mother, pianist Bella Davidolarge part of the year there, based in New
York City. But last year he found ahome in
vich (who now lives in the United States),
North London. ' Ilove London. It is one of
was a Warsaw Chopin competition winner;
his father, Yulian Sitkovetsky, one of the
the few big cities where one is able to be
peaceful and live quietly. Having access to
most gifted violinists of his generation, died
from cancer at the tragically early age of 32,
everything you could wish for — yet you have
achoice not to be part of any of it. Like in a
when Dmitry was only three and ahalf years
village. To go for walks on Hampstead
old. He learned both piano and violin, but it
Heath, go to the shops — it's all familiar and
was soon evident that he had inherited his
it's all on foot! In order to have that in New
father's legacy. A student at the Moscow
Central Music School from the age of seven,
York, Iwould have to drive or take atrain.
It's agreat city — Iam aNew Yorker in some
and later at the Conservatory, he went on to
ways — acity to re-charge your batteries. You
win international competitions, and through
the agency Goskonsort was allowed some
come there to play, to produce something, to
do business; you don't come there to relax.
opportunities to perform outside Russia.
not like here in England.'
When he took up residence in New York
David Nice (
HFNIRR Oct ' 87) recollecting
he chose to resume his studies, auditioned for
a 'once heard, hard to forget' live performthe Juilliard, was accepted and awarded afull
ance by Dmitry Sitkovetsky of the Prokofiev
graduate scholarship to study with
First Violin Concerto,
professor Ivan Galamian.
expressed the hope that there
Winning the first prize at the
would soon be a recording.
1979 Kreisler competition in
Happily, along with No. 2, it
Vienna marked the start of a
makes the first release under
career which was to turn him
the new contract he now has
into the internationally
with Virgin Classics. His
acclaimed artist he is today.
approach to recording is based very
'I had no idea, ten years ago, that
Making his debut on Virgin Classics,
things would go as well as they did.
the émigré violinist talks to Sorrel Breunig much on the belief that the experience
for the listener is quite different from
Though it wasn't really an easy career
that of a live performance. He makes comat all, because Ihad not had the benefits of sunglasses! That's a big drama, it's wonderany kind of personal sponsors, record comful, the most beautiful colours in the sunset;
parisons with theatre and film, particularly
panies, or powerful managers behind me.
it's something extraordinary. Audiences are
video in the home.
Whatever I've done, I've done on my own,
fantastic there, because they have avery deep
'Hopefully, one time, whoever bought the
record will listen from beginning to end.
and I'm very proud of it, because it makes me
and committed way of listening. Finns are
Wonderful, especially if it's a big work, a
sleep well at night. If tomorrow things are a very shy people by nature, and they are not as
little bit less successful, Iwill probably try to
literate as the Swedes; they feel agreat deal
symphony, concerto, or sonata: with luck
understand why, and look at my own work to
inside, so they respond to music very much —
they will listen, uninterrupted, without dissee the reasons.'
it's more in the heart than in the head.
tractions! A concert is meant to be aunique,
He found the difference in lifestyle for Therefore, it is areally wonderful experience
one time, concentrated experience, special,
musicians in the West fascinating — in particu- for us; you have this almost idyllic environfor you only, but also involving the one on
stage and the audience. But arecording — on
lar, the creative flexibility and choice of base
ment, beautiful places to perform, be it town
for an artist. ' Here it is much more spread hall or wooden churches built three hundred
one hand it has to be so attention-grabbing
out, there are alternatives and places to
years ago, ideal for concerts. Maybe because
and intense a performance that it will keep
Russia is so close it has that Eastern look
your interest; on the other hand, it should be
retreat. But in Russia, huge as that country
interesting and rich enough an experience in
is, there is absolutely no other place but
about it. They are not quite Europeans; they
Moscow. If you live in Leningrad, you are
are not spoiled, not jaded; they are not yet
detail, so that you'll be able to discover
different layers that are there, and not
already in the fringes! So, everybody is trying over-civilized, yet it's comfortable.
to make it in Moscow. In the States you can
'Somebody suggested that it must be my
necessarily apparent from the first. You listen
to some performances and, wow! Then the
be afirst-class artist, Imean asuper-star like
subconscious nostalgic feelings towards Russia. Probably it has something to do with it,
second time you say "that's very good", the
Yo-Yo Ma, and live in Boston. Boston — so
third time "that's not so good". That's the
what? No problem! Lynn Harrell lives in Los but Ido not feel that Iam nostalgic towards
Angeles, somebody else lives in San FranRussia; but Ido miss Finland when Iam not
worst case! But, sometimes, it's fantastic the
third time and "look what he meant there"
cisco. . . Ihad just assumed that you had to
there for a whole year.
live in Paris if you were French, and London
'But, there is another side of it, which is
and every time you discover music.
if you were English, and in New York if you
very important to me. It's about the only
'Those are the great masterpieces, there
place in the world where Ican see myself
are few of them; but, that's the ultimate goal.
were American!'
The great movies are like that too. You
That discovery, plus the joy of the opportugrow or change, because it's the same stage
know, Isaw amovie like One Flew Over the
nities to play chamber music — he recalls that where Icome to every year. Iplay against the
Cuckoo's Nest — Imust have seen it seven or
they were rare indeed in Moscow — led him,
same walls, to the same audience, with some
of the same crowd, but, Isee myself change,
eight times. Everytime, there is something
six years ago, to become music director of the
new. Yet other films, Ithought Iwould see
Korsholm Music Festival, held for two weeks my attitude, my relationships with others.
Two weeks of the year, where for me it's a many times, Ihave bought them, and one
each year in Vahas, Finland.
time is enough. Now, the same way Ifeel
'Finland is an absolute boom country for very therapeutic thing. Iwork incredibly hard
about records. You do something, and, hopethe summer festivals, because for six months — 16 concerts in 13 days. Because of the
repertoire that's covered there I've perfully, it will stand the test of time; it's what it
of the year it is totally dark and cold, and,
formed works that Iwould otherwise have
really does to the people who listen to it,
when the summer comes, there is no night.
whether they come back to it. So, you really
The time when my festival is, mid-summer, at waited until much later on to do. More than
that, being Music Director, I've ventured into
have to put much more information in it,
11.30 pm you come out and you put on

ITRY
SITKOVETSKY
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The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 recorab
price £ 166.00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £
140 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £44.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
• u
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £84.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

Address

Tel No

DMITRY SITKOVETSKY
much more subtle detail, Also, it's a close
range, close sound, as opposed to a general
view; in aconcert hall or atheatre, you get a
completely different view depending where
you are sitting, it's both visual and auditive.
'Here it is one dimensional, but it's closeup, so you can do simple things. take chances
on certain things; you can put in more of what
you know about the pieces, so it is a longer
investment on your part. Because, in the
performance - no matter what they say, how
many tapes they make - records, after all. are
not the same thing. Idon't believe, to tell you
the truth, in live- performance records. I
mean it's awonderful document - sometimes.
But the important component parts are not
there, and the whole effect of seeing the
artist, the audience, or being there, that
means most of the time it is a disappointment. In principle, Idon't think that the two
should he mixed at all. Ihave very strong
opposition to that. Leonard Bernstein will
not go into a studio: he will only do live
recordings. So, he should know something
about it, he's made more records than I!
'I do think that there are some artists who
are specifically much better in a recording
and vice versa. Richter is much better on
stage, live, than recorded. Ihave yet to hear a
record of his that would really make thirty
percent of the impression of seeing him in a
concert: that is something that proves that the
two are different things. It is also to do with
understanding and the nature of the music.
'It is very interesting: possibly the greatest
recording artist of all time, Glenn Gould, he
thought that Richter was not recorded well,
that he did not understand the nature of it.
And one of his greatest wishes was to
produce a record with Richter - not to play
with him, but to be aproducer! Iknow there
were some initial negotiations, but unfortunately Richter hadn't been in America for so
many years; he refuses to fly; he doesn't like
American audiences. Gould was not travelling outside Canada, wasn't even giving recitals. Then. Richter finally considered it and
said " I'll come to America. we'll do the
record there if Gould comes and plays at my
festival in Tours". So, it never went any
further - but the thought of it!
'It's not automatic, that agreat performing
artist will he agood recording artist; but then,
also, a lot of times you hear a wonderful
record, and you come to hear the artist in
concert and it's disappointing. With actors
too. For instance. Jack Nicholson, who's
probably the most magnetic presence on film,
when he just walks in. and does nothing, he
holds you absolutely spell- bound. Iwonder
what will happen if he walks on stage? Such
close-up, such burning intensity, would be
lost? Yet Ian McKellen, never has his movie
career worked, probably never will - and I
think that he is one of the greatest actors.
'I suppose musicians are at an advantage
because we don't have to worry about words
- we do have an international language.
However, there is alot of classical music that
needs special keys and learning. There are
some works, especially contemporary, hut
also by Berg - there is aChamber Concerto,
for violin, piano, and 13 winds, and that is
one of the most difficult things to understand.
You really need to absorb aspecial language,
symbols, not only I2- tone but many other
things, and unfortunately, for the audience
it's the kind of work - unprepared - that's just
awaste of time! You won't be able to absorb
anything - the performer is there having a
wonderful time, right there speaking
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"Chinese or Japanese" or whatever, and the
audience realize that something is happening.
But it is not as posverfid, unless you really
study that work, and then you come to
appreciate it.'
Are there then, certain composers and
their work he has deliberately not explored?
'Sure. I've never been, for instance.
impressed by, or understood - or took the
lime to understand - someone like Stockhausen or Boulez. Though Iadmire Boulez,
and like him as a man very much. But I've
never even studied their compositions long
enough to judge.
'I have always had some kind of problems
with Schumann. Ilove some of his works. but
there are people who are absolutely passionate about him; Irealize that he is a great
genius, and Ialso see a lot of weaknesses in
the compositions.
'Another one: Wagner. Somebody that
undoubtedly is a genius, who did some
incredible things; but Ican live without his
music. Idon't have to be involved in anything
he has ever written and I'll happily die
without it! However, when I came to
Bayreuth, because my wife ' the soprano
Susan Roberts] was singing there two summers ago. Imust say Ihad one of the most
incredible experiences of my life, sitting
through five hours of Parsifid! Ibelieve that it
is the only place where it should be done; if
you hear it on any other stage, it is not the
same thing. There it's a magical experience.
It's dangerous, almost. It sort of gets you by
the gut! Istill don't like Wagner. Idon't like
all he stood for, and usually I don't like
people associated with his whole idea.
'Now Bach. Ijust live with Bach - for many
years. Idon't think Icould ever live without,
or stop performing, or listening to his work more than any other composer. And Ifeel
just as close to Schubert and Mendelssohn as
Iwould do to Russian composers. In fact,
until recently Iwasn't playing all that many,
and Inever really appreciated Shostakovich
until Icame to the West. Because there it was
almost imposed on you, and Ialways hated
that. My rebellious spirit! Here. when
nobody expected me to, and Ididn't have to
do that, all of a sudden I discover this
incredible world of Shostakovich and now I
am a great fan and a practitioner too!'
There are plans to record both Violin
Concertos for Virgin. He is delighted that this
new collaboration offers him the ) pportunity
to record the major 19th- and 20th-century
concertos. ' At the same time, Iam able to do
some very interesting projects. like. I've
called up Simon [ Simon Foster. Managing
Director Virgin Classics] and said. " How
about recording two Beethoven Serenades,
one for string trio, the other for flute, violin
and viola?". And he said. " What awonderful
idea - let's do it", and three months later we
would record it!
"Then we had plans to do arather conventional recording of Mendelssohn. Schumann,
and Franck sonatas: just a month before. I
said. " Listen, you are going to hate me. but. I
really have a much better idea. I've three
great sonatas that Ihave been playing. and I
really feel very strongly about. they'll make a
great combination - Strauss. Janacek and
Debussy". One would think that there is
nothing those have in common. There is.
First of all, they are of the same generation;
none of them specialized in chamber music.
or for that matter the violin. Those three
happen to be the only works in their chamber
repertoire. One Strauss wrote at the begin-

•

ning of his musical life; Janacek, in the
middle; Debussy at the very end. It's perfect
early Strauss, bigger than life, heroic stuff.
Janacek is a completely different world
altogether, typical, intense; unlike anything
else ever written for violin and piano.
Debussy, a model, a masterpeice; which is
almost more interesting to record - Inever
enjoyed playing it in concert because it just
goes by so fast! In recording you can focus
more, because you are not worried about the
projection.
'Also, I've had an idea. Why don't Ido a
collection of about 20 short pieces, with a
theme, called Invilaiion to Dance? Like five
dances from Prokofiey's Cinderella. two by
Khatchaturian. Rumanian ones by Bartók.
some by Ravel, very different dances. And,
of course, I wouldn't dream of somebody
listening from the beginning to the end. No.
it's like desserts, after a meal.'
Repertoire is one thing, but as with live
performances the choice of conductor and
orchestra is not always available to asoloist?
'I always have the right to say no! One should
never blame the situation that one gets into.
And. I've learned to say no in this profession.
It's more important for your ultimate success.
Because, most of us are "yes men".
'There is no reason to record something if
you don't feel strongly about your particular
interpretation, or if it's been recorded many
times. There are some \\ cuks that Iplay in
public. and Iwould not es en want to record
them, because I think that there are fine
recordings already'.
Looking back, he is grateful that he did not
have to cope with the premature success of so
many artists, and the ever increasing commercial pressures.
'Even at 25 it's still pretty difficult; at 33,
it's easier having gone through . . . you see. I
was at agreat advantage and disadvantage at
the same time. Icame from avery musically
privileged family, both parents being great
artists - one a legend, no longer alive, my
father. And I knew everybody who was
anybody in Russia; Iknew them well enough
to see what it took, outside of the musical
dedication and sacrifices. What kind of compromises they had to make, apropos that
country we were all from.
'I already knew what was ahead of me, so
my life was pretty much predictable, and very
much my own. Iprobably would have ended
up doing many similar things. but with a
certain price for it. Iwould never have really
made my own choices, or been responsible,
had Istayed there.'
And what about what is happening there
now? ' I think it is wonderful! I would
probably say that the most exciting place to
be. as far as changes. and news and things
being printed and said - and even done, to a
certain extent - is Moscow! Gorbachov is
certainly one of the most dynamic political
leaders to come from anywhere, in a long
time. However. Iam very happy to observe
that from outside, rather than being there. I
hear all kinds of things. and of course we are
all fascinated. Imean, after all, it is acountry
where Ilived two-thirds of my life. Iwould
like to go back there to play. to see it at least
once. I'm not sure whether Iwould like what
I'd see, because I'm a different man now; I
belong to adifferent culture. I'm married to
an American, have mostly Western and
American friends and my mentality has
changed too much to go back - it would be
like going back to a previous life. Idon't
think I'll ever do that.' •
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UNLIKE LIFE...

HI-FI ISN'T APUZZLE. IT'S JUST AWAY OF
REPRODUCING MUSIC - SIMPLE IF YOU KNOW HOW.

Finding agood dealer is the solution. We have seventeen years experience as aspecialist Hi Fi retailer. All our staff
are music lovers and Hi Fi enthusiasts, they know how to get the best from their own Hi Fi systems and you can relax
in the knowledge that with their advice, you will get the best out of yours.
Our in house service engineers 'all specialising in their own fields' will make you feel confident of asound and speedy
service if required. All you have to do is phone, explain your requirements and arrange for ademonstration at atime
suitable to you — or just pop in. We have three demonstration rooms and expansive display areas, so you will not be
kept waiting long.

PINK TRIANGLE
We have on demonstration two PTTOO's fitted with the Moth
RB250 and the SME Series IV with achoice of cartridges to
choose from. You have read the reviews on the PIP, we have it on
demonstration with avariety of power amps — or even yours.
Also, new products on the way are the Pacesetter — abattery
power supply for the PTTOO and the Pacemaker, the same for all
turntables, using A.C. synchronous motors le Roksan, Linn etc.

ROKSAN
To compliment the Xerses, Roksan have introduce two exciting
new products. The Artemiz tone arm has an intelligent counter
weight which dynamically optimises the tracking weight of the
cartridge, while the record plays, leaving the cantilever to control
the system, not the arm. The Shiraz cartridge uses abroadcast
standard generator clamped exactly in position by three precision spikes, eliminating arbitary compliance and mechanical
impedance incurred in adhesives. Asuperb sounding trio.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Amongst the power houses the P270 and A370 are quite a
delightful duo called MA50's, which are 50 watts class A mono
blocks and use bipolar output devices instead of the mosfets
found in their larger brothers — highly recommended with any
good loudspeaker. We hear 100 watt versions are on the way.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
The new pre- power combination C50 and A50 should be in stock
by the time you read this advertisement It is rated 60 watts per
channel and by adding another A50 the power increases to 150
watts per channel. At acost of £200 for each component, if it
has the sound quality of the rest of the range, it would certainly
represent good value. All the range is in stock and is on
demonstration.

CELESTION
Celestion have just introduced the SL6SI and SL600SI based on
the award winning SL range of loudspeakers. Both have
improvements in crossover design compared to their
predecessors, with the SL600SI also being capable of bi-wiring.
Awelcome addition to the range is the SL12SI incorporating
many aspects of the SL6SI but with improved bass extension
and sound output pressure, due to the use of two bass drivers
operating at different frequencies. These units are also biwirable. Iunderstand this company has just won another award,
this time for the DL4. Well done Celestion.

A & RARCAM

All of this company's products are available for demonstration
from us.

This company picked up three awards at arecent presentation.
The Grand Prix was awarded to the Black Box for the most
innovative design. The Arcam Two was awarded best loudspeaker
under £300 and finally, the Alpha amplifier best budget amplifier.
Well done to John Dawson and his team, they are obviously
working hard.

SPENDOR

SYSTEMDEK

Classic methods and traditional design combined with the latest
in technolgy of drive units and crossover components make
Spendor speakers in our opinion one of the most natural
sounding reproducers of music we know.

ROGERS
On demonstration: Studio 1A, LS7T,
LS35A, New Models on the way —
LS2A. LS4A, LS6A

AUDIO LAB
We have the latest versions of the 8000A
on dem, alongside the 8000C and
8000P

MISSION CYRUS
We have the complete range of products
available for demonstration. We also hear
of anew range of speakers coming.

In our opinion Peter Dunlop of Systemdek has always designed
and manufactured turntables to the highest standards. We have
recommended them to our customers for years and we were
delighted for him when his company won the What Hi Fi' award
for the best turntable up to £300 with the 11X including arm. We
have it on demonstration along with the same but with the
RB250 and the electronic versions.

QUAD
For the closest approach to the original
sound.

CASTLE
Durham should be proud to have such a
lovely sounding speaker named after
them, with its own stand — strongly
recommended.

WE ALSO STOCK:
AR, B & W, Denon, Heybrook,
Kenwood, JPW, KEF, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt
Short, NAD, QED, Rotel,
Tannoy and Yamaha.

REVOLVER
Alongside the original deck we also have
the New Rebel — well worth alisten.

SEVENOAKS HI-FI
109-111 London Road Sevenoaks, Kent

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION PHONE
PHIL OR MARK ON

(0732)
459556
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we've got a lot more backlog, a lot more
was our goal, in the beginning. It's adifficult
LTHOUGH ATTENTION IS congoal. I know. For instance, in the 1980-81
confidence. I think that if a big recording
stantly being drawn to its uniqueseason, if you counted all the collaborations
contract had come along earlier, we would
ness, Philip Setzer, co- leader of the
not have turned it down — we did turn down a we did, we played 75 pieces! Which is ahuge
Emerson Quartet. agrees that the
number of offers from smaller companies. I amount of repertoire, especially considering
practice of swapping lead status with fellow
think that it has actually worked out well for
we had a new cellist. [ David Finckel had
violinist Eugene Drucker seems a perfectly
joined the group during the ' 79-80 season.]
us, although it has made it more difficult to
natural thing to do. The decision was made
'We wanted to learn the Bartoks with
do these first DG recordings, because Yee
even before the group was properly formed,
David, because we knew in 1981 it was the
haven't had that much experience.
in 1976, when the two violinists were students
In our first recordings we did run-throughs
Bartok centenary: and we had decided to do
together at the Julliard. ' Gene said. " We'll
the six Quartets in one concert. Which we
of complete movements. Or even complete
switch" and Isaid " Oh, OK", Ididn't even
did. in New York. And which we are going to
pieces. Just to try to get aperformance. The
think about it, a lot of student groups do
problem with doing really long takes is.
do again, on October 15th. for our first
that.' Following the release of their successful
Carnegie Hall concert. All six in one night —
physically, it's exhausting. It just is more
debut recording for Deutsche Grammophon
tiring to play for arecording. There is still this
which is rather brutal, but is also an incredi[HFNIRR Aug p781. the Quartet paid arare
ble experience for us, and for the audience.
element of trying to make it — you know — the
visit in September — a heavily committed
We do them chronologically, and it really is
greatest recording of this particular piece.
schedule might mean it is 1991 before they
very powerful to. sort of. experience his life
'But the last ones that we did. the Bartok
return — for two Wigmore Hall recitals, each
Quartets, we found that it was easier to work
through the Quartets!'
programme containing one work
from the DG coupling.
Has anyone else ever done
that? ' No. In fact. Iwas just
The strength behind their
tal
king to Robert Mann, from
public image — superb
the Julliard Quartet, and he
individual craftsmanship. each
said that the one quartet
complementing the other to
experience that he is not
form a powerful corporate
envious of is our doing all the
identity of rare quality — is
Bartoks in one concert! He said.
revealed in private. Each member
"I've done everything that I've
has astrong personality but there is
wanted to do with the quartets. and
anatural comradeship which clearly
when Isaw you guys were doing six
stems from a long and productive
Bartoks in one night — wow! — is
relationship. and the joint recogniPlan all six Bartok Quartets for
that something that I'd really want
tion of individual needs.
do to?". And he said " No!". But it
Their natural ebullience means
Carnegie Hall. They talk to Sorrel Breunig
works: it really does work. It's
that interviews with all four particiexhilarating, Imean it's exhausting
pating ' tend to get a little chaotic'
too, of course. But you have to get
(says violist Laurence Dutton, with
yourself on such a high, to get
a grin). Eugene Drucker has just
through that, and the audience gets
done a stint on the BBC World
so caught up in it. Iremember when
Service. so Philip Setzer elects to
we did it in ' 81. Idon't think any of
act as spokesperson. Returning
us slept that night afterwards
briefly to the shared leadership. I
because it's just ... It takes 3hours
ask how they divide the work?
45 minutes, that's including two
'Twelve years ago we just divided
intermissions, and Ithink it took
up the repertoire, sort of arbitme three days to relax after!'
rarily. There were some pieces
The Emerson recorded all six
Gene felt he wanted to play, some
Bartok duartets earlier this year [ to
pieces Iwanted to. but it worked
be reviewed next month]. They are
out that it was not really a big
currently recording two Mozart
problem. What's unusual about it is
quartets. Hunt and Dissonance and
that, Ithink, you could find other
Haydn's Emperor, to be released
quartets that would have two violinon one CD. Later, they will comists that could play the lead. Idon't
plete the set of Mozart quartets
know how many there are where
dedicated to Haydn, to be released in 1991
in sections, but not with whole movements.
you could find two that could play both the
(IX/ years since Mozart's death). There will
'There have been some aspects of our
lead role and the supporting role. That's
also be a further Beethoven/Schubert coucareer that have, sort of. exploded. And
what's difficult. Some people are just really
pling ( Op.135/D887).
others that have been akind of frustration —
great at playing the inner voices — they feel
The Emersons would like, eventually, to
because they haven't happened quickly. But I
more comfortable. Ifeel more comfortable
think it has been a good balance. If it all
record the Shostakovich Quartets. And an
playing the second violin, it's more ... you're
idea of Philip Setzer, which he feels would be
exploded at the beginning Idon't know if we
out on alimb there, when you're playing first!
appropriate, would be a recording of Amerwould have grown quite the way that we did.
It is difficult to play second violin well.'
ican music, to include Ives. Barber. and a
It kept us questioning what we were doing.
In performance, they play their chosen
contemporary piece.
maybe. a little bit more.'
works in sequence: it is easier not to switch
They have managed. over the years, to get
The players were very much influenced by
back and forth, and particularly when recordRobert Mann, who was their coach. Are they
areputation for not specialising. ' We want to
ing, where microphone adjustments must be
not. Iwondered, the natural successoFs to the
be known for everything, and that's difficult.
made.
Juilliard'?
Gene and Isit slightly differently. Isit up a To be really honest, Ithink that there are
some things that we do better than others,
'Their recording of the Bartok still stands.
little higher. and Iturn out a little more; he
Three recordings now — the one that Ireally
and Ithink that's human to do that. And also
holds the violin alittle bit more to the side —
learned the Bartoks from was the second,
things like that, when you are talking about a realistic to admit that. We worked very, very
famous one. If Iwere to look at what our
•hard on our Mozart: Haydn: early Beethfew inches. from microphones that are
biggest influences were. Iwould say that it is
oven. We have spent more time on that in the
several feet away, makes a big difference.
acombination of the Juilliard and the Guarlong run than on the Bartok Quartets,
A recording contract with an international
neri. But. Ithink, that we really have found
company has come comparatively late for a because, for us the Bartoks are not that
our own style, which Iam really happy about
difficult. Of course they are difficult, but in
group of their experience and reputation —
—Ican't describe what it is exactly, but Idon't
terms of interpretation they are not so open
has this brought any problems?
to question as the music that is farther away
think we sound like the Juilliard!'
'We have had much more experience perNo— but they are the ' next generation' — to
from us in time. So. Ihope that people like
forming than we have recording. We've been
succeed in the 21st century perhaps'?
what we do. Maybe they will like some things
playing over ahundred concerts aseason for
'That's a nice way to look at it.
more than others, but we want to be known
the last seven or eight years. and we have
as a quartet that does everything well: that
certainly.' •
been playing concerts for twelve years. so

THE EmERs

ON
QUARTET
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER ' REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest-sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71
/ x 61/
2
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3/
4in.sq. X 21in. — need
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, ' out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
At £685 or £715 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before. With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £3.35 and £7.50 per disc.
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**TONICS FOR TIRED TRANSDUCERS**
Cost-effective
Audio

speaker

upgrade

kits

from

1

Wilmslow

AUDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE.
Change your 1" dome tweeters for these Titanium units and
enjoy crisper, cleaner response. Suitable for replacing
tweeters up to 91dB sensitivity. Kit includes constant
impedance level controls so that you can adjust for optimum
results without any crossover modifications.
order TITANIUM 100 (100mm round plate) £43.50 pair.
or TITANIUM 12x9 (120x9Omm) + p&p £2.50
ELAC METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE.
As kit above but using the Elac tweeter which has had such
rave reviews. To replace units up to 89dB sensitivity.
order METAL 250130 (104mm round plate) £63.50 pair.
or METAL 250129 (120x9Omm plate) + p&p £2.50
CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER.
Replacing the DN12 network in speakers employing the Kef
B139, B110, 127 combination, this crossover greatly improves
detail and definition. (Screw terminal connections) £48.95
pair+ p&p £2.50
WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit
cabinet-induced colouration. (Foam sandwiched between
two layers of bitumin.) Self adhesive. Size: 270x 200 x16mm.
Set of 8 (will treat pair of small/med. speakers) £16 + p&p
£2.50
Telephone credit card orders

6=10

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi
(Closed all day Mondays)

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free (export $6)

ELITE
ALIGNMENT GAUGE

Correct lateral alignment of your phono cartridge is vital if the full potential of your
system is to be realised — did you know that a lmm error in overhang and 1degree
error in offset con increase end-of-side distortion by 300%?
Now, at lost the mystery of tracking gemetry is revealed clearly and simply with the
ELITE ALIGNMENT GAUGE. In afew minutes, you will, for the first tme, understand
OVERHANG and OFFSET, the effect on TRACKING ERROR and, most important of all,
the effect of all these interacting parameters on DISTORTION due to lateral tracking
error, which can then be minimised over the whole record playing surface!
By following the completely revised, fully illustrated, step-by-step instructions, the kit
allows you to very accurately plot, on the graph sheets provided, distortion of ALL
points. You can then see at a glance your existing distortion characteristic and with
reference to the comprehensive computer-generated example plots adjust overhang,
offset and arm- base posiTHE ELITE
tion to correctly position the
"zeros" and most important AUGMENT
of all, minimise the MAXGAUGE
IMUM distortion points
Disk) ,
j
jo „
(start, middle and end of
lo
side).

lit

kin(' et op

I

The gauge is available from selected dealers or direct from TOWNSHEND
INTERNATIONAL for just £ 2.99. Just send acheque of phone 0932 246850 with
your credit cord number — please allow 28 days for delivery.
0

TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL 2North Weylands Ind Est
Molesey Rd Walton- on- Thames Surrey K112-3PL.

Please send me

gauges

Charge my credit cord

=
Expiry date
Name

signed

Address
Postcode
I
enclose my cheque for

made payable to Townshend International
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CAREFUL
LISTENERS
ONLY PLEASE
Audio Technica have built up aworldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products ... those delicate
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. It's made us
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro- engineering expertise is at work in the 900
series ' phones.
The ' larger than life' sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce asuperbly natural sound right through to the
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft- feel earpads plus alow overall weight to create amost
impressive headphone.
Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA
member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.
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• CARTRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS

INNb:VATION

Li PRECISION

C INTEGRITY

Tech nice House,LackwoodadaLLEEDS LS11 5UU.Tel: (0532) 771441 Fax: (0532) 704836

Pause for just
amoment...
CD System ( 1) £429.00

W ith

Memorex TM , we

provide the technology and
give you the control.
Just the touch of abutton
can unleash the superb sound
of aMemorex CD system - or
stop it in its tracks.
Because you conduct the
pace, from adagio to allegro,
whether classical or modern.

MEMOREX COMPACT

Memorex - audio equipment is
our forte.

CD System (2) £329.00
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CD System (3) £279.00

Over 400 Stores And Dealers Nationwide
Prices may vary at Dealers. Offers subject to availability.
Tandy, Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane,
Walsall, West Midlands. WS2 7PS

Fl

RECORD
CLASSICAL

REVIEWS

ROMINI
117 La Cenerentola ( Marriner)

CPE BACH
101 Keyboard Concertos (Mathot/Koopman)

SCHUBERT
117 Symphonies 5 & 6, etc ( Jarvi)

101 Keyboard Concertos ( Haselbóck/Fuller/Rainer)

117 Mass in Eflat ( Abbado)

IS BACH
101 Organ works ( Koopman)

117 Zarathustra/Don Juan ( Blomstedt)

103 Organ works ( Haselbikk)

117 Bourgeois Gentilhomme Suite, etc ( Leinsdorf)

101 Goldberg Variations ( Koopman)
101 Solo violin works ( Milstein)

119 Ariadne aid Naxos ( Masur)

R STRAUSS

119 Ariadne auf Naxos ( Karajan)

103 Cantatas ( Harnoncourt)

STRAVINSKY

BEETHOVEN
103 Symphonies 1 & 6 ( Norrington)

119 Pulcinella. etc ( Abbado)
TELEMANN

103 Symphonies 4it 5 ( Solti)

119 Tafelmusik. etc ( Koopman)

BERNSTEIN
103 Songs from the Musicals ( various)

119 Tafelmusik Pt 3 ( Dombrecht)

BOTTERMUND-STARKER

121 Symphony 3, etc ( Thomson)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

109 Paganini Variations ( Starker)

119 Five Mystical Songs, etc ( Werion)

BRAHMS

WAGNER

103 Handel/Schumann Variations, etc ( Osorio)

121 Der Ring des Nibelungen ( Krauss)

BROUWER
117 Concerto Elegiaco ( Bream/Brouwer)

121 Die Walküre ( Levine)

COLLECTIONS

CHOPIN

115 PURCELL'S LONDON (7composers)
123 BARBIROLLI/NIXA ( 13 composers,
5CDs)
123 MENGELBERG/TELDEC
(12 composers, 10 CDs)
125 LEGENDARY CLASSICS
(8 composers, 7CDs)
125 SHOWBOAT ( 1st complete recording)

105 Scherzos. etc ( Katin)
DANZI
105 Wind Quintets ( Vienna- Berlin Ens)
DELIUS
105 Pansongs ( Halsey)
ELGAR
105 In the South, etc ( Butt)
GRAINGER

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

105 Folksongs. etc ( Halsey)
HAYDN
105 Concertante ( Pople)

129

109 String Quartets Op.54 ( EndeIlion Qs)
109 String Quartets Op.76 (Takács Qt)
105 Baryton Trios ( Hsu et al)

129

JANACEK

137

109 String Quartets I & 2, etc ( Talich Qt)
KERN

129

125 Showboat ( McGlinn)
KODALY

137

109 Cello Sonata, etc ( Starker)
KUHLAU

137

109 Flute Quintets ( Rampal/Juilliard Qt)
LACHNER
105 Wind Quintet 2 ( Vienna- Berlin Ens)

137

LISZT
109 Piano Concertos I & 2. etc ( Dichter/Previn)

139

109 Sonata in B-minor. etc ( Nojima)

139

MAHLER
101 Symphony I (Haitink)
MARTINU
109 Who is Most Powerful? ( Belohlavek)

139

Ill Ariadne ( Neumann)
MENDELSSOHN

139

Ill Symphony 4, etc ( Mackerras)
Ill Piano Concertos I & 2, etc ( Kalichstein/Laredo)

139
131

MOZART
Ill Symphonies 31 & 34 (Gardiner)
105 Sinfonia Concertante K297b ( Pople)
III Violin Concertos K207/218, etc ( Lin/Leppard)

129

III Horn Concertos ( Neunecker)
113 String Quintets K406/593 (Guamari Qt et al)
113 String Quintets K5I5/614 (Guamari Qt et al)
112 Piano Trios ( Beaux Arts) .
113 Marriage of Figaro ( Haitink)

39

THE ARANBEE POP SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Pop Symphony
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
Western Standard Time
BAD COMPANY
Dangerous Age
GARY BARTZ QUARTET
Monsoon
BIG COUNTRY
Peace In Our Time
ERIC BOGLE
Something of Value
EL VIN BISHOP
Big Fun
THE BOX TOPS
The Best Of
JAMES BROWN
Please Please Please
CANNED HEAT/JOHN LEE HOOKER
The Best Of Hooker 'N Heat
CARLO AND THE BELMONTS
Carlo and the Behnonts
FELIX CA VALIERE
A Rascal Alone
COCTEAU TWINS
Blue Bell Knoll
STEVE COLMAN AND THE FIVE
ELEMENTS
Sine Die
SAM COOKE & THE SOUL
STIRRERS
Heaven Is My Home
CHRIS DE BURGH

BEST

MUSSORGSKY
117 Night on Bare Mountain ( Lloyd Jones)
PROKOFIEV
113 Violin Concertos I & 2 ( Sitkovetsky/Davis)
PUCCINI
113 Manon Leuaut ( Chailly)
PURCELL
115 Purcell's London ( Goodman/Holman)
RACHMANINOV
115 Piano Concerto 1, etc (Pletnev/Pesek)
115 Moments Musicaux, etc ( Shelley)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
115 Symphonies 1-3, etc (1firvi)
117 Scheherazade ( Haitink)
RODRIGO
117 Fantasia Gentilhombre ( Bream/Brouwer)

Koopman's

OF

137 Flying Colours
ROCKIN• DOPSIE
137 Saturday Night Zydeco
MARTY EHRLICH
131 Pliant Pliant
JOHN FARNHAM
137 Age of Reason
THE FORESTER SISTERS
129 Sincerely
FOSTER AND ALLEN
139 The Worlds of Mick Foster and Tony
Allen
THE FOUR TOPS
137 Indestructible
BUDDY GUY
139 Stone Crazy
CLAY HAMMOND
139 Taking His Time
KIP HANRAHAN
129 Days and Nights of Blue Luck Inverted
FAREED RAQUE
129 Voices Rising
HEAVEN 17
137 Teddy Bear, Duke & Psycho
DAVE HOLLAND TRIO
131 Triplicate
THE HOLLIES
139 All The Hits and More
LA TOYA JACKSON
131 La Toya
THE JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
139 The Collection
ELMORE JAMES/JOHN BRIM
139 Whose Muddy Shoes
BON JOVI
135 New Jersey
THE JUDDS
139 Greatest Hits
KALEIDOSCOPE
139 Side Trips
ADRIAN LEGG
131 Guitars and Other Cathedrals
JOHN LENNON
131 Imagine: John Lennon
LONDONBEAT
137 Speak
EDDY LOUISS
131 Sang Mêlé
THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL
139 The EP Collection
THE LYRES
137 A Promise Is A Promise
THE GEORGE MARTIN ORCHESTRA
129 Off The Beatle Track
BIG MAYBELLE
139 The Okeh Sessions
STEVE MILLER
133 Born 2B Blue
AIRTO MOREIRA/FLORA PURIM
133 The Colours of Life
KEITH RICHARDS
133 Talk Is Cheap
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
139 New Riders of The Purple Sage
THE ANDREW OLDHAM
ORCHESTRA

THE MONTH

Goldberg Variations

101

Original cast Bernstein_

103

Beaux Arts' Mozart trios

113

Purcell and his contemporaries

115

Rimsky-Korsakov's symphonies

115

Amsterdam Baroque Telemann______

119

James Levine's

121

Walküre

Keith Richards' Talk Is Cheap

133

The Smiths' Rank

135

Manfred Zees Paintings

135

()
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. = monophonic recording. (g indicates date of first UK
release, cg, on LP — now CD. or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes arc not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or I* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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129 Rarities
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
137 The Rumour
OST
137 Buster
OST
137 Good Morning, Vietnam
OST
137 One Moment In Time
THE LARRY PAGE ORCHESTRA
129 Kinky Music
ASTOR PUZZOLLA TANGO
129 Zero Hour
PENGUIN CAFE ORCHESTRA
137 When In Rome . . .
THE PROCLAIMERS
133 Sunshine On Leith
KEITH RICHARDS
133 Talk is Cheap
THE RITZ
137 Movin' Up
CARLY SIMON
137 Greatest Hits Live
SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES
133 Peep Show
THE SMITHS
135 Rank
ALEXANDER SPENCE
139 Oar
MA VIS STAPLES
139 Don't Change Me Now
SUICIDAL TENDENCIES
137 How WWI Laugh Tomorrow. . When
ICan't Even Smile Today?
TANITA TIKARAM
135 Ancient Heart
THIRD EAR BAND
139 Alchemy
VANGELIS
137 Direct
VARIOUS
129 Conjure - The Music for the Texts of
Ishmael Reed
VARIOUS
133 Hardcore Holocaust
VARIOUS
133 Indic Top 20 Vol 5 - Spirit of
Independents
VARIOUS
133 21 years of Alternative Radio 1
VARIOUS
139 Rubble Vol 7 - Pictures In The Sky
VARIOUS
139 Rubble Vol 10- Professor Jordan's
Magic Sound Show
VARIOUS ARTISTS
133 A Vision Shares
VIXEN
139 Vixen
THE WAGONEERS
137 Stout and High
TOM WAITS
135 Big Time
T-BONE WALKER
139 The Bluesway Session
BIG WALTER
139 Boogies From Coast To Coast
BILLY WARD AND HIS DOMINOES
139 Featuring Clyde McPhatter and Jackie
Wilson
DINAH WASHINGTON
139 The Complete Dinah Washington Vol 4
DINAH WASHINGTON
139 The Complete Dinah Washington Vol 5
MUDDY WALTERS/VARIOUS
139 Fathers and Sons
KATIE WEBSTER
137 The Swamp Boogie Queen
WIRACOCHA
135 Rurnillajta
MANFRED ZEPF/ANDREW CYRILLE
135 Paintings

N

Recording: Performance

H

I
2
3
4
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Ifthere is agreater living symphonist
Iwould muc' like to hear 9,
his music.

`Rich - passionate"
"Expansive - Powerful - Spirited"
"Immediately attractive"
"Sheer musical beauty"
"Huge climaxes"
"Sweeping string melodies"
"Passionately English"
"Poignantly moving"
"Extraordinarily consistent"
"Supreme skill - Totally enjoyable"
"Languid enjoyment"
"Great and memorable"

Malcolm Macdonald, Gramophone, Critics' Choice 1987

The
music of
George Lloyd

"Outstanding quality"
"Fluent and alive"
"Unfailing melodic resource"
"Real tunes"
"Brilliant orchestral colourings"
"Rich in feeling"
"Exuberantly graceful"
"Exultant optimistic finale"
All the above quotations are taken
from independent published reviews
of the composer's music . . . .

jrS!)212- f1111)
AN AFRICAN SHRINE
II

FOURTH SYMPHONY

I

ALBANY SYMPHONY ORCFILS ,U.
CONDUCIED BY GEORGE LLOYD

1',
i\

ditî
ekre

like =

'

`An African Shrine" & other piano pieces,
played by Martin Roscoe. A selection of George Lloyd's
piano music of the 1960's and 70's. Richly coloured
music, ranging from alullaby to aresponse to the growing violence in Africa. The title piece was written for John
Ogdon in 1968.

Fourth Symphony Albany Sympho-nit7 07chestr;
tondutttd by George Lloyd Written following Lloyd's experiences as aRoyal Marine on Arctic Convoys in 1942.
This definitive recording, with the Albany Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by the composer, is now available
for the first time on CI:
).

AR003 (CD) £ 10.95
AR003C (Cass) £6.50

AR002 ( CD) £ 12.75
AR002C (Cass) £6.50

AR003 (LP) £6.50
AR003DT ( DAT) £22.50

AROO2R ( LP) £7.50
AROO2DT ( DAT)£22.50

Both titles in all formats in superlative digital recordings available from all good dealers - Albany Records can supply you with alist.
(Dealers: Albany Records will supply you on usual trade terms from one copy upwards! )

If you have any difficulty in locating asuitable dealer Albany records will supply you direct at the prices above, which includes postage
packaging and VAT (UK ANI) ICEC CONTRIES ONIY)
HOW TO ORDER BY POST
Send cheque payable to Albany Records ( UK) to:Albany Records ( UK)
Dept Cl, l'O Box 12, Undercrag, Carnforth, Lancashire LAS 9PD
US, and other Countries; Please contact Albany Records USA address for prices.
Albany Records (US) Box 355, Albany, New York, 12201. Tel: 518 449 5286

RECORDS

CLASSICAL
MAHLER: Symphony I
Philips 420 936-2 (
57m 02s) digital ( LI': 420
936-1, MC: 420 936-4)
However unwisely, Ibegan listening to this
within hours of the Berlin Philharmonic
concert at the RFH. That this was even
possible says much for the concentration of
Haitink's performance, but at least it verified
that the orchestra gives as much to artists it
respects as to Karajan himself - and the
wonder of CD is that it presents so much of
the full range of this extraordinary Symphony. Ican never listen to the revised First
without marvelling anew at its musical complexity, the masterly organization of material,
intricate textual detail, and scoring for
orchestra. This is, of course. Haitink's third
recording, and it starts anew complete BP°
cycle ( the Fifth is imminent).
This is a meticulous realisation of the
score, powerful and sweeping in the closing
pages ( as one would anticipate from Haitink's
similarly compelling LP() concert performance last season), with areas of outstanding
beauty, if to some degree leaving in question
temperamental affinities. In the Sehr gesangmil passage in ( iv). Iwould suggest that the

CPE BACH: Concerto for harpsichord &
pianoforte in E I., Wq47 U Concerto for 2
harpsichords in F, Wq46
Tini Mat/tot (pnolhpd)ITon Koopman 0)1)0
Amsterdam Baroque Oreh
Erato ECD 753% (
43m Ois)
Fractionally over 43 minutes seems a little
mean to me; Ihave LPs with both of these
works together, and there are obvious additional coupling possibilities by CPE Bach.
However, these performances so eloquently
demonstrate Emanuel's special strength - an
ability to express great depth through, or on
top of, what seems initially to be the most
ephemeral rococo delicacy - that it would be
churlish to grumble about anything but a
desire for more.
Everything's just right: the balances, the
sympathy between the performing resources,
the acoustical setting and the depth of the
sound, as well as its sheer beauty. A very
enjoyable recording, forming atruly rewarding memorial in this, the second centenary of
Emanuel's death. The works, incidentally,
come fron the extremes of his post- student
career. [
A*:11
Stephen Daw
CPE BACH: Sonatina in D for 2harpsichords
and orchestra, Wq.102 Li Concerto per l'organo in G, Wq.34 II Concerto doppio in El, for
harpsichord, fortepiano and orchestra,
Wq.109
Martin flaselbôck (hpdlorg)IRichard Fuller
(f-pno)lIngomar Rainer ( hpd)IWiener
Akademie
Novalis 150 025-2 ( 54m 02s)
The Organ Concerto was new to me - it is
absolutely splendid, areally symphonic little
concerto, with a solo part that is a good bit
harder than in Emanuel's six Sonatas, which
were written for his pupil princess Anna
Amalia of Prussia; it really does deserve to be
heard more. The orchestra is at its most
positive here too. The other works are also
very pleasant, and well played, but somehow
not quite so well.
Part of this, not surprisingly, is because of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD Ru_VIEW
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MAHLER
Symphony No 1
BERLINER PHILHARMONIKER
BERNARD HAITINK

creamy Berlin string tone is too stable' for
he music's full import. Bruno Walter, in his
old NYP recording ( CBS/Sony - try Tower
Records Piccadilly( - reflecting the hindsight
of the Fifth Adagios() - somehow managed to
convey a deeper, less secure, expressive
intensity, the music very ' Jewish' in his
hands, and at the same time conveyed its
the disposition and balance of the musical
forces and the style of the recording. Because
the organ ( an agreeable trunk organ by
Rieger of 1984) has a more emphatic tonal
character than either the harpsichord or the
early piano, the balance is easier for the
engineers; and the strings, the only other
participants. can hear where they stand in the
dialogue. In the other two works, the hornplayers seem to he having problems in avoiding playing too stridently on their natural
instruments; possibly their choice of mouthpiece or instrument has been misguided,
since they sound agreeable, but clearly too
loud.
This does not prevent some very expressive
dialogue between the keyboard soloists in
both of the ' double' concertos, and this is
certainly among the most interesting bicentennial recordings I've yet heard of Emanuel
Bach's music. IB :l*/IJ
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Organ Works ( Vol. 2)
Ton Koopman (org)
Novalis 150 020-2 (
59m IIs) ( LP: 15(1 020-1,
MC: 150 020-4)
The organ featured in this recording is the
famous ( and slightly idiosyncratic) Gabler
organ of the Catholic Basilica in Weingarten;
having heard this only on records. Igain the
impression that it is very difficult to capture
through microphones. Included is a very
useful note on the instrument itself and its
elaborate origins and subsequent history;
here we read that ' compared to the size of the
instrument, fits timbre] is rather domestic,
even intimate'. Yet it is large enough to
display characteristics of both North and
South German Baroque schools of building.
as well as the variety of sweet sounds
favoured by the Rococo builders.
So much on the instrument is necessary,
because it is the sound which is obviously
difficult to get right. The famous case, in
which the various sections are separated
spatially, results in problems of coordination
for even the versatile Koopman, and renders
almost impossible the chamber intimacy

transitional nature, with the hint of the
opening movement in passing before the
gates of the sweeping inferno are further
opened. Ifelt it was neither in Haitink's, nor
in the orchestra's temperament to realize this
in quite the same way. Similarly, for all the
impeccable balance and precision, the opening of the work doesn't come to life quite as
breath takingly as the passage (Etwas zuriiekhaltend) at Fig. 13. pr the scherzo's trio.
These are passages of wondrous perfection. I
like, too, the double- bass's magical, quirky
way with his solo in ( iii).
This is one of those readings that satisfy
most of all when followed with the text. For
example, if you question the oboe's entry at
(iii) Fig. 3, which is not as perky as customarily done, then Mahler's simple piano
marking, and Haitink's deeply considered
development of the movement from its opening pianissimo make perfect sense as you
become more familiar with the reading as a
whole.
In all, then, an important release. And one
very well served by Volker Straus's Philharmonic production. The Berliners have left
London, but the ( Iwas going to say ' melody
lingers on') CD is here for good. Comparatively. IA*: I* I
Christopher Breunig

which is probably a reality in the actual
location. A wide range of music is played,
and to my mind the central C major Sonata
(BWV529) is conspicuously the most effective rendering, partly because chords tend to
sound ' bunched' and strident through inattentive tuning. We also hear two of the ' 18'
Chorale settings ( BWV653 & 654), the
Vivaldi Concerto Transcription in A- minor
(BWV593) and the two Preludes and Fugues
in Cminor ( the early BWV54() and the
mature BWV546). Most of the playing itself
sounds stylish and affectionate, although I
found certain sections a little inconsistent in
tempo. ( B/C:21
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Partitas & Sonatas for unaccompanied violin ( BWV1001-1006)
Nathan Milstein ( On)
DG 423 294-2 (
2CDs, 125m 51s) (13) 1973
This is, not surprisingly, poised and aristocratic playing of a high order. Milstein, like
Heifetz, makes the parts that lesser experts
sweat over sound effortless, and the polyphonic multiple-stopping% sound projected
and sustained even thoutth this is not really
possible. Wonderful agility, too, lies at the
heart of Milstein's lifetime trained readings.
Ireviewed the LPs when they were new,
and remember being impressed then by this
taken- forgranted authority. Of course, the
style is alittle flashy and sometimes heavy for
some contemporary tastes, and the close
recording sounds just alittle ' scratchy'. even
after transfer. IB:1*/11
Stephen Daw
JS BACH: Goldberg Variations, BWV988
Ton Koopman (hpd)
Erato ECU 75472 (
62m 22s) ( MC: M('E
75472)
This is a very fine, lyrical, and dramatically
contrasted account of the Variations, which I
prefer to all readings that Iknow except for
Gustav Leonhardt's second ( of three), still
available in Teldec's CD ' Reference' series.
These two interpretations are distinct, and
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTER
Vol. 4, No. 7
The end of the year is a good
time to reflect upon the state of
the art: what has changed and
what has remained as The
Absolute Sound?
Despite everything, the LP
remains the most important
source of quality recorded
music, and the Goldmund
Reference remains as the standard to which the others aspire.
The Goldmund ST4 is still very
expensive at £4,550 yet its magnificent motor and tonearm
offer a level of performance
which reviewers and listeners
find overwhelming.
THE WELL TEMPERED LAB
There is, of course, no connection between Absolute Sounds
of London and The Absolute
Sound magazine of USA,
excepting their impeccable
taste and audiophile standards
(this sycophancy should result
in two Christmas cards, this
year) — but both have earned
the respect of audiophile
cheapskates by recognising the
greatness of The Well Tempered Arm and Table. No lesser
authority than Audio Research
brought it to the attention of the
American community two years
ago, and since then the manufacturers have gained strength,
respect and stability under new
ownership. The design attacks
root problems in a unique and
inexpensive manner which
appeals to many who incline to
the uncluttered Zen economy
which states that Less is More.
"THE" RECORD PLAYER
The two further designs which
have changed yet remain the
same are the Gyrodek and the
Roksan Xerxes. The Gyrodek,
with its revised acrylic platter
and the new power supply, represents a supreme value world
class design and partners well
with a budget arm from Audio
Technica through the Zeta,
Mechanic or Well- Tempered
Arm to the magnificent Air Tangent now in its Mark II form.

The Roksan Xerxes continues to
improve machining standards
based upon a design philosophy as unique but different to
the Well Tempered Lab's.
Despite its recent price increase
to £655 for the basic ( black ash)
version Roksan Engineering still
offer value for money in one of
the most important and revolutionary Hi Fi products of this
decade. This claim is further
enhanced by the arrival of the
arm and cartridge which now
form the Roksan Record Player!
Had it not evolved over the
years, the Xerxes would have
won aMusic Room Award ( yes,
it is that time of the year, again)
but with the Artemiz tonearm
and Shiraz cartridge the current
Roksan Record Player must win
the Silver level award: in our
view, at the affordable level, it
offers the audiophile new standards of sonic excellence. We
are proud that our customers
and friends were the first after
the Chicago Show to hear prototypes this summer in our
Musical Evening.
Recognising that many highend customers find that the
Xerxes is too cheap for their
system, a piano finish is now
available at £895, and The Cognescenti is ahand marble finish
to the customer's preferred colour scheme. The version with
piano hinges, factory run-in and
calibrated for £ 1,500 was
announced at the London
Heathrow Show, and Britain's
premier Hi Fi Specialists were
proud to sell serial No. 1which
is now being built to the customer's specification.
AUDIO RESEARCH
With the sad demise of Subjective Audio Ltd. we will assume
the mantle of Britain's senior
dealers in Audio Research and
we will be happy to share our
many years of experience
advising on their use, re-valving
the older ones, fixing them ( yes,
nothing is perfect) and if you

December 1988.
entrust us to do so, we will
happily deliver, install and continue to service your purchase.

high quality blank cassettes
(TDK, That's and Maxell
ranges), the sheer ruggedness
and universality, from cars to
personal stereos, the neatness
etc. then you might share our
opinion that the Cassette
deserves to be the best selling
Record format — which it is.
Now Nakamichi have launched
a range of cassette decks down
to the £345 CR 1, so come along
and choose the one to fit your
budget and your Christmas
stocking.

It is three years since the SP- 11
was launched to an unsuspecting world which universally
heard the giant leap closer to
concert hall realism. Since then,
an SP-9 became available and
offers this class of sonic for a
much more affordable sum of
£1,698. As such, it won our
Silver Level Award ( imagine
Audio Research of this quality
at an affordable price!). This
year Audio Research has conNext month we will announce
tinued to push forward the fron- The Music Room Awards, plans
tiers with amazing speed and
for our Tenth Anniversary Year
assurance.
and discuss CD Players and
loudspeakers. If you want to get
We now live in the age of the
SP- 15, and the leap further for- the best from your records then
ward cannot be denied. Com- you should read our announcepared to the latest ' 11, there is a ment relating to LAST record
cleaning and preservative
magnitude of increased clarity
devices in the Hi Fi News
and gains in most other departDecember Accessory Club
ments. The cost is substantial,
Brochure. Or you may send
£6,350 but creates a unique
s.a.e for the latest Music Room
opportunity for someone to bid
Information Sheet No. 16
us £3,995 for our five month old
("Record Care" — and for a
SP- 11 Mk II Demonstrator in
Glasgow. There are two new change it is ready on time!) or
No. 15 " CD Longevity — the
Mono Hybrid amplifiers and the
Controversy."
Stereo Hybrid D-125 at £4,575.
This last beast offers total user
simplicity ( no arguments about
valves, reliability, fan noise etc.
are admissible excuses): while
it lacks the open clarity and
finesse of the larger Monoblocks, it possesses aunique set
of strengths which make it
"love at first sounding". To hear
it is to want it, so phone for an
appointment if you want to listen to the best amplifier under
£10,000.
NAKAMICHI
Cassette Decks or CD Players
have to be very good to enter
the running for a Music Room
Award, but the Nakamichi CR 7
stands alone for a magnificent
device which has raised the
Compact Cassette to the highest audiophile class. When you
consider the economy of even

WINTER SALE
As usual, we will end on the
note of affordable excellence.
Our Winter Sale will commence
early this year for children of all
ages to have their reward for a
hard year in time for delivery by
Father Christmas ( this year
John Todd will wear the white
beard for Scottish customers
and Nigel Charleton the red
dressing gown for Guardian
and Granada- land).
We will have a new SP-7 for
£1,150 to introduce people to
one of the finest transistor preamps at any price. If still unsold,
we will have many ex-dem and
second-hand items being
turned around for the busy season — so don't miss out. Phone
or visit before the crowd!

AS USUAL, HAPPY LISTENING FROM ALL AT THE MUSIC ROOM, AND DON'T FORGET STEREO SHOWCASE IN GLASGOW WITH ITS
NEW B&O SHOWROOM — HAVE YOU HEARD THE GHETTOBLASTER WITH STYLE; OR THE NEW TV'S WITH HIGH DEFINITION PICTURE
AND HI-FI SOUND FROM THEIR OWN INTERNAL LOUDSPEAKERS; OR THE NEW COMPACT DISC PLAYERS WITH VIDEO.

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY, 041-248 7221
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each seems to me to convey something of the
expressive resource of both the composition
and its interpreter. ( Leonhardt, of course.
was Koopman's teacher.)
The Erato recording is one of the best I
have heard of a harpsichord. The distance
and scale are just right, and the tone-quality,
as well as the scrupulously managed articulation are clearly distinguishable. There is no
sense of 'overkill' in the acoustical setting, yet
no sense of restriction. All sounds as it
should, as it would if one were privileged to
have optimum conditions at a live performance. Therefore, a Bach performance to live
with, and to relish. [ A*:1*]
Stephen flaw

may be wrong to use a choir at all ( rather
than soloists, àla Rifkin): the eloquent tones
of Paul Esswood's affectionate counter-tenor
may not be appropriate to Bach's intentions:
there may be wrong details ( and numbers) in
the instrumental ensembles. All here is.
however, directed to the communication of
the music, and hardly any of the purportedly
more ' authentic' or ' modern' readings of the
cantatas manage to do this half as well. The
engineering and production are, as usual in
this series, of star quality: involvement in the
rich messages of this abundantly rewarding
repertoire is therefore the more enhanced.
[A:11
Stephen Daw

JS BACH: Toccata, Adagio & Fugue in C,
BWV564 D Chorale variations on `Sei gegrüsset', BWV768 D 6 ` Schübler' Chorale
Preludes, BWV645-650 El Concerto in C after
Vivaldi, BWV594
Martin Haselbóck (org)
Novalis 150 024-2 (
69m 28s) ( LP: 150 024-1,
MC: 150 024-4)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 1in C CI 6 in F,
'Pastoral'
Lond Classical/Norrington
EMI CDC 749 7462 (
66m 06s) digital ( LP: EL
749 7461. MC: EL 749 7464)

The organ is the so-called Bach orean of the
Augustinerkirche in Vienna, built in 1985 by
Reil Bros. of Heerde. The instrument, apparently well recorded, if from just afraction too
far into the church, sounds as though it is in
the baroque south-German tradition — that of
Pachelbel rather than Buxtehude; according
to recent specialist studies, this may well be
appropriate to most of Bach's organ music.
and it certainly is here.
Haselbück is an established virtuoso in the
modern Austrian tradition — influenced by
Tagliavini. Heiller, and the modern Dutch
school. His playing is unfussy, but very
graceful and expressive nonetheless; Iparticularly like his way of separating out the notes
of the chorale lines in carefully-contrasted
articulations in the settings and variations;
indeed this ' Sei gegrüsset' is very persuasive.
Occasionally, there is the odd 'fluffed' or
rushed note, which may denote haste in
recording, nervousness, or unfamiliarity with
the instrument. It's hard to see why these
flaws ( there are only about three), haven't
been scrupulously edited out. [
13:1]
Stephen flaw

JS BACH: Cantata ' Er Rufet semen Schafen
mit Namen', BWV 175 El ' Es ist em n trotzig
und versagt Ding', BWV176
ruf zu
dir', BWV177 D ` Wo Gott der Herr nich bei
uns halt', BWV178 D Siehe zu, dass deine
Gottesfurcht nicht Heuchelei sei', BWVI79
Matthias Echternach (treb sop)/Paul Esswood
(c-ten)IMarius van Altena (ten)IMax van
Egmond (bass)I Hannover BoyslCollegium
Vocalel Leonhardt-Consortl Leonhardt ( 175 &
176)1 Helmut Wittek & Panito Iconomou (ireb
sops)IKurt Equiluz (ten)/Robert Ho11 (bass)/
Tolz Youth ChoirlConcentus MusicuslHarnoncourt (177-179)
Teldec ZL 8.35755 (
87m 45s)
With only adozen or so church cantatas to go
in their complete series, Gustav Leonhardt
and Nikolaus Harnoncourt seem to me so to
have steeped themselves in Bach's language
that their ( remarkably permanent and constant) performers make every detail the more
significant and telling with each new recording. It is an ironic quirk of fate that these later
numbers in the catalogue are generally less
well-known, although, of course, there's no
significance chronologically in the catalogue
order: wonderful surprises strike us every few
bars — that is, those of us who have watched
the whole series unfold with appreciation.
There are many controversial points: it
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It looks as if Norrington, with his flow of
diverse energies, will give us the most consistent set of Beethoven Symphonies yet. Of my
two initial quibbles about this coupling only
one still remains: Ifind the rallentando over
the opening four bars of the Pastoral — the
Eulenberg Edition does not even mark it — in
both exposition and repeat, effete in manner.
And Ithought the First rather lacked any
sense of the young lion roaring ( something
you may hear more of in Bruggen's period
instruments version). But, as the sensible
sleeve note by David Wyn Jones reminds us.
the Symphony is rather acautious work for all
its prophetic features, cg at the beginning of
(iv). Norrington gets a wonderful brazen
quality from horns where appropriate, and
the dry thwacks of timpani in the ' Storm' are
predictably exciting. This time, none of Norrington's tempi are exceptionable. Yet what
registers here, perhaps more than in his
Toscanini-ish original 2/8 coupling, are the
many subtleties of pacing within short sections, without the full romantic slowings that,
to my ears, jar in Hogwood's parallel cycle
(his Sixth is imminent). There is a really
gentle hand on the ' Scene by the brook' — and
with what innocence the woodwind figures
cavort in the scherzo — whilst the First is vital,
shapely, and full of engaging phrasing. Bruggen is more obviously ' poetic', hut imposes
wilfully on the music; and the acoustic on
Philips blurs, to the extent that you hardly
hear what is going on at the start of the
Symphony.
EMI have provided a warm bloom to the
sound — given that so many of the players
feature there too, one wonders why the
Virgin Mendelssohn CD, also done at Abbey
Road. is by no means as mellifluous. Indispensable. [ A:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 & 5
Chicago SOISolti
Decca 421 580-2 (
71m 51s) digital ( LP: 421
580-1, MC: 421 580-4)
Sir Georg has never made a happier Beethoven coupling. The two works were recorded
in autumn ' 86 and '87. Medinah Temple for
5, Orchestra Hall for 4, the different acoustics nicely complementing the musical conceptions. Ienjoyed 4 even more than the
C- minor. though Isee why it features first on
the CD. It's a grand, spacious conception,
very measured in ( iii). In both works Ihear a
combination of drive and clean textures that
remind me of Sze11's Cleveland Beethoven
(Georgian American. perhaps?). The muscular, bustling finale to 4works very well, and
the slow movement of 5is rather special — Sir

Georg entirely avoids the often tedious pomposity. managing to suggest a link with the
Sixth ( ii) in expansive warmth and peacefulness. You may think the tenuti in the opening
Allegro too prolonged. but this is part and
parcel of the very grand conception. All
repeats are observed. The orchestral playing
is to the highest Chicago standard and
Decca's fine recordings are pretty exemplary
too. Idid wonder at first if the hiatus, the
fade to silence in 4 ( iv) at 319, before the
cellos hustle us on to the close, was indicative
of an edit, but replay at higher level suggests
it's just the hall decay. And possibly the later
pages of the finale of the Fifth, which for me
don't quite fully sustain the intensity of the
exposition. imply a bridge somewhere to
another take? But these are speculations
which must not mar the recommendation.
Christopher Breunig

BERNSTEIN: Song Book
Selections from — On The Town D Trouble In
Tahiti D Candide D West Side Story etc
Various Artists
CBS CD 44760 (
71m 05s) Part ({e ( LP: 4-1760.
MC: 40-44760) C) 1950-77
This must be one of the most acceptable of
the many tributes offered Bernstein on his
70th birthday, a compilation of original cast
versions of songs from his Broadway shows.
There is something special, uniquely appropriate about such performances. They
have an imprimatur that revivals, however
polished or star-studded, do not have; and
they breathe the same heady air that greeted
their first appearance on stage. No matter
that they were subsequently recreated in the
studio, you know that these were the people
who were actually there when the music was
given birth. That makes adifference, and one
may test the assertion here. Has, for instance,
any trio injected more zest into ' New York,
New York' from On The Town than Adolf
Green ( co-lyricist with Betty Comden) and
his companions? Or agreater sense of warm
regret than Miss Comden, Green and others
in ' Some other time', or the Russell- McKeever duet ' Ohio' from Wonderful Town,
both among the most unforcedly beautiful
numbers Bernstein has written? And what of
the effervescent Rosalind Russell (Wonderful
Town), the immaculate precision of Max
Adrian's ' Best of all possible worlds' (
Candide), and the trio of Chita Rivera, Marilyn
Cooper and Reri Grist putting a bit of grit
into ' America' before the sentimentality
seeps into West Side Story? Everyone will
find something here, but Bernstein's tendency to slide into elaborately composed
mawkishness, particularly to his own lyrics —
the extracts from Peter Pan (
a rare bit of
Boris Karloff here), Trouble in Tahiti, and
Mass (
asingle excerpt) — displays an aspect of
his art ( and of the American character) that
contrasts starkly with the wit, sharp observation, and genuine emotion both are capable
of, and of which, without doubt, candide is
the pinnacle. The task of editing all this
material for CD has been magnificently carried out, though some, the Trouble in Tahiti
extracts notably, resist clarification. Perhaps
an H classification woud be fairest? [
H:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
BRAHMS: Handel Variations D Schumann
Variations D 4 Ballades
Jorge Federico Osorio (pno)
ASV CD DCA 616 (
67m 34m) digital ( LP:
DCA 616, MC: ZC DCA 616)
As the Mexican pianist Jorge Federico Osorio
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shows no sign of technical weakness in this
sequence of dedicated and musicianly performances. I have presumed that all the
interpretative features exhibited here are the
result of conscious decision. His reading of
the theme of the Handel Variations
immediately presents a controversial point:
he plays the trills in Baroque style, beginning
with an upper appoggiatura. Even though the
theme is by aBaroque composer, Idoubt that
this is how Brahms would have expected it to
have been performed - Iam sure he would
have marked an upper appoggiatura if he had
wanted one. Throughout the variations there
are points where Osorio departs from the
score in ways that are musically convincing
but which alter the meaning of the piece:
variations VII and XX are both too loud at
their beginnings, and dynamic variety in
XXIV is ignored; III loses its metrical accentuation; rests are missing in IV, etc. These are
all features that give flavour and individuality
in recital, but which may become irritating
with repeated listening on disc. The Ballades
are finely done, and the Schumann Variations
are presented with a rare depth of understanding, yet both show similar signs of
interpretative individuality.
The piano is captured with an excellent
sense of solidity and immediacy by the
recording and, if it seems to lack weight in the
bass, this again results. I think, from a
decision on Osorio's part rather than from a
sonic deficiency. My main adverse criticism in
this area would be of the too hasty cut-off of
resonances at the end of Ballade 3 and the
lack of breathing space between the end of
the Handel Variations and the beginning of
Ballade I. Nevertheless, the disc as awhole is
well worth hearing. IA:1/21 Doug Hammond

Quintets are uncomplicated and rather conventional. Franz Lachner ( 1803-1890), now a
somewhat shadowy figure. enjoyed a great
reputation in Munich as conductor, composer
(there are eight Symphonies and much else)
and as an intellectual. Among his mature
chamber works are an impressive Nonet and
an Octet, both featuring wind instruments.
This Quintet, however, is an early work
dating from 1829. The influence of Spohr is
very strong, but Spohr's seriousness is missing and we are left, as with Danzi. with a
work whose prime intention is to entertain.
The performances by this AustroGerman
group - which numbers Leister and Turkovic
among its members - are eminently successful
in sustaining the mood of the music without
denying its technical demands. The sound is
fresh, lifelike and comfortably distanced.
IA:II
Kenneth Dommett
DELIUS: Partsongs/GRA1NGER: Folksongs
for Chorus D Songs from The Jungle Book
Richard Markham, David Nettle (pnos)IColin
Lillev (flt)IPeter King (hrtnn)1Charles Daniels
(ten) .Patrick Wheatley ( bar)ICBSO Chi
Halsey
Conifer CDCF 162 (
56m 08s) digital

CHOPIN: Scherzos 1-4 E Fantasy Op.49
Peter Karin (pno)
Unicorn-Kanchana UK ( CD 2008 ( 49m 18s)
This is up to Katin's usual high standard.
Scherzo I. for example, being fleet and fiery,
with adreamy yet precisely controlled central
lullaby. Roughly similar comments apply to
the other Scherzos, even if the two big
climaxes of 2 are delivered slightly less
commandingly than the rest of the piece. In 3
the skeins of filigree in the upper register that
interlace the phrases of the chorale melody
could have been more distant and ethereal.
and the final peroration is maybe a bit
perfunctory. This piece still receives agenerally excellent performance, but Katin's sympathies seem more actively engaged by the
rather coolly enigmatic Scherzo 4, and this is
the interpretation to which one is most likely
to return. The more varied contents of the
F- minor Fantasy also give rise to some
excellent playing. IA:lI
Max Harrison
DANZI: Wind Quintets op. 56/2 and Op.
68/2/LACHNER: Wind Quintet 2 in El,
Ens Vienna Berlin
DG 423 591-2 (
57m 57s) digital
Franz Danzi, acontemporary of both Mozart
and Beethoven, was principally a theatre
composer, but was also aprolific composer of
orchestral and chamber music. These two
examples of his work are typical in their
fluent deployment of the instruments - the
quintet is the standard one of flute, oboe.
clarinet, horn and bassoon - and their general
melodiousness, but display little of the harmonic experimentation which has been
ascribed to him. Compared with those of
Anton Reicha or Kramar ( Krommer) these
1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ELGAR: In the South D Froissart D Meditation D Coronation March
RPOIButi
ASV CD DCA 619 (
54m 46s) digital ( LP:
DCA 619, MC: ZC DCA 619)
It says much for the universality of music that
a conductor born in Macao, who studied in
the States, and has a PhD in Chemistry, can
direct such riveting and idiomatic performances of Elgar. It s a long time since I've
enjoyed a performance of in the South so
much, or heard the logic of its overall design
so clearly laid bare. Here the opening is truly
arresting and hard-driven enough to engross
the listener in its consequence; the ' Canto
populare' section is adirect result of what has
gone before and makes an impression on
what follows, rather than being merely a
pleasant interlude ( as in too many performances); the coda, though appearing to arrive
all too soon, sums up alifetime of experience
rather than just the preceeding 20 minutes of
music. In none of these performances does
Yondani Butt dig that deep vein of melancholy that Boult could find in the brightest of
Elgarian moments, yet Iwould not want all
readings of these works to have that shading,
and these present interpretations certainly
work. Of special interest here is the ' Meditation' that forms the orchestral prelude to the
oratorio, The Light of Life. Its beauties are
especially well revealed, not least through
some rich playing from the RPO, who seem
to respond particularly well to this conductor.
The ASV sound could have served the
performances better with a more spacious,
distant setting, a stronger realisation of the
bass, and atouch less edge, but there is detail
in plenty and an impressive exploitation of
the wide dynamic range. [
A/B:1*/11
Doug Hammond

HAYDN: Concertante Hob.1:105/MOZART:
Sinfonia Concertante K297b
London Festival OrchlPople
ASV CD DCA 580 (
52m 04s) digital C) 1987
This fascinating collection of works for chorus
illustrates very different sides to both the
composers represented. The two unaccompanied Partsongs for wordless chorus, '
To be
sung of asummer night on the water', will be
familiar to all who have even a passing
acquaintance with the music of Delius. but I
think many would be hard put to identify the
composer of the three pieces from his student
days in Leipzig, '
Friihlingsanbruch' , 'Sonnet,scheinleid', and '
Durch den Wald', unless
they were already familiar with them Mendelssohn via Sullivan springs to mind at
times. Grainger's wonderfully melancholic
arrangement of '
Brigg Fair' and his effervescent version of '
There was a Pig WeIll OW to
dig' stand in stark relief against the strangeness of his own settings of songs from the
Jungle Book, and other Kipling verse, and a
lack- lustre treatment of the ' Skye Boat Song'.
This well-selected contrast makes for very
lively listening, with performances from the
CBSO Chorus ( plus. on occasions.
instrumentalist friends) which are pleasingly
atmospheric, capturing well both Delius's
elusive idiom and the subtleties behind
Grainger's forthrightness. The vocal soloists
are well balanced with the chorus but do not
enjoy a perfectly natural ambience. The
chorus itself sounds its size in a freely
resonating setting, yet detail is retained well
enough to enjoy the intricacies of these
pieces. As auseful and effective grouping of
these works, this issue can be recommended.
[6:1]
Doug Hammond

This attractive ( and otherwise unavailable)
coupling made avery favourable impression
on LP in September 1987. Though the LP had
good, clean sound, the CD is even better.
These are warm yet spirited performances,
with sparkling solo work ( appropriately more
tender in the slow mvoements), and abroad
sweep to the orchestral playing in apleasingly
old-fashioned way that rather matches the
unconditional attribution of K297b to
Mozart. [ A: I]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Baryton Trios - 71 in A D 113 in D
1=1 96 in b 12 126 in C
John Hsu (bar)/David Miller (v1a)IFortunato
Arico ( vIc)
ASV CD GAU 109 (
51m 53s) digital
This issue, headed ' Volume 2' - I look
forward to receiving Volume 1 - is welcome
not least for bringing some of Haydn's
inventive and charming baryton pieces into
the CD catalogue ( those currently listed are
re-scorings). Three of these four works will
be on the LP shelves of most Haydn collectors ( the one wrongly identified on the box as
'171 in A' is in fact No.71); even 126, not I
think issued in Britain, can be found in
Germany. The performances are earnest,
with dogged progress in slow movements,
and sparkle in rather short supply in the
faster movements. They are recorded too
close, with a rasping quality to the bowed
string tone, and an over-metallic rattle to the
plucked strings. It would have made all the
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difference to recess the players in a more
intimate acoustic. John Hsu's note provides a
useful general introduction to the instrument
and Haydn's music for it. Modified rapture,
then. 18:21
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets op. 54
Endellion Cot
Virgin VC 790 7192 (
60m 16s) ( LP: VC 790
7191, MC: VC 790 7194)
Here is a poised yet perceptive and, where
appropriate, dramatic account of the three
splendid quartets of op. 54, the first of the
dozen dedicated to the violinist ( and later
cloth- merchant) Johann Tost, in the late
1780s. There are also fine CD recordings of
op. 54 from the Tiitrai Quartet ( with Op. 55,
on two analogue discs) and from the Lindsay
Quartet ( reviewed August 1987). The latter
in vivid digital sound, is powerful, eloquent
and full of impact. This interesting new issue
from Virgin Classics displays the Endellion
Quartet in thoughtful, sensitive readings that
lack nothing in penetrative insight, but are
less highly strung. Tempi are well chosen and
well sustained; the startling incidents in the
second of the set, the one in C major, are
deftly and drily handled, with strong yet
never exaggerated contrasts. This is a fine
team effort, and the recording engineers have
caught the feeling of four players engaged in
spontaneous music- making in a precise and
fitting location (The Maltings, Snape). There
is a sense of space and presence, yet the
players are not on top of us. Admirable. [ A:11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: String Quartets op. 76: 1-3
Takács Qt
Decca 421 360-2 (
69m 35s) digital ( LP: 421
360-1, MC: 421 360-4)
Haydn's last complete set of string quartets
was written shortly after his second London
visit, and it is certainly in the more public
vein that he had developed in England. All
the same, Ithink it apity that these otherwise
admirable performances should have been
recorded in the empty spaces of the Schubertsaal in Vienna's Konzerthaus. There is great
clarity to the part- playing, despite the reverberant acoustic, but the fast movements
do to my ears take on the characteristics of a
symphony manqué. The slow movements,
taken very slowly, have more of an inward
quality. And there is a warm beauty of
phrasing, a precision and sparkle that often
leave their older compatriots, the Tútrai
Quartet, as also-rans. Nevertheless, the more
neutral acoustic of the Hungaroton is to be
preferred. Since the Amadeus Quartet's 1971
recording of the complete set has also
recently been digitally re- mastered, many will
consider that the CD set to have. Nos. 4-6 of
Op. 76 are to follow; I hope they will be
recorded in a friendlier location, for the
Takiics really are a splendid team. (
13:11
Peter Branscombe
.•
JANACEK: String Quartets 1 & 2 D On an
Overgrown Path
Talich Qt1Radoslav Kvapil (pun)
Calliope CAL 9699 (
74m I5s) C) 1985, ' 88
Following their recent Smetana compilation,
Calliope have done the same for Janacek by
tacking on to the 1985 Talich Qt's admirable
account of the Quartets Kvapil's recent performance of most of On an Overgrown Path.
This was reviewed in September. For some
reason he omitted two of the pieces from Set
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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II, and consequently diminished the value of
his highly charged and individual performance. The Quartets have come up bright and
clean in their new format, and are distinguished readings alert to Janacek's quirky
language — more idiomatic than the latest
Medici version, for instance, though not
necessarily displacing that quartet's earlier
version on EMI, or the older Gabrieli Decca
recording. Neither of these has yet apparently been transferred to CD. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: Cello Sonata Op. 8 O Duo for
Violin & Cello Op. 7/BOTTERMUND-STARKER: Variations on a Theme by Paganini
Janos Starker ( vIc)1Josef Gingold ( vin)
Delos D CD 1015 (
61m 30s)
Starker is recognised as being one of the great
cellists, but somehow he seldom manages to
steal headlines. Never mind, those who
appreciate line playing have learned not to
dismiss lightly anythins he does, and in the
two Kodaly works he is pre-eminent. Comparing his performance of the solo Cello
Sonata with, for instance, the recent excellent
but less ardent version by Turovsky, on
Chandos, Starker's command of the notes
and the idiom are immediately apparent. This
is at least the fourth recording by him to be
released, but their chronology is confusing.
The first was transferred from 78s and
released in 1952 by Nixa. This may have been
the source of the 1970s Saga recording ( Saga
5386). Then there was an EMI Columbia
version during the 1950s. The present performance was recorded in Japan in 1970, the
Duo at Indiana University in 1973, and the
Variations ( aset of eight prepared by Starker
from a longer series by the 19th-century
German cellist and pedagogue Hans Bonermund) in Japan in 1978. These, based on the
Paganini theme, actually open the record and
are worth hearing. Sound quality is variable,
the Japanese recordings being fierce and over
life-size, the American more manageable and
natural. ( 13:1 I
Kenneth Dommett
KUHLAU: Flute Quintets, Op.51:1/3
Jean-Pierre Rampal (flt)kluilliard (2:
CBS MK445I7 (
72m 06s) digital ( MC: 4044517)
The German-born Dane, Kuhlau, composer
of avast amount of largely forgotten music,
was acontemporary and friend of Beethoven;
but listening to these three Quintets one
would put him a generation back. ( The
contrast between them and Kuhlau's ballet
Elf Hill of afew years later, athorough-going
piece of early Romanticism, only confuses
matters further.) They were composed at the
time Beethoven was working on the Missa
soletnnis and Op.11 I Piano Sonata, but no
hint of Beethoven's influence disturbs their
polished surfaces.
Though Kuhlau did not play the flute he
wrote extensively and competently for it.
These three Quintets are technically brilliant
and eminently well written for the medium,
and are worth a hearing. Each provides
ample opportunity for an artist of Rampal's
stature to demonstrate his virtuosity. The
string instrumentation is unusual, a quartet
with two violas, and here the two violinists
share the additional viola part. The playing,
as may be imagined, is immaculate and well
integrated, and the recording makes the most
of Kuhlau's detail. An interesting addition to
the catalogue but one. Isuggest, to be taken a
bit at atime rather than all at once. [ A:II
Kenneth Dommett

LISZT: Piano Concertos I & 2 D Valses
oubliées 1 & 2 0 Vallée d'Obermann
Mischa Dichter (pno)IPittsburgh SOIPrevin
Philips 420 896-2 (
61m 35s) part digital C)
1981, ' 83
Dichter's finesse in the two complementary
Valses ( Vallée d'Obermann is absorbing, but
should be darker in colour) make this of
interest, although the Concertos are only
intermittently engaging, for all the superficially exciting piano technique and Previn's
care over accompaniments. Dry, early digital
production, with a close solo image and
narrow overall sound stase. The solo pieces
are beautiful recordings in exemplary ADD
transfers. [ 13/A*:2/1*1
Christopher Breunig

LISZT: Sonata in bD Mephisto Waltz 1D La
Campanella LI Harmonies du soir D Feux
follets
Minoru Nojima (pno)
Reference Recordings RR-25CD (
59m 24s)
digital ( LP: RR- 25) ( Trim Records)
Iwas anxious to hear Minoru Mojima ( something of acult figure in the States), in this, his
first recording, particularly as he is playing
one of my favourite works, the Liszt B- minor
Sonata. No-one could accuse this 1969 Van
Cliburn competition winner of asoft-centred
approach to the work: with any suspicion of
mystery or atmosphere already banished
from its opening notes, it is obvious that we
are in for a cool-headed, hard-hitting
approach. In fact, Ithink it would be true to
say that Ihave never heard anyone hit the
keys of the piano so hard, and yet Nojima's
technique is phenomenal, bringing with it an
air of authority and magnetism that is at times
quite breathtaking. But, contrary to the
opinions of my colleagues across the water, I
find him lackng in poetic expression, his
rather desiccated touch breaking up lines and
phrases into cascades of notes that only serve
to over-emphasize the episodic nature of the
piece, at the expense of its overall structure.
The most extreme example of this clipped
approach is in the fugato, where phraseendings are left, consistently and
infuriatingly, hanging in mid-air.
The accompanying pieces provoked the
same uncertainty in me; Iwas fascinated, but
far from happy with everything Icould hear
in them — and this you certainly can do in a
recording whose clarity and dryness exposes
every weakness. Ishall remember this disc as
the one that reminded me the piano is a
percussion instrument after all, and Iwasn't
prepared for that. [ A: I */31
Barbara Jahn
MARTINU: Who is the N1nst P(merful in the
World?
Prague SOIBelohlavek
Supraphon 1110 4143 • digital
The answer to this rather cumbersomely
phrased question is — The Prince of Mice
who, by nibbling away at the foundations, can
bring about the collapse of even the greatest
structure. Martinu began looking around for
aCzech subject for aballet in 1919, but lit on
what was originally an Indian folk tale that
had also attracted Kipling. He wrote it in
secret during 1922 while attending Suk's
master class at Prague Conservatory. All
Martinu's music up to that time had been
strongly influenced by Impressionism, but
Who is the most powerful? broke entirely new
ground. The eighteen numbers recorded here
display an unusal breadth of taste and an
unsuspected command of idioms ranging
from Tchaikovsky through to the Fox Trot.
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John Eliot Gardiner (photo: Alan RaymondlArchiv)

This diversity, amounting almost to a talent
for pastiche, has given Martinu abad name in
some quarters, but this ballet was a turning
point in his development and its combination
of the traditional and avantsarde is skilfully
balanced. It was completed in 1923 and first
performed in Brno in 1925. Belohlavek's is
the first complete recording, and is part of
Supraphon's survey of Martinu's music in
preparation for his centenary in 1990. The
performance is highly atmospheric and sensitive, and the recording more than adequately
conveys the quality of the music. [ A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

Overture ought not to deafen us to its
originality, but its qualities are not well
served here. In the Concertos the SCO
accompanies well enough, yet in this overture
Laredo gets merely competent, sometimes
mechanical, playing from them, with little
sense of purpose and no imagination. [
A:2/4]
Max Harrison

MARTINU: Ariadne
Soloists/Czech PO & Ch/Neumann
Supraphoo 1116 4395 • digital

Pretty obviously, the attractive features of
this CD are the illumination of familiar music
by the use of authentic instruments ( the
ophecleide had only been patented a few
years before Mendelssohn scored for it a
poetic role in the MND Overture recapitulation: now it can be heard in proper context of
period-style trombones), and Mackerras's
choice of some less familiar movements from
the MND incidental music. One cannot
describe how foreign' modern timbres
sound, after listening to the Nocturne ( vii), or
how brilliantly imaginative Mendelssohn's
scoring becomes in the clog-footed ' Dance of
Clowns' with the tripping, fluting contrasts of
the OAE. Mackerras places the 'Wedding
March' as climax ( splendid fanfare sonorities), and Iam glad he includes earlier the
'L'Istesso tempo', the pendant to the
Scherzo.
Is there asnag? Iam afraid there is, in that
this conductor's straightforward and hearty
manner deprives Mendelssohn's music of any
charm. As in his Praguerfelarc Mozart series.
Ifear he tends to set atempo in motion and
the effect is brusque rather than brisk. Some
of the music here outstays its welcome: the
MND Scherzo, for instance, you know can
have no 'outcome' ( compare Klemperer's
magical Philharmonia version, deft and witty,
yet far slower in tempo). or the Symphony's
finale, where George Sze11 set the same
pounding Saltarello, yet could build tension
right to the last bars. As Ihave said, the OAE
shares many members with the London Classical Players, and the venue for James MaIlinson's production was the same as the Beethoven 1/6, vet the sound hardens in tuttis, tires
the ear rather than invigorates the spirit.
To be heard for the innumerable examples
of textures revealed in new colours; but if
Mackerras's Italian has been with one of the
non- period style London orchestras Idon't
think it would have much to recommend it.
Some highly artistic work here from individual performers, but too often inflexibly
loud. [
A/B:1/2]
Christopher Breunig

In 1958, while still struggling with The Greek
Passion, Martinu turned aside to compose
this little one-act opera. Le Boyage de Thésée, by Georges Neveux ( author of Ju
is atypically elliptical example of his work. Is
Theseus's victim his double, the Minotaur, or
himself, Ariadne asks, but does not get an
answer. Into the surreal framework of the
play, which Martini' adapted to his own
purpose, he poured some most effective
music, as suited to its subject as was that of
Julietta. The style leans toward the baroque
scheme of recitative and aria, though more
recitative than aria. Ariadne's final lament
(poorly recorded and limpingly performed in
Panton's Martinu set some years ago), following those by Monteverdi, Benda, and Strauss,
is a wonderfully dramatic climax. Here the
role is ably sung by Celine Lindsley, an
American Ibelieve ( Supraphon have abjured
the cult of personality and unfortunately give
no details about performers). There have
been criticisms of the French accents but they
are not insupportable to a non- French audience. Norman Phillips is the Theseus, alyric
baritone nicely contrasted with the veteran
Richard Novak's bass Minotaur. Neumann,
thoroughly at home with the score, gives a
shapely account of this curiously appealing
example of Martinu's final phase. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MENDELSSOHN: Piano Concertos 1 & 2 El
Hebrides Overture
Joseph Kalichstein (pno)IScottish CO/Jaime
Laredo
Nimbus NI 5112 (
52m I5s)
Juxtaposition of the Hebrides Overture, one
of his best and most perfect works, serves to
emphasise the limitations of Mendelssohn's
Piano Concertos, especially No. 1 . In the
Moho allegro of this Kalichstein is never
subtle but always enormously fluent, and this
is the chief requirement as he has little hut
scale and arpeggio formulae to play. The
concluding Presto is much the same, although
it has amain theme more characteristic than
anything in the first movement. Mendelssohn's central Andante is more personal in
terms both of his lyrical piano writing and
Kalichstein's response to it. Concerto 2came
six years later (acommission for the Birmingham Triennial Festival of 1837) but is not
very different. As Schumann wrote, it gives
pianists ' almost nothing to do which they
have not done a hundred times before'.
Actually, rather more intensity is generated
in the first movement and rather more emotion is evident in the second. In this latter
Kalichstein, a finè pianist, has a chance to
show what he can do in terms of expressive
playing.
The familiarity of Mendelssohn's Hebrides
Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 4' Italian' (
11
Midsummer Night's Dream — excerpts
Orch Age EnlightenmentIMackerras
Virgin VC 790 7252 (
63m I7s) ( LP: VC 791)
7251, MC: VC 790 7254)

MOZART: Symphonies 31 & 34
Eng Bar Sol/Gardiner
Philips 420 937-2 (
48m 10s) digital ( LP: 420
937-1, MC: 420 936-4)
In public concerts, apparently the English
Baroque Soloists play the two slow movements ( original and substitute) of the ' Paris'
Symphony one after the other, and that is
how they have recorded the symphony here.
This may be justified in the ephemeral
surroundings of a concert but is less easy to
do on CD where the listener may alter the
sequence of movements at will. And plenty of
other people have recorded the Symphony
with the alternative movement as an appendix, without consigning either to the oblivion
Erik Smith envisages in his note. And Smith
passes over the questionable inclusion of
K409 as the Minuet to the C major Sym-

phony, merely referring in passing to its
different instrumentation, and hazarding a
guess that it may have been included in a
revival of the work. Here again, surely. is a
case for adding this dubious Minuet as an
appendix to the three — movement Symphony
that has come down to us. As to the actual
performances, these lie rather closer to convention than those of AAM, which is not to
suggest that Gardiner does not find something fresh to say about them. Tempi tend to
be more sedate than those of Hogwood's
team but the playing is shapely and alert. The
strings avoid the aseptic quality of A AM's,
giving the music pleasurable warmth and
brilliance without blurring its lines, or obscuring the interplay between the parts. Rather
short playing time though. [ A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Violin Concertos K207 & 218
Rondo K269
ChoLiang Lin ( vIn)IECOILeppard
CBS CD 44503 (
53m 28s) digital ( LP: 44503,
MC: 40-44503)
Iwas not exactly bowled over by the first of
this new violin concerto series which contained K216 and K219. This instalment comes
closer to the spirit of the music — there was
nothing wrong with Lin's technique —
although Leppard's cadenzas are occasionally
over-elaborate. In contrast with the previous
release, everyone seems much more relaxed,
rhythm is easier and the soloist gets 'inside'
the music more completely than he did, for
instance, in K216 whose slow movement
struck me as rather too cool and detached.
The D major Concerto is particularly successful, and has afreshness that is quite stimulating. The early Concerto has a verve and
effervescence that belie the ' formality' Leppard ascribes to it in his note. The Rondo, an
alternative finale to this Concerto, follows as
an appendix so that one may switch finales
and hear the work as Mozart subsequently
presented it to his audiences. [
A:/]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Horn Concertos
MarieLuz ce Neunecker (hn)ICamerata Bern
Novalis 150030-2 (
51m 58s) digital ( LP: 150
030-1, MC: 150 030-4)
New horn virtuosi these days seem likely to
challenge in numbers the fresh laureates of
violin, piano, and song who monthly grace
the record industry's advertising. Marie Luise
Naunecker has already appeared as the
largely unheralded hornist in a Novalis
recording of the Mozart Quintet K407, but
this is her first appearance as concerto soloist.
Currently principal horn of the Frankfurt
RSO, she is well up to the technical demands
of these four staples of the horn player's
repertory, but she faces considerable corn 111
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petition, not only from established leaders
such as Brain, Tuckwell, Civil, and
Baumann, but from her contemporaries,
some of whom, Michael Thompson and
Jonathan Williams especially. have displayed
technical achievements equal to hers and, in
Williams's case, an even greater feeling for
the music's emotional potential. Neunecker's
playing is, in the final analysis, rather lacking
the nuances of tone and expression that
would have added that extra dimension to the
general mellifluity of her performance. And,
considering that Camerata Bern and their
director Thomas Füri were among the earliest
exponents of period performance of the
classical repertoire, these performances lack
cohesion of style. Recording balance is not
good either, the orchestral levels being generally low in relation to the soloist. [
B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quintets K406 & K593*
Guarneri QI/Kim Kashkashian ( via)/Steven
Tenenbom (vla)*RCA RD 87771 (
53m ( Ils)
digital
This is the second of RCA's three records of
live performances. Above. I had cause to
mention the audience participation. That on
February 22 1985 was better behaved than
that on December 14 1984. ( The players then
seem to have been in better health too —
someone throughout my favourite Quintet,
the D major, K593, is panting so heavily that
he sounds as if he were on aventilator.) It is
surprising that this level of interference was
allowed to pass, for it is quite destructive of
one's concentration, and especially annoying
when the performances are so good. That of
the C- minor is one of the best Ihave heard;
wonderfully crisp attack and springy rhythm
lending strength to the argument that the
string version is better than the wind original.
This performance. mercifully. is quieter than
the other and can he enjoyed almost unreservedly. The D major is equally crisp and
the reflective return of the Larghetto and the
tender Adagio are most beautifully handled.
The close recording has the advantage of
shedding clear light on the interplay of the
parts which, incidentally. EMI's for the
Alban Berg does not. The extraneous noises,
however, do make recommendation very
difficult. [
B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: String Quintets K515* & K614
Guarnieri Qt/Ida Kavafian ( via) lKim Kashkashian (via)
RCA RD 87772 (
61m 12s) digital ( LP: RL
87772, MC: RK 87772)
This is Vol. 3of the complete Mozart String
Quintets recorded live at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art NY, during the winter of
1984-85. Three guest violists were engaged,
Ida Kafavian for K174 and K515, Kim Kashkashian for K406 and K614, and Steven
Tenenbom for K516 and K593. In reviewing
the first two Ihad occasion to remark on the
extensive intrusion of external noise, not
merely from the audience but clearly from
among the ensemble. This destroyed much of
my pleasure in what were generally admirable performances. Having now heard the
last of the set it becomes clear that the
trouble is basically confined to the two
performances featuring Tenenbom. One may
draw one's own conclusions. The present pair
are almost without flaw. The domineering
cello that upset the balance of the recent
EMI- Alban Berg performance of K515 is
much better handled here, and the inner
voices are more clearly defined. This perHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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formance too is more refined though marginally less exciting than that of the Austrian
group. K614, an unjustly neglected work, is a
delight. Intrinsically very Haydnesque, it has
an element of grace Haydn rarely aspired to.
Here it makes its points effortlessly, and
because the audience is reasonably polite and
lets the music finish before immortalising
itself you can cut it off before the magic is
impaired. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Piano Trios
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 422 079-2 (
3CDs, 146m 21s)
The Beaux Arts previously recorded the six
completed trios in 1969. They did not then
include the Trio in D- minor K442 which
Mozart left unfinished ( it was completed by
Abbé Stadler for publication after Mozart's
death) — only the pioneering Kraus/Boskovsky/Hubner 1954 set otherwise includes
it. That original Beaux Arts album, despite
some occasionally over-vivid sound, set a
standard by which subsequent issues have
been measured. The competition has not
been extensive, and only the Borodins' and
London Fortepiano Trio's very different conceptions, both on CD, have arisen to challenge the muscular style of the Beaux Arts. In
this new ( 1987) recording the muscularity is
still in evidence but the years have smoothed
out some of the knottier moments and the
recording itself is both warmer in sound and
kinder on the ear, being of more domestic
dimensions and less favourable to the piano.
The Borodins' Chandos set commands
respect but is not really in the same class, and
the LFT stand alone in presenting the works
in authentic form. For all-round musicality,
appeal, and presence, the Beaux Arts have
firmly re-established their pre-eminence.
[A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro
DesderilRolandilStilwell1Lott etcIGlyndebourne ChILPOIHaitink
EMI CDS 749 7532 (
3CDs. 178m Ols) digital
(3LPs: EL 749 7531; 3MCs: EL 749 7534)
This cast, heard at Glyndebourne last year in
Sir Peter Hall's highly regarded production,
is almost entirely new to recording with
scarcely a ' star' reputation among them. And
a refreshing change it is too, with some
excellent characterisation — notably aplausible Cherubino from Faith Esham. breathless
with passion, and a pliant Countess from
Felicity Lott. genuinely moving in ' Dove
sono' yet flexible enough to seem genuinely
in the mood of the plot to discomfit her errant
Count. Richard Stilwell, arguably sounding
rather mature for a young Almaviva, registers his catalogue of reverses with a fine
shading of emotional colour ranging from
disbelief to downright indignation. Claudio
Desderi is a fruity if slightly farcical Figaro.
but is offset by Gianna Rolandi's intelligently
sung Susanna. again full of character and
wholly believable as the dea ex machina.
Arthur Korn and Anne Mason make a rich
pairing as Bartolo and Marcellina, and the
minor roles are all equally well cast. Haitink's
direction is. as usual. deliberate; but he gets
to the spirit of the opera and fills : n detail
with asure hand. Martin Isepp adds lustre to
the generally intelligent recitative singing
with some inventive but stylish continuo
playing. The studio recording obviously cannot convey the sense of the theatre but offers
a clearly defined and convincing impression
of the performance. Less spirited perhaps
than Marriner's recently transferred record-

ing, but on the whole better cast and just as
well sung, this is a valuable addition to the
growing list of CD Figaros. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos I & 2
Dtnitri Sitkovetsky ( vin)ILSOIDavis
Virgin VC 790 7342 (
48m 53s) ( LP: VC 790
7341. MC: VC 790 7394)
Sitkovetsky prefers to point up the similarities rather than the differences between the
fantastical offspring of Prokofiev's enfant
terrible days and the Second Concerto's
tough, quizzical acerbity. His dark, intensely
serious manner brings the long opening
melody of No.1 lucidly into line with that of
its successor — clear, songful, lovingly pointed
—only allowing it abrief visionary flourishing
at the ends of the outer movements. The rest
of this First is far from the world of glittering.
grotesque figurations that others — among
them Kyung-Wha Chung on Decca — make of
it. The pace for the Scherzo is steadier than
usual (
vivace, not vivacissimo). That not only
allows the detail of Prokofiev's effects to
register with ruthless accuracy; it also gives
the movement, brilliantly sustained by Sitkovetsky and Sir Colin with very few of the
usual tempo- fluctuations, the kind of rare
menace they build towards in ( i) and ( iii) — a
scape of terror I'd previously thought of as
exclusively the property of the Second Concerto.
And how chillingly it strikes there. The
double-stopping dance of the finale lashes out
ever more desperately on each ritornello,
brakes applied as we head towards the abyss.
Sitkovetsky more than any seems to understand the devilish intent of the Concerto's
dogged passage work, in league with the
unmistakably Stravinskian wind- writing
Davis brings out so clearly from the LSO. At
the same time, the lyrical strengths are hardly
ignored — though it's intriguing to hear the
solo line in ( ii) keeping deadpan faith with
the ironic tocking accompaniment, instead of
going its own soulful way ( Prokofiev has no
espressivo marking for the violin here).
Recording is dry and fairly close, which
suits No.2 best; it's ashade unmagical for the
stratospheric passages of No. 1. But I'd hoped
for Sitkovetsky's Prokofiev several years ago,
and I'm not disappointed. [
A/B: 1/11
David Nice
PUCCINI: Manon Lescaut
Te KanawalCarreraslConilTajolBologna
Theatre Orch & ChIChailly
Decca 421 426-2 (
2CDs. 115m 33s) ( 2LPs: 421
426-1, 2MCs: 421 426-4)
For the collector innocent of Callas, Tebaldi,
and Freni, of Bjoerling, Di Stefano, and
Domingo — above all, of Tullio Seralin's
conducting — Decca's new Bolognese recording of Puccini's first international hit ( a
surprise, considering its gestation in the
hands of seven librettists!) has much to offer.
First of all, what apleasure it is to encounter
an Italian conductor — compare and contrast
Giulini, Muti, Abbado — unafraid to dirty his
hands with Puccini's once-despised idiom,
and one, praise be, whose prime concern is
not to reveal the profound dramatic and
musical significance of the triangle part.
Indeed, Chailly. with his instinctive feeling
for the pace and momentum of this far- fromfoolproof piece, his acutely tuned ear for
instrumental balance, and his ability to make
his Bologna Orchestra — though not his
overripe Chorus — sound like a first-rate
opera band, recalls the great Serafin ( HMV)
113
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in this work. Decca's clean and bright recording is agreat help, of course, aptly revealing a
stylish orchestral performance rather than an
aid to a ' revelatory' new reading of the kind
to be found on the highly- praised, but to my
ears unidiomatic, Sinopoli set ( DG).
New buyers will have to weigh up the pros
and cons of the casting, which really boils
down to the lovers: for the other parts in this
opera are all comprimarii to more or less
important degree. Most of these are beautifully taken by a collection of predominantly
Italian artists, including the indestructible
Piero di Palma as the Dancing Master and the
rather less durable, though authentic halo
Tajo as the geriatric Geronte. William
Mateuzzi — presumably halo- American — is a
newish voice on record, light and lyrical as
the student Edmond°, an appetizing foretaste to his forthcoming Almaviva on Decca's
new Barbiere. Margarita Zimmermann, on
the other hand, is a lugubrious-souning ' castrato' in the pastiche madrigale.
But no-one will buy the set for the ' coughand- a-spit' parts. Dame Kid's Manon is a
marked improvement on her live performances at Covent Garden under Sinopoli in
1983, and she offers aPuccini experience of a
quite different genre from those of Callas,
Tebaldi, and Freni, to say nothing of the
mature-sounding Caballé ( FIMV/2). The
voice sounds in prime condition: which means
astream of creamy tone — thrilling in the duet
with Lescaut ' Se tu mi lotti' — though she
lacks the penetrating chest register demanded
by the anguished music of ' Sola, perduta,
abbandonata'. Ultimately she lacks the temperament of her great predecessors on record
— she doesn't tear the heart-strings as Callas
and Freni do, nor quite thrill the ear with
Tebaldi's opulence — but her deft characterisation and lyrical vocalising of the role bring
Manon to life as I would scarcely have
expected from her Covent Garden performance.
Unfortunately, José Carreras, in his Decca
debut recording, could no longer muster the
necessary nuances of colour and character
which make Des Grieux such a rewarding
role. He ignores the many encouragements
Puccini gives for an elegant, shapely legato —
of which Bjoerling, perhaps, is the most
shining recorded example — delivering almost
every line con tuna forza as if he were
auditioning for Oídio or Turandot. Iknow
there are extenuating circumstances — and the
voice sounds in healthier shape than Ihad
anticipated — but the record tells of a tragic
coarsening of this wonderful lyric tenor's art.
Despite my preference for Freni and
Domingo on DG, I would nevertheless
recommend this as the best modern buy, for
Chailly, his orchestra and Decca's recording.
But, hand on heart, it doesn't replace Callas/
Di Stefano/Seralino ( HMV), the most distinctive Manon team on record. [
A:I/2]
Hugh Canning
PURCELL'S LONDON
Music by Godfrey Keller, Nicola Matteis,
Thomas Baltzar, John Blow, John Eccles,
William Croft, anon c.I690 — and Henry
Purcell
Parley of Instruments/Roy Goodman & Peter
Holman
Hyperion CDA 66108 (
50m 54s)
This kind of programme, which teaches us
what more 'ordinary' music was like, is
extremely valuable, in that it serves as a
catalyst through which to focus our attention
on major composers. Here, Purcell is so
served admirably. I must immediately add
that all of the recorded music is delightful,
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although the one tiny contribution of Henry
himself strikes me as the very best item: his
Gibe!! in C for trumpet and strings, beautifully played by Crispian Steele- Perkins, with
strings and chamber-organ continuo. A first
recording, too, apparently.
So well have Anthony Howell and Martin
Compton produced the sound that the body
of the ensemble seems unusually full. Ifound
that comparatively stable items in my room
vibrated in response to the trumpet notes!
This is not a criticism of the quality of the
recording, but to get the best sound, avoid
playing at unrealistically high volumes — this
expert trumpet- playing shouldn't sound as
loud as amodern oboe. [ A*:1*/1
Stephen Daw

RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 1 Li
Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini
Mikhail Memel' (pno)I Philharmonial Pesek .
Virgin VC 790 724-2 (
50m 39s) ( LP: VC 790
7241, MC: V(' 790 7244)
'This is surely how Rachmaninov and Horowitz must have sounded when they were
young.' Thus Robert Layton in Virgin's
liner- note. Yet we do actually have a
recorded example of the young Horowitz in
Rachmaninov: those pioneering HMV 78s of
the Third Concerto, recorded in London in
1930 [ later EMI Référencesl. But does Pletnev compare with Horowitz? Well, in terms
of finger-velocity and articulation, Ithink he
probably does. However, both Horowitz and
Rachmaninov himself continue to reign supreme ( via records), with uniquely teasing
rubato, an artful skill at distending a phrase
without distorting it, barely controlled nervous energy, and a still matchless range of
expressive nuance.
But the comparison wasn't my idea, after
all! What we have here is brilliant pianism,
especially where repeated notes and brisk
octave work are concerned. The Concerto's
first movement is coolly excitable and technically immaculate; Pletnev shapes the music
with imagination, if without that total ease
and naturalness that distinguishes a true
master. His treatment of the Andante's long
solo ( 1m lOs into Track 2) provides aminuteand- a- half's worth of pianistic poise and
polish, while the Allegro vivace leaps into
action with irresistible verve.
Likewise the Rhapsody, where detail is
legion, and deft lingerwork almost commonplace. Still. I found that the temperature
dropped alittle for the final sequence, and a
certain anonymity in the playing makes this
performance somewhat less distinguished
than that of the Concerto. Iwas impressed
with Pesek's responsive conducting: he and
Pletnev leap in, out, and around each other
without as much as a moment's breathing
space! The sound is excellent, too: very well
balanced and pleasantly full in texture. [
A:I/
21
Robert Cowan
RACHMANINOV: Morceaux de Salon Op.10
11 Moments Musicaux Op.16
Howard Shelley (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66185 (
56m I9s)
I am not convinced that Rachmaninov's
Op. 10 piano pieces were any marked advance
on his Op.3 set, but the Moments Musicaux
show him finding his own style of keyboard
writing, this no doubt reflecting his own
unique playing. Shelley has long been identified as an outstanding interpreter of this
composer and has recorded the complete solo
piano works for Hyperion, this being Vol.5.
He has also performed them on the concert

platform, and his manner of playing here is
sometimes rather more ' public' than is necessary on disc.
This is usually a matter of neglecting the
lower end of the dynamic spectrum, as in,
say, the chordal central section of Op. 10's
opening Nocturne, where Rachmaninov's
ppp and even pp markings are not heeded as
they might be. As against this there are
countless passages, such as the con allegrezza
of the following Waltz, which are exactly as
they should be, and this is in general a very
enjoyable set of performances. One's interest
unavoidably centres on Op.16, however, and
Shelley delivers these with a perfectly apt
brilliance. And note the strong lyrical feeling
that he brings to Nos. 1,3 and 5, as well as his
marvellous fluency in Nos. 2,4 and 6. IA:11
Max Harrison

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Symphonies 1-3 U
Capriccio Espagnol 11 Russian Easter Festival
Overture
Gothenburg SOIJiirvi
DG 423 604-2 ( 2CDs, 126m 20s)

Two academic exercises ( Rimsky's self-conscious teenage ramble tailored by maturity,
and the rather richer conservatory venture in
its final version of 1886) enclose a jewel —
how gorgeously Antar's leitmotif gleams in
the desert of Sham after the routine of the
First Symphony. It's always struck me as
something of a paradox that Jârvi, with his
rare delight in the inspired melody and his
instinct for atmosphere, should be forever
taking on his composer's black sheep in quest
for completeness. One should, Isuppose, be
grateful for the opportunity to judge. And
Rimsky's First — once heard, surely forgotten,
even in as clean and well- sprung a performance as this — does tell us much about the
critical starting- point of the Russian symphonic tradition — the problem of how to fill
Germanic bottles with Slavic wine. For
Rimsky, the Lisztian idea was the inspiration
for awonderfully original structure. He later
denied Antar's status as anything other than a
suite, but its innner movements play upon the
symphonic potentials of the idée fixe with
unique brilliance and savagery. Jârvi draws
the richest of oriental colours from his
Gothenburg players: some irresistibly
physical string playing in ( iii) and ( iv), an
unusually strong profile for the Antar theme
earlier on — shades of Manfred — and delicate
pastels for the magical gazelle, the excellent
woodwind players turning their arabesques
with exquisite grace. Their role in the Third
Symphony, too, does the imaginative orchestration credit.
The Russian Easter Festival was recorded
several months before the rest. You only
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When Music Is Important
It's Not What You Know
But Where To Go.
The advice isn't new, but it still holds true: choosing your hi-fi dealer is more important than
choosing your hi-fi equipment. Find the right dealer, and he'll guide you to the equipment
that's right for your needs.
Introducing and evaluating equipment keeps most hi-fi magazines fully occupied. There's
seldom the opportunity to do a similar introduction for hi-fi retailers, which is why we at Hi Fi
Experience have decided to tell you something about our six specialist hi-fi shops around the
country. There are three in London, all wholly owned by HiFi Experience plc, and franchises which we directly
control in Birmingham; Bradford, West Yorkshire; and Leamington Spa in Warwickshire. Each store has a
highly individual character of its own if not the building, then the manager! Yet each benefits from being part
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of a multiple retailer.
From your, the customer's point- of- view, that means our shops are ready to help each other when it comes
to obtaining an item of equipment you especially want to listen to. Each one stocks a range of equipment much of it British- made- tailored to the requirements of its own customers, but there is a standard of service
that's common to all.
The three years that HiFi Experience has been operating have shown us that, with increased leisure time,
people everywhere are putting ahigher value on good hi-fi. In addition, we've all lately come to expect better
service regardless of what we're buying, and there was an urgent need for hi-fi retailing to reflect that trend
and finally move away from the 'boxes over the counter' approach of a few years ago.
At HiFi Experience we decided to offer anew level of service, one that would apply without qualification at
all our shops, regardless of where they were or how big they were. That meant stocking only equipment we
were satisfied with, in terms of sound quality, construction, reliability and after- sales service. We had to be
able to demonstrate that equipment to the best of its capabilities, and that meant implementing an ongoing
programme to ensure our listening rooms and setting- up procedures met that requirement.
There is a constant effort to improve the comfort and ambience of our demonstration rooms, to make
selecting and comparing equipment as relaxed and enjoyable a process as possible.
Of course, the best equipment and the best demonstration facilities would count for nothing if we didn't
believe we also had the best staff. Good staff is aproduct of good training, and we invest heavily to ensure the
people you will encounter in our shops know their equipment, and how to get the best from it. We undertake
the kind of staff training courses that are far- from- commonplace in hi-fi retailing.
It's all part of an effort to offer you alevel of service that's way above the rest, but should you find you don't
get that level of service from one of our shops, let us know and we'll do something about it. We have
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confidence in ourselves, and we want you to have confidence in us.
Each of our shops will do some things slightly differently: we encourage an individual approach to
customers' requirements. But the minimum we expect from each one is good demonstration facilities;
comfortable, well- furnished places in which to listen; an exchange- if- not entirely satisfied procedure; and fair
prices. We also hope they'll convince you that good hi-fi can look good, too, and that you don't need the likes of
aGold Visa card to obtain it! All our shops offer sound- value, inexpensive equipment which will form the basis
of a reliable system for years to come.
It's worth adding that HiFi Experience plc is a member of the British Audio Dealers' Association ( BADA) as
are some of our shops on an individual basis. All, however, trade within the terms laid down in BADA 'scharter,
and most often exceed them.
Most people enjoy the experience of recorded music and the world is a richer place for it. Our name means
we can help you share that experience.
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2/4 Camden High Street,
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Tel: 01-388 1300

32/34 Alfred Place,
Store Street, London,
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Tel: 0274 309266

49 Park Street,
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Tel: 0926 881500
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Queensway.
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have to move on to the Capriccio Espagnol to
note a distinctly more open sound: the
engineers have learned to revel, Chandoswise, in the fresh, reverberant acoustic of
Gothenburg's Konserthus. The Capriccio, in
any case, ignites as kirvi's account of the
overture ( cadenzas apart) somehow doesn't:
every con forza bites deep, and a wild,
devil-may-care abandon sweeps us at everincreasing speeds from the fandango to the
end. 1A:1/1*1
David Nice
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade/MUSSORGSKY: Night on the Bare Mountain*
LPOIHaitinkl* Lloyd Jones
Philips 420 898-2 (
59m 31s) C) 1971-2
Slightly diffident even when the music is
vigorous, Haitink's Scheherazade nevertheless represents his finest work with the LPO.
The CD transfer is good, but not as deeply
pleasurable as the analogue LP. The multimiking favoured by Philips has given way to a
more natural, blended sound picture nowadays. The fillup is the rare original orchestration ( not Rimsky's familiar reworking). In a
vivid reading it is aptly set to achieve much
more savage impact than Haitink's 'Thousand
and One Nights' tale. [
A/B: 1( *)]
Christopher Breunig
RODRIGO: Fantasia Para un Gentilhombre/
BROUWER: Concerto Elegiaco
Julian Bream (1;01 RCA OrchlBrouwer
RCA RD 87718 (
45m 31s) digital ( LP:RL
87718, MC: RK 87718)
There are eight other recordings of the
Rodrigo Fantasia in the CD catalogue, but
this is the first recording of Leo Brouwer's
third Guitar Concerto. Appropriately named
Elegiaco, this piece was first performed on
Radio 3 in 1986 by Bream and Brouwer
(with, on that occasion, the Langham Chamber Orchestra). It's a fine work, beautifully
crafted and full of arresting and memorable
ideas, and its more formal structure sits well
beside the suite- like diversity of the popular
Rodrigo. Bream is on prime form in both
pieces, finding afund of tonal variations and
shadings to match the myriad nuances of
articulation that he employs. There are avery
few odd moments when his fleet runs
and passagework, taken on rather than into
the strings, suggest suspect co-ordination,
and times when some of this figuration seems
alittle laboured: but for the thorough dedication of Bream's playing and his sheer understanding of the music, these trivia are asmall
price to pay. Brouwer is a splendid , accompanist, inspiring the RCA Victor Chamber
Orchestra to playing of both great refinement
and verve, and the performances are captured in a spacious recording that, lacking
any untoward idiosyncracies, allows the
music to speak clearly and unhindered.
Although competition for the Rodrigo rages
fiercely, the inclusion of the Brouwer Concerto here makes this a very desirable version. A : 1*/11
Doug Hammond
ROSSINI: La Cenerentola
BaltsalAraizalAlaimolRaimonil Del Carlo!
Ambrosian Op ChlASMIMarriner
Philips 420 468-2 (
3CDs, 149m Ois)
How Marriner does it Ishall never understand, but in the recording studio aspark of
inspiration can touch his music- making which
can so often sound hide- bound in the concert
hall. Here again, he works little miracles to
produce arguably the most delectable account
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of Rossini's scintillating orchestral score to
have appeared on record since Vittorio Gui's,
and that without any experience of the opera
in the theatre.
His Academy is on twinkling form, irresistible in the properly prominent wind solos
and dazzling strings. The whole performance
bubbles and smiles, the ultimate antidote to
Abbado's severe, disciplinarian influence on
the LSO ( DG).
And yet ... I can't find much else to
enthuse about beyond Felicity Palmer's acerbic and spoilt Tisbe, and Philips' excellent
recording. Baltsa ( Angiolina) and Araiza ( the
Prince), though they have sung in this opera
frequently in the. theatre, have committed
their parts to disc rather late — too late, in
Baltsa s case, for the voice sounds rather
worn in the middle, too dark and aggressive
at the bottom, and harsh at the top. She
manages Cinderella's fioriture with admirable
bravura, but somehow the character is all
wrong, aCarmen on the loose in afairy-tale.
She has neither the charm and warmth of
Simionato nor the cool brilliance of Berganza
— so there is still room for a new version.
Nor have Araiza's forays into a heavier
romantic repertoire exactly aided the fluency
of his Rossini singing, though there are fewer
aspirates to be heard than in his singing of
Almaviva in the parallel issue of Barbiere. He
is atenore senza grazia now in this music, and
heard to better advantage on the CBS set
conducted by Ferro with Lucia ValentiniTerrani in the title part.
Neither Raimondi slugubrious, hideously
unfunny Don Magnifico, nor Alaimo's averagely sung and moderately characterised
Dandini — it's abaritone role sung here by a
bass — add much lustre to the performance, so
despite an excellent recording and the orchestral contribution Icannot recommend these
discs. A [* 1for Marriner but [ A:2/31 for the
rest.
Hugh Canning

SCHUBERT: Overture in C, D591 D Symphony 5 in B4 D Symphony 6 in C
Stockholm Sinfoniettalfiirvi
BIS CD-387 (
72m I5s) digital
Neeme Jârvi and the Stockholm Sinfonietta
make agenerous start to what should prove
an enjoyable Schubert cycle, and BIS add to
the favourable impact of the performances by
a good, clean, atmospheric recording, and
admirably informative documentation of
location, dates, equipment and editions. The
Overture, the second of the ones ' In the
Italian Style', opens proceedings in a neat,
well-balanced account, but it is abit short on
Rossinian sparkle. In that respect the Sixth
Symphony fares much more happily, with
neat, perky wind detail and a good brisk
sweep to the big tuttis. The Fifth Symphony
struck me as less successful — the wonderfully
fresh Andante con moto, taken on the slow
side and made more sluggish by allargandos,
quite lacks the elegant charm that Beecham
brought to it, and to a lesser extent that is
also true of the Trio. The outer movements
fare more happily. And of course, other
listeners may prefer to have this magical
product of Schubert's twentieth year viewed
backwards, as it were, from the perspective of
his late orchestral works. [ A:1/21
Peter Branscombe
SCHUBERT: Mass in El,
MattilalLipovseklHadleylPitalHollIVienna
State Op ChIVPOIAbbado
DG 423 088-2 (
56m 53s) digital
This performance was taken from the All

Saints' Day concert in the Musikverein.
Vienna, in 1986. The audience was on its best
behaviour, with hardly a cough or shuffle,
and the quiet ending is mercifully allowed to
die away without applause. In quiet passages
the balance favours orchestra above chorus,
hut little is lost and the sense of occasion is
conveyed. Though Abbado takes the Kyrie
marginally faster than Sawallisch. his chorus
takes awhile to find its poise and composure:
thereafter it sings nobly and with full tone.
The soloists have comparatively little to do,
and for the most part do it very well; only the
'Et incarnatus est', for two tenors and soprano, sounds effortful, with poor blend. The
orchestral playing is what one expects from
the VPO: glorious cello line in the ' Et
incarnatus', deft wind detail, and generally
lovely tone. Abbado controls the broad lines
with firmness and sensitivity, securing ae
dynamic and expressive range, from delicate
chamber textures to strong dramatic impetus.
[A/B:1/21
Peter Branscombe

ood

R STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra II Don
Juan
Dresden Staatskapellel Blomstedt
Denon CO-2259 (
51m 07s) digital
Perhaps the palm just goes to Telarc, for their
new VPO/Previn Zarathustra! Tod und Verkliirung coupling ( to be reviewed by DN), but
this Lukaskirche production is one of the
most natural- sounding, large orchestra,
digital releases Ihave heard. Dynamic range
is wide — listen to Blomstedt in the thunderous climax with organ in ' Der Genesende' —
textures never become opaque. Were it not
for the booklet note, no-one would guess that
the organ pedals are post-sync'ed. If nice and
weighty, the ' Midnight Bell' does however
suggest an additional close mic.
Blomstedt directs a very individual reading: his tempo for the ' Science' fugue in ( vi)
grows very slowly from primeval low register
string sonorities. And yet, after the ' Sunrise',
where Previn involves himself dangerously in
Strauss's gorgeously rich orchestral writing,
Blomstedt ( more wisely) moves the music on,
develops impetus. For the first time Ifound
myself thinking of this score as suggestive of
the planets revolving: but then, so did Kubrick. The pity of it is that the coupled Don
Juan opens in what I feel is a decidedly
workaday manner, although later it develops
ardour. Denon note that the conductor will
return to his old Orchestra to make further
recordings, as well as those coming from San
Francisco on Decca. [ A*:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
R STRAUSS: Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Couperin Suite
COEILeinsdorf
ASV CD COE 809 (
63m 25s) ( LP: COE 809,
MC: Z COE 809)
After Lully, Couperin: it's surprising that
no-one until now thought to match Strauss's
Bourgeois Gentilhomme gems with his genial
concoction for the Vienna festivities of 1923.
There's far less original Strauss on display in
the Tanzsuite, its eight numbers using from
one to three of Couperin's harpsichord pieces
with few alterations — though when Strauss
departs from the original, you know it
immediately as the Carillon and Wirbeltanz
go spinning out of harmonic kilter. The
young players of the COE keep up a bright.
lucid, if not especially affectionate manner
which the recording catches too garishly:
Strauss's clever and constantly fluctuating
orchestration, however, does strike boldly
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with such individual soloists ( a pert trio of
two oboes and cor anglais in the Courante,
full-voiced horn in the Gavotte). Leinsdorf,
too, seems to be keeping it all on atight rein:
far too tight ( and steady) for the Wirbeltanz,
which ought to take off prestissimo in a
veritable frenzy as Couperin's knitters drop
their stitches. Manfred Reichert's Ensemble
13 Baden-Baden show us how it's done in the
Rosenkavalier film version. though that,
admittedly. uses a much more wieldy
ensemble.
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme finally wins the
players' hearts — quite obviously, in the
Intermezzo and Dinner. Up until then, it's all
well-behaved and poker-faced. the Overture
far too lumpen ( metronome 116; Strauss asks
for 138). There's no good- taste medium here
between playing the notes and rather too
exuberantly enjoying the plums. Never mind:
I've not come across such saucy. leg- kicking
table- servants before, and all the meal- time
solos really come into their own. The woodwind are superb: an oboist winsomely wings
Sicilienne and rhine-salmon, bassoons lard
the tenderest leg-of-mutton from the cellist.
Surely these players deserved acredit on the
sleeve. 113:1/21
David Nice

impassioned examples of Seefried and Jurinac. Baltsa, on the rival DG set, sounds, by
contrast, effortful and over-pressed.
The Bacchus is the Canadian tenor Paul
Frey, whose dark, baritonal timbre suggests a
young Jon Vickers, if the wooden phrasing
and lifeless declamation of the text do not.
Still, he is far preferable to the pinched and
nasal Gary Lakes on the disappointing
Levine set. It is the conductor which clinches
the Ariadne stakes in this issue. Kurt Masur
and his Leipzig orchestra evoke memories of
the late, great Rudolf Kempe in this opera
(reissue please, EMI!), particularly in the
delectable neo-Mozartian wind writing,
which Icount as Strauss's most consistently
inspired music. The recording, made in the
Gewandhaus earlier this year, surrounds the
wind soloists with agorgeous bloom and the
strings are matchlessly warm and sonorous.
Only the set's star prevents me from awarding
a [ 1, so it's an enthusiastic IA:1].
Hugh Canning

R STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos
Norman1G ruberoval Varadyl Freyl FischerDieskaulBürlAsmusl Leipzig Gewandhausl
Masur
Philips 422 084-2 (
2CDs, 118m 23s) ( 2LPs:
422 (184-1, 2MCs: 422 084-4)

A gulf, a world even, stands between Karajan's fluent, precise evocation of the desert
island and his tacky handling of the 1916
Prologue. It would be pointless to criticise
one of EMI's earliest opera recordings for its
rough balances and booming bass if the ideal
of the era weren't so sparklingly to hand in
the earlier Hansel (
Legge and Larter worked
on both, though the remasterings have been
entrusted to different hands, and therein lies
part of the problem, perhaps). Each Thespian, musician and harlequinader comes carrying aportmanteau of instrumental gestures;
half the fun is lost with the woodwind
(especially the Dancing Master's flute) wan in
the distance — not even the biting Philharmonia oboes can always be heard. Karajan's way
with parlando and elaborate farce desperately
needs style (
turn to Kempe for refreshment).
The soloists' caricatures just about bring it
off, Schwarzkopf breezing monstrously as
dressing- room gorgon. though I'm not as
enchanted as many by Seefried's committed
Composer — more another fire-breathing
prima donna, I can't help feeling, than a
vulnerable adolescent.
Instruments have more chance of telling in
the opera; poetical touches here from horn,
trumpet and, of course, Schwarzkopf's
Ariadne ( real imagination, for example, with
'Ein leichtes Blatt in Winde'). Her hearteasing expectation of easeful death in the
arias promises well for the final transformation, but I still think Tomowa-Sintow
(Levine) is the only Ariadne noticeably to
change after the epiphany. Streich, clean and
accurate, pours awealth of true feeling into
Zerbinetta's invectives. One slow tempo for
the harlequins' first pussyfooting apart. Karajan paces the opera much more convincingly.
1H:1/31
David Nice

R STRAUSS: Ariadne auf Naxos
Sch warz kopfl St reichl Seefriedl Schockl Preyl
DiinchlCuenodIPhilharmonialKarajan
EMI CMS 769 2962 (
2CDs, 128m 20s) (g 1955

This will be known as the Norman Ariadne,
which is a pity since Philips' — and virtually
every other company's — prima donna is this
new set's least marketable asset. Iknow that
there are those who luxuriate in the voluminous warmth of Norman's all-encompassing
mezzo-soprano, but Ican't readily accept the
blowsy unsteadiness which has crept into the
notes around the middle of the stave, nor the
breathy hollow quality of her lower register at
'Wo war ich? Tod?'. Compare her with the
admittedly less lustrous Anna Tomova-Sintow on the recent Levine set ( DG), at almost
any point, and the tone is more focused, the
character more absorbing.
As in the theatre. Norman is at her best
when playing the self-important Prima
Donna in the Prologue, but, alas, she can't
disguise the soprano's vanity in the opera
itself: she remains the visiting Diva descending on, rarely involved in, the performance.
Which is a pity, since much else here is
wondrously right, from Olaf Bar's Liedersinger detail in Harlekin's ' Lieben, hassen,
hoffen zagen', and Fischer-Dieskau's humane
and understanding Musiklehrer, to the two
other leading ladies. Gruberova and, above
all. Varady, who give treasurable performances of Zerbinetta and the Composer.
Gruberova's Helden-soubrette interpretation
of the coloratura's flashy part is justy famed
on and off record, but she has yet new
refinements to offer now, honing down the
steely glare of her metallic timbre to magical
effect in her coquettish exchanges with the
Composer and Harlekin. The fireworks of
her Rondo remain phenomenal, spectacular
STRAVINSKY: Pulcinella D Jeu de cartes
when you consider how long she has reigned
Teresa Berganza (mez-sop)IRyland Davies
supreme in this role.
(ten)1Shirley Quirk (bar)/LSO/Abbado
Varady's Composer, though, is a new
DG 423 889-2 (
61m 44s) C) 1975, ' 79
creation — but you would never guess it from
the palpitating beauty of her singing and
Recommended Stravinsky ballet readings, no
characterisation here. Her tone, too, has a longer available on LP. The tenor singing is
hint of steel in the lower register. but it is
especially pleasing in Pulcinella, where
sparingly, tellingly used to bring out the
Abbado's leanings are to the style of the
anguish of the young artist's frustrating
source material, rather than bitingly dramatic
experience in the theatre. And she sings some
(cf. Bernstein, in the Suite). Digital masterof her phrases unforgettably, recalling the
ing slightly clouds the subtle, finely detailed
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recordings: CD collectors benefit from the
ease of access — 22 movement entries — but
forfeit alittle of the original transparency of
sound. [ A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig
TELEMANN: Tafelmusik — excerpts
Ouverture ( Part III/1) D Concerto for three
violins ( 11/3) D
Ouverture (II/1) — Airs 1 & 2, Conclusion
Amsterdam Baroque OrchlKoopmann
Erato ECD 75394 (
51m 53s) ( MC: MCE
75394)
Koopmann brings forth from his players
(most of whom are English, despite the
ensemble's name) afine sense of luxury and
depth, which suits this music particularly
well. After all, banquets in the 18th-century
were no modest affair. Ilike the keen sense of
individuality accorded to each movement, the
discipline of the bass- line, and the obvious
enjoyment of the oboists and upper strings. It
is in all respects an enjoyable experience,
despite the frequent detailed problems with
oboe tuning on shorter and unstressed notes.
But one has to concentrate to spot these.
The sound, expertly captured and edited
by Erato's own engineers at the ( completely
un baroque) church of St Jude, Hampstead
Garden Suburb, is appropriately direct and
spacious — palatial, in fact. Throughout, one
can envisage the beaming, mobile face of
Koopman, invigorating the whole with his
dedicated energy. Altogether delightful.
[A*:1*1
Stephen Daw
TELEMANN: Tafelmusik, Part III
Ensemble ' Il Fondamento7Dombrecht
Accent ACC 78643 D ( 76m)
The third Part of Telemann's excellent Banquet-Music contains an Overture in B-flat for
oboes with strings and continuo (
ie asuite in
six movements), a Quartet in E- minor ( the
most distant key) for flute, violin, cello and
harpsichord, a Concerto in E- flat for two
horns and strings with continuo, aTrio in D
featuring two transverse flutes, a solo in
G- minor for oboe and continuo, and a
concluding Furioso for oboes and strings,
again in B- flat. As the documentation makes
clear, this was not so much background music
as a set of musical ' courses' to enrich the
banquet, during which absolute silence will
have been expected — a far cry from our
treatment of music today.
A treat indeed the feast of music turns out
to be; the anonymous strings blend with the
period woodwinds under the direction of the
distinguished first oboist, to enrich our listening with a Handelian mixture of festive
dignity and exquisite grace. All the music is
delightfully played, and the recording seems
to me delightful too, if maybe just afraction
too cautiously distant; however, balance and
timbre are of the very highest quality. An
excellent set of notes by Pieter Andriessen
completes afirst-class experience. [ A:11
Stephen Daw
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Five Mystical Songs
CI Five Tudor Portraits
Sarah Walker (m-sop)IHenry Herford (bar)/
Guildford Ch SoclPhilharmonialWetton
Hyperion CDA 66306 (
66m 28s) digital ( MC:
KA66306)
The Mystical Songs date from the time of the
Sea Symphony, around 1911, whereas the
neglected Tudor Portraits are considerably
later pieces, from 1936. Both deserve to be
much more widely known than they are at
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present, and this disc may help that process of
familiarisation. These are generally lively and
imaginative performances, particularly
benefiting from the strengths of the two
soloists: Henry Herford is in splendid voice
throughout the Five Mystical Songs, and the
recording captures particularly well the awesome pianissimos of the third, whilst Sarah
Walker exploits magnificantly her penchant
for witty characterisation in the Tudor Portraits - most notably as drunken Alice in the
first, 'The Tunning of Elinor Rumming'. The
orchestral playing is sparklingly handled,
except in the first and last of these Portraits,
where ensemble is not always precise, and
upper string tone not always so well controlled. The fourth of the Portraits, with its
touching birdsong imitations, shows the
E orchestra at its best, with Sarah Walker
sensitively leading the plaintive lament
against this backcloth. The chorus, whose
150th anniversary this disc celebrates, have
the zest for these pieces but not the clarity of
diction required to bring the text to life.
Neither the venue nor the recording seem at
fault here, the latter providing an exact,
widely-spread image and a sensitive balance
of the forces. [
A: 1*/21
Doug Hammond
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 3 ' Pastoral' El Oboe Concerto
Yvonne Kenny (sop)/David Theodore (ob)
LSO/ Thomson
Chandos CHAN 8594 (
56m 07s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1289, MC: ABTD 1289)
Passivity is always a danger in the Pastoral
Symphony because there is no orthodox
sonata conflict of keys and motifs. The trap is
avoided here, and whilst remaining absolutely true to the character of this underrated
piece, Bryden Thomson is at some points
noticeably more stressful than Boult (the
obvious comparison). This arises in part from
his taking advantage of the way the pentatonic lines generate tension through their very
independence of each other. Vaughan Williams's melodies move on several modal
planes at once, and there are false relations
within the triadic harmony.
It is in order to project his melodic lines
with clarity that the composer uses such a
large orchestra, though mostly at low volume
levels. This aspect of the Symphony is well
served here, the overall sound having
impressive depth, fulness, presence. Given
the music's inherently linear style, the many
instrumental solos are of great importance
and it is a pity these are ocassionally less
defined than they might be. An instance is the
cor-anglais's blurred emergence just before
Letter C in the Molto moderato. Ishould also
have liked to hear abit more of the harp at a
few points; but it must be emphasised that
these are tiny blemishes in a distinguished
and moving interpretation.
Though appearing 22 years later, the Oboe
Concerto almost seems like acontinuation of
the Symphony's mood, though at a lesser
depth and with less power. Theodore is afine
soloist, and this is another sensitive performance. [A:I]
Max Harrison
WAGNER: Die Walküre
Behrens/Norman/Ludwig/Morris/Lakes/Moll/
Metropolitan Opera Orchl Levine
DG 423 389-2 (
4CDs, 244m 04s)
Love has to fight for its rights tooth and claw
in Levine's world of sharp- as- nails barbarity
and blood-grudge. But make no mistake: the
brutality that governs this tragic vision is not
of the indiscriminate kind. As we might
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expect from the recent Parsifal, Levine has a
finely-tuned ear for the exact weight and
colour of every chord, every phrase. Bass
instruments stand out in fully rounded profile, though they're never over-prominent,
since the middle voices (some outstanding
viola-playing here) and the upper lines have
equal emphasis. I've heard the Valkyries'
hero-hunt flaming in the strings before now,
but not in the woodwind - adding to asense
of epic fun and games.
Levine's predominantly slow speeds give
room for the colours to glow. It s an ideal
performance for CD: we have time to savour
the intimate moments where in the theatre we
might grow restless. I'm thinking especially of
Sieglinde searching her unconscious to ` place'
her lover's face, or the inward stressing of
Brunnhilde as Wotan's will in Act 2. The
purple passages nonetheless take wing: how
skilful the broadening at ' Du bist der Lenz'
and the love duet's steadily increasing
momentum. Wotan's farewell looks at first as
if it might be too protracted, but the wordless
embrace justifies avery slow tempo, and the
breadth of the Magic Fire Music gives room
for some supernaturally beautiful playing.
Such intense attention to detail places
superhuman demands on the singers, and
.rightly so. Christa Ludwig and Jessye Norman are the ideal collaborators for Levine's
approach, Ludwig in fine vocal form pointing
the spiteful alliterations or Fricka's rant. Norman following every one of Wagner's suggestions for tone-colour in Sieglinde's Act 1
responses. At the same time this is a more
dramatic performance than I'd expected after
her studio detachment with Janowski. The
heights of the love duet put her under astrain
which makes the rapture sound singularly
unyouthful, but her heart and soul are certainly there for the Act 2crisis. Behrens has
all the flame- toned warmth for the impulsive
daughter, and a surprising steeliness in
reserve for the death-announcement; only
under constant scrutiny in Act 3 does her
tonal palette seem restricted by the side of
Gwyneth Jones's remarkable singing for
Boulez ( but this is still far richer than the
unyielding heroism of a Flagstad). The men
can't quite match the burnished strengths of
their orchestral characterizations. For
Wotan's cosmic disgust as Levine sees it only
Hotter or Mclntryre would be a match; and
James Morris, rich- voiced and secure
throughout the range as he so splendidly is,
remains comparatively cold in his anger.
Moll's Hunding, especially, lacks the focus of
his brutal brass motifs. Lakes needs some
help from the recording at climaxes - how
often, though, do we hear a Siegmund so
capable of tenderness, or of telling the story
of his life so that we see it as he sings? The
recording copes richly with Levine's breadth
and depth, fascinating in the clear division of
first and second violins; the only pity is that
DG's typical ' hedging' of the strings restricts
the real expressive force of one or two of the
climaxes. [
A*/B: 1*/2]
David Nice

ner - one takes the point. But this 1953 Ring
tells us as much as Wagner's myths about the
growing ascendancy of the new over the old and that doesn't simply apply to the voices.
Foremost, of course, is the infinitely supple,
loving guidance of Clemens Krauss, drawing
transparency and high temperatures from the
Bayreuth Orchestra all the more remarkable
in the light of the Nazified Wagner performances he had to follow. Krauss was in many
ways - whatever the extra-musical ramifications of his complicity with the regime - the
ideal man to burn away the war years' legacy
of leaden heroics and sluggish, sanctimonious
tempi. The strings, especially, play for him
with tireless clarity and bright strength as fire
or water, Wotan's wrath and Brunnhilde's
conviction - and how they phrase the long
lines of the Volsungs' mutual attraction, the
father's farewell, the drowsy phantom figures
of the Noms' narrative. They and the voices
fare best from arecording that's variable, to
say the least: a listener searching for orchestral clarity will be cheated by the frequent .
submersion of the brass ( Donner's theme in
the Walkiire storm, for instance, has
vanished), and the wan woodwind in thicker
textures (clarinets acquit themselves well
though, when alone).
No sonic obscurities, however, can leave us
in any doubt about Krauss's near- perfect
pacing, his far-sighted anticipations of certain
tempo-changes which invariably move the
action on unobtrusively: I single out the
Todesverkundigung scene, which moves
fluently towards Brunnhilde's crucial decision, as aclassic example. The one faltering
comes in Gütterdiimmerung, where Krauss
foreshadows Boulez at his least convincing,
hectoring at the end of the dawn duet, uneasy
through Siefgried's journey to a Gibichung
scene which simply doesn't hold together.
Curiously, the nodal points of evil incarnate Alberich's curse, Hagen's watch - find Neidlinger, Greindl and Krauss shying away from
the issue a little, as if it was all too close to
contemplate in 1953.
The other shock of the new, all the more
striking in a cast of predominantly darker
voices - Vinay ( Siegmund), Varnay (BrunWAGNER; Der Ring Des Nibelungen
nhilde) and Resnik ( Sieglinde) all adapted to
HotterlWindgassenlVarnaylNeidlingerlMalaalower resister in the years to come - is the
niuklWeberlGreindll von lloswayl Res ni kI young Windgassen, freshly striking out
VinaylStreichlKuenl Bayreuth Festival Orchl
against the tradition of heavyweight SiegKrauss
frieds. Rarely does he sound inside the role:
Rodolphe RPC 32503.9 (
7CDs, 840m 14s) ([4
missed leads and memory lapses are only
recorded live 1953
symptomatic of the general insecurity. Nor is
this the tenor to deal with the ruthless forging
Those were the days, veterans will no doubt
scene or mountain-top heroics. But the third
lament, when singers really were gods, giants
opera - most dangerous ground of all,
and heroes: listening to the mighty battle of
remember, in those post-war years - does
basses and baritones in Rheingold - Hotter
have its measure of naive magic, a sense of
versus Neidlinger. Greindl and Weber, with
wonder and never of brute force, due in no
Uhde swinging his hammer manfully as Donsmall part to Windgassen. His youthful
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enthusiasm in the forest matches Krauss's
transparent lightness of touch, nowhere more
miraculous than in that second act. Right up
to the point where the mountaintop warrior
turns out to be awoman ( strings flaring up in
erotic panic) this Siegfried's experiences
retain a childlike exuberance.
No praise could he great enough for
Hotter's Wotan, standing in many ways
between the old guard and the new. Vocally,
every gesture of power or fury is rock-solid,
massively impressive; dramatically, the range
of expression knows no bounds. Caught at
the peak of his career, and so presenting a
more complete character than he could later
for Sohi, he nonetheless tires at one crucial
point: we hear, in Walkiire13, how performing genius turns vocal stress to dramatic
effect. There are smoother farewells on disc,
hut is there one that comes anywhere near
this heartbreaking tenderness? One senses
the risk, and notes how Krauss so rightly
indulges his Wotan at this point. Varnay is, as
I've suggested, adark Brunnhilde: too dark,
perhaps, for the Valkyrie's many moments of
sweetness and light, capable still of abeautifully moulded cantabile line at ' war es so
schmtilich'. And she proves lacerating as the
betrayed wife, absolutely steady as messenger
of death and all-knowing redeemer. The
ill-fated lovers of Walküre are the grimly
inflexible, baritonal Vinay, and a passionately involved Resnik.
Casting, Waltraute excepted ( the redoubtable Ira Malaniuk adds the pleading sister to her Fricka
and Nom), is totally consistent throughout
the cycle, with magnificent strengths in the
ladies' trios and the happy bonus of Rita
Streich's Woodbird to gild that glorious
Siegfried/2. There can be no such thing as a
'best' Bayreuth Ring, but Krauss makes a
magnificent first instalment in a trilogy that
must also include Bohm and Boulez.
R.odolphe's ' double durée' procedure
offers on 7CDs ( plus free adaptor) what
Laudis presented on 14. [ H:1*/11 David Nice

BARBIROL1,1 ON N1XA

Sir John Barbirolli I
pho

PRT's earlier series of CD reissues from Pye
recordings failed to attract the custom
deserved by Michael Dutton's caring transfers, simply because the artwork and presentation were so poor. Five Barbirolli discs,
of Hallé recordings made between 1955 and

'59, offer inimitable musical value, and ihe
recouplings — on the legendary Nixa label —
bring long playing times ( although these are
not printed anywhere).
For instance, Vaughan Williams's London
Symphony now comes with the Eighth, dedicated to 'glorious John' [ N1XCD 6001, 73m
1751[A/6:1*J. Even longer is the collection of
Oboe Concertos made with the conductor's
wife, Evelyn Rothwell — Corelli, Pergolesi,
Cimarosa, Marcello, in arrangements; AlbiHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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noni, and ( attrib.) Haydn [ N1XCD 6004, 79m
39s] [ 13/C:11. Here the purchaser is thrown
into the deep end when it comes to finding
start points. Something between six and
thirteen entry points might be suggested by
the inconsistent listing, but there are 25: one
for each movement in the seven scores.
'English Music' has Delius (
On hearing the
first cuckoo in spring, Walk to the Paradise
Garden, Idyll, Irtnelin Prelude, Intermezzo
from Fennimore and Gerda), Butterworth's
Rhapsody, A Shropshire Lad, Bax's Garden
of Fund, and Elgar's Elegy [
NIXCD 6003,
77m 57s] [C/A:1/21.
Richard Lewis and Lenora Lafayette sing
Puccini scenes from Manon Lescaut,
Bohème, Tosca, and Butterfly: [' Love Duets'
N1XCD 6005. 51m 29s] IA/B:21. Lastly there
is Elgar's First Symphony, this time with the
Introduction and Allegro for strings [
NIXCD
6002, 66m 08s1 [ C/B:1(*)].
In 1962 Sir John returned to EMI, where as
often as not he recorded with the LSO or
Philharmonia Orchestra; but these earlier
versions with the Hallé of the Elgar Iand
Vaughan Williams 2have special qualities of
spontaneous urgency, intimacy with his players. Has the opening of the London ever
sounded more compellingly atmospheric?
The recoupled Eighth was evidently made
by a Mercury team: the sound quality is
amazing for its vintage ( 1956? Michael Kennedy's biography must give the wrong year in
its discography). Although BouIt's first version of No.8 is very moving in the Cavatina.
Barbirolli's has never been surpassed for a
rounded, complete view.
Coming to the Elgar I. which Ihad not
heard since relinquishing my three- sided LP
set some 25 years ago, Iwas surprised at how
strong my memory was of the sound ( as one
recalls a photographic image). The front
string desks are very close and thin, and
although in stereo, it sounds more like
enhanced mono — except that the hall image
is remarkably deep, and between timpani/
brass some L/R separation may be glimpsed.
The Philharmonia remake may be better
played, the ' safe' recommendation, but it
'does not offer the kind of experience this CD
can give. The opening of the Lento sends
shivers down the nape!
The Oboe Concertos would, today, be well
received with a group such as the English
Concert. The Hallé play with ample strings: a
warm style with extravagant closing ritardandi, yet enjoyable enough in this way for
the occasional hearing. And what lovely oboe
playing! The Puccini, too, is unlike today's
'megastar' operatic recitals. Lewis is the more
distinguished artist, hut Barbirolli's soprano
is good too, in alight way. The performances
are stylish and absorbing; you feel the singers
were under the guidance of the conductor,
where nowadays the ' maestro' comes in the
secondary role.
Iconfess that not even Sir John can raise
any enthusiasm in me for the music of Delius:
but these readings are preferred by some to
the remakes on EMI. The other English
composers are expansively treated here in
characteristically ardent performances. Ilook
forward to more in this ' Collector' series.
Christopher Breunig
MENGELBERG ON TELDEC
For almost half acentury Amsterdam's Concertgebouw was dominated by the charismatic art of Willem Mengelberg. Then came the
Second World War, the horrors of Nazism,
and allegations of collaboration that caused
this most flamboyant of baton-wielders to
disappear behind agaseous smoke-screen of

controversy. Mengelberg, whose records
were much admired in their day, became a
mere legend, and an obscure one at that. But
time has realigned what were thought to be
the facts. The extent of Mengelberg's political
indiscretion has been brought into question;
his characterful, finely-crafted interpretations
have been measured against the comparatively bland readings of his Concertgebouw
successors, and agrowing appetite for originality has sought him out as a genuine

'original'. But is all the fuss justified? Teldec's
10CD mid- price reissue sequence from late
'30s, early '40s Telefunken 78s tells us that it
most certainly is.
Take Mengelberg's handling of Tchaikovsky's Serenade [
243 726-2, 56m 34s, recorded
1938] where, in the Elégie, the shape of each
phrase falls around a salient climactic point;
the music breathes with total ease and a
bel canto projection of line gives each bar
virtual operatic intensity. The Waltz has a
smiling lilt, while the outer movements display the conductor's penchant for crisp articulation and taut, punchy rhythms. The
coupling, a 1940 BP0 Tchaikovsky Piano
Concerto 1with Conrad Hansen, is neither
here nor there.
Then there's Mengelberg's 1937
Tchaikovsky Pathétique [
243 730-2, 58m 14s],
with an all- stops- out 1812, where keen
instrumental interplay makes the third movement particularly animated, and where those
wonderful melodies in the outer movements
submit utterly to the alchemy of Mengelberg's wilful phrasing. Has any conductor
brought a greater sense of pathos to the
Adagio lamentoso? A 1940 BPO Fifth [
243
727-2, 43m 06s] fails to rival Mengelberg's
fine Concertgebouw recording, made for
EMI Columbia 10 years earlier ( and currently
available in a Pearl 2LP set).
Two Brahms Symphonies display contrasting aspects of Mengelherg's art: an iron- fisted
control of structure in the Second's amiable
first movement ( on 243 722-2, 51m 15s, with a
broad, imposing Tragic Overture) and a
miniaturist 's ear for detail in the fourth's
finale (
243 724-2, 56m 41s, with a bracing,
keenly observed Strauss Don Juan). The
latter is also firmly martialled and played at
white heat — at least in the last two movements.
Strauss dedicated Ein Heldenleben to
Mengelherg, whose bold, swaggering 1941
recording has never appeared here before.
The very opening is tough and assertive, yet
the work's latter half is imbued with adegree
of lyrical ardour that rivals the conductor's
great 1928 NYP account for RCA. The sound'
here [ 243 729-2, 42m 05s1 is impressively
'present', whereas a linear, purposeful
Dvorak ' New World' [ 243 731-2, 38m 50s]
sounds a little undernourished.
Beethoven Symphonies 5and 8 ( 243 725-2,
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REGA PLANAR III TURNTABLE
REGA BIAS CARTRID GE
CREEK CAS 40 40-2 AMPLIFIER
R OYO CONISTON RSP EAKERS
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188.00
£34.00
£ 179.00
£
149.00
TOTAL = £55
0.
00

NO DEPOSIT FINANC E - 36 MONTHS @ £21.54 (£4.97 PER WEEK)
OPTI ONAL EXTRAS:
CREEK T40 TUNER
£189.00
DENON DRM-07 CASSETTE
£ 124.95

LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE
LINN ITTOK LVII TONEARM
TRIDGE
LI NN TROIKA CAR
NAIM NAC 32-5 PRE- AMP
NAIM HI- CAP POWER SUPPLY
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS ( PR)

£509.00
£429.00
£625.00
£454.00
£425.00
£1098 00
£1242.00
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HIGH QUALITY HI-FI FROM:-

ROKSAN XERXES TURNTABLE
REGA RB300 TONEARM
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-F5
CARTRIDGE
ION OBELISK 3x AMPLIFIER
ION X-PAK 1
ROYD EDEN SPEAKERS

£655.00
£90.00
£99.95
£325.00
£125.00
£235.00
TOTAL = £ 1529.95

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE - 36 MONTHS @ £57.80 (£ 13.34 PER WEEK)
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ROK SAN ARTEMIZ TONE ARM.
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CLASSICAL
55m 52s], vintage 1937-8, are uncommonly
forthright and outspoken; some unexpected
brass counterpoint makes a naughty appearance in the Fifth's closing pages and Eight is a
mite severe; but both readings are enormously exciting. The Pastoral (
243 728-2,
45m 50s, with a powerful Meistersinger Prelude) starts off energetically, sweeps us off
our feet and around the brook's curvaceous
borders, takes us through a lightning storm
via a pretty determined bunch of peasants,
and bows out with an oddly emphatic
Shepherd's Hymn.
Lastly, an enterprising selection of shorter
Dutch works 1243 723-2, 56m 58s1: by Valerius, Dopper ( a20- minute Giaconna Gotica),
Roentgen, Andriessen, Rudolf Mengelberg
(a relation of the conductor, whose Salve
Regina — soloist Joe Vincent — is a haunting
essay in Straussian harmony), Wagenaar, and
Marnix von St. Aldegonde ( abroad, thunderous hymn-like Wilhelmus von Nassauen).
Transfers here and elsewhere are all right,
save for the odd clumsy side-join. Telefunken
captured the Concertgebouw at close quarters, and detail is rarely found wanting.
These are immensely stimulating discs, hut
don't play too many at once; the fare is very
rich, and excessive sampling will counteract ,
the considerable artistic nourishment that
Mengelberg's conducting has to offer. [
H:H]
Robert Cowan
LEGENDARY CLASSICS
For aslender but becoming second ' NoNoise'
CD release, Philips abandon the snapcrackle- and- pop of shellac sources and concentrate on tape. This strikes me as eminently
sensible, especially as transfers are, in the
main, quietly successful. The actual music is
only rarely hampered by close- shaved
residual hiss/surface ( usually attached to the
odd piano note), and background is generally
silent.
There is, however, one exception. Paradoxically, Sviatoslav Richter's 1960 ` live'
Budapest Liszt B-minor Sonata (
422 137-2,
57m 24s) is both musically exciting and
technically disappointing. The ' original'
emanates from MK, but I'd hazard a guess
that Sonic Solutions worked from a vinyl
pressing, rather than from tape. Certainly
'NoNoise' seems to be battling against alltoo-familiar scars and grazes that troubled
the surfaces of c. 1950 LPs. But who cares'?
Richter ignites this white-hot epic with a
brand of fiery pianism that controls the
flames rather than let them leap about at all
angles. The Allegro energico passages are
impulsive and iron-fisted, the centre- placed
fugue is furious and outspoken, yet Richter's
quiet, reposeful way with Liszt's Andante
sostenuto (ii and iv) is hardly less spellbinding. From the same source and period we
have an imposing Funérailles (
some fabulous
octave playing here) and a performance of
the Hungarian Fantasia (
minus the first bar or
so) with the Budapest PSO/Ferencsik that
marries mind and temperament in a daring,
virtuosic tour-de-force. Try and match the
final few minutes with any other version: I
doubt you'll succeed! [
H:1*]
As to the rest, we can relax into sound that
is surprisingly good for vintagefi. A muchrespected set of the Beethoven Violin Sonatas
(422 140-2, 3CDs, 213m 10s) finds Arthur
Grumiaux and Clara Haskil enjoying obvious
artistic rapport; both eschew expressive dynamics in favour of a spirited, no-nonsense
presentation of the notes. Sometimes this
works ( Opp. 30:1, 24, 30:2 and much of 96)
but I sometimes find these players a little
wooden and over-rehearsed ( Opp.12:1, 47 and
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12:2). Still, I'd not want to undervalue
performances that are highly accomplished
by most standards. [
C:1/2]
A Grumiaux classic couples the Berg and
Stravinsky Violin Concertos (
422 136-2, 44m
51s), both with the Concertgebouw — the
former under Markevitch, the latter under
Ernest Bour. These late '60s recordings
sound quite superb, the Stravinsky especially,
with next to no tape-hiss, ample ambience,
and considerable presence. The soloist is
closely balanced, but not oppressively so, and
orchestral detail is legion. In the Berg, the
combination of Grumiaux's tonal purity and
Markevitch's thoughtful, cool-headed conducting trades all- too- frequent lolloping
extravagance for restraint, intimacy and
genuine pathos. Berg emerges the stronger
for it. Stravinsky's bitter-sweet understatement (
ie in the Concerto's poignant Arias) is
beautifully realised by Grumiaux, and Bour
directs a pert, bouncy accompaniment. This
is a real winner. [ B:I*1
Sanity is the keyword for Eduard van
Beinum's Brahms First Symphony (
420 854-2,
71m 58s), asprightly, considered reading that
never breaks the bounds of propriety, but
that rarely touches the heart of the matter
(compare van Beinum's fiery Decca recording from the early ' 50s). This was taped in
December ' 58. Ten months earlier, the same
conductor directed one of the very best
recorded versions of the Alto Rhapsody, with
a vibrant Aafje Heynis as soloist. Here van
Beinum achieves greatness; the work's
powerful, rugged opening can rarely have
sounded so imposing and the serenity of the
Rhapsody's latter section is beautifully sustained. A good performance of the Haydn
Variations makes an amiable filler; this, like
the Symphony, is in stereo. The Rhapsody is
in ( impressive) mono. [
13/C:1*/21
A 1960 Fauré recital by Gerard Souzay and
Dalton Baldwin (
420 775-2, 72m 35s) couples
La bonne chanson with the mini-cycles Opp.
58, 113, 118, and various individual songs.
Good sound ( mixed mono and stereo), fine
singing, and the expected subtle interpretation make this an essential purchase for all
lovers of French art- song. Anyone in doubt
should sample ' Mirages'. Op. 113 ( tracks
20-23), an exquisite sequence of rapt,
intensely expressive performances. [
B/C:1]
Casals in Schubert's C major Quintet will
surely have graced many a desert island —
especially as heard in a classic '50s CBS
recording with Stern. Tortelier, etc. Philips
have ' NoNoised' alive 1961 concert performance (
420 077-2, 71m 35s) where Casals
collaborated with Messrs Vegh, Zfildy, Janzer, and Szabo. It's aheartfelt, spirited affair,
full of poetic phrasing and passionate gestures, but ensemble tends to fall apart, and
there's a fair amount of rough-and-ready
playing to gloss over. But . . . it's what one
might call a ' real' performance and will stand
repetition, as will an equally assertive shot at
Beethoven's Op.5/1 Cello Sonata, with Casals
and Kempff ( same vintage). Here the cellist's
tone sounds frail, but his delivery is energetic
and emphatic. Kempff's pianism is characteristically clean and sculpted. Both recordings
are close, clear, set in a realistic small hall
acoustic and faithful to a number of minor
extraneous noises. [ B/C:2/31
Lastly, IMusici's first ( 1955) commercial
recording of Vivaldi's '
Four Seasons' (
422
139-2, 41m 19s @)). A warm, considered
performance (in neat sound) that has since
been superseded by a number of superior
alternatives. [
B/C:1/2] If only Philips had
chosen to issue the work's probable première
recording — with Louis Kaufmann, under
Swoboda — now that would have been something!
Robert Cowan

•

SHOW BOAT
...ICA VON

.

NIANARO

TLRES

VIVOTAS

SHOWBOAT: Jerome Kern and Oscar Ham
merstein 2nd
Frederica von Stade/Jerry Hadley/Teresa StratasIBruce Hubbard/Lillian GishlAmbrosian
ch/ London SinfoniettalJohn McGlinn
EMI CD RIVER 1(
3CDs, 221m 30s) digital
(3LPs: RIVER 1, 3MCs: TC RIVER 1)
A full academic treatment has been lavished
upon this hugely enjoyable milestone
Musical. John McGlinn has spent much time
and effort salvaging material dropped during
its composition and after the first performances. Some of these pieces are reinstated
into the main work, the most successful
reclamation being ` Misiy's Comin' Aroun',
an atmospheric bluesy number heralding
Julie's downfall. But most are in the appendix
which occupies almost the whole of the last
disc. This is more interesting than entertaining, including as it does a large repeat of
dialogue and two anachronistic Victorian
songs. Its chief delight is the charmingly
flirtatious '
1Have The Room Above Her',
written for the Universal movie.
In the modern tradition of musical recordings, the leading roles are sung by operatic
stars. Although this has led to musical disaster in the past, Iam pleased to find that in
Showboat the formula works. Kern's style has
enough European operetta in it to warrant
trained voices, and both Jerry Hadley and
Frederica von Stade are free of mannerisms
and unusually articulate. While Hadley sometimes lacks vocal weight von Stade's delivery
is lyrically youthful.
Important though the leads are in the
romantic duets, the show's most loved classics
are sung by its supporting characters, Joe and
Julie, whose songs carry the emotional power
of the story. Bruce Hubbard as Joe gives us a
strong and dignified ' 01 Man River. Julie is
played with dramatic potency by Teresa
Stratas, though she lacks the sensuality of
Ma Gardener or Helen Morgan — one longs
to hear 'Can't Help Lovin' That Man' sung as
atorch song again. In her interpretation ' Bill'
becomes less a sentimental masterpiece,
more a portrait of adespairing woman, and
most affecting.
The one weak spot is the lack of narrative
after Magnolia and Gay's wedding. Up until
then, the balance between song and spoken
word, so skilfully underscored by Kern, is
perfect.
Kern's original orchestrations are used and
the result is fresh and sprightly, with the
authentic theatre sound blossoming in the
'sympathetic environment of Abbey Road
Studio One.
At nearly four hours, the recording is
something of a marathon. Ionly hope that
this will not prevent it overtaking in popularity some less true-hearted Broadway excursions. [A*:1]
Sue Hudson
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1: Marantz PM151 + Dual 2110 + Goodmans Maxim
£209.90
2: Rotel RA810 + Dual 503-1 + Goodmans Maxim £239.95
3: Denon TMA250 + Ariston ' Q' Deck + Tannoy Mercury 2
£339.95
4: Sansui AU301 + Dual CS505-3 + B&W 1101 £379.95
5: ARX04 + AREB101 Receiver + AR22BX + Apollo spiked
speaker
£549.95

Demonstrations not necensarih
by appointment
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TUNERS
A&R T21
£219.00
Arcam Alpha
£149.95
Denon TU450L
£119.95
Denon TU550
£179.95
Hitachi FT5500 MKII
£ 199.95
Kenwood KT660L
£ 129.95
Revox 8260
POA
Rotel 850AL
£ 159.95
Rotel 830AL
£ 109.95
Sansui TUX 301L
£ 139.95
Sansui TUX 501L
£ 199.95
Sugden DTFM
£220.00
Yamaha TXL400
£129.95
Yamaha TX500
£149.95
CD PLAYERS
A&R Arcam
Denon DCD300
Denon DCD600
Denon DCD610

POA
£209.95
f249.95
£ 199.95

Whaddale Delta 30
£79.95
Wharfedale Diamond II ll
POA
Free spiked Apollo stands with most
speakers
CLEARANCE
LOUDSPEAKERS
AR 22BX Black or Walnut
POA
B&W DM 100
£79.95
&SW DM110 imp
£ 119.95
El» DM330 imp
£239.95
Tangent Excelsior III
£69.95
Tannoy Albury 15" Dual Concentric POA
Tannoy Buckingham Monitor
POA
Tannoy Chertsey, 12 Dual Concentric
£449.95
Tannoy M20 Gold Mkt
V. Special
Tannoy Mercury Mk2
POA
AMPLIFIERS
AR A04 Receiver
Luxman LV103
Rotel RC 850 Ex Dem
Rotel RB 850 Ex Dem
CD'S
Dual CD1030
Marantz CD65
Philips CD450
Philips CD160
Sony CDP 310
Tandburg 3000
Tandburg 3014

Special
£229.00
special
special

£169.95
£189.95
£129.95
£129.95
£179.95
POA
POA

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ADF260
Aiwa ADF360
Aiwa ADF460
Dual C550
Rotel RD835
Rotel RD855

£69.95
f89.95
£109.95
£209.90
£129.90
£169.90

TURNTABLES
Dual CS503.1 Ex Dem
Dual CS505.3 Ex Dem
Revolver Ex Dem
Revolver Lux Ex Dem

POA
POA
£ 169.95
POA
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Denon DCD800
£99.95
Pioneer system 20
POA
Denon DCD810
£49.95
Pioneer system 30
POA
Denon DCD910
£299.95
Sony stocked
POA
Denon DCD 1500/1
£499.95
Technics stocked
POA
Denon DCD1700
£649.95
Yamaha 99CD
£849.95
Marantz CD65DX
£249.00
Marantz CD75
£299.95
TURNTABLES
Nakamichi OMS1
POA
AR EB101
£229.00
Nakamichi OMS2
POA
Anston 0 Deck
POA
Philips CD373
POA
Dual CS5031
£114.95
Philips CD471
POA
Dual CS5053
£139.95
Philips CD473
POA
Dual 2110
£84.95
Revox B226
POA
Rotel RP830
£149.95
Rotel RCD820B
£209.90
POA
Sansui SR222V
Rotel RCD820BX2 £249.90
Systemdek 11X
£143.95
Sony CDP350
POA
Systemdek 11XE
£224.25
Sony CDP750
£249.95
Systemdek 11XLVX
£258.00
Yamaha CDX510
£229.95
Technics SL1200/1210
POA
Yamaha CDX810
POA
£179.00
Thorens TD166
Yamaha in stock
POA
Thorens TD280
POA
Thorens TD316
£219.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Thorens TD318
£249.00
Aiwa ADWX 707
POA
Thorens TD320
£319.00
Aiwa ADWX 808
POA
Aiwa 007
POA
SPEAKERS
Aiwa 009
POA
AR 18BX
£ 139.90
Aiwa ADWX 909
POA
AR 22BX
£ 169.90
Denon DRM07
£ 124.95
AR 44BX
£349.90
Denon DRM34HR
£319.95
BW DM330 Imp
£299.00
Denon DRM1OHX
£ 179.95
BW DM220 Imp
£229.00
Denon DRM12HX
£219.95
Goodmans
Maxim
f69.95
Denon DRM14HX
£239.95
JBL 18TI
£559.00
Denon DRM24HX
£289.95
JBL 12071
Special
Denon DRM3OHX
£319.95
JBL L2OT
£279.00
Denon DRW750
£229.95
JBL
L6OT
£
369.00
Kenwood KX550HX £ 149.95
JBL L8OT
£449.00
Marantz SD35
POA
JBL TLX3
£ 139.00
Marantz SD45
POA
JBL TLX7
£ 199.00
Nakamichi CRIE
POA
JBL TLX9
£279.00
Nakamichi CR2E
POA
Mission 700LE
£ 139.90
Nakamichi CR3E
POA
Mission 737
£249.90
Revox 825
POA
KEF C Series
POA
Yamaha stocked
POA
KEF Construction Series
POA
KEF 104.2
POA
RECEIVERS
MA R352
£250.00
Revox B285
POA
Mordaunt-Short stocked
POA
Trio KR910L
£69.95
Rogers LS2
£ 169.50
Yamaha RX300
£ 199.95
Rogers LS35A
£264.50
Yamaha RX500
£279.95
Rogers LS6
£239.50
Rogers LS7T
£359.50
MIDI SYSTEMS
Rogers Studio 1A
£ 497.50
Aiwa V1500
£799.00
Rotel RL850 It
£ 119.95
Kenwood 31S
POA
Tannoy DC Series
POA
Kenwood M31CDS
£499.95
Tannoy Eclipse £ 119.95
Kenwood M51S
£459.95
Tannoy Mercury S
£ 159.95
Kenwood M91S
£799.95
Tannoy M20 Gold II
£ 199.90
Pioneer system 10
POA
Tannoy Prestige Series
POA

.

AMPLIFIERS
AMR Arcam Alpha +
£149.95
A&R A60
£229.95
Arcam Delta 90
£329.90
Arcam Delta 60
£249.90
Denon PMA 250
£ 124.95
Denon PMA 300
£ 169.95
Dual PA5030
£134.95
Dual PA5060
£199.95
Kenwood KA550
£129.90
Kenwood KA660
£159.90
Marantz PM64 Mk11
POA
Marantz PM45
POA
NAD 3020E
£ 119.95
NAD 3130
£ 159.95
Rotel RA820A
£ 129.90
ROTEL RA810A
£99.90
Rotel RA820111X3 £164.90
Rotel RA840BX3 £219.95
Rotel RA870BX
£299.90
Rotel RC850
£ 124.90
Rotel RB850
£ 145.90
Rotel RC870BX
£ 189.90
Rotel RB870BX
£209.90
Rotel RB890 Power
£375.00
Sansui AUX201
POA
Sansui AUX301
£ 169.95
Sugden A25
£ 159.00
Sugden A28
£237.50
Sugden A4811I
£295.00
Sugden C28
£ 199.00
Sugden P128
£455.00
Sugden P28
£ 178.00
Yamaha AX300
£99.95
Yamaha AX400
£ 139.95
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SYSTEMDEK

We are the system builders. Only asmall selection is listed above. Let us design
a system to suit your requirements

MIDI
Aiwa V990
£349.95
Exposure IV P.S.U. £ 146.00
Exposure VII Pre Amp
£229.95
Exposure Power Amp
£220.00
Exposure Power Amp
£364.50
We specialise in middle to high
end of line products.

WE ARE ALWAYS COMPETITIVE - TELL US IF YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Name

r.e

Address

Please send
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MAIL ORDER to SOUTH LONDON HIFI, 210 BRIXTON HILL, STREATHAM LONDON SW2. TEL: 01-674 2033
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
STEVE COLEMAN AND THE FIVE ELEMENTS: SINE DIE
Pangaea 461159 1
FAREED HAQUE: VOICES RISING
Pangaea 461160 1
KIP HANRAHAN: DAYS AND NIGHTS OF
BLUE LUCK INVERTED
Pangaea 461158 1
ASTOR PIAZZOLLA TANGO: ZERO HOUR
Pangaea 461156 1
VARIOUS: CONJURE — THE MUSIC FOR
THE TEXTS OF ISHMAEL REED
Pangaea 461155 1
Pangaea is one of those new labels aimed at
the New Age, 'quality' muzak market, people
too busy to listen properly to what their hi-fis
are doing. Founded by Sting, his manager
Miles Copeland and Christine Reed (es-CBS
Masterworks), Pangaea has the difficult task
of wooing sushi-munching airheads away
from the innocuous wash of Windham Hill.
The question is: can chaise longue potatoes
cope with even asingle joule of excitement or
imagination?
The Coleman effort is eclectic jazz with too
much of a funk element for your basic Next
customer, surprisingly concise instead of cosmically windy. Some vocals are present, too,
for those who can't bear lyric- less LPs. [
A:1]
Hague offers the melange approach to guitar,
an almost eerie display of so many influences
that he could have called this Quadrophenia if
the Who hadn't gotten there first. Just
interesting enough to avoid the New Age Kiss
of death . . . but only just. [
A:2] There's a
mildly anachronistic feel to Hanrahan's jazz
excursion, which fluctuates between the
boozy ambience of the bebop era and the
space cadet mentality that would produce a
title as lame as this LP carries. But don't
ignore it, because there's an unheralded find
in the form of Carmen Lundy, the barelycredited vocalist whose name should have
greater prominence on the sleeve than Han-

THE ARANBEE POP SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA: POP SYMPHONY
C5 522
THE GEORGE MARTIN ORCHESTRA:
OFF THE BEATLE TRACK
C5 519
THE ANDREW OLDHAM ORCHESTRA:
RARITIES
C5 518
THE LARRY PAGE ORCHESTRA: KINKY
MUSIC
C5 521
An odd batch this, four from 1964-6 offering
orchestral versions of hits with string connections to the bands of the era. From the top,
Aranbee covered various hits under the
direction of the Stones' Keith Richard. Musically, it's the least appealing of the batch, and
unless my ears deceive me, it's mislabelled as
mono. Stones completists will have it any
way. George Martin — naturally — offers
Beatles covers; this is one of many occasions
in which he released muzak under his own
name, and it's the best of the lot. Oldham
(the former Stones manager) covers the hits
of the day; his LP is notable for the calibre of
unwitting guests, like the Stones themselves,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Steve Coleman
rahan's. [
A:1/2] The Piazzolla release is tango
for the hard-core, Latin music a bit deeper
and more complex than your basic let'svomit- together- in- sunny- Spain marimba'd
anthems. The dazzling playing will probably
frighten those who'd rather nod between
tracks. [
A:1] Conjure is the real gem in this
batch, a group effort reminiscent of A&M
hommage to Thelonius Monk using various
performers to create a backing for Reed's
poetry. With guests like Taj Mahal, Allen
Toussaint, Lester Bowie and Carla Bley, we

are talking a class act. [
A:1/11
Don't let the generic sleeves mislead you.
This stuff has about as much in common with
Left Coast soma as Zodiac Mindwarp has
with Scott McKenzie. It's just a shame they
left the packaging duties to someone who
obviously likes tofu and Perrier. Ken Kessler

Kim Fowley, John Paul Jones and others.
Kinky Music, as you'd expect, kovers the
Kinks. All are period pieces foreshadowing
those horrible Classical Rock muzak monstrosities, but each is dripping with collectors'
cred. And why did these earn areview in the
'proper' section instead of at the back?
Because C5 519 and C5 521 are [ Al recordings. At £3.99 per unit, that's alot less painful
than the £ 12 or £ 15 you're expected to pay for
audiophilia. Musically. well ... at least
you'll recognise the tunes.
Ken Kessler

pervades and its sad to think that the band
seem to have given up all hope of making a
breakthrough via new material. There's alot
of new material on The Forester Sisters'
album, all of it worthy, sung in a manner
that'd appeal to anyone who loves The Judds,
and presented in not too glossy a manner,
with the best of Nashville's free-thinkers
chipping in their ten cents' worth of
instrumental help. Oddly enough though, it is
the Forester's renditions of oldies that
immediately hit the right spot, a bluegrassoriented version of The Beatles' I've Just
Seen A Face' getting nudged out of prime
position by acover of The McGuire's cover of
The Moonglows"Sincerely'. As everyone has
long since forgotten both earlier versions, the
Foresters' rendition could well prove a
moneyspinner singles- wise. [A:21 and [ A:1]
respectively.
Fred DeIlar

ASLEEP AT THE
STANDARD TIME
CBS 460985-1

WHEEL:

WESTERN

THE FORESTER SISTERS: SINCERELY
Warner Brothers 925 746-1
Asleep At The Wheel's latest album tells you
nothing that you didn't already know. Ray
Benson and his latest crew ( whoever they
may be — CBS have failed to include any
personnel listing) are still rehashing '40s and
'50s favourites and reshaping them into Bob
Wills-styled western swing That they do it
admirably there's no doubt and there's a lot
of enjoyable music to be heard. It's just that
the feeling of going through the motions

[Note: A Sampler called Dark To Light. not
received, is available on CD only for those
who prefer to try hors d'oeuvres rather than
dip straight into the entrees.]

GARY BARTZ QUARTET: MONSOON
SteepleChase CD SCCD 31234 (
61m 04s)
Gary Bartz played alto in some of McCoy
Tyner's 1970s lineups whose imaginative
arrangements and kicking rhythms produced
some of the more exciting modern albums of
the period. But the way things go — maybe it's
the commercial pressures — so many players
1/9
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who seemed to have had something new and
fresh to say, all too often take a leap
backwards to the comparative safety of welltrodden paths. Instead of an extension of the
music he was associated with, Bartz has gone
for akind of jazz perhaps best associated with
Sonny Rollins. It's played with authority and
vigour by Bartz and Butch Lacy, piano, Oint
Houstin, bass, and Billy Hart, drums. It bites,
and swings and grooves like a Blue Note
album with digital sound. In fact if it weren't
for the superlative recording, you could be
convinced it was made in 1958 and not 1988.
The difference between this music now and
then is that when it was initially conceived it
was new and challenging with an edge to go
with it, whereas it's safe, familiar and acceptable in 1988. [
A*:11
Ken Hyder

tell is by listening to ballads like Quiet Fire.
The trio floats, apparently out of time, but
the trick is that the time is there all along,
only it's not being stated. There's aworld of
difference, for example, between space-filling
cymbal tinkling, and the free-flowing coloration supplied by DeJohnette. That sense of
implied time even permeates the up- tempo
numbers where precision playing establishes
the structure, then the players dissemble it
before your very ears. And make no mistake,
this trio swings, and swings hard.
This is abright, fresh album, straight out of
the modern mainstream, and as such it should
satisfy most jazz lovers. [ A*:11
Ken Hyder

COCTEAU TWINS: BLUE BELL KNOLL
4AD cad 807

This illumines some forgotten corners of jazz
history, specifically visits by American and
British jazzmen to Sweden, where all these
recordings were made. In late 1947 Jackson
arrived in Stockholm leading the first modern-style American jazz group to visit
Europe. With Conte Candoli (trumpet),
Frank Socolow (tenor saxophone), Lou Levy
(piano) and Terry Gibbs (vibraharp) on
board, it was drawn mainly from the Woody
Herman stable and recorded six tracks of
first-generation bop of consistently thoughtful brilliance. Such pieces as 'Crown Pilots'
and ' Crying Sands' are minor classics. Next,
five tracks placing the American pianist
Arnold Ross with a British contingent who
surprisingly steal the show from him, proving
that by 1952 the top UK players had the bop
style very well in hand. Jimmy Deuchar's
trumpeting stands out, but there is excellent
tenor saxophone from Ronnie Scott also.
Finally, two longer tracks that find another
American pianist, George Wallington, with
some exceptional Swedes. Wallington holds
his own better than Ross, and in fact performs beautifully. Yet if the 1952 session was
Deuchar's this 1953 music is dominated,
almost inevitably, by Lars Gullin's baritone
playing. Here is an indisputable major figure.
[B:1/2]
Max Harrison

Ah, the Cocteaus! Lurking inside asleeve of
infinite mystery, hides a record. But hush!
Before we pierce its transcendent fragility
with the brutal spindle, let's linger awhile
over some song titles: 'The Itchy Glowbo
Glow' ... ' Suckling The Mender' ...
'Spooning Good Singing Gum' . . . ' A Kissed
Out Red Floatboat'. Great fire of balls!
But we're used to all this by now. The
Cocteau Twins have been hiding their light
under abushel of twaddle for years and Blue
Bell Knoll is no different in that respect. The
actual music is as addictive as ever and Liz
Fraser's 'vocals' are ever more apart of the
music, ever less a subject for pointless
debate. The title track, for example, or 'Cico
Buff, are simply addictive slices of music,
tougher than you think. If New Age music
could only summon some of this substance
. . . But the final word must go to the Twins:
'Ella Megalast Burls Forever'. Indeed. IA:11
Pete Clark

MARTY EHRLICH: PLIANT PLIANT
Enja CD 5065-48 (
43m 25s)
This is ablustering, bubbling quartet, where
excitement is the name of the game. It
comprises Ehrlicj and Stan Strickland, reeds,
Anthony Cox, bass and Robert Previte,
drums. These are musicians who feel at home
in the modern mainstream — the legacy of
Mingus and others — and also in the avant
garde end of things. Some of the pieces are
clearly influenced by 20th century composed
music, and they come as a contrast to the
more straight ahead swing of other numbers.
But there's a thread running through the
session, asense of commitment and seriousness which means that the intensity of purpose is maintained throughout. The only sore
point is aboogaloo track which demonstrates
that the funk is usually better left to the
funksters.
Ken Hyder
DAVE HOLLAND TRIO: TRIPLICATE
ECM 1373
There is something special about trios. In jazz
particularly, three-way conversations seem to
have an extra edge, and when the chemistry is
right, magic can occur. On paper, this looks
like a likely trio with Holland, a superb
bassist; Jack DeJohnette, whose playing still
sounds as youthful as ever, in spite of
approaching veteran status; and Steve Coleman, ayounger generation altoist who is one
of the up-and-comers to watch. And on
record, it works too. One of the ways you can
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CHUBBY JACKSON: CHOICE CUTS
Esquire S323

LA TOVA JACKSON: LA TOYA
RCA PD 88502 (46m 53s) CD
Do you enjoya LaToya? The pouting Ms
Jackson hopes that you do. After all, she's
selling sex by the laser-full these days. The
cover shot has her clad in the most fancy pair
of braces that ever came connected to abra,
while hardly a line goes by, on the album's
first side, without an 'ooh', `aaahh', '
1like it',
and ' push it up' — all presumably technical
hip- hop terms in the Jackson household but
translated in such a way that bank-clerks
might start sweating. La Toya is also pretty
mean these days. At the very onset, she
proclaims: ' La Toya is putting down a new
sound — give me some respect'. All wonderfully funny, with a hammy rendition of a
script obviously masterminded by the inventive Full Force, who shaped the album's first
four tracks. Elsewhere Jakko's naughty little
sister gets involved with Harold Faltermeyer,
Steve Harvey (who sounds more like Faltermeyer than Faltermeyer), and the Stock,
Aitken, Waterman hit factory, devoting one
of the latter tracks to ' Just Say No', an
anti-drug anthem that, like all the other cuts
on the album, bears no song-writing credit.
The album, by the way, is dedicated to La
Toya's grandmother. I wonder what she'll
make of songs like ' You're Gonna Get

Rocked' and it's inferences'? Then again,
perhaps she's an expert on technical hip- hop
terminology. [A:2/31
Fred Dellar
ADRIAN LEGG: GUITARS AN!) OTHER
CATHEDRALS
MMC 1014
Legg is aguitarist's guitarist. At any rate, all
the guitarists Iknow rave about him. Iusually
take that as awarning, rather than arecommendation. Guitar- talk usually centres
around technique and equipment, and very
rarely around music. But Legg is one of those
exceptions, a technically dazzling guitarist
who actually plays music rather than stunning
exercises. It's actually possible to listen all the
way through to this album, without being
distracted by obvious technical accomplishments. Although his playing can be a bit
jack-the- lad, it's done with good humour and
warm fondness of the source material. And
it's here that description becomes difficult,
because Legg's music comes from so many
different sources, Cajun, British folk, and the
blues being uppermost. This is miles better
than his previous album where he was accompanied by some players who actually inhibited his free creative flow. This solo outing is
deliciously recorded, and it's a joy to listen
to, again and again. IA*:11
Ken Hyder
JOHN LENNON:
LENNON
EMI PCSP 722

IMAGINE:

JOHN

Not to be confused with Imagine the LP, this
stunning two- LP set (also a twin-pack cassette and single CD) is effectively the musical
portion of the long-awaited film of the same
name. An hommage to Lennon, the film
consists of much unseen footage, with narration by Lennon to add an eerie feel. Eschewing the dialogue, this 21 track package comes
across as a surprisingly comprehensive history of the man, independent of its soundtrack status. Opening with an unreleased
track from 1980, ' Real Love', it then proceeds to chart his career with nine Beatles
tracks on which he sang lead and 10 solo
career entries, all in chronological order.
Naturally, the set closes with the studio
version of the title song, but another curio is
added in the form of a short rehearsal take
midway through the set. In a sense, the
dearth of previously unissued material — a
minor ballad and a rehearsal do not really
qualify as revelatory items — will irritate the
hard-core, especially because we in the UK
know that the Americans are currently
enjoying a 50-hour radio series made up
entirely of unissued matter. We know that
Yoko could have spared two LPs' worth of
new material, even if only alternate versions
of the songs herein. But that's only of
concern to the fanatics; for music lovers who
want, simply, one hell of a Lennon sampler,
this is the best one yet. ( A/B:1*1 Ken Kessler
EDDY LOU1SS: SANG MÊLÉ
Nocturne NTCD 101 (
43m 46s) nCD
(Distributed by Absolute Sounds)
I'm told that this French jazz keyboard
wizard has a No.2 best-seller with this in his
homeland, beaten only by Miles Davis. Ialso
know that the sound was good enough to
inspire 7(X) of you to buy copies at The Hi Fi
Show at Heathrow. And why? Because not
only is this one of the most amazing sonic
delights you'll ever hear, it's sensational
music. Yes, it sounds very French, sort of like
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Pink Floyd by way of Calais, but it's dripping
with the kind of humour you just don't
associate with the Gauls. ( Remember: that
country made a hero out of Le Petomaine.)
'Blues For Klook', for instance, is unadulterated avant garde jazz, yet any blues fan worth
his or her weight in chitlins will recognise
immediately the track's blues cred. DON'T
write this off as another boring audiophile
extravaganza of the GRP/ECM/DMP variety.
(Question: why do the audiophile jazz bores
always use acronyms for label names?) Sang
Mêlé is astunner. [A*:1]
Ken Kessler
STEVE MILLER: BORN 2B BLUE
Capitol CDP 7 48303 2 (42m 21s) CD
It's aBen Sidran record really. You remember Sidran, don't you? He was the pianist
who started out with Miller in the late '60s,
then sped away on a quest to become a
contemporary jazz giant. Not that he succeeded, but along the way he made some
pretty good records spanning rock, funk and
down-the-line jazz. In short, a good 52nd
Street egg. Now he's returned to jam with
and produce his old guitar-toting boss, bringing with him such pals as vibesman Milt
Jackson and altoist supreme Phil Woods,
along with a songbook that includes Lionel
Hampton's ' Red Top', Billie Holiday's ' God
Bless The Child', Mel Torme's ' Born To Be
Blue' and Ray Charles' Mary Ann' along
with a bunch of others that would all make
sense to those who have pictures of Georgie
Fame and Mose Allison adorning their
favourite scrapbook. Miller? He sings in
appropriate lazy, hazy, jazz-phrased manner
and plays the sort of guitar licks that probably
had his heavy friends nodding knowingly.
Only the choice of ayawn-provoking Zip-ADee-Doo-Dah as astarter, mars an otherwise
enjoyable jazz jaunt. Born to be [A:1/2]
Fred Dellar
-` • ,
AIRTO MOREIRA/FLORA PURIM: THE
COLOURS OF LIFE
In & Out Records 001
(Distributed by New Note)
This husband and wife team are perhaps the
best exponents of the jazzier side of Brazilian
music. They strike afine balance between the
structures of Brazilian music and jazz-based
improvisation. Their recorded output varies,
but this is one of the better albums. It's full of
life and liveliness, and it's rich in sounds,
especially percussion. Regardless of the complexity of rhythms produced, the whole music
sounds effortless and light. One track features Moreira solo, overdubbing like crazy on
vocals and percussion. But he concentrates
mainly on shakers, creating waves upon
waves of subtle percussion. Purim's singing
remains singularly special. There are few
female singers who can match her easysounding agility.
There is an awful lot going on in this
album. The percussion is worth special mention. Moreira builds it up track by track
adding small percussion instruments to fill in
the gaps. But if you listen closely to just one
component, you realise that he contributes
more to the rhythmic tension of a piece
through just one shaker than most percussionists do with awhole array of bangers and
scrapers. Catch this one if you can. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyder
THE PROCLAIMERS: SUNSHINE
LEITH
Chrysalis CCD 1668 (
45m 32s) CD
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ON

DECEMBER 1988

A second album- full of contemporary folk
and country sounds from Auchtermuchty and
one that's no disappointment. The songs are
well- honed melodically and the lyrics have
their moments — ' I can understand why
Stranraer lie so lowly/They could have save a
lot of points by signing Hibs goalie' ('Cap In
Hand') and 'Now that I don't want for
anything', I'd have Al Jolson sing ' I'm Sitting
On Top Of The World' (' I'm On My Way').
The back-up squad features all the right
names — Dave Mattacks (drums), Pete Wingfield (producer and keyboards) and the everunderrated Jerry Donahue ( guitar), etc — and
all the right licks — Donahue's break on 'Then
IMet You' would have 'em whooping it up in
Nashville. The only thing that worries me is
the Reid twins' accent. Right now, it's an
asset, making them easily identifiable, acting
as some king of gimmick. But it might prove
wearing over the long haul and The Proclaim ers could end up being Scotland's answer to
Chas 'n' Dave as far as rock pundits are
concerned, though Ihope not. [
A:1]
Fred Dellar
. •
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KEITH RICHARDS: TALK IS CHEAP
Virgin CDV 2554 (
47m 08s) CD
Believe it or not, Keith is the last Rolling
Stone to release asolo effort which tells you
just how forgettable were the various issues
from Wyman, Watts, Wood and Jagger. All
have had their solo moments, but none even
come close to Talk Is Cheap (
which may or
may not be a reference to Mick's famous,
flapping lips). Yes, this does sound like a
Stones LP, but what do you expect? Keith's
guitar is as much apart of ' the Stones' sound'
as any other single element, so it's not like
he's copying anybody other than himself.
What's so surprising about this rock ' n roll
masterpiece is that it took so long to arrive,
despite the false alarm afew years back when
KR released alone single. Listen: this work is
so-o-o good that you could have billed it as
'the long-lost Let It Bleed sessions' and few
would be the wiser. It growls, it churns, it
cooks like nothing else I've heard in 88, and
it makes a mockery of all those posturing
fools who curl their lips and write songs about
how many groupies they pulled after the gig.
Keith just lights another cigarette, plugs in
and pulls out high-octane rhythms with the
lead intact. Cherish this one. Oh, and cite it
any time some snot- nosed kid tells you that
over-30 means ' relic'. [
A*:11
Ken Kessler
•
SIOUXSIE & THE
SHOW
Polydor SHELP5

BANSHEES: PEEP

Just when you thought it was safe to get back
inside the make-up case . . . out pops Siouxsie with her strongest set in a Gothic age.
'Peepshow' represents no radical departure
form the formula as set out on the tablets of
stone — we're still in the land of hollow-eyed
magick and misted cosmic windscreens — but
there's a gleeful edge to this material which
simply carries you off to Valhalla.
The late single, ' Peek- A- Boo', is a good
example, a strangely strange but oddly normal pop song which comes over as an evil
Kate Bush tune. There's plenty of other
palpitations to be had — ' Burn Up', ' Raw
Head & Bloody Bones' — but the piece of the
least customer resistance is ' Scarecrow',
buried in the middle of side 1, agreat whirl of
sound strapped to an unstoppable surge of
sound.
There's life in this old voodoo doll yet.
[A:11
Pete Clark

THE SMITHS: RANK
Rough Trade ROUGH 124
Hell! Now that The Smiths are no more,
they've gone and issued what is probably
their best-ever album, a 14-tracker, recorded
live at aKilburn gig in 1986. Though Morrissey's vocals are as wayward as ever and
irritating in the frequency that the ' R's' get
rolled, they, nevertheless, seem more purposeful than on most of the band's studio
recordings. But what makes the record one to
savour is the full-blooded sound of the band
itself. With Craig Gannon handling all the
rhythm guitar chores, Johnny Marr is left to
blitz ahead in marvellous fashion, returning,
amid Morrissey's bouts of anguished prose
and preening, to assist Gannon in thashing
and fleshing out, the twosome helping producing a ferocious sound that The Smiths
rarely captured on vinyl. Most of the old
faithfuls are included, 'The Boy With The
Thorn In His Side', ' Vicar In A Tutu',
'Bigmouth Strikes Again', and the wonderfully descriptive ' Cemetary Gates' etc. And,
bearing in mind that I'd never been one of the
many who've cottoned on to the idea of
Morrissey as agodlike genius, Iwouldn't care
to be without Rank, arecord that could make
the live shot category respectable again.
[A:1*]
Fred Dellar
VARIOUS ARTISTS: A VISION SHARED
CBS 460905-1
Subtitled ' A Tribute to Woodie Guthrie and
Leadbelly', the record is an attempt, by the
likes of U2, Bob Dylan, John Mellencamp,
Emmylou Harris, Arlo Guthrie, Doc Watson, Sweet Honey In The Rock and various
others to raise enough loot to enable the
Smithsonian Institute to buy the Folkways
catalogue. A worthy aim and one that's
resulted in some equally worthy music, Bruce
Springsteen donating both a trio and a full
band track — the latter being spoilt by Nils
Lofgren's wayward guitar-heroics — Taj
Mahal proffering a ' Bourgeois Blues' that
rocks much in the way of some classic Rosette
Tharpe gospel thrash; Willie Nelson waltzing
across Texas via ' Philadelphia Lawyer'; and
Brian Wilson coming up with edgy leads but
immaculate harmony layers on his version of
'Goodnight Irene'. But pride of place must be
awarded to an amazing ' Rock Island Line',
on which Little Richard, yelping like acrazed
Tiny Tim on speed, rushes to further glory
with the aid of black rock band Fishbone,
Jimmy Stewart's swirling organistics helping
to make this rendition of the Leadbelly
standard one of the year's essential cuts.
[A:1]
Fred Dellar
VARIOUS: HARDCORE HOLOCAUST
Strange Fruit SFRCD 101 (41m 10s) CD
VARIOUS: INDIE TOP 20 VOL 5 — SPIRIT
OF INDEPENDENTS
Revolver/Cartel TTO5
VARIOUS: 21 YEARS OF ALTERNATIVE
RADIO I
Strange Fruit SFRCD 200 (
76m 34s) CD
The perfect antidote(s) for those of you who
wonder about bands with very strange names.
Strange Fruit have produced three delicious
samplers covering circa 1987-88 ' hardcore'
and two discs' worth of rare radio live
sessions, while the ultra-cooperative indies
have banded together to produce adouble LP
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full of indic hits. The Hardcore title will
prove to have the most limited appeal
because this stuff is what George Martin ( in
describing punk music) called a ' shouting
match'. l'?:?1 Moving swiftly on to The
Sampler, this offers 14 varied tracks from the
Peel Sessions catalogue, with artists as disparate as Billy Brags and The Screaming Blue
Messiahs. Even if you don't use it as a
sampler to lead to other purchases, it's a
bargain- priced goodie with real collector
potential. [
A:1/21 21 Years Of Alternative
Radio I has something for everybody, 21
tracks covering 1967 to the present, with
artists ranging from Jimi Hendrix with a
magnificent ' Hey Joe' through Joe Cocker on
'Delta Lady' and on to the Police, The
Smiths, The Pogues and even the delightful
Gaye Bykers On Acid. Magnificent stuff; be
grateful that the Beeb let Strange Fruit into
their vaults. ( A/B:1/11 The Indie collection
covers amultitude of genres, with everything
from the New Order to Pop Will Eat Itself to
Swans. What it reveals is how varied the indic
scene is, including a thread common to too
many indic bands which encourages a blend
of noise, lyrical ineptitude and masochism.
But overall it's a wonderful intro to life
outside the majors; Ijust wish my copy was a
CD so I could have programmed out the
diabolical, ear- aching Sugarcubes. [
A/B:1/21
Ken Kessler
TOM WAITS: BIG TIME
Island ITW4
TANITA TIKARAM: ANCIENT HEART
WEA WX210
Distinctive voices, old and new. Waits has
been ploughing his bottle- hardened furrow
for what seems like an eternity, but along the
way has spewed out such delights as Swordfishtrombones which have justified the kerfuffle. '
Big Time' is on the usual hiding- tonothing, being the soundtrack, in effect, for a
forthcoming Waits film which no- one's seen.
Who knows that will alter the perceptions of
what's on the record? Because they need
altering and badly. This is alacklustre live job
(recorded in LA, San Francisco, Dublin,

OM Walt,

Stockholm and Berlin) almost entirely composed of songs from previous albums. Go to
the originals or wait for the film. IC:31
Ms Tikaram does not share Waits' passion
for grotesque losers and the general alchemy
of lowlife, but she does take care over her
lyrics and is working with avoice as limited as
the old growler's. There can't be many who
haven't yet been exposed to the irritatingly
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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commercial ' Good Tradition' or its even
more irritatingly-titled follow-up 'Twist In
My Sobriety'. Despite the musical promise on
show here, can there be anything more . . .
well, irritating . . . than being served up adult
entertainment by a 19-year-old, mature
beyond her years. For God's sake, scream a
little. (A:31
Pete Clark
WIRACOCHA: RUMILLAJTA
Rumillajta Records RUMI 871 (
distributed by
Revolver, The Old Malt House, Little Ande
Street, Bristol BS2 9ES)
Bolivian bands wearing ponchos and playing
pan pipes seem to be 10 apenny in Europe.
And many of them are pretty dire. You know
you are on to ahad thing when there are too
many shouts of olé designed to drum up fake
excitement. This hand is one that's worth
listening to however. There may be alack of
bite sometimes, and a leaning towards
mumsiness, but they avoid going over the top
in this self-produced album, and you can hear
the breathiness of the flutes and pan pipes
without them being engulfed in the silly
amounts of reverb usually applied to these
instruments. There are however, the occasional lapses into sound effects of running
water. Ihave had aparticular aversion to this
sort of thing after Imade the same mistake on
my first album, and hearing it again has only
served to remind me of that long-forgottenembarrassment. But they earn my foregiveness by having their hearts so firmly in the
right place. [
A:21
Ken Hyder

remarkable release. The sound is one of the
clearest I've heard, and it's especially noticeable when you listen to the cymbals, where
the overtones and the undertones rings out.
A part of that clarity is down to the players
themselves, in that the music is wonderfully
open. Each player has plenty of room to
move around and breathe in the music.
Although there are themes for the musicians
to play off, this is very free music. It's the
kind of music incidentally that the Finn,
Vesala has been pioneering for years in his
own bands. There's agood balance between
the musical and spiritual elements on this
disc, and I'd have no hesitation recommending this to someone looking for something
fresh to counteract the jaded overkill of the
jazz revival. [
A*:1/11
Ken Hyder
BON JOVI: NEW JERSEY
Vertigo VERH 62
Vertigo VERH 836345 2 (
57m 39s) CD

This album rejoiced in the working title of
'Sons Of Beaches', but with the group's
avowed concern for things like roots, it's
hardly surprising that they opted for the more
prosaic 'New Jersey' similarly, Don Jovi's
concern for ' the kids.'is well documented and
they took this to what some might consider
extremes by reportedly allowing a group of
the same to decide the track listing on this
LP. If this is true, it might explain the
anthemic ( aka bombastic) tone of this record
virtually throughout its length — these are the
type of tunes that would make an impact first
or second time around. The question is, do
they have staying power'?
The first single from the LP. 'Bad MediMANFRED ZEPF/ANDREW CYRILLE:
cine", is afair example of the contents and, it
PAINTINGS
has to be said, the effect of repeated listenWest Wind CD 003 (
33m 59s)
ings is grating. The same in unfortunately
(distributed by Impetus)
true of other tracks, notably the Sprinisteenesque ' Blood On Blood' and ' Living In
With two sensitive drummers like Andrew
Sin'. If you're looking to party, leaving your
Cyrille and Edvard Vesala, this CD could
brains at the door, then this will doubtless
hardly fail. Manfred Zepf, the bassist seems
suffice. If you were looking to an improveto have brought this ensemble together and
ment on the excellent Slippery When Wet
his choice of sidemen is admirable. The
you're in for adisappointment. [
A:31
lineup is completed by Heinz Becker, trumPete Clark
pet and Michae: Sievert, reeds. This is a
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(GRAN7-Am3L/F/E7s) t1THE FINN. The FINAL UPGRADE is a new after-hours
service for all audiophiles. We are based in NORTH
LONDON near High Barnet tube and New Barnet
main line stations.

THE. . GIOOP PRE-AMPLIFIER
A new pre-amplifier from Grant Amplifiers giving outstanding
performance. Passive equalisation and six premium grade ECC88
valves are used in the design to achieve optimum sonic accuracy.
The GIOOP is supplied in either black or silver anodised finish to
order. Made to our usual high standard of mechanical construction
and finish the only compromise we admit is the price.

This reference system is on permanent demonstration:
CLEAFtAUDIO ACCURATE — Cartridge
PIERRE LURNE SL5 — Arm
AUDIOMECA «11. — Turntable
MATISSE — Pre-amp
BEL — Monoblock Power Amps
ENSEMBLE PA1 REFERENCE — Loudspeakers
MATISSE/AUDIOQUEST — Cables

We strongly recommend that you
take the earliest possible
opportunity to audition
Recommended Retail Price: £265.00p
Ring us now on 01-440-2588 to arrange ademonstration.

Send for details of this model and the rest of the Grant range of
state of the art valve equipment to:Grant Amplifiers,
145 Gladys Avenue, North End,
Portsmouth P02 9BD
Tel: ( 0705) 694347
Telex 86626
Trade & Overseas enquiries welcome
el
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CAPSU
BAD COMPANY: DANGEROUS AGE
Atlantic 781 884-1
Ominous title for an HM band on the wrong
side of 40. But they do manage to keep up
with the young'uns even if the modernization
programme has meant the loss of the musical
ticks which linked this band to Free. Then
again, there's no substitute for experience.
[A:11
BIG COUNTRY: PEACE IN OUR TIME
Mercury MERH 130
Mercury 836 325-2 (
50m 07s) CD
What's this? Has Big C decided to stop at
being the thinking man's U2? This release
actually rocks in places, replacing forced
majesty with far more important chooglin'
rhythms; the opening riffs could even be
mistaken for prime Stones. It won't alienate
the faithful, but it sure will help allay fears
that the term ' guitar band' was a nasty
epithet. A solid [
A:11.
ELVIN BISHOP: BIG FUN
Alligator AL 4767
Welcome back an old friend, quiet this past
decade. No surprises, just a heartwarming
return picking up where he left off. Supreme
down-home white R'n'B, twenty years on
from that classic Butterfield debut but just as
enthralling. The fire has been stoked, and it
crackles with glee. [
A:11, with a [ 1 because
Elvin's a survivor.
ERIC BOGLE: SOMETHING OF VALUE
Sonet SNTF 1004
Pleasing blend of Irish, Australian and American folk music leading to mild confusion for
nationalistic purists. Nothing to make your
hair stand on end, but it's mercifully free of
finger-in- the-ear, hey-nonny-nonnyism. [
A:2]
CHRIS DE BURGH: FLYING COLOURS
A&M CDA 5224 (
54m 29s) CD
Highly polished singer-songwritering but the
gloss isn't too blinding. Sensitive? You bet.
Melodic? Ditto. Slick? Yep. But CdB sails
perilously close to John Denverism at times,
so maybe he should go and listen to some
John Hiatt LPs because he sure could use
some edge. [
A:21
JOHN FARNHAM: AGE OF REASON
RCA POD71839 (
52m 19s) CD
Odd how Aussie rock leans more toward
American than to Britain; this release could
easily be mistaken for a Yankee stadium
filler. Of its type, it's fine: two parts rock, one
part majesty, one part posture. Soaring
guitars, acappella breaks over adrum backing, blow-dried hair in a sepia cover shot.
Bring back the age of unreason. [
A:1/21
THE FOUR TOPS: INDESTRUCTIBLE
Arista 258 840 (
44m 46s) CD
A comeback worth experiencing, one of
Motown's finest acts bearing their heritage
with pride. No sequins or face lifts, just lots
of mega-guest stars like Aretha and perfect
material ( including one song also appearing
on the Buster soundtrack; see below). Indestructible indeed. [
A:1/11
HEAVEN 17: TEDDY BEAR, DUKE &
PSYCHO
Virgin CDV 2547 (
63m 41s) CD
Sharp. Semi-funky. Quadsi-soulful. They're
back, but it's not as easy as when there were
no Wets, Johnnies or Broses competing for
sales. Provided you haven't been put off by
111-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVII W
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the current crop, this is one bunch of dancin'
white boys actually worth hearing. [
A:1/21
LONDONBEAT: SPEAK
Anxious/RCA ZD 71857 (
57m 28s) CD
Dandy dance/rap/hip-hop melange to prevent
it sounding like one long track. One cut
sounds like someone had his thumb against
the spool, but otherwise the sonics are perfect
for forcing people out of their chairs. Subtle
use of eastern music here and there suggests
that Ofra Haza may be more influential than
we thought. [
A:1/21
THE LYRES: A PROMISE IS A PROMISE
Ace of Hearts SAVE 59 (Dist. by Red Rhino)
Long-lived Boston cult band overdue for
success. Perfect distillation of the pop/garage
band ethos with a fantastic trashy guitar
sound and an incredible handle on what made
60s AM radio such agas. Could teach athing
or 10 to most of the UK indie acts. [
A/B:11
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN: THE RUMOUR
Mercury 834 957-2 (
41m 25s) CD
Her comeback, aided and abetted by Elton
and Bernie who supplied the title track. A
creditable pop record rescued from anonymity because ON-J does have a recognisable
voice. But only just. If she doesn't watch it,
she'll become the distaff Cliff Richard, which
means lots of sales but zero cred. [ A:11
OST: BUSTER
Virgin CDV2544 (
41m 08s) CD
The soundtrack to amovie which takes place
in the early 1960s would naturally consist of
relevant tunes. Fine selection from the likes
of Dusty Springfield, The Searchers, and The
Hollies and some new material from the star
actor, Phil Collins. At least something worthwhile came out of the Great Train Robbery.
[A/B:11
OST: GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM
A&M AMA 3913
Period music from the hit film. One of the
best soundtracks to accompany movies of
That War, arevelatory overview of AM radio
as Americans knew it 20-plus years ago. It's
so good that if you gave it acartoon cover it
could pass as an LP in the Cruisin' series. The
tracks — the Searchers, the Beach Boys, etc —
are lined by Robin Williams' frenetic delivery
as a 'Nam DJ; he's almost wild enough to
make you want to enlist. [
A:11
OST: ONE MOMENT IN TIME
Arista 259 299 (
47m 30s) CD
All new materials from big name artists which
accompanied the US (NBC-TV) coverage of
the Olympics. Whitney Houston, Eric Carmen, the Bee Gees, The Christians, or to put
it another way, a soundtrack slightly more
interesting than the event it accompanied.
[A:1/21
PENGUIN CAFE ORCHESTRA: WHEN IN
ROME. . .
Editions EG EGED 56
Caught live in July 1987, the PCO swing just
enough to avoid succumbing to the New Age
tag. Then again, they've been around so long
and in so many incarnations that any tag
other than Middle Age would be inappropriate. Too eclectic for words, this material is
best described as deliciously palatable 20th
Century music for those who hate modernity.
[A:1]

LES
THE RITZ: MO VIN' UP
Denon CY-72526 (
46m 35s) CD
Life is too short to listen to third rate copies
of Manhattan Transfer, which is a pastiche
itself. If Denon's popular music division is
ever to be greater than audiophile fodder.
they'll have to do better than this. [
A*:31
ROCKIN' DOPSIE: SATURDAY NIGHT
ZYDECO
Maison Soul/Sonet SNTF 1003
Joyously loose and sloppy party music from
the acknowledged King of zydeco. Cajunflavoured R'n'B with accordion and washboard as the dominant instruments, and
Dopsie does it better than anyone else.
Knock back a bourbon, loosen your tie and
roll with it. [
A:1)
CARLY SIMON: GREATEST HITS LIVE
Arista 259 1% (
45m 06s) CD
This could disappoint if you're after astraight
compilation made up of the original takes,
but it will knock you out if you treat it for
what it is: aterrific live set consisting only of
hits. Lots of emotion — she sounds like she.>
enjoying it — and exceptionally tight backing
considering the nature of the material. [
A: lj
SUICIDAL TENDENCIES: HOW WILL I
LAUGH TOMORROW . . . WHEN I CAN'T
EVEN SMILE TODAY?
Virgin CDV2551 (
57m 17s) CD
Curiously existential title from aband which
probably can't even spell the word.
Unadulerated non-stop thrash of the bitch,
bitch, bitch variety, with lyrics like ' You say
control my temper — but when Ifeel like s**t,
Ifeel like s**t'. Suggesting maybe these guys
have mouthed the words of Camus. If only
they'd take his advice and carry their name to
its logical conclusion. [A:31
VANGELIS: DIRECT
Arista 259 249 (
63m 24s) CD
The techno-keyboard ace returns with
another fine example of his art, even throwing in a touch of irony by having the CD
labelled as AAD despite its synthetic nature.
Spacey majestic yet full of tension. [
A*:11
VIXEN: VIXEN
EMI Manhattan MIL 1028
Vixen have a slight problem in that it's
impossible for all-girl heavy metal acts not to
be compared with Heart. That aside, they're
far nastier, less polished and therefore more
appealing if you like your rocking sans the
Vaseline on the lens. [
A:1/21
THE WAGONEERS: STOUT AND HIGH
A&M CDA 5200 (
33m 06s) CD
Smokin' stuff, anew country/rock ( more the
former than the latter) band offering what
could easily pass for Sweetheart of the Rodeo
Vol H. And that means pure class, though
you'd better start with conventional New
Country if the undiluted variety is too strong
for your tastes. [A:11
KATIE WEBSTER: THE SWAMP BOOGIE
QUEEN
Alligator AL4766
Raunchy, earthy, soulful boogie from the
most lovable R'n'B anachronism this label
has yet to unearth. Fabulous way with covers
—she makes ' Who's Makin' Love' sound like
it's her own tune — and an overall sense of
swing that would be deemed miraculous in a
woman half her age. Naughty but nice. [ A:II
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HI- Fl CONSULTANTS
158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046
Demonstrations by appointment
OPEN MONDAY- FRIDAY 9.30 to 8.30
SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

The finest equipment
available to give
you the finest sound
achievable.
Now exhibiting:• Audiolab • B&W
• Creek • Celestion
•Heybrook • Linn
• Meridian
• Mordaunt-Short
• Naim • Nakamichi
• Rega

*DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
*PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE
*INTEREST FREE CREDIT — DETAILS ON
REQUEST

•Credit Card Facilities
•Mail Order • Book a
Demonstration Now •

AGENCIES INCLUDE:A& RCAMBRIDGE CELESTION

Mon- Sat 9-30am 6-00pm
the

sound gallery
65, Castle Street, High Wycombe,
Bucks. HP13 6RN. Tel. (0494) 31682

MI
ORpAVNT:-Sil
l017 —

Superb Charlotte Drawer-Chest for
480 compact discs!

CREEK
DENON
EPOS
GOODMANS
HEYBROOK
JPW
KEF
KOETSU
LINN
MANTRA
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT SHORT
NAIM AUDIO
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ONIX
RATA
REGA
ROKSAN
ROTEL
SME
SUPEX
YAMAHA

FORMULA V DAMPED
TONE-ARM

£287 £30 Delivery in UK. In Teak or
Mahogany Veneer ( extra for Pine,
Oak, Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross-dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available (£412)

•
•

£138.00

Special Offer

•

but made to lan Edwards'
usual high standard
e

For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to

•

IAN EDWARDS

•

The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442

Sties 20r wide

3r high, ir tiee•

please send 3x 14p stamps!

BANDOR

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS
lit SIGN A MANUFACTURE OF
MINIATURE IOUOSPEAKERS AND SYSTEMS

Design 8Development Studio
1Sydney Cottages
Cores End Road
Boume End
Bucks. SL8 5HY
sr (06285) 29441

The BANDOR module is a miniature loudspeaker with a50mm In Aluminium Cone and
Former.
Having an exceptional BANDWID - H of 100HZ 20KHz - This unique new product has a
remarkable TRANSIENT RESPONSE with a
CLARITY OF SOUND not associated with other
'coned loudspeakers and is comparable only
to that ol the electrostatic sound.
MK II BANDOR MODULES NOW AVAILABLE
8ohms & It, ohms
CANDOR MODULES completed systems available
please send lor brochure to D Jordon.
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£115.00

BEST somaprim HIGH-LOW OUTPUT MC CARTRIDGE
SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL REVIEW BY REG.vmaaemsori
AUTHENTIC AUDIO, P.O.B. 774, LONDON

redir7 3ST

CD SPECIALIST
Mail Order C0. LP& Cass

Music Video

WE CATER FOR EVERY MUSICAL TASTE AND IF WE DO
NOT STOCK THE C.D. YOU WANT WE WILL ENJOY
FINDING IT FOR YOU.
OUR TOP PRICE RANGE IS £ 9.99 AND OUR LOWER
PRICES BELOW THE USUAL HIGH STREET PRICES.
Send for Free Information or visit our shop.
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR SECONDHAND CD'S.
CD VIDEOS NOW IN STOCK
The C.D. Collection
Stanley House, 64 Victoria Road,
Swindon, Wilts.
Telephone: (0793) 694850

REI
BIG MAYBELLE: THE OKEH SESSIONS
Charly CDX27
Double on a par with Charly's Joe Tex
masterwork. 22 delicious blues vocals from a
lady of the red hot mama persuasion, saucy
stuff of the sort you just don't get anymore.
[H:1]
BIG WALTER: BOOGIES FROM COAST TO
COAST
Ace CHD 246
Not Horton the harpist but Price the pianist.
Pure, unadulterated R'n'B boogie circa 1971
but sounding as jive as '55. [
A/B:11
THE BOX TOPS: THE REST OF
Decal LIK 41
The sub-head - ' Featuring Alex Chilton' - is a
clue for all you punks and punkettes too
young to remember that he once fronted a
band which produced classics like 'The Letter'. Blue-eyed soul with an edge. [
A/B:1]
JAMES BROWN: PLEASE PLEASE
PLEASE
Sing/Charly SING 610
JB's debut reissued intact. The only opportunity you'll have to hear Brown sounding
even remotely conventional, but it's still wild
by 1956-58 standards. [
H:1]
CANNED HEAT/JOHN LEE HOOKER:
THE BEST OF HOOKER 'N HEAT
See For Miles SEE234
As with Fathers & Sons below, awhite blues
band backing its hero. Heat was 'into'
Hooker so this pairing couldn't fail, but you
never forget who's the boss. [
B:1/2]
FEUX CAVALIERE: A RASCAL ALONE
See For Miles SEE232
14 from the ex-Young Rascal, running the
gamut from blue-eyed soul to near- metal.
Once word gets out that his band was
responsible for originating McFerrin's ' Good
Lavin", this could find the audience it
deserves. [
A/B:1]
FOSTER AND ALLEN: THE WORLDS OF
MICK FOSTER AND TONY ALLEN
Stylus SMR 861
Novel idea for presenting a double LP by
these Irish folk stalwarts: two solo LPs in one
gatefold sleeve. Easy on the ears and unlikely
to shock any of their or the genre's fans. ( A:1]
BUDDY GUY: STONE CRAZY
Chess/Charly CD RED 6 (
64m 18s) CD
22 track look at the blues guitar wizard's early
career, 1958-67. Some odd diversions from
the blues (soul and pop forays) but the bulk is
pure BG: chilling. [
H/A/B:I/2)

S SUES
better package than this 40 tracker, you'll
need their complete works. [
A/B:1/11

smoothness of a Mossiman roux. Spellbinding stuff. [
A/B:1/11 [CD has extra tracks.]

ELMORE JAMES/JOHN BRIM: WHOSE
MUDDY SHOES
Chess/Charly GCH 8097
Prime reissue of blues material suffering only
in that the original had a better sleeve.
Elmore was the King of Slide, while the
lesser-known Brim provides an earthier view
of urban blues. Nice way to acquire a
stunning take of James' Madison Blues'.
[11:1*1]

VARIOUS: RUBBLE VOL7 - PICTURES IN
THE SKY
Barn-Caruso KIRI 083
VARIOUS: RUBBLE VOLIO - PROFESSOR
JORDAN'S MAGIC SOUND SHOW
Barn-Caruso KIRI 089
For Nuggets lovers, two more volumes in the
best UK equivalent. Each sports 16 tracks'
worth of amazing- yet-forgotten 1960s UK
pop-cum-psychedelia, complete with
gorgeous artwork and the kind of liner notes
which make life worth living, amid the
rubble. [A/B: I/2]

THE JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: THE
C'OLLECTION
Castle Communucations CCSCD200 (
76m
27s) CD
Hot on the heels of RCA's definitive set, this
package offers a slightly different vantage
point and a considerably lower price. The
cream of San Francisco in the Flower Power
era, with more pop value than the psychedlic
trappings would have you expect. [
A/B:11
THE JUDDS: GREATEST HITS
RCA PD 90243 (
53m 23s) CD
16 of their best, peerless country music from
amother/daughter team that has you guessin'
which is which. This music tugs at your heart
by way of your ears, so it's [
A*:1*] for the
loveliest collection in ages. Worth £ 11 just for
'Don't Be Cruel'.
KALEIDOSCOPE: SIDE TRIPS
Edsel ED 284
Terrific good-timey hippie/folkie prepsychedelia in the Sopwith Camel vein notable for the inclusion of a young David
Lindley. This is not, however, aprecursor to
El RayoX, so buy it because you like flowers
and beads and things; otherwise you'll be
disappointed. [
A:11
THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL: THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE 229. See For Miles SEE
CDF 229 (
52m 25s) CD •
Not quite a Greatest Hits collection, though
they managed to squeeze most of them onto
their UK EP catalogue. 20 superb examples
of folky, good-time pop from the 1960s that
still makes you think it's sunny outside.
(A:11
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE:
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Edsel ED 265
The best-ever country rock LP not produced
by the Byrds AND the best Grateful Dead
off-shoot. Many a pipeful was consumed to
this 1971 stardust cowboy epic, and it sounds
just as good clearheaded and 17 years older.

CLAY HAMMOND: TAKING HIS TIME
Kent/Ace KENT 081
According to the sleeve, Hammond's first LP
outside of Japan - a tragedy if it's true. He
deserves immortality if for no other reason
than penning Little Johnny Taylor's (and
Howard Tate's) ' Part Time Love', the
greatest soul song of all time. This stuff is
straight from the heart. W11

ALEXANDER SPENCE: OAR
Edsel ED 282
One for Airplane and Moby Grape fans, a
solo effort which should never have gone out
of print. More Moby than Jefferson, this is
the kind of countryish rock you could expect
in '68. 1A:1]

THE HOLLIES: ALL THE HITS AND MORE
- THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION
EMI CDS 7908502 (
59m 34s; 68m 35s) CD
Celebrating 25 years in the business and new
fame by way of a beer advert, the Hollies
remain the ultimate British harmony act. The
title makes no false claims: if you want a

MAVIS STAPLES: DON'T CHANGE ME
NOW
Stax/Ace SX 014. Stax/Ace CDSX 014 (
69m
49s) CD
Compilation from the solo sessions of a
member of the First Family of Gospel Soul.
Ballsy delivery blending two genres with the
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BILLY WARD AND HIS DOMINOES:
FEATURING CLYDE MCPHATTER AND
JACKIE WILSON
Sing,/Charly SING 733
12 sides from 1950-55, the group covering
standards like ' Over The Rainbow and ' Harbor Lights'. Great LP to assist in deciding
who was the greater singer - McPhatter or
Wilson? We decided to call it adraw at IH:11
DINAH WASHINGTON: THE COMPLETE
DINAH WASHINGTON VOL4 - 1947-1949
Official/Charly 3008
DINAH WASHINGTON: THE COMPLETE
DINAH WASHINGTON VMS - 1949-1950
Official/Charly 3012
In her twenties when these tracks were cut,
DW was in full swing and starting to taste real
fame. Here she's fronting various bands, the
most sympathetic being Cootie Williams'
Orchestra. Even so, nary adud in the bunch.
[H:1*/1]
T-BONE WALKER: THE BLUES WAY SESSIONS
Charly CDX 31
Just what the doctor ordered for fans of
slithery blues guitar. Here the master is heard
cookin' in 1967-8, which may be too late in his
career for the purists but it's perfect if you
just can't get enough of those majestic runs.
[A/B:1/2]
MUDDY WATERS/VARIOUS: FATHERS
AND SONS
Chess/Charly CD RED — (
64m 47s) CD
A delightful, early marriage of original bluesmen and young, white worshippers. Here's
Muddy and long-time associate Otis Spann
circa 1969 with help from Paul Butterfield,
'Duck' Dunn and Mike Bloomfield, and
you'd be hard-pressed to find abetter case for
total integration. [
A/B:11
ALSO RECEIVED:
CARL() AND THE BELMONTS: CARLO
AND THE BELMONTS
Ace CHD251
What happened after Dion left; better than
you'd think. IA:11
SAM COOKE & THE SOUL STIRRERS:
HEAVEN IS MY HOME
C5 Records C5-523
A dozen gospel gems from the Master's
pre-Pop days. [
H:11
THIRD EAR BAND: ALCHEMY
Drop Out/Demon DO 1999
Screechy noise best taken with drugs and long
hair. [A:3]
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FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,

Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual,
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
Meridian, AIFSL, Michell,
NakaMonitor Audio
michi,
Musical Fidelity,
Ortofon, Philips
Nagaoka,
(C.D. only), Quad,
Revox, Rogers,
Sennheiser, Shure
Sondex, Spendor, Tannoy,
TDK, TOL, Thorens, KT DC, Zenn.
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EX- DEMONSTRATION An SECONDHAND

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham BIS 1LD
Telephone: 021.455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

•Our prices are as low as hose an the private ads - but we also offer afull
12 months pans/labour guarantee, part- exchange, mail order and
credit facilities ...
•We buy all unmarked Hi- Fa equipment for cash ..

9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

•This as what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: 'Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals .
Friendly service, if you are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them.'
•Pleme phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities lit you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These are afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
up amass,oe clientele of regular customers and friends .

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

Phone for details now on (0767) 312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
54B SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP
PS M25 via Al to our door is only just over 35 minutes.
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the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL YAMAHA
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Aylesbury HI-Fidelity

for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
LINN
CELESTION
DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

MORDAUNT-SHOR1
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street (
0752-669511)

Active
Audio

SO

und systems

6IWA • ARU A&R CAMBRIDGEU ARI STON U BOSE

• CELESTION • DENON • ELITE• M A RA NTZ
MI MISSION CYRUS U MONITOR AUDIO • NAD
• ONKYO • PIONEER U ROTEL • RE VOX U ROGERS
• SANSUI • WHARFEDALE U YAMAHA
Active Audio

The Stereo Store

Active Audio

12 Osmaston Rd
The Spot

16 Osmaston Rd
The Spot

29 Market St

Derby

LU 0322-380385

Derby

e 0322.380385

Tamworth
Staffs
la 0827-53355

CLONFY

A
R
ç

R
1 te

94 Bristol Street
=
' Birmingham 85 7AH _..,
Twee '
Phone: 021-692 1359
—w.mmuova4181111
•

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN- CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi-fi attic

THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Anse. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica ICI) Mayers also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston, BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon, Diesis. Dual.
Exposure. Gale. Goldbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kurdos. REF. Logic, Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission, MordauntShort. Martinis, Monster, Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. (Mobil.
Paragon. Philips ICO only). PS. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Raga.
Rotel. Reims. Revolver. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy, Target. Tear CD. Thorens
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha, Zeta.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur 8 Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 1Oam-bpm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5. 10 Saturday

WAR'
ealids

credit card facilities available

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI Fl SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM, CLWYD
TEL 0978-364500
S

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

MONITOR

• A & R Cambridge
• E38. 0 BB& W
SOUND
• Castle • Celestion
II Denon S Dual II Marantz
• Mission al Monitor Audio
• Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
• Nakamichi U Pioneer • Philips CD
• Quad U Rogers • Rot& • Revox
• Sony • Spendor U Tannoy U Technics
• Thorens • Trio U Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935
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NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO

HOPKINS HI-FI
THE SPECIALIST
THE No

,t Mat

Quad - Dual - Onkyo learnt, NAD rio Kenerood
Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research • Bose B&W Celestion Denon Maxell • Mordaunt-Short • Ortofon OED Tannoy Yamaha • AR Electronics • Heybrook • J.B.L • Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio • Harman Cardon Ariston
•DEMONSTRATION ROOM
38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL ( 0705) 822155

imam

EliFi

THE ISLE OF WIGHT'S ONLY HI Fl SPECIALIST

STOCKISTS OF
ARCAM
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
CAMBRIDGE Li DENON LI DUAL
MARANTZ G REVOLVER rl S.D ACOUSTICS
iSNELL EVOYD 0 YAMAHA
OTHERS
DELIVERY AVAILABLE
93 HIGH ST., RYDE, I.O.W. 0983 63993

ANALOG AUDIO
(1141•FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
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IVestwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA TANNOY WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
S1ANDS NAGAOKA QED ORTOFON
HARSETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Dernonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

Warstones
Hi-Fi

LINN PRODUCTS•CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO* INCATECH Studio
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
ELECTRONICS. QUAD ,•
•R ATA. JPW • ION • SENNHEISER.
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
• CREEK AUDIO* CELESTION •
Hours of Opening
Mon 7bes Wed Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs Fri 10am-9pm
54a Wantones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

WORTHING
(BOWERS •°,. WILKINS)
Littienarnotoo Road Tel Wort rung 64141

(11 clillIESTIEU
ii iCI-1IFIIIDIEILITY
Retailers of quality audio equipment

Yeovil Audio
THE SONY and PIONEER
CENTRE

HaShilg5

Also Denon. Dual. Ferguson, Kef,
Koss, Quad. Sennheiser, Aiwa,
Mordaunt-Short, Ortoton, OED
accessories.

HI
Fl
CONSULTANTS

(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONAILDS. ( 0424) 44297-5
)
Selected
front

1 Glovers Walk,

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,

MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TAIYNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.

YEOVIL BA20 1L1-1
(0935) 25430

NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

f

HiFi

BOWERS 84
WILKINS

40 Little London. Chichester. West Sussex P019 I
PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

hIFI MARK ETS'

For the
finest
names
in

• OrEll MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
• WU DEMONSTHA770IYS — tri STORE &

barter

CEeeerec

Speciaists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade-In Service, Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order,
Access & Visa, Personal & Friendly Service.
24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GU1 30S
Tel: 0483-300947.

'‘/VINGeSe
Now U K Agents for

Barrott

HOME

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
H

—ALSO—
• MUSICAI, IIDELITY •
AIWA • YAMAHA • DENON • KENWOOU •

E

ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX • MARAN'17 •

3

ONKYO • PROTON • THORENS • DUAL • WI •

11

CELEF • WHARFEDALE • SPENDOR •

KEN WOOD • HARMAN KARDON • TEAC •
KEF • 'I'ANNOY • CELESTION • ROGERS •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER •

53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing (0903) 206820

—)

ro jers.
cartridges and diamond styli

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88 Southbridge Rd, Croydon CRO TAF
(01-688 6565)
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ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC
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all at:

Jeffries
Hifi
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CLOSED MONDAYS LATE NIGHT WED-gpm
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RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R— Alphason — Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio —
Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - OED- Quad - Rtitel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.
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chandos

Meridian

Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker/ Swan Lake
Scottish National Orchestra / Neeme Jârvi
CHAN 8556 CD: ABRD ABTD 1257 LP & Cassette

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS

YORKSHIRE

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

DECEMBER RELEASES

Schumann: Julius Caesar Overture

World famous artists on Meridian

London Symphony Orchestra / Neeme Aryl
CHAN 8649 CD; ABAD ABTD 1335 ; LP & Cassette

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

cEle GWILEY

Shostakovich: Symphony No.10/ Ballet
Suite No. 4

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

Scottish National Orchestra / Neeme Jârvi

CASTLEFORD

CHAN 8630 CD: ABRD/ ABTD 1319 • LP & Cassette

WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS

Vivaldi: Six Concerti

A` ,IIE

ON

COMPACT DISC

Brahms: Symphony No. 2

Ielf 1

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

John Shirley-Quirk
Evonne Kenny
James Bowman
The English Chamber Orchestra
Thee King
The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
John Bingham
David Sanger
The Choir of New College, Oxford
The Choir of St. John's College
Christopher Herrick
Dennis O'Neil
Roger Vignoles
John McCabe

IMusic' de Montreal

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION CONTACT
BEVERLEY SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599 EXT. 469

CHAN 8651 CD; AB

ABTD 1337 LP & Cassette

Charpentier: Messe de Minuit/Poulenc: Motets,

Meridian CDs are obtainable from all good record shops or
post free from the
address below. £ 11.99 remittance with order.

Choir of St. John's College Cambridge
City of London Sinfonia/ Guest
CHAN 8658 . CD; ABAD / ABTD 1344 . LP & Cassette

SUPERIOR SOUND
,--r

Vaughan Williams: Dona Nobis PacemI Five
Mystical Songs

COMPACT

D1IG.IT11A0L1-3
ALICOO

London Philharmonic Choir/ Wiens / Rayner Cook

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

The London Philharmonic I
Bryden Thomson
CHAN 8590 CD: ABRD, ABTD 1297 LP & Cassette

MERIDIAN RECORDS, PO Box 317,
ELTHAM, LONDON SE9 4SF.

Christmas Fantasy
Huddersfield Choral Society/Black Dyke Mills Band

Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free CD offer.

CHAN 8679 CD; LBRDi LBTD 021 LP & Cassette

A&R Cambridge
A& R Audioquest
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Albany Records
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Audio Excellence
Audio Promotions Ltd
Audio South
Audio T/AT Labs
Audio-Techn ica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham
Authentic Audio
Bandor ( Miniature Loudspeakers)
Beard Audio
Beyer Dynamic Ltd
B&W Loudspeakers
Brentwood Music Centre

66
76
6,80,104
104
100
132
90
118
56
88
108
97
132
138
138
36
22
IFC
120

C B SRecords
145
CD Specialist
138
Cambridge Audio Systems International .. 32
Cambridge Systems Technology
16
Chew & Osborne
107
Cosmic Hi Fi
112
Covent Garden Records
122
Edwards, Ian
Eminent Audio

138
62

Goldring
Grant Amplifiers
Great Products & Publications

35
136
16

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harman UK Ltd
Hayden Labs

114
20
70 72 74

Heybrook
Hi Fi Experience
Hitachi Tapes

89
116
56

In Hi Fi Ltd
Inca Tech

136
78

J.V.C. ( UK) Ltd

58

K.J. Leisuresound
Kelvin Laboratory Ltd
Koss ( H.W. International)

60
62
54

Lockton Shops PLC
Linn Products

84,85
26,27,28

Makers of Fine Hand Made
Marcel Audio
Maxell
Mitchell, JA
Monitor Audio
Moth Marketing
Musical Fidelity
Music Room, The

138
24
18
80
OBC
80,83
90
76,102

Nakamichi B&W ( UK) Ltd

65

O'Brien Hi Fi
Orell Electronics Ltd
Oxford Audio Consultants

96
48
34

Path Ltd
Paul Green Hi Fi
Paul Roberts Hi Fi and Video
Performance Hi Fidelity
Phonograph Ltd
Photocraft Hi Fi
Pinewood Music
Pioneer Hi Fi ( GB) Ltd

14,82
86
68
48
34
130
38
4

Playback Studios
Radlet Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Roksan Ltd
Ron smith Aerials

34
64
124
107
IBC
16

S. M. E. Ltd
Salisbury Hi Fi
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
Sony Audio Tapes
Sound, Gallery, the
South London Hi Fi
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Standens of Tonbridge Ltd
Stereophile
Steve Boxshall Audio
Studio Power
TDL Electronics
Tandy Corp
Target Audio Products
Technics
The Final Upgrade
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Townsend International
Unilet
West Midlands Audio
Wharfedale Loudspeakers
Wilmslow Audio
Wilson Stereo Library
Woodside Electronics
Yamaha

46
88
94,126,127
12
138
128
110
88
134
64
50
30
98
78
10,11
136
96
92
96
8
138
42
96
110
86
52

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 46p per word (private), minimum £ 12.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £. 00
extra. Trade rates 55p per word, minimum £ 15.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in February issue must reach
these offices by 12th December addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

APOGEE CALIPER SPEAKERS: Boxed, highest
acclaim in all reviews. Designer selling, new perfect.
Apogee's best sound. £ 1695 o.n.o. (£2700 new).
Wanted: McIntosh MR78/80 Tuner. Tel: 01-722-9504.
(M)
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 monoblock hybrid valve
amplifiers with " tube saver" and capacitor updates and
new valves. £5,900. AUDIO RESEARCH SPII Mark II
hybrid valve preamplifer. £2,800. INFINITY 9 Kappa
Five way speakers with spike feet base. £ 1,300. All in
mint condition and fully documented. Tel: 01-628 0101
weekdays. ( M)
REVOLVER REDWOOD COMPLETE £ 155. SAE
P102 prcamp £350. A102 p/amp £490. D102 C.D. £490.
T102 Tuner £315. Proac Studio 3 Monitors £ 1750. All
ex demo. May discount. Tel: 0602 784714/624666. ( M)
APOGEE DUMAS MKII £2700, DUEITAS MKI
£1900, Krell PAM5 £ 1000, KSA100 MKII £2600.
KMA100's MKII £3700, Audio Research SPG £ 1250,
LP12+ Zeta ( VDH) USpec £700, Nakamichi ZXL700
+ Dolby C Processor £850, B & W DM70 improved
£350, all equipment v.g.c & o.n.o. Tel: 01-546-4761 or
01-390 4290 (evenings) ( M)
LINN LP12, ITTOK & KARMA in excellent condition
£700. Music Fidelity The Preamp II £ 130. Snell K
Loudspeakers on Cliff Stone stands £300. Tel: 01-449
9751. ( M)
TANDBERG 3541X 4-Track 3-Speed Stereo Tape
Deck, r Spools. Working order but needs overhaul.
Offers? Tel: 01-934 4396 ( day) 01-699 7335 ( Home)
(M)
CASSETTE DECKS. Nakamichi DTNIO £250. Aiwa
AD6900 3Head. £ 190. ADC SLM1 Decibel Meter £29.
2 x Aurex ADRES 4stereo noise reduction £ 100. All
o.n.o. mint, boxed. Tel: (06(12) 784714/624666. ( M)
BASSETT — Window scat bass extension loudspeaker.
2ML X 44cmW X 53cmH. Height includes padded
seats. Made to HiFi News specifications 1978. Complete with four frequency division networks, boxed and
powered. Also Minim Electronics TV Sound Tuner
TV1000. Offers to (0276) 75553 ( North Surrey). ( M)
BURMESTER 846 HIGH LEVEL PRE-AMP. Black
finish. Excellent condition. Will match any high quality
power amp. Cost £ 1050 new. A bargain at £465. Tel:
Kilbarchan 3300 ( Renfrewshire). ( M)
SUPERB HI-FI SYSTEM, KEF 104 matched Speakers.
Linn Sondcx LPI2 SME3009 Arm. Shure V15 MkIII
Armstrong 625 Amplifier/Tuner. Tandberg 3341X
Open Reel Tape Recorder. TM4 Microphone. Mint
condition/boxed. What offers? (0703) 734104. ( M)

TOWNSEND ROCK TURNTABLE with Moth arm
and Ortofon MOO-super cart. Hardly used since
purchase in Feb. '88. £400 o.n.o. Genuine reason for
sale. Bexhill (0424) 217189 after 6pm. ( M)
VALVE QUAD II STEREO PRE/POWER SYSTEM.
Very good condition, in makers packaging. One careful
owner now upgrading £240 o.n.o. Tel: Belfast (0232)
228269 daytime. ( M)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI2 Valve pre-amplifier. Boxed
and in mint condition £550 or hest offer. Can deliver.
Tel: 091-281 0260. ( M)
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH SPEAKERS AR2 x £75
o.n.o. Mint condition. Walnut Cabinets. Have been
stored in original boxes. Hardly used. Liverpool
051-924 4077 anytime. ( M)
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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GRADO MCX CARTRIDGE £95, Audio Research SP9
£1,175, B & K EX442 Power Amp £575, Dynaco
Double 400 Amp £375, Cobra 20' Speaker Cable £ 15.
(0753) 74277 X442 Office. (0372) 842229 Home. ( M)
PAIR DECCAVOLT SPEAKERS £275. Cabinets free
hut require veneering. Buyer collects. See Nov. 1982
HiFi News for Speaker details. ( 0323) 846658 ( evenings). ( M)
SPENDOR BCI SPEAKERS ( on stands). Sugdcn A48
Amplifier and matching R 21 Tuner, Dual Turntable
(with arm and cartridge), perfect condition, original
packaging — £350 for all or will sell separately. Tel:
(0742) 365628 evenings. ( M)
KEF 107 LOUDSPEAKERS. Four months old. Boxed.
£1350. Denon P0A6600 mono amplifiers 250wpc.
Balanced Inputs. New. Boxed. £780. Acoustat Electrostatic Loudspeakers vgc £750. Accuphase T101
Tuner £ 175. Robertson 2020 Pre-amp £450 (new £ 1000)
01-289 3691. ( M)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-I1Mk2 Black Preamplifier £3900, Audio Research SP-9 £ 1375 both
units as new with guarantee.
class- A

pre- amp.

PMF3150

Perreaux SA-3
power

amplifier

300w/c £ 1100. Tel: 01-771-7106. ( M)

QUAD ELS-63 World's finest loudspeaker + G.F.
Deane stands demonstrated properly and amazing new
active sub-woofer. New Michell Gyrodec, Thorcns 321
Formula V/MC-7V-111 best sounding combination
irrespective of price. Superlative new Aura valve
pre/power amplifiers etc. Free delivery. Weekend
demonstrations or daily. Authentic Audio 01-951 3178.
(A)

BANKRUPT STOCK. BRAND NEW boxed Iii Fi
Separates once only offer. CD Players: Sansui PCV 100
£160, Sansui PCV750 £205, Yamaha CDX900 £290.
Turntables: Ariston RD80 £ 115. Cassette Decks: Teac
V700 £ 155, Sansui D705 £ 175, Nakamichi RX202E
£280. Tuners: Luxman Brid TIO2L £ 165. Amplifiers:
QED A240SA £ 125, Sansui AUD9 £ 185. Speakers
(Pair) Tannoy DC100 £ 165, Wharfedale 510 £ 180,
Wharfedale 512 MKII £290. Make p/os and cheques
payable to J. Bradley, 40 Blakehall, Skelmersdale,
Lancs. Allow 28 days for delivery. ( M)
SPEAKER CABINETS BCl/SPI 75/1/15/1 in various
veneers with or without Baffles and Grills. Spcndor
rejects need room 01-985 1646. ( A)
SPEAKER BUILDING? Upgrading your existing
cabinets? We can supply high quality SEAS. Drive
Units, Crossovers, Cabinet Accessories at reasonable
prices. 61
/in. 8in, 10in, Base/Mid, Cast Magnesium
2
Chassis, Large Magnets offering excellent high power
performance. Also mid range Tweeters as used by
leading manufacturers. Send SAE brochure includes
full technical specifications, response curves and advice
on building/improving your speakers. IPL Audio, 2
Laverton Road, Westbury. Wiltshire BA 13 SRS. ( M)
NOW OPEN IN THE WEST every Saturday Vintage
Radio & Audio Showroom. Vintage Wireless, Cossham Street, Mangotsfield. Bristol. Tel: (0272) 565472.
(M)
THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end

bargains. All carry a one-year parts and labour
guarantee, and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on (0264)

57536 could make your dream a

reality. The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire, SPI 17HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit hoard
for

true

Audiophile

Modification

performance

available

on

Philips

for £ 135.
CD160,

CD460, CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56,

CD65,

CD75,

CD273.

Enquiries

to

Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
(A)

HIGH END CLASSICS in mint condition, guaranteed
and boxed — the finest quality at fantastic savings.
Audio Research SP- II Mk2, as new, £3900; Krell
KMA-100 monoblocs, as new, £3900; Micro-Sciki
CD- M2 compact disc player ( Pinewood demonstrator),
£2000; Apogee Calipers, taupe, slight mark hence
unbeatable price of £ 1200; Roksan Xerxes in Rosewood with SME V, £ 1250; Koctsu Red Signature. six
months old, perfect, £900; Koctsu Red, excellent,
£500. The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins',
Church Lanc, Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI1 7HL. Tel: 0264 57536 at any time. ( M)

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade

popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•Sic.JerealKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors —
Stunning.

•
•DNM

OKIMBER KABLETuspeaker
cable. Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean—
open — transparent — smooth.
Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
leWrite for Autumn Price list.

•

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247
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EX-DEMONSTRATION SPEAKERS. A number of
x-dcm SD ACOUSTICS SD1,SD2, SD3, and SD OBS
speakers in different finishes available. Tel: S.D.Acoustics for details on: 01-949-1623. ( A)

ATTENTION R-DAT OWNERS! Direct digital dubbing now available Conversions to my Philips based CD
Player (including Arcam, Marantz, AR etc), £ 115.
Includes collection/delivery in South-East. Phone
White Box Audio 01-272 0020. ( M)
QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland
invites you to hear Quads' range, including ESL 63S,
either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring service
supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle,
Spendor, B & W, Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley 08536 235 " Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. ( X)
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic equipment by electronics engineer with nearly 40 years
experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc.
Where possible restoration to original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry
service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

•
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EI-OEMONSTRATION MD SECONDHAND
•Our prices am as low as those in the private acts - but we also otter . full
12 months partsnabour guarantee, pan-exchange, mail order and
credit facilities...
•We buy all unmarked - Fi equipment for cash
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: 'Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals... Friendly service, if you are interested in
trade-in do talk to them.'
•Please phona for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities lif you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station/
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
up emassive clientele of regular customers and friends.

Phone for details now on (0767) 317249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
540 SHORTMFAD STREET. BIGGLFSWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP
PS. 5125 via Al tot., door is only lust over 35 minutes.

WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60, Quad, etc.
Turntables: Canard 301, Thorens TD224. NKR)
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012, etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and 11112. Axiom 80, Wharfedale
Airedale, Quad, ESL etc.
New illustrated 22 page "Wanted List" available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
Tie Vintage Wirdess Company Ltd., Tudor House. Cosshan Street,
nuiptilleId, Motel, BSI7 3EN. Telephone ( 0272) 565472 Anytime.
Urgently required - Garrard 301s, Thorens 124/11,
TD224, EMT, Quad amps and speakers, Tannoy,
Lowther, Vitavox, Voigt amps and speakers, Parmeko
and Axion 80 drivers, Decca FFSS, Stereo Decola,
HMV Gramophones, Classical records. Midland Radio
Supplies. Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE, 021430 7817 ( ansaphone available). ( X)

HpFI
NVS
RuicoR

CLASSICAL SOUNDS - FREE (
Hi Fi, TV, Video,
Installation and Consultation) site inspections, systems
advice, service, repairs, sales ( most good makes). JOE
(HiFi Consultant) 7 DAY 24HR ANSWERING
SERVICE. (0923) 243446. ( M)

ABSOLUTE AMPLIFICATION
DAVID FOX ELECTRONICS introduce to you ihr range of no
compromise mosfei power amplifiers that convey the real power and
glory of music.
the range extends from asensible stereo 85W per channel model. to the
rather more imposing true MOW Class A monobloc pair. named
-I110R". The complete range can he tailored where required to suit
sour exact needs, options including passive preamps. gold plated
phonos. bulk- foil components, audio grade electrolytic-, etc
For further details on the range of amplifiers that do not require a
"Melkm - button please contact
DAVID FOX ELECTRONICS. UNIT MIO, ENTERPRISE 5, FIVE

LANE ENDS, BRADFORD, BDIO SBW, or telephone David Fox on
0274 618821 extension 141 during normal office hours, weekends and
evenings on 0532 583880.

STUDIO RACKS supplied in Oak/Mahogany etc.
polished and complete with fittings 20U £ 125. 30U
£160. For bigger sizes please phone for quote. Tel:
01-980 9003. ( M)
TANDBERG and similar Scandinavian products.
Fred'll fixit for refurb. and ret, to spec. note new
number: Leeds (0532) 425667/714230. ( M)
NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Intnulticed

in

1983.

the Sinmilliox SB101

upgrade

hoard,

hate

modernised anti enhanced Quad 33's around the world. Our ncw
SB707 plug in circuit boards exceed the performance of even Ihe
88101 especially for distortion, frequency response and noise
performance ANO retain the full use of the lone, filter and balance
controls.
When upgraded with the new 88707 the Quad 33 will challenge any
'modern' design for transparency and bass firmness
SR707 c pair - £ 49.50 e VAT
SR101B i pale - £ 32.00 i• SAT

QUAD 33 disc board u• • rade
Replacing the internal Quad disc amplifier board with the new SI1600
greatly improves 1,P reproduction. The S11800 © has amore natural
perspective and a sweewr top- end ( especially on strings),
811600 (i)- £ 27.50 eVAT

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad 1153 miler has a characteristic ' forward sound balance
especially noticeable with the upgraded Quad 33. Our 811503
circuit board replaces a plug-in device within FIA3 tuners ( from
serial no. 5885) and gives much improved transparency to FM
receptlon.
SR503 0- £ 29.25 + SAT

COMPACT DISC ATIENUATORS
hcrloadinotelincaniv distortion results from the ( 0 el mismatch
between CD () lavers ( 2 volts) and typical radio/aux amp inputs.
(100m1,) like Quads'. This gives ahard gritty treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfortably high volume. Our CD aUenuators elimlnaW
these distortions and restore the natural sound. Available in- line or
as complete I.5m leads. Other sensitivities/matches available.

811200 e) (DIN) - £12.20 811235 (phono) - £14.50
SB265 e) (DIN plug to phono sockets) - £ 17.50
leads: SB245 (phono plugs/phono plugs) - £17.50
511285 e) (DIN plug/ phono plugs) - £17.30 All. + VAT
SOUNDIOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
UNDFIELD, WEST =LEK, RI116 2IX.
TEL 04447 4371
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AKG: CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD; GOLDRING:
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available, Genuine, Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.

Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing, Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD,
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.00-6.00

SONIC FRONTIERS - CAPACITORS: WonderCap,
ROCap, Chateauroux, Aselco. Resistors: Holco,
Resista, Vishay. Connectors: WBT, Royce. Wire/
Cable: Tara Labs, Cardas, MIT, VandenHul. Other
Products. Call/Write for Catalogue. 181 Kenilworth
Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M4L 3S7. (416)
691-7877. (C)
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST!
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese, also Sheffield,
Reference, Wilson, Chcsky, M & K, Proprius, Super
Disks, Direct-to-Disc by many labels. Assessorics by
Audio Quest, Nitty Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $25.
Call or write for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while
dollar is weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043, USA.
Tel: 913-825-8609. (A)

WOULD LIKE TO
WISH ITS READERS
and advertisers
avery Merry Christmas
and aprosperous
New Year

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. 111 Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.

If you wish to
advertise in
February's issue
please fill in
form before
13th December

COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

àvàleilete

elitelligeek*

LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Lovers in
country guest house on Ullswater. Every comfort (no
smoking), details I.H.Bewley, Fair Place, Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 OLR Tel: 08536 235. (K)

WINTER CLEARANCE SALE
Audio Innovations

£
499.00

503

Audio Research

SPII Mk I
I-Mint

Conrad Johnson
Counterpoint

MV50
SAS

Deltec

DPA-100S

£ 1399.00

Magneplanar

MG1B-Mint

£699.00

£3900.00
£ 1299.00
£ 12.50.00

Maraniz

CDA-94 ex-dCM

Meridian

MIO ( Rosewood)

Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi

P270

£ 750.00

CR7E

£999.00

Oracle
Robertson

4010

Mk11 Nearly New

£S99.00
£ 1399.00

£ 99.00
£599.00

Acoustic Arts Ltd.,
101 St.Albans Road, Watford,
Herts. Tel: Watford 245250
Open Mon-Sat. 9.30-5.30.

I.
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LICATIO'
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed-fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese, also
Sheffield, Reference, WilsGri, Chesky, M & K,
Proprius, Super Disks, Direct- to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest, Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.O.R's for $25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy.now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, F.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. '( A)
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ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER
CBS is amulti- national leader in the home entertainment
industry The manufacturing facility at Aylesbury produces singles.
LP records and audio cassettes on some of the most advanced
equipment in the industry
Technological developments and continued growth in the
cassette market have created the opportunity for an Electronics
Engineer to join our engineering team
The job involves the setting and routine maintenance of high
speed duplicating and audio equipment to the highest quality
standards and associated proiect work
Ideally.you will be qualified to aminimum of ONC level.
preferably HNC or equivalent and possess agood electronics
background in fault finding to component level
Whilst this is primarily aday shift position. 10 am - 6pm. there
would be an occasiontil requirement to cover on our 3shift
operation as necessary
For this staff position, we offer an excellent salary, with
opportunities for overtime and shift allowance when appropriate
In addition, you can expect to receive arange of Company
benefits including production bonus. 25 days annual holiday.
subsidised canteen and generous discount on Company products

WANTED
ASSISTANT MANAGER
Covent Garden Records ',equate an experienced person knowledgeable
and enthusiastic about linFi.
The salary will be commensurate with age and experience.
Please call Howard or Simon on 379.7427 or write to

Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

"The UK's premier specialist digital audio retailer".

Í
HUI

To apply, please telephone Linda
Russell on i0296) 392778 for an
application form Alternatively. write
to her enclosing full details at the
Personnel Department. CBS Records
Rabans Lare. Aylesbury. Bucks.
HPI9 3BX

BS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:

NI WS

55p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:
46p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

RECORi-7-1-,F,\ IF,\\

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate)

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

NSA

1*

Ill

[7]

El

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for

insertions under

the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes
No
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address

•••••••
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MAX HARRISON ON
BRITISH BE-BOP

p

EOPLE WHO were not born yesterday feel justifiably irritated by the
current assumption that British jazz
started yesterday with Andy Sheppard; or at best the day before yesterday with
Courtney Pine UK jazz endeavours go back
to the early 1920s, where they shade off into
local musicians' performances of ragtime.
Old recordings, occasionally reissued,
showed that our players grasped ragtime and
the early jazz styles promptly, but it had
become hard in recent years to discover much
about the beginnings of modern jazz in
postwar Britain. Now, however, Peter Newbrook has reactivated the Esquire label,
always most prompt in recording homegrown talent in such music, and suddenly a
mass of evidence is available.
The oldest of these recordings, on My
Baby Likes to Bebop (Esquire 337), were
actually made 40 years ago, showing how
ancient modern jazz is. The All- Star Sextet's
most gifted participant on these 1948 tracks is
undoubtedly Ralph Sharon, abrilliant improviser and pianist, potentially amajor figure in
European jazz hut who went to America.
Some 1949 recordings, issued here for the
first time, boast John Dankworth and Ronnie
Scott, who stayed home, and long since
became celebrities. Displaying an almost
equal command of the bop idiom, though, is
another pianist, Tommy Pollard, now largely
forgotten due to his early death. The kind of
jazz preserved here was difficult to find in
those years. but was played in dingy London
basements like Club 11 and, even earlier, the
IMIlado Club. Such places, now recalled only
by a few greybeards, are not important, yet
flop at Club II (
Esquire 315) catches a
genuine historical occasion. Club II, founded
in December 1948 by 10 musicians plus a
business manager, was the pioneer UK venue
devoted exclusively to bop, the first major
postwar jazz style. The following April, at the
long since razed St George's Hall, they
presented the earliest concert in that idiom to
be given entirely by British players. The two
bands were led by Scott and Dankworth, and
the above reissue proves that the fiery commitment of this jazz survives well. It is
rough-hewn, musically quite uneven, yet
unmistakeably authentic.
Scoles position as a club owner has
obscured his activities as abandleader, but he
headed notable groups in those early days.
One of them is on Ronnie Scott Live at the
146

Jazz Club Vol I (328), which consists of
1952-3 BBC broadcasts from the Criterion
Restaurant. There are some long tracks on
which everyone takes several choruses, and
new names such as Jimmy Deuchar, Derek
Humble and Ken Wray go the distance with a
confidence and fluency only attained by
Dankworth on the earlier records. Also, they
tackle such items as Shorty Rogers's ' Popo'
and Gerry Mulligan's ' Mullenium' which the
Americans themselves had only recorded the
year before. Kenny Graham went one better.
Never the tenor saxophonist that Scott was,
he arranged all his band's material and
composed the best of it. Graham's ensemble,
the Afro-Cubists, was, indeed, probably the
first regular working British jazz group with a
solid claim to originality, and the evidence,
dated 1951-3, is on Mango Walk (
308) and
Caribbean Suite (
329).
With maracas, bongos and congas as well
as piano, guitar, bass and drums, the band
ought to have been rhythm-heavy, yet Graham and his trumpeter, the consistently
inventive Jo Hunter, ride the cross-accents to
exuberant effect. Harmonically and melodically this music is bop, yet it has a stronger
dimension of rhythmic counterpoint than
Dizzy Gillespie's earlier Cubop ventures with
Chano Pozo. Some of Graham's percussionists, such as Billy Olu Sholanke and Tommy
Oduesso, were African, recruited from
ensembles then touring this country with
various dance troupes; the others were West

Indian. Though a few items such as ' Chloe'
are convincingly translated into his idiom,
Graham's pieces, like ' SkyIon' (areminder of
the Festival of Britain), are noticeably more
viable from a jazz viewpoint. The eightmovement ' Caribbean Suite' is his best
achievement as acomposer for this band, and
the ensemble's execution is here at its most
accurate. Movements, such as 'Tempo Medio
Lento', a fairly sinister ' Dance of the Zombies', or the particularly melodious
'Beguine', really are memorable.
Exotic idioms also appear in Vol 1of The
Young Vic (
327). Victor Feldman was the
teenage prodigy of this music and recordings
from 1948 and '51 illustrate the fact. But then
comes a 1954 session done after he had spent
15 months in India and evidently paid much
attention to local music. Feldman's vibraharp
is supported by guitar, bass and drums, and
'Kashmir', ' Parkistan' and ' Harem Scarem'

go some way outside the then- normal stylistic
boundaries of jazz. Fine examples of Feldman's lively musical curiosity: so is the music
of a trio date later in 1954 which has Tony
Crombie's surprisingly disjunct, almost
Monkish piano work.
A player who later became involved with
fusions between jazz and Indian musical
procedures was Joe Harriott. On some tracks
of Jump for Me (
326), such as ' How Deep is
the Ocean?' and ' Get Happy', we hear
acutely expressive post- Parker alto saxophone improvisations. But the trouble is
that too much space is surrendered to emptyheaded doodling, on vibraharp and piano, by
Bill LeSage. Emphatically Harriott should be
heard, even in this context; yet he is better
represented by his later, rare, Columbias.
One associates the band heard on Tommy
Whittle's Studio Recordings Vol 2 ( 334) with
Studio 51, alater London modern jazz venue
than those mentioned above. This baker's
dozen of 1954-5 performances has excellent
saxophone playing from the leader on tenor,
Harry Klein on baritone, sometimes organized in unexpected ways. The previously
unissued ' Willow, Weep for Me' is, for
example, a conversation between the horns
rather than asolo sequence. Whittle's model
is Zoot Sims instead of Lester Young, but he
has agrace, at times elegance, that is entirely
his, as in an especially well argued solo on
'10- Bar Gait', a good theme of his own.
We met Jimmy Deuchar playing with
notable lyricism on those Ronnie Scott
broadcasts, and with Thou Swell (
330) he
successfully answers the challenge of holding
our attention throughout an entire LP with
only rhythm support. His trumpet sound is
brassy yet sensitive, the phrases thrusting,
genuinely exploratory. There are many surprises, as in Deuchar's reshaping of longfamiliar melodies like 'The Folks Who Live
on the Hill', and out of these lines grow truly
organic improvisations. The lyrical aspect of
his thinking has deepened, as 'Close as the
Pages of aBook' demonstrates; but hear also
the intense rhythmic life of ' Dancing in the
Dark'. At this time Deuchar's music was an
impressive achievement — one that, alas, he
did not follow up in any conclusive way.
Finally comes Homage to the Duke (
336),
five tracks of which are New York recordings
by diverse Ellingtonians away from the great
man and outside the scope of this article. The
main event is a most original session led by
Keith Christie, atrad trombonist who turned
to better things, with Dankworth, alto and
piano, Bill Sutcliffe, bass, Allan Ganley,
drums. They discuss eight Ellington themes,
including a rarity, ' Baby, Please Stop and
Think about Me'. With such an instrumentation Sutcliffe's role was crucial, and rather
daring for 1955 even allowing for what
Mingus had been up to with Red Norvo's Trio
in 1950-1.
Both separately and together alto and
trombone are superb throughout: eg hear
Dankworth on ' Cottontail', Christie on
'Never No Lament'. Such playing, Deuchar's
trumpeting, the best of Graham's compositions, reflect unexpected levels of maturity
and independence on the part of British
modern jazz in those years. As an AngloAmerican postscript should be noted a London session by Ray Nance, on trumpet and
violin, with Ray Ellington's Quartet. Nance
was at the Palladium with Duke Ellington —
who had not been allowed to bring his band.
This agreeable music is the sole recorded
memento of that 1948 Ducal visit.
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ROKS,\ N

XERXES
ARTEMIZ
SHIRAZ
DARIUS
HOTCAKES
TABLES

ROKSAN ENGINEERING LTD, 21 DDOLE RD, POWYS, UNITED KINGDOM, ( 0597) 4911 Fax ( 0597) 3617.
USA & CANADA: BRYSTON ( 802) 223 6159 & ( 416) 746 1800.
JAPAN: TECHNICA TRADING CO. ( 03) 255 6996. WEST GERMANY: TUBAPHON ( 0234) 430800.
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LISTEN TO THE WORLD'S FIRST GOLD METAL DOME
*26mm Dome with vented voice coil assembly.
*F/Fluid cooled. * Extremely High Power handling.
*Superb Diecast Bass/Mid Driver, using large aluminium v/c assembly.
*Vented Pole/Magnet. * Unique cone/surround materials.

REFERENCE 1200/GOLD HAS LARGE SOUND STAGE
EXTREMELY DETAILED AND CLEAN TOP-END PERFORMANCE
QUALITY IS INCONTESTABLE
PUNCHY PRECISE BASS
LISTEN.

Symbol of QuaMy

MONITOR AUDIO LTD

Unit

34, Clifton Fiçincl, Cambridge CB1 AZW
Tel (0223) 242898/246344 Telex E17904 MONTOR-G

